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I. INTRODUCTION

This rvport is the second in a series that is being

published by the KAPSE Interface Team (KIT). The first was

published as a Naval Ocean Systems Center (NOSC) report, TD-

509, dated April 1982 and is now available through the

National Technical Information Service (NTIS) for $19.50

hardcopy or $4.00 microfiche; ask for order number

AD A115 590.

This series of reports serves to record the activities

which have taken place to date and to submit for public

review the products that have resulted. These reports are

issued approximately every six months. They should be

viewed as snapshots of the progress of the KIT and its

companion team, the KAPSE Interface Team from Industry and

Academia (KITIA); everything that is ready for public review

at a given point in time will be included. By the same

token, they also represent evolving ideas, so the contents

should not be taken as fixed or final.

1 1. The KIT and KITIA

ji As the first report conveyed, the KIT was organized in

three services and the higher levels of the DoD. This MOA

is included in the first appendix of this report and serves

as a charter for the KIT. The KITIA was subsequently

organized to provide a broad range of industry and academia

expertise which could help guide the KAPSE interface

standardization effort. Since its first meeting in

[February, the KITIA has established its own charter, which

is also included in this report. In addition, both teams

are organized into four working groups, and the KITIA

working groups have developed individual charters which are

included following the general KITIA charter.



The KIT is a DoD team with members from Navy

laboratories and agencies, the Army, the Air Force and the
National Security Agency. Its membership is shown in the

second appendix to this report.

The KITIA is a wide-ranging team whose members come
from all across the United States and even from Europe. Its

membership and geographical distribution are also given in

the first appendix to this report.

The KITIA is establishing operating rules and

procedures which will be published in the next report.

Important aspects of these rules are:

" the membership is limited to 30 organizations

" organizations, not individuals, hold membership,

so if an individual leaves a participating company
or university, it is that organization's

responsibility to replace him/her with another

qualified representative

" if a member organization defaults on its

membership, the KITIA and the AJPO will work

together to deterine a qualified replacement

" the KITIA elects its own officers (chairman, vice-

chairman and working group chairmen); it relies on

the KIT for secretarial support

" KITIA meetings are not open to the general public;

any requests to attend must be made to the KITIA

chairman.

The KIT has not formally established operating rules, but it1

operates in a manner not unlike other DoD teams.

Any questions concerning membership on these teams or

information about meeting attendance should be directed to
1-2



I
the chairmen: Tricia Oberndorf, NOSC, for the KIT or Edgar

Sibley, Alpha Omega Group, for the KITIA.

2. Meetings

Both the KIT and the KITIA have now held four meetings.

The KIT meetings were in January, April, July and October of

1982; the KITIA meetings were in February, April, June and

October. This schedule included the first joint meeting of

the two teams on 5 October 1982. This joint meeting was

found to be very useful, and more joint meetings are planned

for the future.

The approved minutes from most of these meetings are

included in this report. Since the teams will not approve

the October minutes until their next meetings, only

summaries of the October meetings are included here. In

addition to meetings of the full teams, working groups hold

separate meetings as they are needed; this is especially

true of the KITIA working groups. The minutes from one such

meeting - of KITIA Working Group I in Blacksburg, Virginia -

are also included here.

The next planned KIT meeting will take place in January

in San Diego; the next KITIA meeting will be in February,

also in San Diego, to coincide with the February AdaTEC

meeting.

3. ADATEC Sessions

These public reports are only one way in which the KIT

and KITIA will be conveying their work to the public.

Another avenue is to make presentations at AdaTEC and other

similar conferences. The first such session was held in

3 October; it was an AdaTEC panel session consisting of

members of both the KIT and KITIA. We reported on general

status and progress, the results of some preliminary (
analyses of similarities and differences between the Army's

Ada Language System (ALS) and the Air Force's Ada Integrated

I-3 



Environment (AIE) and some of the policy issues which have

been discussed during team meetings. The reports were

followed by a general question and answer, session. It is

the intent that such sessions, together with these reports,

serve to expose the KIT and KITIA efforts to public scrutiny

and that they result in feedback from all those who wish to

share ideas and opinions with the members of the teams. We

strongly urge anyone who has feedback to convey it to either

of the team chai men or to any team member.

4. The APSE Interoperability
and Transportability (IT) Plan

The original APSE IT Plan was issued in December 1981.
Since then changes in thinking and schedule have occurred

which warrant a revision to that plan. This is being

pursued now, and a new plan will be released in December and

included in the April 1983 Public Report. The original plan

is included here, along with anticipated revisions in the

schedule for 1983 through 1985.

5. Definitions and Categories

The first public report included some initial

definitions which the KIT and KITIA had established.

Subsequently, more relevant terms were defined, and they are

included in this report.

The first report also included an initial list of

interface categories and some explanations of them. These

categories have since undergone considerable revision, and

the latest KAPSE Interface Worksheets (KIWs) are includedA

here. These changes have not resulted in any changes of the

working groups of the two teams, which are organizedI

according to the grouping of the categories shown in this

report.]

The revisions include some new categories, the removal

of some others and changes in scope of others. The most I
notable of these are discussed below. -

1-4
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A. SMAPSE

The idea of a Standard or Subset MAPSE (SMAPSE) emerged

from a meeting held last July in Bernreid, W. Germany.

This meeting brought together a large number of people with
interest in the various interfaces which will be found in an

APSE. A similar conference in 1981 resulted in the creation

of DIANA; this conference expanded the horizon beyond just -

the intermediate language interface and included other

interfaces of interest to the KIT and KITIA. The SMAPSE
idea may be critical to the achievement of the KIT/KITIA

goals of interoperability and transportability between

APSEs, so it is included now as a category. The SMAPSE idea

is further developed in the paper by Erhard Ploedereder,
included here with the KITIA papers. In response to the

SMAPSE idea and Erhard's paper, the KIT has begun

consideration of what changes need to be made to STONEMAN in

light of the experiences of the last two years. This is

discussed in the paper by D. Milton.

B. Extensibility

It has been a consistent notion that a MAPSE would

evolve into an APSE and that APSEs could grow almost
indefinitely to support system development. [herefore it

was decided that one critical area of KIT/KITIA concern is
how that notion of extensibility affects the establishment

of KAPSE and other interface standards. There are at least

two aspects to this issue, as can be seen from the

Extensibility KIW and the papers by T. Standish and J.

Ruby. One is how one provides in a standard interface for
the evolution and extension of the standard interface set

itself. The other is how one provides for the orderly and

consistent addition of new tools as the MAPSE evolves into3 Ian APSE and that APSE grows.

C. Pragmas and Other Tool Controls

As the categories in Group II evolved, it became clear

1-5
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that concerns about Pragmas and other similar means for one

tool to control another more properly belonged in the data

interfaces group. Therefore, this category was eliminated

and all issues concerning it should now appear in the Group

11 KIWs.

D. Group 11 Categories

The categories in Group II have been revised. All of

the issues should still be covered, but their placement has

been reorganized.

E. Debugging

A new category for Debugging was considered. It was

decided that, although debugging does place a number of

unique requirements on the KAPSE interfaces, it is not

appropriate to create a new category for each such new

capability. Instead, all of the concerns raised by

debugging issues should be covered under the categories

which are affected. These appear primarily in Groups I and

III.

F. Binding

Considerable debate has arisen from the inclusion of a

Binding category. This seems in many ways to be a category

that is somehow different from most of the others. Thef

results of this debate will be reflected in future revisions

to the Binding KIW.

The KIWs included in this report are not yet complete,

nor have they been completely considered by members of both

teams. They do represent a developing convergence, however,

and those parts which are complete are probably nearingJ

stability.

8. AIE/ALS Analysis f:
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The study of the current DoD MAPSE designs, as well as

those of the United Kingdom (UK), West Germany and the

European Economic Community(EEC), is of great interest to

the KIT and KITIA. They not only provide preliminary

guidelines for what interfaces must be included, but they

are also invaluable sources of experience with the interface

decisions their designers have made. The DoD MAPSE designs

are particularly important because it is desirable that the

new standard interface set not differ from them arbitrarily,

as that would increase the expense to the DoD. Therefore,

an attempt has been in progress to analyze the various

interfaces and features of the AIE and the ALS in oroer to

determine the ways in which they are similar and the ways in

which they differ. This analysis has been conducted both

through documentation review and through visits with the

contractors. It must be mentioned here that the cooperation

of the Army and the Air Force and particularly of the two

contractors (SofTech and Intermetrics, respectively) has

been outstanding and without it the KIT and KITIA would not

have been able to make a fraction of the progress that has

j been realized.

This desire to study the AIE and ALS was given an added

impetus when the AJPO requested that an early attempt be

made to determine ways in which the two MAPSEs could be

brought into greater agreement. The result of this request

is a series of meetings between members of the KIT Executive

Committee (KITEC) and representatives of SofTech and

Intermetrics. The meetings to date have been extremely

productive and more are expected to take place throughout

the winter. A first publication of potential standard

interfaces on which the AIE and the ALS could agree is

expected in the spring or summer of 1983.

I The struggles and results of the analysis effort to date

are given in a paper in this report.

7. Requirements and Criteria

1-7
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This summer work was initiated to establish

requirements and criteria which could be used in deciding on

which interfaces to standardize and how to accomplish that

standardization. The report included here is the very first

tentative collection of such requirements and criteria. The

format and content were modelled after those found in a

series of requirements documents issued by the ANSI

committee X3H1 on Operating System Command and Response

Language; they are document numbers X3H1/O5-SD, X3H1/06-SD

and X3H1/O7-SD. It is the intent of the KIT and KITIA to
similarly take advantage of other such standards work

whenever that is appropriate.

The requirements and criteria found here originated

from the KITEC. The initial attempts were circulated to the

KIT and KITIA and the feedback received resulted in the

versions considered at the KIT meeting in October. The KIT

spent less than one full day reviewing and discussing these,

and the KITIA has not yet had a chance for thorough review.

Therefore, what appears here is very preliminary,

particularly section 6.4 which has not been reviewed by

either team. These requirements and criteria are included

here not because they represent any KIT and/or KITIA

consensus, but because the teams felt it was important to

solicit early feedback concerning the direction which these

requirements and criteria should take. Most of the issues

involving these requirements and criteria are yet to be

resolved, so feedback from the reader is strongly solicited.

8. Policy Discussions

Recommendations concerning AJPO policy and possible

approaches to the KIT and KITIA standardization task have

been a topic at virtually every meeting of the two teams.

These topics were first raised at the February KITIA

meeting, at which T. Lyons proposed the existence of seven

basic alternatives for the AJPO. These are included in this I
report, along with the comments by D. Cornhill of the KITIA

and H. Hart of the KIT. In addition D. Wrege and S.

1-8



Glaseman of the KITIA have been very concerned about this

topic and have also generated papers which appear in this

report. The KIT took up the issue by considering Lyon's

original write-up and trying to expand it and revise it to

become a more thorough analysis of the available options.

At the October meeting, the KIT decided, however, that

instead of trying to expand another's paper we should simply

try to articulate the factors which affect the policy

decision, to analyze those factors for pros and cons and to

construct from that analysis one alternative which could be

recommended by the KIT to the AJPO. No reflection of that

work is contained in this report, but it is expected to be

ready for publication in the April report.

In addition, the October KITIA meeting resulted in

another form of a policy recommendation for the AJPO. This

recommendation is reflected in the proposal by E. Sibley

which is included in this report. The KIT and KITIA

recommendations do not necessarily conflict nor are they

particularly redundant, since they deal .with different

aspects of the problem. As they develop, their status with

respect to one another will be clarified.

9. KITIA Papers

As any reader of the first Public Report knows, the

KITIA has made substantial original contributions to the IT

effort. Much of this contribution has taken the form of

working papers and point papers which are used to clarify

issues and suggested approaches and solutions. A large

number are included in this report.

The KITIA has taken the initiative in two very

important areas: policy (as reflected by the papers by

Lyons, Wrege, Sibley and Glaseman) and KAPSE validation (as

reflected by the paper by Lindquist, et al.). In addition,

KITIA members have made considerable contributions in the

areas of KAPSE interface semantics (see Freedman's paper),

KAPSE security (see papers by W1llman and Glaseman) and the

1-9



AIE/ALS analysis (see Fischer's Time-Line Analysis paper).

Also included here are the minutes from a very productive

KITIA Working Group I meeting in Blacksburg.

10. Other KIT/KITIA Activities

There are several KIT/KITIA activities which are not

represented in this report by any papers.

A. IT Tools

As will be seen by reading the MOA, it is part of the

KIT charter to sponsor the development of three or more

tools which will run in the AIE and the ALS. The intent of

these tools is that their development process will help the

KIT and KITIA to better understand the issues and interfaces

which affect IT, both in general and as they apply

specifically to the two DoD MAPSE developments. The first

of these tools will be a Configuration Management System by

CSC. That work has produced a Program Performance

Specification (PPS) and will proceed soon to tool design.

The second contract for tools was initiated on 4 October

1982 and will result in the development of an APSE

Interactive Monitor (AIM) by Texas Instruments. The "one or

more" other tools will result from a competitive

procurement. Development of the Request For Proposal (RFP)

is underway, but no schedules have been established. An

announcement will be made in the Commerce Business Daily

when the RFP is ready.

B. ALS and AlE Public Reviews

It is the intention of the AJPO and the Army and the I
Air Force to continue the sequence of public reviews of the

AIE and ALS. The KIT is responsible for coordinating these. j
As can be seen from the IT Plan, the goal is to conduct one

review approximately every six months, alternating between

the AIE and the ALS. The next scheduled review will be of

the AIE. It will be a review of the new B-5 specifications

1-10
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which are being produced by Intermetrics. It is expected

that review copies will be available by mid-January to those

who wish to participate. Reviewers will be asked to return

their comments to Warren Loper at NOSC by mid-March so that

a report on the review results can be released in May.

Anyone wishing to participate in this review process should

contact Warren (WLOPER@ECLB on the ARPANET or (714)225-

2743).

Another review of ALS progress will be held

approximately six months following the AIE review, depending

on the availability of appropriate products for review.

More details will be announced in the April report.

C. UK Study Reports and Other Efforts

The KIT and KITIA have acquired several copies of the

UK Study Reports which document that team's thinking

concerning development of APSEs. It is the desire of the

teams to avail themselves of all possible expertise, so

these study reports and the presence on the KITIA of

representatives from the UK and W. Germany are most

welcome. In addition, members from the EEC involved in that

development attended the October KITIA meeting.

11. Conclusion

This Public Report is provided by the KIT and KITIA to

solicit comments and feedback from those who do not

regularly participate on either of the teams. Comments on

il this and all subsequent reports are encouraged. They should

be addressed to:

Patricia Oberndorf

)i Code 8322

NOSC

San Diego, CA 92152

or sent via ARPANET to POBERNDORF@ECLB.

.... .. boo m



I would also like to extend my appreciation to the many

DoD, academic and conmmercial activities whose continued

support make this effort possible. The sense of teamwork

and cooperation displayed by all members of these two teams

are outstanding and will mean the success of what we have

undertaken.
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KIT Minutes

Meeting of 20-21 April 1982

Naval Avionics Center

Indianapolis, Indiana

Attendees See Appendix A

Bibliography of Handouts : See Appendix B

20 April 1982

1. Opening Remarks

The KIT chairman, Tricia Oberndorf, brought the meeting to order.

Members introduced themselves and new members were asked to participate in
the KAPSE Interface working group of their choice. The revised working groups

are shown in Appendix C.

Tricia announced the first public report was in printing and would be

made available through the National Technical Information Service (NTIS). The

Ada Joint Program Office (Ada is a registered trademark of the Ada Joint

Program Office (AJPO) of the U.S. Government) program review meeting indicated

the following current milestones

- Army APSE, the initial relea: e of the ALS will be in January 1983.

- Air Force APSE, the initial release of the AIE will be in November 1984

- Navy APSE, the RFPI is due July 1982

A schedule of the public review of the ALS and AIE systems has been set.

The reviews will be at six month intervals and will alternate between systems.

The first report will be on the ALS system and will be published in June. The

first public review of the AIE system will be published in December 1982. '.

2A-I



The Industrial/Academia Team has decided to organize itself along the

same lines as the KIT. They will be charged with producing the IT requirements

for use by the KIT.

2. Discussion of Mailing and KIT Objectives

Because of the changes in the ALS documentation, all members of the KIT

will receive updated issues of the ALS documentation. The AIE documentation

will also be distributed. Several members of the KIT expressed their

frustration with the ARPANET and voiced their need for a Primer to accelerate

use of the system. Tricia will distribute a copy of the ARPANET Primer to the

KIT members who request it.

Tricia went over the APSE IT plan and KIT objectives. Multiple APSE tools

will be developed to test Interoperability and Transportability between the

AIE and ALS systems. The KIT will monitor the AIE and ALS development effort

with respect to APSE Interoperability and Transportability. The KIT will be

the arena to address issues of the APSE IT brought to its attention. The KIT

will develop procedures to determine compliance of APSE developments with APSE

IT requirements, guidelines, conventions, and standards.

3. Definitions

The KIT developed the definition of the following terms as they apply to

IT.

* Specifications

* Requirements Specification

* Guidelines

* Conventions

* Standards

The strawman definitions used to initiate the discussion were distributed

before the discussion.
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4. AIE/ALS Interface Matrix

I Charlie Forrest (TRW) presented a comparison of the AIE and ALS system

interfaces derived from the available documentation. The Softech and

Intermetrics representatives strongly objected to the model used in the

comparison. Also the differences in documentation purposes - i.e., one as a

I sales tool (AIE) and the other to document a developing system (ALS) -

prevented a clear comparison. It was determined a meeting between

Softech, Intermetrics and Tricia and TRW would be required to provide the most

appropriate model for the comparison effort.

5. Guidelines, Conventions and Standards Documentation Format

Tricia and George Robertson (TRW) discussed the alternative formats the

KIT may use in documenting the guidelines, conventions, and standards

for IT. Further action on the KIT documentation format was deferred until-

the July KIT meeting.

6. Policy

Tricia led a discussion of the KIT's policy in the development of APSE IT

standards. The options developed by Tim Lyons of the Industry/ Academia team

were discussed. These options are listed in Appendix E. The consensus of the

KIT was that an insufficient understanding of IT requirements and the unknown

cost impact of the alternatives prevented a decision from being made.

Adjourned for the day.

I

21 April 1982

7. Working Group StrategyI'
Tricla opened the second day with a discussion of the direction the

working groups should take in their individual meetings. The following
items should be looked at by each group to fill in the interface category

work sheets.
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" Review the existing Interface Category worksheet for mare

detailed description

* Review the OSCRL requirements for items that have an

application to the Interface Category

" Review the AIE/ALS interface matrix for items that have an

application to the Interface Category

* Expand key issues section to explain the issues of IT that

apply to the Interface Category

Working groups then met to work on expanding worksheets.

8. Closing Discussions

Approval of the minutes was accomplished with specific changes to be

added before release. The San Diego KIT meeting was tentatively scheduled

for 27-29 July 1982. Working groups were to continue discussions after the
close of the KIT meeting.

Meeting was closed.
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Appendix A - Attendees

Richard Baldwin U.S. Amy CECCM

Jinny Castor U.S.A.F./AFWAL

Bob Converse NAVSEA/PME-408

Edward Dudash NSWC/DL

John Foreman Texas Instruments

Charlie Forrest TRW

Hal Hart TRW

Ron House NUSC

j Larry Johnston NADC

j Larry Lindley NAC

Warren Loper NOSC

Donn Milton CSC

Tricia Oberndorf NOSC

Shirley Peele FCDSSA

Lee Purrier FCDSSA

I George Robertson TRW

3 Mike Ryer Intermetrics, Inc.

3 Barbara Santanelli U.S. Army CECCM

S. Tucker Taft Intermetrics, Inc.
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Guy Taylor FCDSSA

Richard Thal] SofTech, Inc.

Elizabeth Wald NRL

Chuck Waltrip Johns Hopkins University

Douglas White RADC/COES
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Appendix B

Bibliography of Handouts

1. ALS/AIE Comparison Viewgraphs and References

2. Definitions of Requirement, Requirements Specification, Guideline,

Convention, and Standard

3. KIT Members Address List

4. KITIA Options or End Product - Tim Lyons

5. Minutes of 19-20 January KIT Meeting

6. Proposed Session for National AdaTEC in October

I
I
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Appendix C

Revised Working Groups Assignments

Group I KAPSE User Support

Group Leader: John Foreman

Members: Jack Kramer

Larry Johnston

Group II Data Interfaces

Group Leader: Donn Milton

Members: Elizabeth Wald

Ed Dudash

Lee Purrier

Chuck Waltrip

Group III KAPSE Service Interfaces

Group Leader: Charlie Forrest

Members: Warren Loper

Ron House

Larry Lindley

Group IV Miscellaneous

Group Leader: Hal Hart

Members: Guy Taylor

Bob Converse

Jinny Castor I
Shirley Peele
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I KIT Minutes
Meeting 27-29 July 1982

I Naval Ocean Systems Center
San Diego, California

Attendees: See Appendix A

Bibliography of Handouts: See Appendix B

j 27 July 1982

j 1. Opening Remarks(

The KIT Chairman, Tricia Oberndorf, brought the meeting to order.

I Members introduced themselves and new members were asked to participate in the
KAPSE Interface Working Groups of their choice. The revised Working Groups are

shown in Appendix C.

j KITIA - Representatives from the KITIA met with the AIE and ALS

developers to gather additional data on these implementations.

I CSC SOW - The Statement of Work for the Configuration Management tool

has been sent out. Appendices A and B are available by request (due to

I size).

I German and British status - A briefing was made to the KITIA on the
status of the German system. The British studies have been ordered and

distribution is planned for each Group leader after arrival.
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AJ PO status - The new Ada Language Reference Manual has been
distributed. ANSI will submit Ada for ISO approval. European Economic

Commnunity is strongly supporting Ada. NATO is reviewing Ada as their
standard for NATO sponsored Command and Control developments. A

Tni-Services Program Review is scheduled for August. The education
work is in progress.

AIE/ALS Analysis - the analysis of the interfaces of the ATE and ALS
systems is continuing. A coordination meeting with the developers is
planned to occur during this KIT meeting.

2. April Minutes

The minutes of the April meeting were approved as submitted.

3. Agenda/Objectives Discussion

The planned agenda was reviewed with a discussion of the objectives of

this meeting defined. The agenda will be modified to support the needs
of the team.

4. Break for Working Group Meetings

The working groups met to discuss the KAPSE Interface Worksheets and

to suggest revisions to the same.

5. The working groups requested additional time to focus more attention on

the KIWs. Additional working sessions were held.
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28 July 1982

16. General Discussion of KIW's and Standard s Development

A general discussion of the methodology for KIlls was held. It was

suggested that the KAPSE 85 specs from the AIE and ALS developments
may be a good source of material for consideration. This was suggested

as a starting point and not as a definition of the only capabilities to

be considered.

7. The status of the ALS documentation was discussed. KIT copies delayed

but should be forthcoming.

8. The results of the poll for consideration of new categories for KIWs

resulted in addition of Command Language, Debugger, and Extensibility
- with assignments of the first two to Group 1 and Extensibility to Group

4.

9. KIW Working Group Meetings

j The Groups broke into cross-group meetings to discuss impacts of their

various categories on other group categories. The result of these

meetings was that each group would require additional time to consider

other data in the finalization of their specific categories.

j10. AlE Review Schedule

The schedule of the AIE documentation review was discussed. The

documents would probably be available for public review in the late

if September time frame. This would call for responses to NOSC by the KIT

by 1 Dec. with a report from NOSC about 1 Feb 1983. It was pointed out

that the government should solicit industry support since their

Imanagement was reluctant to fund this work if not recognized. A

discussion of the value of previous reviews followed.
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ii. Intermetrics - ALS Tool transfer to AIE (AJPO Request)

The results of/the Intermetrics response to AJPO is still in progress.

This is still under review by the technical personnel. This could

provide a valuable contribution to the work of the KIT.

12. Donn Milton reviewed the events of the German conference. These

included point-by-point reviews of the STONEMAN document which

included:

o database management in the KAPSE

o levels of transportability are not defined

o KAPSE as a minimum operating system versus a portabi-

lity interface

o relationship of object and reconstruction

o definition of the KAPSE database

o confusion in run-time support area

o pretty printer in MAPSE versus tool

o host loader in the KAPSE versus MAPSE

o SMAPSE

Jack Kramer of the AJPO indicated the KIT should worry about the KAPSE

interfaces that are necessary to support extension. The SMAPSE

interfaces could be considered within the scope of the KIT but the

front end tools are not specified as yet. This may fall under the role

of the Software Initiative now in discussion.

13. C. Forrest presented a review of the policy issues that the KIT could
consider. These are to be published in the October Public Report. The

option to review the current AIE/ALS systems to identify those

interfaces that could be standardized now followed by a definition of

what is missing with a later revision and unification effort is the

current KIT course of action.
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29 July 1982

14. Address List Corrections

Correction for the KIT address list were solicited for inclusion in the

master list.

15. Category Rationales

A general discussion to review the rationales for the various

categories and responsible groups was conducted.

16. DoD Session

A session of the AJPO, KIT chairman, and Group Leaders was held to

discuss plans for expansion of the KIWs and generation of the

Requirements and Criteria document. The KIW vice-chairmen met with

their groups to discuss coordination of inputs to the next revision of

jthe KIWs. A coordination meeting with the AIE and ALS developers was

held to define terminology differences between the two implementations.

17. Requirements and Criteria Session

1. A general discussion of the Requirements and Criteria document was
held. The intention is to have an initial draft by January 1983. H.

:1 Hart presented material from the Operating System Command and Response
Language (OSCRL) documentation was presented for consideration. G.

II Robertson presented some ideas for the form the document may take.
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18. The KIT Plans for October were discussed including:

- Public Report

- KIWs

- Policy write-up

- Req & Criteria write-up

- RFP for Third Tool

- Define January Kit Meeting

19. Closing Discussions

The Washington KIT meeting was tentatively scheduled for 4-5 October.

This is the week of the National AdaTEC meeting in D.C..

APPENDIX A

ATTENDEES

Richard Baldwin U.S. Army CECOM

Jinny Castor U.S.A.F. AFWAL/AAAF

Edward Dudash NSWC DL

Jack Foidl TRW

John Foreman Texas Instruments

Charlie Forrest TRW J
Hal Hart TRW I

Ron House NOSC

I-
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I
m Larry Johnston NADC

Elizabeth Kean RADC COES

Richard Kubischta TRW

Jack Kramer AJPO

I Larry Lindley NAC

Warren Loper NOSC

Jim Moloney Intermetrics

f Gilbert Meyers NOSC

Donn Milton CSC

Eldred Nelson TRWI
Tricia Oberndorf NOSC

I George Robertson FCDSSA SD

I Carl Russ FCDSSA DN

[ Barbara Santanelli U.S. Army CECOM

I Maurice Stein NSWC DL

Tucker Taft Intermetrics

Guy Taylor FCDSSA DN

Richard Thall SofTech
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Elizabeth Wald NRL

Chuck Waltrip John Hopkins University

Douglas White RADC COES

APPENDIX B

MEETING HANDOUTS

1. A map of the locations of the 30 KITIA members.

2. Vlewgraphs on "Activities of IAT KAPSE Services Group (Grp 3)".

3. "Some Initial Thoughts on APSE Security" by Dr. S. Glaseman.

4. Minutes from the February KITIA meeting.

5. "KAPSE Semantics and the Layered KAPSE" by 0. E. Wrege.

6. A memorandum from KITIA Group 3 Chairperson Sabina Saib on KAPSE Services

Group Responsibilities and Meeting.

7. The KITIA Group 4 Charter.

8. A KITIA Group 4 paper on "Computer Simulation and the Ada Environment".

9. A KITIA Group 1 paper on "A Machine Architecture for Ada" by Pekka

Lahtinen.

10. "Validation Methods for the KAPSE Interface" by Dr. T. E. Lindquist, et al.
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11. Viewgraphs on "5ecurity-Classification" by Herb Willman.

12. "Draft Specification for APSE Security-Classification-Attribute" by Herb

WilIman.

13. "APSE Formal Definition" by R. S. Freedman.

14. A KITIA Working Group 1 interim technical note (WG.1-AO02) on Program

Invocation and Control (the KITIA logo on the cover has been made into a

sticker and is available).

15. A draft WG.1 charter from H. R. ("Dit") Morse.

16. An ARPANET message from KERNER presenting the KITA Data Interfaces Working

Group (Grp 2) Charter.

17. Minutes from the KITtA April meeti.ag.

18. The KITIA Charter dated 4-30-82.

19. "Ada Package Specifications for Ada Language System KAPSE" dated 6-23-82.

l
I
I
I
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KIT MIEETING PROCEEDINGS

4-5 OCTOBER 1982

Hyatt Crystal City

I

MONDAY, 4 October

0830 Tricia Oberndorf (NOSC)

Brought the meeting to order.

General announcements were made concerning:

o introduction of new members

o plans for the AdaTEC panel session later in the week

o KITEC progress since the July meeting

o the meeting the previous week with SofTech and Intermetrics

o progress on the IT tools (CSC, TI, the RFP)

o requests for the Ada tutorial materials

o STONEMAN revisions (Donn Milton)

o receipt of the UK study reports

o anticipated contents of the October Public Report

o work on a KIT logo

o the new AIE review schedule

The July meeting minutes were approved as corrected.

0915 Working Group meetings

The progress on the KIWs was explained and particular

areas needing the attention of the groups were pointed

out; the groups then met separately.

1145 LUNCH

1300 Working Group meetings (continued)

1400 KIT reconvened

Reports were given by the four group chairmen on progress (
during the group meetings.
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Requirements and Criteria Session
Hal Hart's and the KITEC's work to generate IT Requirements

and Criteria using the OSCRL papers as a model; copies
were handed out and discussion was opened to item-by-item
consideration; numerous revisions were made.

1715 Adjourned for the day

2
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TUESDAY, 5 October

1 0830 Requirements and Criteria Session (continued)

1045 Policy Rewrite Session

Discussion ensued concerning the KIT's attempts to further

develop the 7 policy alternatives originally generated by

Tim Lyons of the KITIA (see paper XXX in this report).

It was decided that the KIT should extract the essential

I parameters from our work so far in this area and, using

trade-offs concerning these, construct the KIT's recommended

alternative.

1145 LUNCH

1300 Joint meeting of KIT and KITIA

Several announcements of interest to both teams were

given by T. Oberndorf.

IEdgar Sibley, KITIA chairman, presented KITIA work on

a proposal which the KITIA will make to the AJPO; discussion

I followed.

LCOL. Larry Druffel of the AJPO addressed the joint meeting

and answered questions.

The teams broke down into joint meetings of the working

groups.

Upon reconvening, J. Foidl of TRW presented current progress

on the AIE/ALS analysis (see paper YYY in this report);

I discussion followed.

1700 ADJOURNED

I (3IC-
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I KITIA Minutes

Meeting of 28-30 April 1982

5 Washington, D.C.

Attendees: Appendix A

Bibliography of Handouts : Appendix B

Auxiliary Assignments : Appendix C

28 April 1982

1. Opening Remarks

Edgar Sibley, KITIA chairman, brought the meeting to order and

introduced the keynote speaker - Larry Druffel of the Ada* Joint

Program Office (AJPO). (Ada is a Registered Trademark of the Ada

Joint Program Office - U.S. Government)

j 2. Keynote presentation

f Larry Druffel discussed the importance of the KITIA in the

development of standards for interoperability and transportability (IT).

As users and implementers, the KITIA will play an important part in the

review of the current APSE development and in the development of stan-

dards for IT.

I An interim report comparing the Ada Language System (ALS) and

Ada Integrated Environment (AIE) is being developed by Tucker Taft of

Intermetrics. The interim report will cover conventions which will make

it possible to transport tools to the AIE.

The charters of the KIT and KITIA were discussed. Larry Druffel

stated the KIT charter is driven by the Memorandum of Agreement (MOA)

signed by the assistant secretaries of the three services. A common

set of tools in use by all three services is the goal of the MOA. The

KIT is to define the interfaces so a common set of tools can be real-

ized.(
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A serious discussion of the strategy for conforming to IT

standards occurred. Larry Druffel explained what was being proposed

to reach conformity and why. Several objections were raised to the

development of more than one APSE. Edgar Sibley explained his reason

for opening the meeting with an address by Larry Druffel was to estab-

lish the arena for development of the KITIA charter and the working

group charters.

3. General Business Session

Several items of general business were discussed. These are

encapsulated below.

- The name selected for the Industry and Academia team was KAPSE

Interface Team - Industry and Academia (KITIA).

- Reservations for a meeting room for the October KITIA meeting

will be made by Donn Milton. Edgar Sibley will make connection I
with Donn for this purpose.

- The United Kingdom (U.K.) reports were discussed. The AJPO will

procure several copies and make these available to interested

KITIA members on a temporary basis.

- The KIT will be making a panel presentation at the National

AdaTEC meeting in October. Copies of the session proposal were

distributed. Individuals were requested to make comments or

requests for changes to the proposed agenda.

4. KIT Review

Tricia Oberndorf presented a review of the KIT meeting of 20-21

April 1982 in Indianapolis, Indiana. The KIT has developed a set of

definitions for specification, requirements specification, guideline,

convention and standard. The definition of requirement was tabled at J
the KIT meeting. A set of definitions for review will be sent on the

ARPANET. 1'
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The form for the interface standards was discussed. The KIT is

reviewing several examples of current forms of standards to determine

the form the KIT standards will take.

Tricia Oberndorf stated a review schedule has been determined for

freview of the AIE and ALS systems. The next review will be of the AIE

A-Spec and B-5 documentation to be released in the summer or fall of this

J year. The review schedule will be at six month intervals with the review

alternating between the ALS and AIE systems. The discussion shifted to

the documentation for both the AIE and ALS. A complete set of ALS docu-

mentation will be sent to all members of the KIT and KITIA. The current

AIE documents will be sent only to the individuals who request them. The

AIE documentation of the summer or fall of this year will be distributed

whenever available to all members of the KIT and KITIA.

The KIT has started a comparison of the AIE and ALS to determine

where the interfaces exist and to develop a model for comparison. TRW

presented a first look at the comparison of the two APSE's at the

Indianapolis KIT meeting. Based on the reaction of the two contractors,

Tricia Oberndorf and Charlie Forrest will meet with Softech and

Intermetrics in May to develop a model for comparison of the two systems.

5. Presentation of Working Group Charters

The charters for the working groups were presented

I by H.R. Morse (group 1), Judy Kerner (group 2), Ron Johnson

(group 3), and Steve Glaseman (group 4). The efforts of each of the

T groups were covered including specific assignments of each individual

within the working group.

6. Presentation of Potential Charters for KITIA

Tim Lyons and Tricia Oberndorf presented possible charters for

the KITIA. A general discussion opened on the purpose of the KITIA in

I the process of developing standards for IT and the relationship of the
KITIA to the KIT. The KIT is chartered to produce the formal standards

for IT, and the KITIA is to support the work of the KIT by the means it

feels is most appropriate (e.g., development of requirements for IT,

development of the initial draft of the standards, review of the KIT

effort, etc.).
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7. General Information for KITIA

Tricia Oberndorf covered a potpourri of topics of general KITIA
interest. These topics were

Use of the ARPANET

Public Report

Letter of Appreciation

Navy APSE Development

Adjourned for the day.

29 April 1982

8. Presentation of Point Papers

Doug Wrege gave a presentation of the effects of multiple DOD

environments. The presentation covered the problem of multiple APSE's,
the results and consequences of having multiple APSE's, and several

possible solutions to the problem. The discussion that followed developed
more results and consequences of having multiple APSE's, and several more

possible solutions.
Tim Lyons gave a presentation of a comparison of database facil-

ities of APSE's. The presentation covered the use of a data model of

the development process, the mapping of the data model onto the under-

lying system database, and a comparison of the current APSE databases.

The current APSE databases were compared by use of a simple database

storage illustration which showed the database relations. The presen-

tation showed what part of the database the four APSE's have put at the

KAPSE 'ievel.
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I Ann Reedy gave a presentation of an introduction to DIANA. The

presentation covered the general case for an intermediate language,

special reasons for using DIANA as the intermediate language, DIANA

design principles, and an example of a simple program and its DIANA

representation. Several points of controversy in the use of an inter-

mediate language were also covered.

19. ARPANET Tutorial

ITricia Oberndorf gave a brief tutorial on the operation and use

of ARPANET. ARPANET will be an important comunication tool for use by

the KIT and KITIA.

j 10. Working Group Sessions

A general discussion on the KITIA charter preceeded the working

group meetings. The general discussion produced an outline for the KITIA

charter to be filled in during the cross-group meetings.

j The KITIA adjourned and successive cross-group meetings were

held to determine the KITIA charter. The working groups adjourned and

I the general KITIA meeting resumed. It was decided a smaller group of

members of the working groups would meet during the evening to develop

a single KITIA charter. The group is listed below:

Herman Fischer

Steve Glaseman

Judy Kerner

S I Tim Lindquist

H. R. Morse

Tricia Oberndorf

Herb Willman

m Adjourned for the day.

m

I
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30 April 1982

11. General Session

General business items were discussed with the following results.

- The minutes of the meeting of 17-19 February 1982 were unani-

mously approved as corrected.

- Future meetings of the KITIA were set. The local host of the

meetings will insure sufficient facilities and information

are available to support the KITIA meetings.

Boston 18-20 June 1982

Washington, D.C. 4-6 October 1982

San Diego 12-14 January 1983

- The location of the KITIA meetings in principle will be var-

iable with no specific sites assigned.

- Steve Glaseman was elected vice-chairman of the KITIA.

- The proposed KITIA charter was read and distributed. It was

decided the working groups would review the KITIA charter and

the comments would be returned by the working group chairman.

12. Working Group Session

The general session adjourned and the working groups met.

13. General Session

The working groups adjourned and the general group received aI

report on the work of the working groups. A discussion on

the material to be covered with the ALS and AIE contractors in the June

meeting produced an agenda. The agenda will be two four hour sessionsI

- one session with each contractor. Within a session, there will be -

four working group sessions when only the designated working group will

be allowed questions. Potential questions will be produced by the work-
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ing groups. The questions will be sent to Edgar Sibley and LCDR Kramer

by the working group chairmen.

The auxiliary assignments of the KITIA members were discussed.

A list of the assignments is contained in Appendix C.

The KITIA expressed its appreciation to General Electric for
the use of the facilities and thanked Dave McGonagle for his efforts to

achieve a successful meeting.

Meeting adjourned.

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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Appendix A

Attendees

KITIA Meeting

28-30 April 1982

KITIA Members

BAKER, Nicolas McDonnell Douglas Astronautics
(substitute for Eric Griesheimer)

CORNHILL, Dennis Honeywell

COX, Fred Georgia Institute of Technology

FISCHER, Herman Litton Data Systems

FREEDMAN, Roy Hazeltine Corporation

GARGARO, Anthony Computer Sciences Corporation 1 f
GLASEMAN, Steve Teledyne Systems Corporation f
JOHNSON, Ron Boeing Aerospace Corporation j
KERNER, Judy Norden Systems

KOTLER, Reed Lockheed Missles and Space

KRISHNASWAMY, R. Ford Aerospace and(substitute for Larry Yelowitz) Communication I
LAHTINEN, Pekka Dy Softplan Ab (Finland)

LAMB, Eli Bell Labs

LINDQUIST, Tim Virginia Institute of'Technology I
LOCKE, Doug IBM 

]
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LYONS, Tim U.K. Ada Consortium

I McGONAGLE, Dave General Electric

MOONEY, Charles Grumman Aerospace

I MORSE, H. R. Frey Federal Systems

NEAL, Larry General Research Corporation
(substitute for Sabina Saib)

I REEDY, Ann Planning Research Corporation

RUBY, Jim Hughes Aircraft Corporation

SIBLEY, Edgar Alpha Omega Group, Inc.

WESTERMANN, Rob TNO-IBBC (the Netherlands)

WILLMAN, Herb Raytheon

WREGE, Ooug Control Data Corporation
J KITIA Members unable to attend :

i FELLOWS, Jon System Development Corporation

j LOVEMAN, Dave Massachusetts Computer Associates

I PLOEDEREDER, Erhard IABG (Germany)

STANDISH, Thomas University of California at Irvine

Other Attendees

DRUFFEL, Larry AJPO1
FORREST, Charles TRWt2D-9



KRAMER, Jack LCDR AJPO

OBERNDORF, Tricia NOSC
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Appendix B

Bibliography of Handouts

I. Working Group Charters

Group 1 (Draft)

Group 2 (Draft)

Group 3 (Draft)

Group 4 (Draft)

II. Group 3 Activities Report

A. A Review of VAX VMS System Services - Ron Johnson

B. Debugger Support - Doug Wrege

C. Expansion of KAPSE Services Outline From KIT - Herb Willman

III. Ada Development Methodologies - Peter Freeman

IV. Point Papers

A. Effects of a Multiple DOD Environment - Doug Wrege

B. An Informal Introduction to DIANA - Ann Reedy

C. A Machine Architecture for Ada - Pekka Lahtinen

V. ARPANET Tutorial

VI. KITIA Charter

VII. KITIA Member List

VIII. KIT Member List

IX. First KITIA Meeting Minutes

X. KIT Presentation Agenda for October AdaTEC
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Appendix C

Auxiliary Assignments

1. Create a model of existing OS's -

VAX/VMS .......... Ron Johnson

Brian Koerble (NOSC)

MULTICS .......... Dennis Cornhill

UNIX ..........

TOPS-20 ..........

IBM ..........

CDC ..........

2. Policy recommendations ..... Douge Wrege

Steve Glaseman

3. Seven- item spectrum of alternatives ..... Tim Lyons (complete)

4. STONEMAN evolution

5. Expression medium for standards

6. Tools/packages for porting

7. Universal vs. application-specific partitions

8. General architectural models

9. Pragmatic limitations ..... Herb Willman

10. Development of the layered concept ..... Tim Lindquist

I
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KITIA Minutes

IMeeting of 18-20 June 1982

Boston, Mass.

I
Attendees: Appendix A

Bibliography of Handouts: Appendix B

Meeting with Intermetrics: Appendix C

Meeting with SofTech: Appendix D

18 June 1982

1. Meeting with Intermetrics (
The KITIA met with Intermetrics to discuss AIE design concerns of

the working groups. Each working group covered the prepared questions

(Appendix B,section 1,A) during their specified time period. Tucker

Taft of Intermetrics presented the AIE design to the working groups.

(See Appendix C.)

1 2. Meeting with SofTech

j The KITIA met with SofTech to discuss ALS design concerns of the

working groups. Each working group covered the prepared questionsf (Appendix B,section I,A) during their specified time period. Rich

Thall of SofTech led the SofTech group in a presentation of the ALS

design to the working groups.

(See Appendix D.)
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19 June 1982

3. Individual Presentation

Herman Fischer presented a comparison of the databases in the

ALS and AIE systems. The presentation covered the definition of database

and file (object) names, the storage of objects in the ALS and AIE, ALS

database and container operations, AIE database operations, comparison of

ALS and AIE database operations, and the application of database require-

ments.

4. Review of SofTech and' intermetrics Meetings

The working groups presented a review of the meetings the previous day

with SofTech and Intermetrics.

Working Group I - Harrison Morse

Working Group 11 - Judy Kerner

Working Group III - Eli Lamb

Working Group IV - Steve Glaseman

5. Working Group Sessions

The general group adjourned and the working groups met.

6. Working Group Reports

The general group met and the working groups made a progress report

on their efforts to date.

Working Group I - Harrison Morse

Working Group II - Judy Kerner

Working Group III - Sabina Saib

Working Group IV - Steve Glaseman

Anthony Gargaro presented a KITIA logo and introduced a Working Group I

interim paper. (See Appendix B, section II,C.)
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7. General Session

I A general discussion of the aim of the KITIA ensued. The discussion

covered the need for a model of the KAPSE and the policy questions Tim

Lyons has sent out via the Arpanet.

I The agenda was modified to include several more presentations. The

agenda development for future meeting was also discussed. The initial draft

of the agenda from the chairman will be sent to the working group chair-

men. The final agenda will be organized by the vice-chairman from the ini-

tial draft and the comments of the working group chairmen.

8. Individual Presentations

Dennis Cornhill gave a presentation on an approach to specification

of the KAPSE interfaces for interoperability and transportability. The

presentation covered the need to achieve a degree of IT and a degree of

implementation freedom, the use of denotational semantics in the Ada lan-

guage specification and the implications for the KAPSE interface specifi-

cation, and examples of static and dynamic semantics in the Ada language

specification.

Roy Freedman gave a presentation on an APSE Formal Definition. The

presentation covered the description of interfaces and their definitions,

KAPSE interface semantics(KIS), a denotational approach to interface des-

cription, the problems of interface description when multiple APSE's exist,

and tool semantics.I
Steve Glaseman gave a presentation of some initial thoughts on APSE

Security. The presentation covered a review of data security, VAX/VMS secur-

rity features, the ALS access control, and the AIE access control. Also

covered in the presentation were the hazards associated with the APSE con-

cept and fundamental questions regarding APSE security.
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Herb Willman gave a presentation on Security-Classification. The pre-

sentation began with the three attributes Stoi.man requires for database

objects - history, category, and access rights. The presentation pro-

posed a fourth attribute to cover the immediate problem of security, the

security classification attribute. The presentation further developed the
types and use of security information(i.e., internal and external types

and use) and the uses of the proposed security classification. Included

in the presentation was a draft specification for an APSE Security Classi-

fication attribute.

Tim Lindquist gave a presentation on a preliminary study of KAPSE in-

terface validation. The presentation covered the need for a KAPSE and APSE

validation technique, a proposed approach to a validation method, and the

expected results of the approach. It was proposed to review the different

techniques available for validation, the specific needs of an APSE and

a KAPSE, and alternative approaches to KAPSE evolution. This review would

produce a strawman for KAPSE validation which would be applied to an

existing APSE. Finally the strawman would be used in the development of Ithe KAPSE.

Erhard Ploedereder gave a presentation on the development of a pro-

gramming support environment in Germany. The German Ministry of

Defense is financing a project, Standardized Program Development System

for the Armament Sector (SPERBER), which is developing a programming

support environment. The programming support environment will support

Ada and the German computer language PERL. The system will be hosted

on a German machine and will be targetted to several German machines.

9. General Session

Tricia Oberndorf covered several topics concerning the KIT and KITIA.

A synopsis is given below.

- KIT Public Report has been published

- KIT Working Groups

1. Assignment of DOD personnel as chairmen NOW

2. Expansion of interface category work sheets
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3. Addition of new categories(i.e., Command Language,

Debugging, Extensibility)

- KIT definitions for requirements, guidelines, conventions,

standards, etc.

- ALS/AIE meeting to develop a model for comparison

- Availability of APSE(ALS/AIE/UK Study) documents

Edgar Sibley introduced a draft set of rules for the KITIA. The offi-

cers of the KITIA will consist of a chairman and vice-chairman. The secre-

tary will be provided by the KIT. The draft rules will be provided as a

set of rules(section A and B of the draft) and a set of procedures(section

C and D). The membership section in the draft will be rewritten by LCDR

Jack Kramer based on the discussion in the meeting.

The minutes of the April KITIA meeting were unanimously approved. The

structure of the KITIA minutes was retained.

1O. Working Group Session

The general session adjourned for the day and the working groups met.

2
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11. General Session

Several items were discussed.

- January meeting of KITIA was changed to February to be held in

conjunction with the CMS-2 User Group Conference.

- A May meeting is planned to be held in conjunction with National

Computer Conference(NCC) May 16-19 in Anaheim, California.

- A general outline of the KITIA agenda was discussed. The first

half day would be spent in working group meetings, then the general

session(including point papers) would be held, and the last half day

would be spent in working group sessions.

- Steve Glaseman, vice-chairman, will coordinate the scheduling f
of future meetings of the KITIA.

- New categories for the working groups was discussed (i.e., group

I - Command Language; group III - Extensibility and Debugger;

and group IV - Extensibility).

- The joint KIT and KITIA meeting will be a half day with the following

schedule: 1) a one hour general session, 2) a two hour working

group session, and 3) a one hour general session.

12. Individual Presentation

Doug WIrege gave a presentation on KAPSE Semantics and the Layered KAPSE.

The presentation covered the need to separate the KAPSE semantics from a

particular implementation, and the approach of layering the KAPSE interfaces

from a minimum host interface layer toward higher and higher interface levels. .

The minimum host interface layer would be a layer upon which the remainder

of the KAPSE could be implemented in a portable manner. The successive higher

and higher layers would be important in the development of a KAPSE semantic

definition.
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13. General Session

The working groups reported to the general group the deliverables their

members plan to have by October. The list is presented by working groups

below.

Working Group I

Draft IT requirements for program invocation, control, and

security; KAPSE requirements for command languages; KAPSE

interface semantics; and a point paper for KITIA policy

Working Group II

Time line of the KAPSE interfaces utilized in the compilation

of an Ada program in the ALS and AIE system. Draft require-

ments for IT and a rationale behind those requirements.

Working Group III (
Draft IT requirements, appendices for Stoneman which address

the issues of 5E6(Ada executing program) and SE7(Ada symbol

table) of Stoneman. Recommendations for pragmatics for Ada.

Working Group IV

Group IV will meet before October to determine the areas in

j which a set of draft IT requirements can be developed for de-

livery in October.

I. lThe KITIA expressed its appreciation to Raytheon for the facilities pro-

vided and thanked Herb Willman for his efforts to achieve a successful

meeting.

Meeting Adjourned.

2I (
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Appendix A

Attendees

KITIA Members:

BAKER, Nic-Ilas McDonnel Douglas Astronautics
(substitute for Eric Griesheimer)

BARDIN, Bryce Hughes Aircraft
(substitute for Jim Ruby)

CORNHILL, Dennis Honeywell

COX, Fred Georgia Institute of Technology
(also alternate Larry Gallaher)

DRAKE, Richard IBM

FELLOWS, Jon System Development Corp

FISCHER, Herman Litton Data Systems

FREEDMAN, Roy Hazeltine Corp

GARGARO, Anthony Computer Sciences Corp

GLASEMAN, Steve Teledyne bystems Co.

JOHNSON, Ron Boeing Aerospace Co.

KERNER, Judy Norden Systems

KOTLER, Reed Lockheed Missiles & Space I
LAMB, Eli Bell Labs

LINDQUIST, Tim Virginia Polytechnic Institute and
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State University

LOCKE, Doug IBM

LOVEMAN, Dave Massachusetts Computer Associates, Inc.

LYONS, Tim Software Sciences Ltd.

McGONAGLE, Dave General Electric

MOONEY, Charles Grumman Aerospace

MORSE, Harrison Frey Federal Systems

PLOEDEREDER, Erhard IABG

REEDY, Ann PRC

SAIB, Sabina General Research Corp.

SIBLEY, Edgar Alpha Omega Group

STANDISH, Thomas University of California at Irvine

WILLMAN, Herb Raytheon Company

WREGE, Doug Control Data Corp.

YELOWITZ, Larry Ford Aerospace & Communication Corp.

Other Attendees:

FORREST, Charles TRW

KRAMER, Jack Ada Joint Program Office

LOPER, Warren NOSC

OBERNDORF, Tricia NOSC A
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Appendix B

Bibliography of Handouts

To obtain copies of handouts, the members of the KITIA should

request from Tricia Oberndorf or TRWKIT the required handouts. These

will be sent in the KITIA mailing prior to the next meeting.

I. ALS/AIE Meetings

A. KITIA Questions for Softech and Intermetrics

B. Working Group I Additional Questions

C. Working Group II Example Program

D. Intermetrics Guide to AIE Interfaces

E. Softech's Ada Package Specifications

F. Softech's Break-In Command Specification

I. Point Papers

A. ALS and AIE Databases Compared and Made Simple - Herman Fischer

B. APSE Formal Definition - Roy Freedman

C. KITIA Interim Technical Note, Program Invocation and

Control - Anthony Gargaro

D. Some Initial Thoughts on APSE Security - Steve Glaseman (
E. A Preliminary Study of KAPSE Interface Validation - Tim Lindquist

F. Security Classification - Herb Willman

G. KAPSE Semantics and the Layered KAPSE - Doug Wrege

III. KAPSE Interface Working Sheet

A. Bindings and Their Effect on Tools

TV. Draft Rules of KITIA

V. Map of KITIA Members Locations
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Appendix C

Meeting with Intermetrics

18 June 1982

I

Tucker Taft of Intermetrics presented an AIE system overview before

the Working Group question and answer sessions. Specific topics covered

were:

- KAPSE objects(simple,composite, and window);

- KAPSE "agent" which handles all requests from running programs;

- Difference between KAPSE/Tool interfaces and KAPSE/Host

interfaces;

- "Physical" and "logical" structures during program execution;

Working Group I Session

Harrison Morse requested the AIE Logon/Logoff, Program

Invocation, and Command Processor be covered. Tucker responded

with the following:

During login, a terminal manager(to be fully defined later in

the design) is a significant part of login and establishes

[the user program context and windows. For each running program,

there exists a program context which includes file handles,

[disk temporary buffers, and the program windows. Program windows

are the means of controlling access and state what is able to

pass through the window. Login should use composite object

and program invocation package specifications.

During Program Invocation, the Command Language Processor(CLP),

via its program context, searches the tool directory

for the specified program (e.g., "PRINT"). The linked program

context of the specified program and the program context of

the CLP is used to establish the sub-program context of the

specified program ("PRINT"). The program code and initial memory

data of the specified program is then copied into memory.

2E-11
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The command language processor(CLP) in the AIE adds pre-

fixes to the names of specified programs in order to

identify the tools within the tool directory. Though the user

can define the program context of the invoked tool, the

default is to establish the program context using the

invoking program context and the linked program context.

This program context is used at program invocation time to

establish the initial running program context.

In order to utilize a user supplied command language

processor, the tool must adhere to the program invoca-

tion and control interface. There are no CLP support ser-

vices supplied by the host operating system. The terminal

manager in the AIE has been designed as a virtual terminal

interface by making the input/output files for each program

disk files.

Working Group II Session

Ann Reedy of Group II presented a simple Ada program for

use in analyzing the AIE KAPSE interfaces required to com-

pile the Ada source program. (Ada is a Registered

Trademark of the Ada Joint Program Office - U.S. Government).

Tucker Taft was asked to walk through the compilation

process showing the specific KAPSE interfaces in a time

series. A write-up of this time series analysis will be

provided to the KITIA by working group II.

The differences between the history attributes of each

data object and the separate attributes maintained by

the compiler were discussed. Every object has one

history attribute which reflects the last program to change

its contents. The compiler attributes are used by the

compiler to store/remember/record relational information

about objects in the database specifically used by the ]
compiler.
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Working Group III Session

j Eli Lamb requested Tucker Taft to continue with the simple

program presented by working group II and show how the

J executable module is loaded, executed, interrupted, and
debugged. Within the AIE system, the command language

processor invokes the loader to load both the executing

program and the debugger. When the user requests to

suspend a program which is being tested using the debugger,

the suspend request is sent to the running program. The

running program sends the suspend request to the debugger

via the inter-program communication of the KAPSE. The debugger

support task looks like a running program and is treated

as such by the scheduler. In the original

design of the AlE debugger, hooks would be used to access

the symbol tables. This is not being designed or implemented

in the current AIE system. In the AIE design, there is no

dynamic binding.

Tucker Taft read the list of names of Packages that will

be included in the KAPSE portion of the AIE. The follow-

ing is the list as used.

- Simple Object

- Composite Object
-Window Object

- Category Operations

-Access Control

- History Control

- Program Invocation and ControlI- Debugging
- Inter-Program Communication

- Parameter Passing

- Text I/0

- Direct 1/O
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Working Group IV Session

Steve Glaseman requested the issue of security violation

during recovery be covered. The concept of a terminal

manager outside the KAPSE was perceived as a potential

security problem.

In the AIE design, nothing is accomplished by a user

directly. The user requested operations are always done

by a program on the users behalf. Also the user access

controls are implied by the programs the user is running.
The concept of windows in the AIE design is significant to

the issue of security.

Tucker Taft explained the AIE use of windows and their

operations. During login the objects of the database are

viewed to select the individual user's initial program

context. Contained within the program context are the windows

of access. Windows in the AIE design are analogous to

capabilities in capability based systems, and windows

define what can pass through the window. Initially the

system is delivered with one user called system who has infinite

capabilities (i.e., a window on everything). To prevent

access problems, windows are created by the subsetting

of predecessor windows.

The KITIA thanked Intermetrics and specifically Tucker Taft for their

efforts in a very productive meeting.

2
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Appendix D

Meeting with SofTech

18 June 1982

I

Larry Weissman of SofTech introduced ALS designers and turned the

floor over to Rich Thall who gave an introduction to the ALS system.

Specifically, Rich Thall covered the package specifications for the

ALS KAPSE interfaces.

Working Group I Session

Harrison Morse presented the questions to be addressed

by SofTech which effect the Logon/Logoff, Program

Invocation, and Command Processor. Bill Wilder of

SofTech covered the startup and shutdown of an ALS

session. The ALS user enters an ALS session via the

VMS operating system. VMS invokes a process called

Job Init which calls the file management, within the

KAPSE, to verify the system access. Following successful

access verification, Hierarchy Management is called to

determine the initial working directory. The Program

Call routine is executed to invoke the initial user

j process which is typically the command language pro-

cessor(CLP). To exit an ALS session, the CLP sends

a return command to the BreakIn Monitor which initiates

the Job Termination program to delete the user process.

Invoking a program and the operations of the CLP were

covered next. During Program Invocation, the Hierarchy
*I Management routine is called to verify the specified

executable image exists and the caller has access3 rights to the image. The program is added to the users

call tree and VMS is called to produce a process, from

the database file. The question of accessing characters

from the terminal one at a time was raised. -The ALS

does not currently provide access to the individual
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characters from or to the terminal. The ALS terminal

interface is a string of characters.

Working Group II Session

Judy Kerner requested SofTech to go through the process

of compiling the simple program presented by the working

group. A time series analysis of the ALS KAPSE inter-

faces utilized will be provided to the KITIA by working

group II. When a "with" clause is used in an Ada program,

the latest compiled container of the object specified is used.

To use previous versions of containers during compilation, the

user must modify the program library to insure use of containers

that are older than the current version.

Working Group III Session

SofTech was requested to go through a debugging session I
indicating the KAPSE services required. In the ALS, the

command language processor interfaces to the debugger. The

debugger interfaces to the executing program via a communi-

cation segment in the executing program and in the debugger.

The interfaces are only a few(e.g., peak,poke,etc.) and are

part of the ALS KAPSE interfaces. The debugger is part of

the MAPSE and a part of the KAPSE.

The performance monitoring in the ALS consists of some

MAPSE tools called the timing analyzer and the frequency

analyzer. Miscellaneous KAPSE interfaces also contain

some performance monitoring interfaces.

Working Group IV Session

SofTech was requested to review the security mechanisms

the ALS contains. Basic to an understanding of the ]
design of the ALS security are two principles - 1) all

users are non-malicious and 2) no assumption is made

about host security being provided. Rich Thall covered

the ALS access control mechanism which is used to
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protect against illegal access. The concept of keys and

locks was described with the keys being the user identi-

fication, team identification, and tool identification.

The locks were a set of attributes (NO ACCESS, READ,

APPEND, WRITE, ATTRCHANGE, EXECUTE, VIA) which were lists

of individuals who could or could not operate on the node of

the database. The NO ACCESS list contains user identifiers.

The presence of these identifiers on this list prevents

those users from further access to the database object.

The rest of the attributes, except VIA, operate as the

mnemonic implies. The VIA attribute precludes access

except through the specified tool(s) in the list.

To retarget software, specific software must be modified.

A list of the software requiring modification is listed

below.

- Code Generator(20I

- Runtime Support Library

- Debugger back end and Kernel

- Timing and Frequency Kernel

- Linker, Exporter, Assembler, and Loader

The KITIA thanked SofTech and specifically Rich Thall for their effort in a

very productive meeting.

Adjourned for the day.
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KITIA MEETING PROCEEDINGS

4-5 OCTOBER 1982

Hyatt Crystal City

MONDAY, 4 October

0800 Edgar Sibley, KITIA Chairman, brought the meeting to order.

A general discussion of the KITIA rules regarding visitors to

the meetings was held regarding attendees from the European

Economic Committee and MITRE Corp. Members were reminded that

visitors must be approved prior to the meeting and that visitors

,,ay only obtain the floor at KITIA meeting through their sponsors.

A discussion of the memorandum "The Need for a Standard KAPSE" and

the KITIA proposal was held to refine the KITIA position. Concern

was centered in the definition of the scope of the work defining

the interface specification versus defining the des' n of the KAPSE.

Additional work would be completed on the proposal prior to KITIA

submission to AJPO.

1025 Working Group Meetings

The progress of the four working groups was presented. The

highlights are as follows:

Group 1

- held a working group meeting at Blacksburg, Virginia where the

Command Language was a central topic. They are looking at

various Command Language features to assist definition of the

interface requirements. Concern was also expressed regarding

the target environment.

Group 2

working on a draft of interoperability and Trinsportdility

requirements. A presentation of a Time Line Analysis *41

be presented later in the meeting.
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Group 3

- work is progressing in several areas:

o expansions on STONEMAN

o symbol table and debug requirements

1 o operating system capabilities for KAPSE requirements

o paper presentations on Extensibility and Pragmatics

Group 4

- conducting internal critiques on papers regarding

o Security

o Extensibility

o Recovery Mechanisms

1115 Consideration of items to be addressed at the joint KIT/KITIA

meeting such as the Standard Interface Specification and the

I revised KAPSE Interface Worksheets was requested.

1130 LUNCH

1300 There were no objections to the minutes of the June KITIA meeting.

I The next KITIA meeting is scheduled for Fenruary in San Diego.

1315 Herm Fischer presented a paper "Time Line Analysis of KAPSE

Interfaces During a Compilation".

1330 The KITIA secretary was designated as the distribution point for

papers to be routed within the KITIA. A lengthy discussion on the

I number and form of future KITIA meetings followed.

1500 The following papers were presented:

- T. Standish "New Category-- Extensibility"

- H. Willman "Ada/APSE Portability, A Recommendation for Pragmatic

Limitations".

1600 Break for Working Group meetings.

1700 Adjourned for the day.
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TUESDAY, 5 October

0800 Refinements to the previous days proposal resulting from late night

discussions were presented to the KITIA.

0830 Items for the joint KIT/KITIA meeting were discussed including:

- presentation of the KITIA proposal

- status and involvement of KITIA in AIE/ALS analysis

- KITIA participation in KIWs

- identification of material for the October Public Report (to be

formulated by the Group chairman)

0900 Break into Working Groups.

1115 LUNCH

1300 Joint meeting of KIT and KITIA (see KIT Proceedings).

1700 ADJOURNED f
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READERS NOTE:

R N The following minutes refer to message traffic that may be found in

i this report at the following locations. The alternatives list by Tim Lyons

may be reviewed at page 3K-16. The message from Dennis Cornhill is at

I page 3K-20: The message from DIT Morse follows the Blacksburg minutes.

I

I
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MINUTES OF MEETING

KITIA WORKING GROUP ONE (WG.1)

AUGUST 10-11, 1982

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE

BLACKSBURG, VA

ATTENDEES:

F. COX, R. FREEDMAN, A. GARGARO, T. LINDQUIST,

C. MOONEY, H. MORSE

AGENDA:

1. MEETING MINUTES

2. KAPSE ALTERNATIVES OR OPTIONS

3. IT REQUIREMENTS

4. COMMAND LANGUAGE

5. RESPONSE TO J. KRAMER MSG ON BINDING

6. DEBUGGER

7. PROGRAM INVOCATION AND CONTROL

8. INFORMAL DISCUSSION ON LAYERED KAPSE

9. KITIA MEETING SCHEDULE DISCUSSION

10. OCTOBER DELIVERABLES

I
1. MEETING MINUTES I

C. Mooney offered to document this and future WG.1 meetings for the

sake of preserving and formalizing the technical issues that are raised and the I
resolutions adopted. Agreed to by WG.1. Also resolved that a draft be

distributed to WG.1 members via the net for review and comment, and that, .

following suitable corrections and updates, the minutes be sent to E. Sibley and

T . Oberndorf . 2G -
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2. KAPSE ALTERNATIVES OR OPTIONS

Discussion was held on the alternatives list introduced by Tim Lyons at

the KITIA kickoff meeting in San Diego and readdressed by Dennis Cornhill in a

I net message of 7 July 82. The discussion focused not on individual alternatives

or options but on the set of alternatives as an entity and the timeliness of

addressing specific options. The discussion may be summarized as follows:

j a. Neither the ALS or the AIE suffice as a model for a KAPSE Interface

Standard for the the purposes of I&T.

J b. The KIT and KITIA can use the ALS, AIE and, potentially, the UK

effort as an information base to consider when building a standard.

c. It is more appropriate to addresss IT issues not fully addressed in

Stoneman as it now stands and to update Stoneman accordingly. (It

is WG.ls understanding that Donn Milton of CSCKIT is currently

performing an assessment of Stoneman from the viewpoint of what

sections need such update).

d. WG.1 agrees with the last paragraph (less the last sentence) of the

Dennis Cornhill message of 7 July. The last sentence may need

I clarification.

e. WG.1 recommends that the KITIA concentrate on establishing IT

requirements as a matter of priority and defer discussion of the

alternatives until some later date.I
ACTION ITEM: Dit Morse to convey the above five points to Tricia Oberndorf et

I al in a net message.

3. IT REQUIREMENTS/SCOPE OF KITIA WG.l EFFORTS

Discussion was held on what constitutes the IT requirements in terms

of the detailed WG.1 areas of investigation. The following outline was derived

to provide a framework for developing these requirements for the WG.1 areas.

I. OVERVIEW

2G-3
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High Level Requirements

Decomposition of Requirements

Components

II. HIGH LEVEL REQUIREMENTS

1. Tool set must be transportable.

o definition of a tool

o criteria for determining what is a

tool

o requirements for tool to use only

KAPSE services for hardware/host OS

interactions

2. Application sets, application support and

application specific tools must be:

o transportable

o interoperable

a. Data

o tool "data sets" I
o applications data bases

b. Functionality I
o ,build

o test I
o instrumentation

3. If an application set tests on a host, then it must so test I
on a target or on another host. BUT things that test on a

target need not always test on a host (due to absense of j
specialized hardware, etc.). !I

4. It is a requirement to avoid interface definitions which

necessitate awkward or In-efficient implementations within

the KAPSE. (The same concern given to implementability for I
r the language should now be given to the KAPSE).

5. All MAPSE/KAPSE access to O/S and machine facilities shall

be through the KAPSE interface.

. . . . . . .. . _ -"i i i i i i- -I I . . t i . .



6. Not a requirement to apply rigorous host KAPSE standards on

target.

The above high level requirements are seen to be high level drivers to

I be considered in terms of the detailed WG.1 areas of investigation.

I ACTION ITEM: C. Mooney to put above outline onto VAX (Frey) for review and
updates by WG.1 membership. Protocol originally proposed for KIT

review to be used for this process.

4. COMMlAND LANGUAGE (CL)

This item occupied no small amount of meeting time, and, at times, the

discussion wandered into other WG.1 areas. The following serves to highlight
- the discussion:

a. Tim Lindquist will prepare a paper on CL. The planned outline of

this paper follows:

1. IntroductionIBackground - CLs and the Apse with

respect to IT

IiStatement of Needs - perhaps a simple

CL for interactive use and a more

[ complex one for CL files.

[ II. Command Language Structures
- control

- data (primitive objects-files,

directories, etc.)

j 111. Format of Command Entry

j IV. Units of Communication between the User and

the KAPSE
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V. Implications on KAPSE Support

VI. Future Concerns - Consistent Tool to User

Interface

b. A discussion took place of programming languages, binding

characteristics, typing, etc. as these topics relate to CL
requirements. This discussion may be shown tabularly as follows:

Languages

CYBOS

LISP

MUMPS PASCAL PL/1 Ada

Characteristics of Language Products

Fast painless construction Slow painful construction

Unpredictable Extremely reliable

Difficult to verify Validatable

Predictable

Binding:

Latest, Weakest Earliest. Strongest

It is a belief that it is a requirement for

reliable Ada software, the products of CL procedures

require dynamic but very strong binding.

The following characterizes the groups feelings on this topic:

- CL is a topic deserving of lengthy discussion, and worth a separate

meeting devoted to it alone.

- CL procedures need strong typing.
2G-6
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I
-CL procedures have many of the needs of programs written in standard

languages, i.e., readibility and reliability.

- CL has inherent in it strong ties to file names (it was noted that

within a file name, frequently file attributes are embedded - where

the file is stored, who "owns" it, what revision level it is at,

etc.).

Dit Morse suggested the followtng, which was agreed to by WG.1:

Schedule and hold a three day meetingon CL. Required at this meeting

are D. Morse, T. Lindquist, F. Cox. The other members of WG.1 are invited to

attend, if available. Each of the other WGs will be asked to send a delegate,

Also, a representative of ANSI X3H1 would be invited. Dit Morse will endeavor

to contact X3H1 for this purpose.

I In summary, the following conclusions were reached during the CL part

of the meeting:

o Command language support is the objective.I
o Designing a standard CL is outside the scope of the current activity.

o The activity is that of identifying the required functionality of

1command languages that require KAPSE support.

o Command language procedures have a critical effect on IT.

ACTION ITEM: Tim Lindquist to develop a scope statement and distribute it over

Arpanet.

5. RESPONSE TO J. KRAMER MESSAGE ON BINDING

* IThe subject message was received over Arpanet during the course of the

. meeting. After suitable discussion. Anthony Gargaro drafted a response and sent

it over the net. This response is included as Attachment A of these minutes.
I" 2G2-7
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6. DEBUGGER

Discusssion was started with a review of the net msg of 13 July 82 from

Dit Morse. The following resulted from this discussion:

o Major point 4 of the 13 July msg should include the topic of

security.

o The message needs the added dimension of debugging on the target.

o The separate category proposed in the message should be forgotten.

o It is WG.1's belief that this item should be folded into the Program

Invocation and Control category.

o It is also believed that this item falls under WG.1 purview. Both

since it is contaired in Program Invocation and Control and because

of strong interrelationships with Device Interactions and Support.

Also a WG.1 topic. (Consider a target connected to an APSE as a

device with specific KAPSE requirements.)

WG.1 will attempt to provide a more elaborated position on this topic.

in the post October meeting time frame. Using the Fairley schematics as a frame [
of reference.

ACTION ITEM: Dit Morse to generate and distribute a net msg stating WG.1

position and plans on the debugger issL

7. PROGRAM INVOCATION AND CONTROL I

Anthony Gargaro distributed an updated draft of the KITIA Interim 3
Technical Note -- Program Invocation and Control. He requested that all WG.1

members review this Technical note prior to the October meeting. I

8. INFORMAL DISCUSSION OF LAYERED KAPSEI (
An informal discussion was held on the layered approach from a formal
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definition viewpoint. A rigorous conclusion was not obtained at that time.I

9. KITIA MEETING SCHEDULE

fDiscussion was held on the topic of how often meetings should be

scheduled. This topic was motivated by the clause in the proposed KITIA bylaws

that there be five KITIA meetings per year.

It was agreed that this represents far too many meetings of the entire

team, and that many WG.n meetings, interspersed with a few KITIA coordinating

sessions would be a far more productive approach. Also, meetings composed of

the WG.n chairs and the KITIA executive were proposed as a means of providing

additional coordination.

A poll was held to determine membership feelings. The following was

the average of the individual votes:

a. Entire KITIA meeting as a group - twice per annum

b. KITIA Executive plus WG.n Chairs - 3 per annumI
c. WG.n - as required. For WG.1, approximatelyJ six per annum.

ACTION ITEM: Dit Morse to send the above meeting recommendations to Tricia

V IOberndorf and Ed Sibley.

10. OCTOBER DELIVERABLES

The topic of deliverables for the October meeting was addressed several

times during the two days. The following summarizes this topic:

1. Point Paper on IT Requirements - Dit Morse1
2. II Position Paper -Tim Lindquist

2G-9
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3. Program Invocation and Control Paper - Anthony Gargaro

4. Formal Definition Paper - Roy Freedman

MEETING ADJOURNED

Charles Mooney

2C,11
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(Attachment A)

11-Aug-82 06:23:27-PDT,1269;O00000000001

Date: 11 Aug 1982 0623-PDT

From: GARGARO at USC-ECLB

Subject: BINDING CATEGORY

To: KITIA-EXEC:

cc: KITIA-WGI:, KITIA-WG3:

JACK-

I DO NOT BELIEVE THIS IS A RUN-TIME ISSUE. YOUR CONCERN RELATING

TO INTERPROGRAM FUNCTIONALITY IS A KAPSE ISSUE FOR THE PROGRAM

INVOCATION AND CONTROL INTERFACE TO PROVIDE INTERPROGRAM COMMUNICATION

THAT IS MORE COMOREHENSIVE THAN THE EXCHANGING OF PARAMETERS AT

PROGRAM INVOCATION AND TERMINATION. AS A CONSEQUENCE, THE KAPSE

IDENTITY OF AN INVOKED PROGRAM NOW BECOMES SIGNIFICANT TO THE

INTERFACE.

WHETHER OR NOT IT IS A DISTRIBUTED ENVIRONMENT IS IMMATERIAL, IF

THE INTERFACE SEMANTICS ARE CAPACITY TRANSPARENT. HOWEVER, THE

RATIONALE FOR MORE ELABORATE COMMUNICATION IS MOTIVATED BY THE

OPPORTUNITIES FOR PHYSICAL DISTRIBUTION (REFER, CLASS-3, WG.1-AO02).

DIT MORSE BELIEVES THIS ISSUE IS A SUBSET OF THE GENERAL PROBLEM

OF NAMING RESOURCES (ACCLSSIBLE ENTITIES IN A SYSTEM) FOR PURPOSES OF

COMMUNICATION. THE GENERAL PROBLEM INCLUDES LOGICAL NAME

RELATIONSHIPS IN NETWORK ENVIRONMENTS, AND RESOURCES INCLUDE

PROCESSES, DATA OBJECTS, AND DEVICE/CHANNELS WHIC" ARE DATA SOURCES

AND SINKS.

ANTHONY.

I
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Mail-From: USC-ECLB

Received-Date: 13-Jul-82 0939-PDT

Date: 13 Jul 1982 0939-PDT

Sender: MORSE at USC-ECLB

Subject: CL/"Debugger" poll (DRAFT)
From: MORSE at USC-ECLB

To: poberndorf at USC-ECLB,

To: sibley at USC-ECLB

Cc: fcox at USC-ECLB, freedman at USC-ECLB, gargaro at USC-ECLB,

j Cc: mooney at USC-ECLB, lindquist at USC-ECLB,

Cc: morse at USC-ECLB

Message-ID: <[USC-ECLB]13-Jul-82 09:39:51.MORSE>

Tricia, et al -

[This is a draft of my reply to your poll.

I am sending the draft to you and my committee for review, prior

to sending it to the working group Chairs and the KITs, for

two reasons:

1. You may wish to address the issue of ad hoc committees

.1 in some other way.

2. Although this represents my own view, comments by

fthe members of WG.l would be appreciated.

Thanks all, dit]

Embedded in this message on Command Languages and Debuggers

are my votes on the poll.

Please consider that some problems of area placement

into working groups are indicators that the working group structure

is not suitable to address all issues.
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In particular, problems arise in those areas for which we

do not have a consensus for the need to address, nor

the approach to take when addressing.

I recommend for these issues we feel free to form small short-lived

ad hoc committees to prepare a report on positions, options, and

recommendations for the full committees to discuss.

These reports should present pros and cons of all issues rather than

come to definitive conclusions, unless so directed.

Command Languages:

The purpose of including an area is to address that area relative to

issues of I&T. In the KITIA, at least, we still have some groundwork to

do vis-a-vis the goals of I&T, in particular, the extent to which I&T

requuirements and implications should be addressed relative to: I
o Tools (totally of course?)

o Operational programs and collections of same (=Systems)

o Programmers (without retraining)

o Hosts and Targets (Tested programs still work?)

o Distributed Systems

o (More to come)

Aside from that, the inclusion of an area such as Command Languages or

Command Language Support does not, de facto, imply a requirement

to develop a standard, nor does the development of a standard for a

Connand Language imply that there be only one Command Language, or CL,

standard. It does imply the need to address the relation of CLs, I&T,

and KAPSE requirements for support.

KITIA Group I has taken the position that the implications of configuration

control on I&T require the commands to build systems be transportable,

and have the same semantic meaning (build the same system) on the destination

system. This single requirement, if commonly accepted, is sufficient

to warrant addressing the general issues surrounding command languages and '

command language support.

2H-



Transportability can be achieved through standardization at a number of
I levels (e.g. - the CL itself, the KAPSE support required for a specific CL
U processor at least), and also by formal transformation of a CL from a source

systems to another CL on the destination system, maintaining semantic
"integrity", as Roy Freedman is addressing. If the latter approach is

adopted, KAPSE support must be defined to insure a transportable "semantic

base" exists.

Our position is that the issue must be addressed. WG.1 will prepare a paper

on the issues and the options, as we see them. In parallel, we will develop
a list of KAPSE support capabilities which we feel must be addressed inI the context of command language requirements.

After all the dust has settled, it may come down as Donn Milton suggest, that

CL support is just another tool with standards to be addressed
at the MAPSE or APSE level, but I would dare not assume so without

raising the issues and addressing them explicitly.

Vote on Item #1:

I opt for the title of "Command Languages and Support Requirements",

assigned to Group 1.

The issue of "DEBUGGERS":

It is with great difficulty that I restrain myself from climbing upon

my "Debuggers" soapbox here. I will try to restrain myself to brief andJ hopefully cogent comments.

[ I include debugging facilities in a category which I will call here:

"Ancillary Control and Data Manipulation Facilities"

which includes as main topics:

o Debugging Facilities

o oPerformance Measurement
o Validation Support

oDefault Exception/Abnormality Handling I



The support requirements include:

o Command Facilities

Specify what is to be done (trace, trap, record, etc.)

under what conditions.

o Control Mechanisms

Mechanisms to "implant" traps to capture control flow

(Program calls, procedure calls, task invocations) and

data "flows" (data creation, modification, and access).

o Data Facilities

Ability to collect, record, and present data

in a variety of forms at a variety of destinations

(such as files, terminals, printers).

o Ancillary Information

Access to structural information and language level names

to permit (?all) interactions to take pla.e at the Ada language

level.

To the largest extent possible, these facilities must be transportable,

with implications on I&T and KAPSE facilities as well as

implications on language processors, linkers, etc.

My major points are:

o the user facilities for debugging, performanance measurement,

interface validation, etc. are different, but the control

mechanisms are the same.

o Like other tools, these facilitites should be transportable,

which means KAPSE Interface requirements must

be addressed, and standards developed. ii
o The requirements of such a comprehensive set of facilities

affect many aspects of a system, and must be considered in the J
whole rather than piecemeal.

o The requirements are almost always considered as an

afterthought, with the consequentialsence effects on consistency,

coherence, generality, performance, and usefulness. 1

Vote on Item #2:
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A new category be created entitled:

I "Ancillary Control and Data Manipulation Facilities".

I Vote on Item #3:

J This area should be assigned to an ad hoc committee and

vigorously persued across all KIT/KITIA working groups.

Vote on Item #4:

I That we assign Extensibility requirements to an ad hoc

committee to prepare a position on the relationship

j with other areas.

Dit

I'I
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I .'EO.R--.DUM OF AGREE,'ENT K-IONG
DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY (AM)

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE ARIMY (RD&A)
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (RE&S)

AND5 ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE RD&L)

Subject: Ada Programming Support Environment (APSE) Tool
Transportability

Reference: Requirements definition for Ada Programming Support
Environment - STONEMAN

1. Purpose

I This memorandum is to establish the procedures and working relation-
shios within which the Army, Navy and Air Force will cooperate to
converge on a set of Ada Programming Support Environment (APSE)
interface standards to permit the sharing of tools and other software
between DoD supported APSEs.

2. Obiective

The objective of this effort is to establish the necessary interface
conventions for APSE tools, users and data bases to permit the con-
sistent introduction of new tools into the software development and
maintenance environrment and to permit the portability of tools among
different implementations of the Kernel Ada Program Support Environ-
rnent (?KAPSE)

3. Backcround

I !-uerous studies have predicted that the cost ot-DoD softw,.:are will
continue to escalate in the 1980s and that the availability of

f qualified software personnel will be a critical factor in the
development and maintenance of weapon systems. The Ada Procram will
make the goal of a common language within DoD a reality. The high
level of cooperation among the Military Departments and agencies
recu4-ed to establish this program has generated a unique opportunity
for the DoD to adopt modern software and management practices and to
develop support tools to improve productivity.

4. Acreement

I We recognize that to realize the full potential of this opportunity,
the DoD must focus its limited resources, including funding and
talent, on the development of an Ada Progzamming Support Environment

(APSE) which can be shared by all three Military Departments, so that
software tools may be readily transported among systems and across
Service applications. The STONEMAN requirements document defines
the concept of a YAPSE. We agree with the concept of standard tool

I interfaces to the KAPSE, and a standard for all other aspects of the

KAPSE which are visible to the tools. Although it may be desirable
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for the DoD to support different KAPSE designs to reduce risk
in the early phases of the Ada Program, the long term goal is
to establish the necessary interface conventions so that multiple
efforts may converge to a. single set of interface standards in
the 1985 time frame.

The current KAPSE designs, namely the Army supported Ada Language
System and the Air Force supported Ada Integrated Environment and
any other KAPSEs which the DoD may support in the future will be
closely monitored by the Ada Joint Program Office (AJPO) and a
joint Service evaluation team to identify and establish interface
conventions. The evaluation team will be chaired by the Navy.
All APSE torls procured by the DoD will adhere to these conventions.
In the event that, for schedule or contractual reasons, one KAPSE
design violates these conventions, or if conventions are established
which are not supported by a previous design decision, that KAPSE
will be evolved to conform to these conventions. This agreement
will be implemented through a set of procedures developed by the
AJPO and coordinated by NAVMAT, DARCOM, and AFSC.

5. Duration

The provisions of this memorandum will commence when signed and will
remain in effect until formally rescinded.

Assistant Secretary of Army Deputy Under Secretary nf T)Aense
(Research, Development and for Research and Engineing
Acquisition) (Acquisition ManagementT

Assistant Secretary of Navy
(Research, Engineering and
Systems

4- istant Secretary of Air Force
(Research, Development and
Logistics)
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1. INTRODUCTION

l The Ada Programming Support Environment (APSE) Interoperability

and Transportability (IT) Plan is presented in this document. The IT

activities associated with APSE developments are described. Schedule and

milestones for these activities are presented as well as a Work Breakdown

Structure (WBS) to accomplish these activities.

These IT activities are directed by the Kernel APSE Interface Team

Executive Committee (KITEC).

The plan additionally describes the constitution and the major

responsibilities of the KITEC. These responsibilities are:I
a. APSE IT Requirements Development and Analysis

b. APSE IT Conventions and Standards Development and

Impl ementati on

c. APSE IT Meetings and Working Groups for APSE IT Requirements,

Conventions and Standards Development.

d. APSE IT Specification Compliance

I e. APSE IT Tool Development and Test Application

f. Monitoring of the Ada Integrated Environment (AIE) and the

IAda Language System (ALS) development efforts with respect to

APSE IT.!
1.1 BACKGROUND

In 1975 the High Order Language Working Group (HOLWG) was formed

under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD). It consisted of

I representatives from the Army, Air Force, Navy, Marines and other defense

13B-5



agencies with the goal of establishing a single high order language for new
DoD Embedded Computer Systems (ECS). The technical requirements for the
common language were finalized in the Steelman report of June 1978.

International competition was used to select the new commion language design.

In 1979 after review by roughly eighty teams representing DoD organizations,

industry, academia and NATO countries, and after intensive analysis by the

three services and other defense agencies, the DoD selected the design
developed by Jean Ichbiah and his colleagues at CII-Honeywell Bull . The

language was named Ada in honor of Augusta Ada Byron (1816-1851), the

daughter of Lord Byron and the first computer programmer.

It was realized early in the development process that acceptance

of a common language and the benefits derived from a comm~on language could

be increased substantially by the development of an integrated system of
software development and maintenance tools. The requirements for such an

Ada programming environment were stated in the STONEMAN document. The

STONEMAN paints a broad picture of the needs and identifies the

relationships of the parts of a- integrated APSE. STONEMAN identifies the

APSE as support for "the development and maintenance of Ada application

software throughout its life cycle". The APSE is to provide a

wellI-coordinated set of tools with uniform interfcces to support a

programming project throughout its life cycle.

The Army and Air Force have begun separate developments of APSEs.

The Initial Operational Capabilities (lOCs) are called Minimal Ada
Programming Support Environments (MAPSEs).

The Army APSE has been designated the ALS and that of the Air

Force, the AlE. The Navy will review both APSE developments and identify

critical aspects of the designs where conventions or standard interfaces and

specifications are needed to insure compatibility, paying particular

attention to the Kernel Ada Programming Support Environment (KAPSE)

interface and the Descriptive Intermediate Attributed Notation for Ada

(DIANA) user interface. The Navy plans to make maximum use of Army/Air
Force products that meet Navy requirements, and develop only the additional

components required for Navy-unique applications.
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I The Ada Joint Program Office (AJPO) was formed in December 1980.

It is the principal DoD agent for development, support and distribution of

Itools, common libraries, and environments for Ada. The AJPO will coordinate
all Ada efforts within DoD to~ ensure their compatibility with the

requirements of other Services and DoD Agencies, to avoid duplicative

efforts and to maximize sharing of resources.

1.2 APSE CONCEPT AND DEFINITIONS

I The APSE provides a virtual interface between the user of the APSE

and the particular host system upon which the APSE is installed. This

interface is designed to be machine and operating system independent; in

effect, it defines an Ada virtual machine whose features are available on

all actual host machines. The purpose of the APSE is to provide an
environment for the design , development, documentation, testing, management,

and maintenance of embedded computer software, written principally in the

Ada programmning language.

IFigure 1 depicts the APSE structure. The STONEMAN shows the APSE

as a structure with the following layers or levels:

level 0: Hardware and host software as appropriate

level 1: Kernel Ada Program Support Environment (KAPSE), which
provides database, communication and run-time support

functions to enable the execution of an Ada program

(including a MAPSE tool) and which presents a

machine-independent portability interface.

level 2: Minimal Ada Program Support Environment (MAPSE) which
provides a minimal set of tools, written in Ada and
supported by the KAPSE, which are both necessary and

sufficient for the development and continuing support
of Ada programs.
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I
level 3: Ada Program Support Environments (APSEs) which are

constructed by extensions of the MAPSE to provide

fuller support of particular applications or

methodologies.

For the purpose of this plan and subsequent activities of the

KITEC, the following definitions are provided in the context of APSEs:

INTEROPERABILITY: Interoperability is the degree to which APSEs can

exchange data base objects and their relationships in usable forms without

conversion.

J TRANSPORTABILITY: Transportability of an APSE tool is the degree to which it

can be installed on a different APSE without reprogramming; the tool must

j perform with the same functionality in both APSEs. Synonyms commonly used

are portability and transferability.

REUSABILITY: Reusability is the degree to which a program unit is

employable, without reprogramming, in the construction of new programs.

HOST: A host is a computer system upon which an APSE resides, executes and

I supports Ada software development and maintenance. Examples are IBM

360/370, VAX 11/780, CDC 6000/7000, DEC 20 and UNIVAC 1110 and any of their

* i operating systems.

TARGET: A target is a computer system upon which Ada programs execute.

Hosts are, in fact, also targets, in as much as the APSE is written in Ada.

A target might not be capable of supporting an APSE. An embedded target is

a target which is used in tactical applications. Examples of embedded

target computer systems are AN/AYK-14, AN/UYK-43 and computer systems

conforming to MIL-STD-1750A and MIL-STD-1862 (NEBULA).

REHOSTABILITY: Rehostability of an APSE is the degree to which it can be

I~i •,I3B-9



installed on a different HOST with needed re-programming localized to the
KAPSE. Assessment of rehostability includes any needed changes to non-KAPSE

components of the APSE, in addition to the changes to the KAPSE.

RETARGETABILITY: Retargetability is the degree to which an APSE tool does
not have to be modified to accomplish the same function with respect to
another target. Not all tools will have target specific functions.

1.3 OBJECTIVES OF THE APSE IT EFFORT

The objectives of the APSE IT effort are:

a. To develop requirements for APSE IT.

The STONEMAN document paints a broad picture of the needs and

relationships of the parts of an integrated APSE. Although

the STONEMAN is being used as the primary reference document
for APSE development efforts, it does not give sufficient

detailed requirements to assure IT between APSEs. APSEs built
with a sound set of IT requirements will insure cost savings

in the development of tools. The cost of re-programming

tools for different APSEs will be significantly reduced.

b. To develop guidelines, conventions and standards (GCS) to be

used to achieve IT of APSEs.

GCS describes the process or means by which requirements can

be satisfied. It is realized that it is premature to develop

steadfast standards during the early part of this APSE IT

effort. There is no precedent for IT between programming

support environments of this magnitude to give guidance in

the development of these GCS. The GCS that are developed by

this APSE IT effort will evolve over a four year period 1982
to 1985. The APSE IT schedule (see Table 1) calls for a new

draft of GCS to be developed each year. Presentation of

these GCS will be given in public forums to insure that they
are sound and realistic. .

3B-10
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The AIE and ALS APSE development efforts have different

schedules. This makes it impossible to bring these two

efforts into perfect compliance knowing their contractual

and schedule status. Hard and fast standards that satisfy

both AlE and ALS development efforts would be unrealistic at

this stage of their development. An appraisal of the AIE and

ALS development effort will be made to see where GCS can be

used to achieve IT of their respective APSEs.

c. To develop APSE IT tools to be integrated into both the AIE

and ALS.

This APSE IT effort provides for the development of three or

more tools to be integrated into both the AIE and the ALS.

This tool development effort will help surface interfaces and

interface problems associated with tool IT between different

APSEs. IT should also show how close the GCS developed by

this APSE IT effort reflect the reality of the AIE and ALS
T- efforts. The tools developed by this APSE IT effort will not

be limited to only a test function. They will be well

documented tools designed to help our understanding of

interfaces and interface conflicts beween different APSEs,

and they will be tools developed for user applications (e.g.

configuration management tool).

ii
Two of the tools chosen will be selected from contractors

with whom the Air Force is not negotiating. The selection of

these tools will be based upon designs that were developed

and were well received by the Ada community in the six month

competition period for the Air Force contract for the AIE.

IIn addition an RFP will be issued for one or more additional

tools.

*'3B-11
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d. To monitor the AIE and ALS development efforts with respect
to APSE IT.

This APSE IT effort provides for the monitoring of the AIE

and ALS development efforts. The monitoring will be at a

level of making recommendations for resolution of situations
in which the AIE and/or the ALS differ from one another on

the evolving APSE IT conventions and standards. Interface

problem areas which would inhibit IT between the AIE and ALS

will be identified.

AIE and ALS document review, analysis and recommendations

will be made. When questions arise that need resolution

and/or clarification with regard to the ALS and AIE

development efforts the KIT (see Section 2.3) has Army and

Air Force representatives on it who are knowledgeable of

these efforts.

e. To provide initiative and give a focal point with respect to

APSE IT.

There is a need for a focal point to be provided to APSE

developers and users with regard to information about IT

between APSEs. APSE IT questions arise frequently within

professional societies and user groups. A forum is needed in

which APSE IT questions can be addressed and discussed, and

in which APSE IT information can be disseminated throughout

the Ada community.

The KIT and the IAT (see Section 2.3 and 2.4) will provide

focal points for the Ada commnunity. Public reports on the

results of this APSE IT plan will be given through

professional societies such as AdaTEC every six months. This

is in keeping with the AJPO philosophy of public exposure.
This effort is the lead DoD effort in regard to APSE IT. In

this respect, the KITEC will participate in, and help when

3B- 12



possible, other programs connected with APSE IT (theseI include international development efforts).

If. To develop and implement procedures to determine compliance
of APSE development with APSE IT requirements, guidelines,

j conventions and standards.

I rhere is a need to establish procedures by which the
recommnendations that are developed by this APSE IT effort
will be reviewed and implemented by the AJPO. The proceduresf that are to be followed shouild apply not only to the MIE and
ALS development efforts, but, should also apply to other APSE

Idevelopment efforts. Compliance to AJPO approved
recommendations should include review and analysis of test

I reports.

11.4 DOCUMENT ORGANIZATION

1 (TBO)
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2. ORGANIZATION

Figure 2 depicts the participants in the APSE IT effort. The

following sections provide a brief description of these organizations and

the relationships to the KITEC.

2.1 AJPO

The KITEC is an agent of the AJPO. The KITEC supports the AJPO by

performing the activities outlined in this plan, and provides

recommendations and information to the AJPO. The AJPO makes final decisions

in the areas of requirements, policy, procedures and funding.

2.2 ARMY, AIR FORCE AND NAVY

Currently the Army and Air Force have begun separate developments

of APSEs. In the development of its APSE, the Navy plans to make maximum use

of Army/Air Force products that meet Navy requirements. The Navy will

review both APSE developments and identify critical aspects of the designs

where conventions or standard interfaces and specifications are needed to

insure compatibility. It will be the role of the KITEC to interact with

these services and the respective APSE contractors for information-exchange

and consultation. The contractor for the Army's ALS is SofTech; the Air

Force contractor for the AIE is yet to be determined.

I2.3 KAPSE INTERFACE TEAM (KIT)

The Navy has the responsibility for the KIT. The membership of

the KIT is composed of the following representatives: 1
* Naval Otean Systems Center (NOSC)

* Project Manager Ships (PMS)

* Naval Underwater Systems Center (NUSC)
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0 Naval Surface Weapons Center (NSWC)

* Naval Avionics Center (NAC)

* Naval Air Development Center (NADC)

* Naval Personnel Research & Development Center (NPRDC)

0 Naval Research Laboratory (NRL)

* Fleet Combat Direction System Support Activity (FCDSSA) -

Dam Neck

* Fleet Combat Direction System Support Activity (FCDSSA) -

San Diego

* Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory (JHUAPL)

0 Air Force

0 Army

NOSC is the lead laboratory in the APSE IT effort. The KITEC is

part of the KIT and is responsible to the AJPO. The objectives of the KIT

j are the objectives of the APSE IT effort (see Section 1.3).

2.4 INDUSTRY/ACADEMIA TEAM (IAT)

The IAT will supplement the activities of the KIT. IT will assure

broad inputs from software experts and eventual users of APSE' The KITEC

selected a team of qualified representatives from industry and academia, who

agreed to commit long-term, part-time availability to interact with the KIT,

as sounding board, as proposer of APSE IT requirements, quidelines, (
conventions and standards, as consultants concerning implementation

I" 38-16
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approaches and impacts.

Belcw are listed the selections for membership to the IAT:

Alpha-Omega Group (Dr. Sibley) TBM (Doug Locke)

Bell Laboratories (Eli Lamb) Litton (Herman Fischer)

Boeing Aerospace (Roger Arnold) Lockheed (Reed Kotler)

Computer Sciences Corp. McDonnell Douglas (Eric Griesheimer)

(Anthony Gargaro) Norden (Judy Kerner)

Control Data Corp. (Dr. Wrege) Oy Softplan Ab (Pekka Lahtinen)

Ford Aerospace (Dr. Yelowitz) PRC (Dr. Reedy)

General Electric Raytheon (Herb Willman)

(David McGonagle) SDC (Jon Fellows)

General Research (Dr. Saib) Teledyne (Dr. Glaseman)

.Georgia Inst. of Tech. TNO (Rob Westermann)

(Fred Cox) UK Ada Consortium (Tim Lyons)

Grumman Aerospace Virginia Polytechnic (Tim Lindquist)

(Charles Mooney)

Hazeltine (Dr. Freedman)

Honeywell (Dennis Cornhill)

Hughes Aircraft (Dr. Ruby)

In addition, the following have been asked to be special

fassociated members of the team:
Frey Federal Systems (Harrison Morse)

IABG (Germany) (Erhard Ploedereder)

MCA (Dave Loveman)

UC Irvine (Dr. Standish)
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2.5 SUPPORT GROUPS

Currently there are three tcontractors working with the KITEC: TRW

is prov-iding system engineering support; TI and CSC are developing APSE IT

tools. One or more additional contractors will develop additional APSE IT

tools.

2.6 USER GROUPS AND PROFESSIONAL SOCIETIES

It is anticipated that AdaTEC, JOVIAL-Ada Users Group (JUG), and

Ada Europe will provide valuable contributions to the Ada IT effort. The

KITEC has no formal relationship with these groups; however, the KITEC will

use some or all of these groups as regular forums for the presentation of

reports and technical results of the APSE IT effort, and will solicit inputs

from members.

2.7 STANDARDS ORGANIZATIONS f
The ANSI and the ISO are standards organizations which are already

involved in establishing the Ada programming language as a broadly

recognized, enforceable standard. It is possible that the eventual results

of KITEC activity will be submitted for such canonization, to effect the

commonality of APSE's deemed necessary to achieve DoD's life-.-ycle

objectives. The KITEC initially will become familiar with the

organization's standardization procedures so that future standardization

actions can be planned and accomplished with minimum difficulty. This will

include the study of existing standards which may interact with, or guide

development of, APSE IT standards.

I

1(
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1 3. FUNCTIONS OF THE KITEC

IFigure 3 shows the areas of KITEC responsibility. They are:

e IT Management - 1000

a IT Analysis - 2000

$ * IT Standards & Compliance - 3000

* IT Tools - 4000

g IT Support - 5000

3.1 WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTUREI
A discussion of each element in the WBS is presented below.

1000 APSE Interoperability & Transportability (IT) Management

1 1100 APSE IT Systems Management

I This WBS element provides for management of the APSE IT program. It

further provides for a Technical Report to be prepared every six

months. The Technical Report will cover the technical

accomplishments of the APSE IT program for the period in question and

I will be suitable for distribution in hard copy or for presentation at

a symposium.

I 1200 APSE IT Planning

This WBS element provides for the planning necessary to follow

through and complete the APSE IT program. It further provides for

j the updating of the APSE IT plan on a yearly basis.

1300 APSE IT Administrative Support

This WBS element provides the administrative support necessary in the

implementation of the APSE IT program. (
1 3B-19
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32000 APSE IT Analysis

I2100 APSE IT Resource Review

This WBS element provides for the review of literature andIdocumentation applicable to APSE IT requirements. Such literature

and documentation will include subjects such as APSE requirements,

j specifications, conventions and guidelines.

2200 APSE IT Requirements Development

This WBS element provides for the development of requirements for

APSE IT.

2300 APSE IT Requirements Analysis

This WBS element provides for the analysis of APSE IT Requirements

developed under WBS element 2200. This analysis will be conducted toJ determine completeness, traceability, testability, consistency and

feasibility.

12400 APSE IT Specification Evaluation

This WBS element provides for the analysis of AIE and ALS MAPSE tools

and KAPSE's and the interface with respect to APSE IT specifications.

The results of the analysis will include problem identification with

proposed solution and issue identification with proposed resolution.

I2500 APSE IT Special Studies

I This WBS element provides for any technical analysis or study not
mentioned elsewhere. Specifically included are studies resulting in

methods for assessing the risk associated with achieving levels of

APSE IT, and cost benefit analysis that will provide a quantitative

means to assist in making recommendations and decisions concerning

impl ementation.
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3000 APSE IT Standards and Compliance

3100 APSE IT Conventions and Standards Development

This WBS Element provides for the development of guidelines,
conventions and standards to be used to achieve IT of APSE's. These

guidelines, conventions and standards are to be developed from APSE
IT Requirements.

3200 APSE IT Specification Compliance

This WBS Element provides for: the development of procedures to
determine compliance of APSE development with APSE IT specification
of requirements, conventions and standards; the carrying out of these

procedures to determine compliance including review and analysis of

test reports.

3300 APSE IT Development Monitoring

This WBS Element provides for the continuing review of the AIE and

ALS development efforts with respect to APSE IT. The monitoring is

at a detailed level and seeks to discover all interfaces which affect

IT. The purpose of the review is to identify issues aind problems, to

analyze the issues ana problems, and to report the results.
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4000 APSE IT Tools

4100 APSE IT Tool Objectives and Requirements

This WBS Element provides for the identification of objectives,

criteria and requirements to be used for the selection of
approximately three APSE IT Tools to be integrated into both the ALS

and AIE. These tools will be used as test tools for APSE IT.

I4200 APSE IT Tool Development Plans

This WBS Element provides for the analyses necessary to recommend the

jthree specific APSE IT Tools to be developed. It further provides

* for making the recommendation, and developing plans for the

development and acquisition of these three tools.

4300 APSE IT Tool Development

This WBS Element provides for the development and acquisition of the

three APSE IT Tools to be integrated into the ALS and AIE.

440 APSE IT Tool Development Review

j This WBS Element provides for the monitoring of the APSE IT Tool

development and participation in the APSE IT Tool Development review

process. It further provides for the reporting of the results of

monitoring and reviews.

54500 APSE IT Tool Test Application and Analysis

3This WBS Element provides for the overseeing of the test application

of the three or more APSE IT tool s. It further provides for the

* development of guidelines for tool test applications and analysis.

3~ 3-23



4600 APSE IT Tool Maintenance

This WBS Element provides for the maintenance of the APSE IT Tools,
after they are developed.

4700 APSE IT Tool Modification

This WBS Element provides for the modification of the APSE IT Tools
which may be required, for example, to correct inadequacies in the

first development or to respond to changing requirements.

3B8241



15000 APSE IT Support

5100 APSE IT Publications

This WBS Element provides for the publication and distribution of

IAPSE IT requirements, guidelines, conventions and standards.

5200 APSE IT Configuration Management

This WtBS Element provides for the Configuration Management of allI APSE IT documents generated and all tools developed in the APSE IT

program.

5300 APSE IT Data Management

This WBS Element provides for the maintenance, storage and updating

of all documentation and data in the APSE IT program. It further

provides for the distribution of all data in the APSE IT program.

15400 APSE IT Meeting Support

This WBS Element provides for the technical support required in
planning, preparing, conducting and reporting or, formal APSE IT

Tmeetings. These meetings are held for the purpose of establishing
L APSE IT requirements, guidelines, conventions and standards.

3 3B-25
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3.2 SCHEDULES/MILESTONES/DELIVERABLES

It is anticipated that the following milestones will be achieved in

the calendar year indicated:

1982

0 The KIT and IAT groups selected and working

4 Documentation and Design Reviews of AIE and ALS APSE efforts

* Requirements developed for three APSE IT Tools

* Contract let for three APSE IT Tools

* First Draft of APSE IT Requirements

* Second Draft of APSE IT Requirements

* Rough Draft of Conventions and Standards

* Draft Procedures Determination of APSE IT Compliance

* APSE IT Configuration Management Plan

* One Technical Report concerning AJPO IT efforts

1983

* Updated APSE IT Plan

* Documentation, Design and Test Reviews of AIE and ALS APSE

Efforts

* Tool Development and Tool Development Reviews I
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* Three APSE IT Tools Delivered and Integrated into the AIE and

ALS APSEs

e Third Draft of APSE IT Requirements

0 Second Draft of Conventions and Standards

0 Second Draft of Procedures for Determination of APSE IT

Compl i ance

* First Draft Interface Specifications

0 Two Technical Reports concerning AJPO IT Efforts

1984

* Updated APSE IT Plan

* Documentation, Design and Test Reviews of AIE and ALS Efforts

* Testing and Modification of 3 APSE Tools complete

* Final Draft of APSE Requirements

* Third Draft of Conventions and Standards

* Final Draft of Procedures for Determination of APSE IT

Compl iance

I- Second Draft Interface Specifications

e. Two Technical Reports concerning AJPO IT Efforts

3
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1985

0 Documentation, Design and rest Reviews of AIE and ALS APSE
* Efforts

0 Final Draft of Conventions and Standards

* Final Draft of Interface Specifications

* Two Technical Reports concerning AJPO IT Efforts

Table 1 shows a further breakdown of these goals into

deliverables, by quarters.

3.3 PROVISIONS FOR SPECIAL NEEDS

This APSE IT Plan emphasizes the development of requirements,
conventions and standards. It is unusual in that it is written for a
programmning language and programmning support environment that are also in

the development states. At this point in development it is essential for
the KITEC to provide a forum and act as a focal point for the Ada commnunity,

APSE developers and the DoD. This will provide broad input to the KIT from

which a complete realistic set of requirements, guidelines, conventions and
standards will be developed that account for ongoing APSE development and

long term APSE needs.

Normally to achieve APSE IT the APSE itself would be written in

Ada. However, STONEMAN recognizes that "in cases where there is a large
current invvestment in software projects, written originally in other
languages" provisions and guidelines must be developed that account for cost

effective transitions to Ada environments. In the development of APSE IT
requirements, conventions. and standards the KITEC should provide cost

benefit analysis with respect to their recommendations and decision

concerning impl ementati on.
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During the initial phase of carrying out this APSE IT plan the
KITEC will be studying and contributing to the IT aspects of APSE
developments by the Army and Air Force (ALS and Alt). When the Navy begins
its development of an APSE the KITEC will also concern itself with the IT
aspects-of its design. The KITEC will develop requirements, conventions and
standards that can be used for validation testing. In addition APSE
development by the private sector and international development should be
addressed. Criteria for validation testing for all APSE development efforts
should be established. In the future a central agent can perform IT
validation testing on each APSE. The model for a strong central validation
is the Ada Compiler Validation Facility.
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APPENDIX B: APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS I

(TBD)I

I
I
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I TERMS

CATEGORIES:

*the aspects of an APSE which will potentially lead

us to those interfaces which need to beIstandardized; also provide some criteria for
deciding if standardization is necessary in a

gi1ven area.

REQUIREMENT:

*a condition or capability, either stated or

implied, that must be met or provided by a system

or system component. (IEEE)

*An IT requirement addresses a high-level condition

or capability which is relevant to IT and which

shall be delineated by one or more conventions
and/or standards. Thus IT requirements document
those aspects which are determined to affect IT.

-- By implication, any condition or capability which

is NOT addressed by an IT requirement has been

determined NOT to affect IT.

*Each IT requirement will be stated, followed by

alternatives and/or a rationale for its inclusion.

SPECIFICATION:

*a document that defines requirements, details a[ design, or describes a product. (IEEE)

For IT purposes, this term will not be used alone,

but will always be qualified by the type of
specification; e.g., IT requirements5 specification.(
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GUIDELINES:

recommendations that, if followed, will aid in

achieving IT; for example, they may convey

techniques for satisfying the standards or

conventions. There will be recommendations for

the tool writer as well as the KAPSE designer and

impl ementor.

*This document will cover those ideas which do not

fit well under conventions or standards or which

can only be encouraged (as opposed to enforced) or

which do not bear strictly on IT.

CONVENTIONS:

*a set of interfaces, services and practices whose

use is recognized as contributing to IT and is to

be voluntarily agreed to. -Conventions are largely

potential IT standards (see definition below); if

they prove effective and practical, they may be

adopted as IT standards.

IT conventions will not be subject to enforcement.

The conventions will primarily take the form of
"fpreliminary IT standards" which are being put

forward as candidates for IT standardization. As

such they are likely to initially form a larger

set than the IT standards. In fact, several

alternatives that address the same point may be

part of the IT conventions at the same time. They

can be viewed mainly as constituting a catalogue

of potential future standards, and the documentj
containing them becomes a holding bin while they

are under consideration.
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STANDARDS:

I a set of interfaces, services and practices whose

use has been established for achieving APSE IT.

Tools and data bases which are to be ported

between conforming APSEs can depend on these

f interfaces/services/practices only. It is a goal

to be able to validate whether or not a given APSE

meets the IT standards. Interfaces, services, and

practices in this set are formally documented and

approved for use by the AJPO in the construction

of DoD-compatible tools, data bases, and KAPSEs.

INTERFACE: (deferred pending STONEMAN modification)

TOOL: (deferred pending STONEMAN modification)

{I
I
I
!
!

(IEEE): Definitions attributed to the IEEE are taken from a draft of

an IEEE Glossary of Software Engineering Terms, dated 21 January 1982;

Russell J. Abbott, Glossary Consistency Coordinator.
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I KAPSE INTERFACEWORKSHEET

Date: 19 Aug 82

KAPSE Interface Group: 1

KAPSE INTERFACE CATEGORY: IA. Program Invocation and Control

I
1. EXPLANATION:

Program invocation and control consists of a minimum set of facilities that

must be provided by the KAPSE to invoke and control the execution of an Ada

program. The category is concerned with the methods by which execution is

initiated, suspended, resumed, terminated, or interrupted; the methods used

to specify parameters and options; and the methods to used to display or

report on the status of an execution.

This category distinguishes between a program, which is the executable

image, and a process which is the executing image of a program.

2. RELEVANCE TO INTEROPERABILITY AND TRANSPORTABILITY:

Standard means of invoking and controlling programs are required for

transportability of the Command Language Processor and the Debugger.

3. STANDARDIZATION PROBLEMS:

Program invocation

o The requirements for program invocation and control raise issues of

the minimum capabiilties that a machine/operating system combination

must provide to support a KAPSE.I
o On some operating systems it is impossible for programs to invoke

another program or itself.
3F-1
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Process Control

o Facilities must be available to interrupt a running

program. Interrupts that can be processed should include both

hardware and software interrupts. In particular, a user should be

able to suspend, resume, or terminate execution.

o Identify if facilities must be provided for running a

program with a monitored context for debugging.

4. PRIORITY:

5. RELATED CATAGORIES:

Category List

a. 1D f
b. 4A

4B

4C

4E

6. APPROACHES:

a. ALS:

b. AIE:

c. Existing Standards:

d. Other: j

- Various wait options should be avallabe after a

subprocess is invoked. (

3F-2



- Calling task of caller waits

1 Caller waits.

- No one waits.

7. RISK:

8. ACTIONS TO TAKE:

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I 3.F-3"



KAPSE INTERFACE WORK SHEET

Date: 19 Aug 82
KAPSE Interface Group: 1

KAPSE INTERFACE CATEGORY: lB. Initiate/Maintain User Environment

1. EXPLANATION

This category is concerned with the orderly provision of system access and

resources for recognized users and the orderly termination of these when no

longer required.

This category includes granting system access to a user based on access

codes and accounting verification. This allows the user to establish a

personalized user working environment. This environment may include but

not be limited to the connection to a pre-established collection of data

base objects and comnand procedures, the execution of pre-defined

command procedures at login time, and restrictions on tool or data base
object access and usage (security). This also includes the resource

allocation and billing for system resources, the collection and

disposition of system generated messages. Within this category is the

alteration of personalized environments both permanently and temporarily

during a session along with the ability to save and recall a

pre-existing environment.

Termination of a user environment includes the execution of

pre-established command procedures at logoff, the disposing of programs

and data base objects, and the passing of a user environment to a

subordinate task.

2. RELEVANCE TO INTEROPERABILITY AND TRANSPORTABILITY:

.3
3F-4
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3. STANDARDIZATION PROBLEMS:

o It is not clear if standard logon/logoff facilities will be

provided.

o It is not clear if standard interfaces will be defined for tools

that provide logon/logoff services.

o It is not clear how system security will be impacted from logon/

logoff services in an APSE environment.

4. PRIORITY:

5. RELATED CATEGORIES:

I
6. APPROACHES:

a. ALS:I
b. AIE:

l c. Existing Standards:

I d. Other:

l
7. RISK:

l
8. ACTION TO TAKE:

I
I 3F_-5



KAPSE INTERFACE WORKSHEET

Date: 24 Aug 82

KAPSE Interface Group: I

KAPSE INTERFACE CATEGORY: 1C.Device Interactions

i. EXPLANATION:

Device interaction consists of facilities that the KAPSE must provide to

control the set of devices on the host machine. The category includes

terminal input output, disk and tape input output, and communications to

other computers and special (one of a kind) devices.

Device interactions include transmission of datL and control

information between programs or processes and all forms of input/output

devices. This category also covers character sets, communication

protocols, device service routines in the KAPSE and host system, and

high-level and low-level input/output interfaces in the Ada language.

2. RELEVANCE TO INTEROPERABILITY AND TRANSPORTABILITY:

3. STANDARDIZATION ISSUES:

I
Terminal type devices:

o If the hardware prevents transmitting all character codes then

mechanisms must be provided for the disposition of characters

that cannot be transmitted.

Physical input/output considerations: I
o The KAPSE may need to permit Ada low-level input/

output. This facility would be useful when

one-of-a-kind devices are added to a host

machine.--- 3F-6



o Physical input/output is a major security

problem. Programs with the ability to

do physical input/output can gain controlI ofI the host.

o If low-level input/output is provided, the

user must be able to access the data and

control channels on physical devices.

Logical Device Considerations:

o If no physical input/output is provided

j then device drivers must be provided for

a wide variety of devices and it must be

easy to add new devices to the set of supported

devices. Generic or parameterized device

facilities mnay be used for this.(

* 4. PRIORITY:

5. RELATED CATEGORIES:

I a. 4A
b. 48

c. 4C

* 6. APPROACHES:

a. A...3:

b. AIE:

c. Existing Standards:

U d. Other:

I 3F-7.



7. RISK:

8. ACTIONS TO TAKE:

3 F- 8
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U
I K APSE INTERFACE WORKSH E E T

I Date: 19 Aug 82

KAPSE Interface Group: 1I
KAPSE INTERFACE CATEGORY: ID. The Subset MAPSE

I 1. EXPLANATION:

The Subset MAPSE (SMAPSE) consists of a minimum set of tools that

runs on a KAPSE and provides support to both the human user and other

MAPSE programs.This category includes candidates for a minimum set of

tools necessary to transport scripts and programs between APSEs, such

as the Ada Compiler, the Linker, a Command Language Processor, an

Editor, and a minimum file system. f
I

2. RELEVANCE TO INTEROPERABILITY AND TRANSPORTABILITY:I
It will become necessary to move entire software projects, including the

programmers between Ada Programming Support Environments(APSEs). A project

includes:

I - developed software

I - Ada support programs

I - programmers

i - minimum scripts.

For the purpose of this discussion a "Minimum Script" is the minimum set

of commands needed to install and test an Ada program on a new APSE. A

Minimum Script may therefore use some minimum set of tools and could

I3F-'



include editor and linker commands. The minimum tool set required for IT
does not necessarily mean that tools should have minimum capabilities.

This may be an appropriate place to define a very capable editor or

command language processor.

3. STANDARDIZATION PROBLEMS:

Command Language .

o The degree to which the command language should be Ada-like

is a standardization issue.

o It is not clear if the command language will limit the number

of available variables.

Linker

o The linker may require its own conmiand language

to properly process overlays.

o The linker may require its own command language to
properly process different configurations of the same

software.

File system

o It is not clear if direct disk access may be required to support

certain data base designs.

4. PRIORITY:

5. RELATED CATEGORIES:

Category List

3F-10
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6. APPROACHES:

I a. ALS:

I b. AIE:

c. Existing Standards:

d. Other:

7. RISK:

j
8. ACTIONS TO TAKE:

I
I
I
I
I
I

3F-11
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KAPSE INTERFACE WORK SHEET

Date: 19 August 1982

KAPSE Interface Group: 2

KAPSE INTERFACE CATEGORY: 2A. Basic I/O Interfaces

1. EXPLANATION:

The Basic I/O Interfaces consist of those KAPSE services

required to support primitive I/O to files and devices. These

services include the lowest level of I/O services to be made

available to Ada programs running on the KAPSE.

The Basic 1/0 Interfaces directly support the following

packages described in the Ada Language Reference Manual (July 1982): f
SEQUENTIAL_10

DIRECTIO

TEXTIO

In addition, some form of SCREEN 10 and keyed access I/O may

also be considered as candidates for standard packages.

2. RELEVANCE TO INTEROPERABILITY AND TRANSPORTABILITY:

The Basic I/0 Interfaces are intrinsic to IT inasmuch

as they require the KAPSE to support I/O as defined in the

Ada Language Reference Manual. The standardization of higher

-level I/0 interfaces will provide enhanced IT

S3F-12



3. STANDARDIZATION PROBLEMS:

o It is not clear whether the packages as defined in the

LRM are the lowest level of I/O to be made visible by th

KAPSE, or whether these packages are to be supported by
a set of more primitive (yet still visible) functions.

o It is not clear whether files must be "typed",

whether such typing is restricted to "categories", or

whether such typing is within the purview of Basic I/O

Interfaces or Data Management Interfaces.

o The package LOWLEVEL_10 has not been included

in the list of packages for which support is required.

It must be determined whether low-level i/o is a valid

concept for a KAPSE to support.

o The level at which Basic 1/0 is to be supported by the

KAPSE is directly linked to the level at which the KAPSE

supports database management functions. In particular, it is

unclear which facets of database management (and 1.0) beyond

those required for security and integrity should be included

in the KAPSE.

jo SCREEN_10 and keyed access 1/O (as well as other special

purpose I/0 for non-standard files and devices) may more

appropriately be the target for guidelines and conventions[ rather than standards. Or they might be made standard but
optional.

4. PRIORITY:

High. Since I/O is the primary interface of all

Ada programs, and since I/0 is a relatively well-understood

area within which support levels may be identified, Basic

I/O should be one of the first candidates for standardization.
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5. RELATED CATEGORIES:

Category List

a. 1C

b. 2B

6. APPROACHES:

a. ALS:

b. AIE:

c. Existing Standards:

d. Other:

7. RISK:

8. ACTIONS TO TAKE:

3
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KAPSE INTERFACE WORKSHEET

Date: 19 August 1982

i KAPSE Interface Group: 2

I
KAPSE INTERFACE CATEGORY 2B.-- Database Management and Control

I

I I. EXPLANATION:

j The Database Management and Control Interfaces consist of those

services required to support APSE programs in the following areas:

o Basic database object operations -- open, close, delete,

create; basic database objects are atomic objects that,

from the point of view of database management, are

unstructured.I
o Attribute manipulation and query operations -- create

attribute, delete attribute, modify attribute,read

attribute, write attribute, and list object with specified

attributes; in addition, the system-defined attributes

must be defined along with their semantics, and provision

for user-defined attributes must be defined.

o Category operations -- create and delete categories;

j definition of categories and associated semantics,

provision for standard system-defined categories

3 as well as user-defined categories.

o Structural operations -- open, close,create, delete

3 read, and write directories, partitions, variations

(variation headers), revisions (revision headers),

l and other composite objects; all of these forms of

composite or structured objects must be defined

along with their semantics.
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o Access control operations -- grant, deny, revoke, an

request access to database objects and/or their attributes;

in addition, the syntax and semantics of the access control

attribute must be defined.

o History maintenance operations -- create,record,

update, and delete derivation histories, record derivation

dependencies, and creation/modification time-date stamps;

the syntax and semantics must be specified for each of these

history components.

o Archive and back-up operations -- full and incremental.

o Recovery operations -- system-initiated and user-initiated.

2. RELEVANCE TO INTEROPERABILITY AND TRANSPORTABILITY:

These interfaces are, for the most part, irrelevant to those

tools that transform database objects independently of database

structure. Such tools will receive database object names as

arguments and will do little else than basic I/O on these names.

On the other hand, there are tools (such as the Command Language

Interpreter and Configuration Manager) that operate on and

manipulate the structure and attributes of the database. The IT

of these latter tools directly depends on the above interfaces.

3. STANDARDIZATION PROBLEMS:

o A major issue is whether the functionality supplied by these

interfaces should reside totally in the KAPSE or whether the

functionality should be split between the KAPSE and the MAPSE.

If standard MAPSE packages are to be provided, then this issue I
is largely irrelevant to IT, but highly relevant to KAPSE

rehostability.

3F-16
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Io Related to the above issue is the question of the degree of
freedom that is to be given to MAPSE programs. That is, is it
valid to allow ?4APSE programs to circumvent database

management and to use Basic I/0? Presumably, basic I/O would
more efficient and free of the encumbrances entailed

by history management.

o The pervasive problem that affects all aspects of data

management and control standardization is the lack of a

I standard terminology.

I 4. PRIORITY:

I Moderate. As indicated in the relevance subsection, there
are many tools that can be easily transported without

I standardization in this area. Moreover, this is an area with

considerable divergence in proposed approaches. Or the

other hand, an essential tool from the point of view of
1 "user" transportability is the coummand language interpreter,
which is highly dependent on standards in this area.

5. RELATED CATEGORIES:

7j Category List

a. 1A
b. 2A
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6. APPROACHES:

a. ALS:

b. AIE:

c. Existing Standards:

d. Other:

7. RISK:

8. ACTION TO TAKE:

31
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KAPSE INTERFACE WORK SHEET

Date: 19 Aug 1982

1 KAPSE Interface Group: 2

KAPSE INTERFACE CATEGORY 2C. Inter-Tool Data Interfaces

I

1. EXPLANATION:

I The Inter-program Data Interfaces include the data formats and

intermediate languages required to support data communication between

IAPSE programs.

An Ada Intermediate Language is required in order to retain

and transmit Ada program information for:

o separate compiler phases

o optimizers

o static and dynamic analyzers

o debuggers

o test tools

o pretty-printers

o syntax oriented editors

Two other data interfaces, program library format and objectu file format, are used by the following tools:

o compiler

o linker

o loader

3 o debugger

3
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Data interfaces for the following sets of tools are also
i ncl uded:

o documentation tools
o requirements and specification tools

o project management tools

o configuration management tools

The last major data interface is the implementation-dependent aspect of

the Ada language, namely implementation-defined pragmas and
representations. In particular, and in accordance with the Language

Reference Manual, the following aspects must be considered:

o The form, allowed places, and effect of every implementation

dependent pragma.

o The name and the type of every implementation dependent

attribute.

o The specification of the package SYSTEM.

o The list of all restrictions on representation clauses.

o The conv,2ntions used for any system generated name denoting

system dependent components.

o The interpretations of expressions that appear in address

clauses, including those for interrupts.

o Any restriction on unchecked conversions.

o Any implementation dependent characteristics of the input-output

packages.
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I
g 2. RELEVANCE TO INTEROPERABILITY AND TRANSPORTABILITY:

The implementation-dependent aspects of the language have a pervasive

effect on IT. While they are not allowed to impact the "legality" of a

program, the implementation-defined pragmas can affect the portability

of an Ada program to a given APSE as well as the performance of a

program on an APSE.

I4

3I
I

I

I

I

I
I
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The other data interfaces affect IT with respect to relatively small

subsets of tools. Standardization is necessary in order to permit

transportability of individual tools without requiring transporting an

entire tool subset.

3. STANDARDIZATION PROBLEMS:

It must be recognized that for the implementation-dependent language

aspects, guidelines, conventions, and standards imposed for tool

portability will not affect the language used for embedded applications.

The other data interfaces lie outside of the KAPSE (except, perhaps, the

object file format), and standardization will thus place requirements on

APSE programs and libraries rather than on the KAPSE. The major problem

is to design interfaces that are efficient yet do not overly constrain

innovation in tool design.

A final consideration is whether this category should be merged with

category 1D.

4. PRIORITY:

High for the implementation-dependent language aspects. Good programming

practice mandates the minimization of dependence on implementation-

specific features. Standards in this area could enforce this mandate.
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Low for the other aspects of inter-tool data interfaces. Without

£ standards in these areas, transportability of individual tools will be

limited but transportability of tool sets will be largely unaffected.

An exception is the object file format, which may be directly

interpreted by the KAPSE itself. It would be highly desirable to

standardize a self-describing object file format that could serve a wide

variety of architectures.
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5. RELATED CATEGORIES:

Category List

a. 3A

6. APPROACHES:

a. ALS:

b. AIE:

c. Existing Standards:

d. Other:

7. DISK:

8. ACTIONS TO TAKE:

I
I
I
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I KAPSE INTERFACE WORK SHEET

I Date: 19 August 1982

KAPSE Interface Group: 3

KAPSE INTERFACE CATEGORY: 3A. Ada Program Run-Time System (RTS)

1. EXPLANATION:

The Ada Program RTS provides the basic run-time support

facilities that are required to support Ada semantics

within the APSE. These may include, but are not limited to,

closed-routine (non-inline code) provision for

multitasking, task/program memory management exception handling

Icertain string operations, program initialization/termination
and standard package INPUT OUTPUT capabilities.

2. RELEVANCE TO INTEROPERABILITY AND TRANSPORTABILITY:

The design and development of tools including man-machine

interface and data base access segments that are heavily dependent on

particular computer architecture system calls may have significant

impact on the interoperability and/or transportability of the tool.

j 3. STANDARIZATION PROBLEMS:

o Identify the relationship between command-language input form

of expression and tool interface to KAPSE.

o Other considerations:

3F-25
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- Care must be taken so that proposed approaches do not

limit extension of APSE's to distributed systems

(See category issues).

- Care must be taken so that if proposed approaches do not

limit design and implementation in support of future

system Security requirements.

o Identify how KAPSE RTS basic services and linked I/O functions

interact when tasks are activated within the Ada environment.

o Determine how ammenable to extensions is the KAPSE RTS imple-

mentation for new device drivers.

o Identify the impact distributed tasks have on the RTS.

o Identify the impact synchronous/asynchronous I/O

requirements have on the RTS.

4. PRIORITY:

5. RELATED CATEGORIES:

Category List

a. 1C

6. APPROACHES:

a. ALS: I
b. AIE:

c. Existing Standards:

3F-26d. Other:
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7. RISK:

Med/High - may vary dependent upon implementation within/without

a particular family of processors. This may be related to word
i size, procedure calls, etc of the implementations.

8. ACTIONS TO TAKE:

o Identify the specification of the run-time support system.

o Identify the relationship between command-language input form

of expression and tool interface to KAPSE.

o Identify privileges that should be specificable, grantable,
delegatable, or revocable with respect to RTS accessibility

j as a function of user, project, module, process, etc. at the

command language level. Define if enacted by tools directly or

i by program.

I
I

I

I

I
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K APSE I NTE RF ACE WORK SHE E T

Date: 19 August 1982

KAPSE Interface Group: 3

KAPSE INTERFACE CATEGORY: 3B. Bindings and Their Effect on Tools

1. EXPLANATION:

Binding is the association of a value or referent to an identifier.

This category is concerned with link-or execution-time assignment of

concrete subprograms, devices, and data-base objects to identifiers

in Ada programs.

2. RELEVANCE TO INTEROPERABILITY AND TRANSPORTABILITY:

3. STANDARDIZATION PROBLEMS:

o Decide on whether the binding must be static or dynamic or

both.

o Identify the facilities that exist for deferring commitment with

respect to binding and exploiting the deferral of commitment for

debugging, exploration, evaluation, withdrawal, and change of

commitment.

o Identify facility that should exist for measuring performance

benefits of alternative forms of binding.

o Identify how the KAPSE handles conflicting RTS service linking

assignments, e.g., segmented architective memory mapping services

when detected during task execution within Ada environment.
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o Other considerations (Group 4 cross-category issues)I:

- Proposed approaches do not limit the Capability of the

KAPSE, or APSE tools, to effect APSE system recovery.

- Proposed approaches do not limit extension of APSE's to

distributed systems.

- Proposed approaches do not limit design and implementation

in support of future system Security requirements.

- Proposed approaches do not limit extension of APSE capa-

bil ities for Target-Dependent functionality.

4. PRIORITY:

5. RELATED CATEGORIES:

6. APPROACHES:

a. ALS

b. AIE

c. Existing Standards

I:d. Other
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7. RISKS:

8. ACTIONS TO TAKE:

o Identify the operations that must be supported by the KAPSE

regarding diagnostic, interpretive, and full-speed execution

of programs incorporating static and dynamic binding to

subprograms and to data.

o Identify the facilities for making and exploiting a commitment

to static binding.
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g KAPSE INT ER FACE WORKSHEET

Date: 19 August 1982

KAPSE Interface Group: 3

I
KAPSE INTERFACE CATEGORY: 3C. Performance Measurement

I.
1. EXPLANATION:

Performance measurement is the selection, collection, and

recording of static and dynamic information about APSE activity

and resource utilization. The KAPSE must be capable of capturing

j such information regarding all operating system activities and

be able to associate such information to various levels of
f identity, e.g., task, processor,user, project, etc.

Performance measurement may be divided into three classes for

I consideration:

I - Class 1 - KAPSE host internal for the collection of

performance data related to the host system itself.

- Class 2 - KAPSE host-to-target for the collection of

performance data related to the target system.

- Class 3 - KAPSE tool frequency usage for the collection of

I data related to frequency of tool/tool sets used in

the APSE.

2. RELEVANCE TO INTEROPERABILITY AND TRANSPORTABILITY:

The design and development of tools including man-machine interface

and data base access segments that are heavily dependent on
particular computer architecture system calls may be significant

impact on the inter6'perability and/or transportability of the tool.
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3. STANDARDIZATION PROBLEMS:

o Determine what access should exist to clocks and hardware

locations, memory control , logical and physical device

configuration, and networks, etc.

o Identify the mechanisms that should exist to support high-level

event recording. Examples of high-level events are:

- Logon/Logof

- File Open/Close

- History of Tool invocation

o Identify differing operational objectives that can be identified

and how easy is it to activate/deactivate the needed KAPSE pro-

cess activity that supports such data collection,

o Other considerations (Group 4 cross-category issues):

- Proposed approaches do not limit the capability of the

KAPSE, or APSE tools, to effect ASPE system recovery.

- Proposed approaches do not limit extension of APSE's to

distributed system.

- Proposed -approaches do not limit design and implementa-

tion in support of future system Security requirements.

- Proposed approaches do not limit extension of APSE.

- Transaction recording is covered in Recovery.]
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14. PRIORITY:

5. RELATED CATEGORIES:

a. 3A

b. 2B

6. APPROACHES:

a. ALS:

b. AIE:

c. Existing Standards:

d. Other:

7. RISK:

1 8. ACTIONS TO TAKE:

1. o Identify KAPSE support mechanisms that should exist to support

selection, collection and recording of dynamic information on
process resource utilization as a function of time. Identify

KAPSE support mechanisms that exist for tuning KAPSE char-

acteristics based on evaluation of such information.
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KAPSE INTERFACE WORK SHEET

Date: 19 Aug. 1982

KAPSE Interface Group: 4

Kapse Interface Category: 4A. Recovery Mechanisms

1. EXPLANATION:

Recovery mechanisms are the means by which an APSE becomes a

highly robust system that can protect itself from user and system

errors, that can recover from unforseen situations and that can

provide meaningful diagnostic information to its users.

2. RELEVANCE TO INTEROPERABILITY AND TRANSPORTABILITY:

This topic cannot add to the standardization and cost saving

objectives of a KAPSE but without consideration of this area

and effective implementation, a successful tool standard

implementation would not be possible.

3. STANDARDIZATION PROBLEMS:

o A hardware failure must be recovered from and data protected.

Examples of hardware failures include: parity errors, power failures,

loss of communication link from a remote user, device failures, etc. f
The recovery mechanism would be host dependent and some of the backup

must be external to the KAPSE such as backup tapes. Also

consideration must be taken to assure that database or files are

not contaminated due to hardware problems.

o once major system failures are discovered there should some standard

way to determine at what point the system must be recovered from.
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4. PRIORITY:I
5. RELATED CATEGORIES:

I CategoryList

I a. 1A.

Ib. IC.

I c. 4B.

d. ZA.

e. 4C.I
j6. APPROACHES:

i a. ALS:

b. AIE:f
c. Existing Standards:

d. Other:

7. RISK:

Failing to define standardization in this area would result in tool

interfaces not being compatible and uniformly defined. Although

the KAPSE interface and recovery mechanism are probably not

consistent between the AIE and ALS, this requirement must be

met at any cost. Over standardization is bad in any instance

Iand tends to limit creativity and hinder getting the job done.
At this point it is hard to distinguish where standardization ends

and over-standardization begins.
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8. ACTIONS TO TAKE:

Review issues by committee and decide whether recovery issues should

be addressed or incorporated with other topics. If key issues,

start research of how recovery mechanisms are implemented in AIE

and ALS. If t heir specifications handle it differently,

the KIT should decide on the proper approach.
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KAP SE INTERFACE WORK SHEET

Date: 11 Oct 82

KAPSE INTERFACE GROUP: 4

KAPSE INTERFACE CATEGORY: 4B. Distributed APSE

1. EXPLANATION:

An APSE is distributed if its KAPSE resides on or executes on

a configuration including more than one host computer system,

or if the KAPSE supports invocations of tools residing on

other hosts (than the KAPSE's host), or if the

KAPSE-encapsulated data base physically resides (in part or

whole) on a host other than the KAPSE's host. It is possible

that equipment-interface requirements will be inconsistent

j with the KAPSE interface mechanisms prescribed for the

non-distributed MAPSEs of the early 1980's. Examples include:I
o utilization of "intelligent terminals" whereby some

computations (e.g., editing) by the APSE user are

off-loaded from the APSE's central CPU (possibly with

local storage in such terminals),

o systems similar to the National Software Works (NSW)

whereby the APSE shields the user from knowledge about

what networked host executes each user step (giving

[ the user the illusion of a monolithic host).

o data bases that are stored remotely or according to

distributed data base schemes (either with or without

user cognizance).

3
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2. RELEVANCE TO INTEROPERABILITY AND TRANSPORTIBILITY:

This category has medium or future relevance as regards

Interoperability and Transportability. In general, we

believe that successful KAPSE interfaces and tool-writing

conventions should shield tools and users from knowledge

about whether the KAPSE implementation is distributed or not.

However, the inevitability of "smart terminals", data base

machines, and other innovative equipment which will be

interfaced to futures APSEs presents potential

incompatibilities in interface methods (with each other and

with existing host-software methods) that threaten effective

Interoperability and Transportability.

3. STANDARDIZATION PROBLEMS:

o A key pr3blem is whether distributed APSE's (according to

the above explanation) can be designed which are

consistent with Stoneman requirements. In the case of

tools executing on separate CPU's from the KAPSE, either

tools execute low-level host services directly (a

violation of KAPSE encapsulation of host dependencies,

affecting tool portability), or an inconceivably

inefficient implementation results with each tool

networking to KAPSE for such services (with network call

itself being host dependent), or a KAPSE is partially or

redundantly implemented on each of multiple processors

(introducing extra dimensions of

synchronization/communication and control problems). In

the case of distributed data bases, it is clear that

access mechanisms from the KAPSE must be replicated on J
each machirt which hosts part of the data base;

implementation schemes must provide required Stoneman

capabilities to achieve configuration control and maintain

all possible inter-object relationship links. Is there
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some narrow discipline for distributing the data base

initially (required to achieve Stoneman data baseI requirements), and does it cover dynamic expansion of the
data base as will be typical in project evolution?

o It is not completely resolved that the standard interface

j set should always completely shield tools and users from
knowledge about quantity of processing units which

implement an APSE. Although there is a general
presumption that this shielding is good, a few exceptions

have been cited (not universally agreed upon), e.g., the

need for user cognizance of user and data-base path names

over multiple hosts, and user interfaces specific to

special equipment such as smart terminals.

o Given the inevitability of smart terminals, certain toolIportability is meaningless. There curren'tly exist no
guidelines for KAPSEs to provide non-standard interfaces

I to accommnodate such devices, nor demonstrably usable
approaches for layering such interfaces atop a minimal

standard interface set. In addition to smart terminals,

implementations of certain other tool functionality (some

of which will be desirable to use in APSEs) in hardware or

other "self-contained" devices will likely be introduced

in this decade. This will further stress the interface

Istandards and threaten at least Transportability
considerations. Whether or not the standard KAPSE

interface specification will limit the usage of such

devices (to a portable subset of their functionality) or

provide a controlled "escape"~ allowing full exploitation

of such functionality is an issue to be resolved.

1o Considering distributing the data base of an APSE, there
will be particular challenges in defining standard

I interfaces for access mechanisms which completely shield

the nature of data base distribution. Under current

distributed data base schemes, there may be certain

parameters of tools' data-base interfaces which affect

F-3q
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choice of machine or storage device containing the

manipulated data base object. *tis may imply both a
user-cognizant philosophy and a need to standardize in the
KIT effort. User-name-oriented control schemes represent

one such current approach.

o Expanding the concern to general distributed systems
(networked instances of APSEs, which may each be
implemented by traditional single-host methods --

nominally out of the scope of this category), there is a

need for standard interfaces to networks. A uniform

approach to the degree of networking considerations
visible to or controllable by individual tools and users
(versus communication logic wholly encapsulated by the
KAPSE) must be agreed upon early because the
implementation of the approach may widely affect

categories of interfaces.

o An example of a problem likely to confront future large

projects is the desire to use separate, networked APSEs
for software development of subsystems, but with the need
for complete configuration management (including control

of the name space of software components) -across the

entire project. This problem is alleviated if a single

APSE distributed across multiple hosts is achieved, but

the acceptability of that practice from a resource

utilization or company practice point of view will be an

issue. Therefore, the previous issue of separate,

networked APSEs needing standard communication interfaces

may be only the predecessor of a harder problem:

distributing aspects of project management and control

between APSEs.

o In general , KAPSE designers need to continually ask if it

is possible to define an interface set which interferes

with a possible distributed implementation. When aI

situation is identified which answers that affirmatively,
reconsideration must be given to the penalties so involved

and the approaches/costs of alleviating the situation.
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4. PRIORITY:

MEDIUM/LOW. While the early 1980's ALS and AIE have no

requirements for distribution, future APSEs will. There are

several issues concerning whether a standard KAPSE interface

specification is possible which shields users and tools from

information about whether the APSE implementation is

distributed, thereby achieving acceptable degrees of

interoperability and transportability.

f 5. RELATED CATEGORIES:

a. 1A

b. 1B

c. IC

d. 2A

e. 3A

If. 3

g. 3C

6. APPROACHES:!
a. ALS

b. AIE

I c. Existing Standards

*d. Other
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7. RISK:

There appears to be some risk that de-emphasizing Distributed

APSE considerations will jeopardize Interoperability and

Transportability. For the near term, KIT believes an

interface set can be achieved (almost without concentrating

on Distributed APSE considerations) which adequately shields

tools and users from knowledge of implementation distribution

(not because failure of the standard interface set to

accommodate distributed implementation would hurt little --

presumably such failure could extract heavy prices given the

future of micros and distributed systems). [Also, this risk

assessment does not address difficulties in achieving

distributed APSE implementations; that is presumed to be a

state-of-the-art challenge, but definition of a sufficient
"shielding" interface standard may not be.]

8. ACTIONS TO TAKE:

KIT is not completely satisfied that germane IT concerns

arising from the Distributed APSE perspective have already

been factored into the other related categories, even though

many aspects of these issues are now reflected on other KIWs.

While this KIW may sit dormant during the process of drafting

interface specifications and conventions, the issues raised

in it will be used during review of those (and successive)

draft(s). Part of that future review process will be to stay

abreast of advances in special devices and networking

technology, to provide concrete interfaces to be reviewed for

compatibility with the proposed standards and conventions.j
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K_APSE INTERFACE WORKSHEET

Date: 19 August 1982

KAPSE Interface Group: 4

IKAPSE INTERFACE CATEGORY: 4C. Security

I
J 1. EXPLANATION:

Computer security includes issues of proper isolation of separate

users (and their APSE objects) from each other, and issues of

multilevel DoD security classification schemes when an APSE is to

contain and handle classified data and tools. "In addition, com-

puter security includes issues of controlled sharing of computer

resources, and notions of discretionary access. Discretionary

access is a protection mechanism in addition to any DoD security

mechanism which may be in effect during a given session.

J 2. RELEVANCE TO INTEROPERABILITY AND TRANSPORTABILITY:

The importance of security to the DoD community is highlighted by

the newly established Computer Security Center within the DoD.

Requirements for security within the context of an APSE are

demonstrated by the recent RFP from the U.S. Army (CECOM, Fort

Monmouth) calling for a secure operating system for the Military

Computer Family. Although this RFP is predicated on the ALS, we

anticipate that future RFPs will be written based on the AIE

i also.

To avoid having such efforts be start-from-scratch in each

case, it is vital to identify a common set of primitives to be

provided by any given KAPSE that will suffice to implement a

desired security policy. Such a set of primitives will also lead

to IT of tools and data base objects within the context of a

given security policy.
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3. STANDARDIZATION PROBLEMS:

o Present approaches should not limit the design and implemen-

tation of future system security requirements.

DISCUSSION: Achieving this goal requires a KAPSE to

make primitives available, which are applicable to a variety

of security models. Primitives would be of the following

sort:

- What are the entities recognized by the system? There

should be primitives for defining objects such as

files, segments, database objects, interprocess commun-

ication objects (e.g., buffers, signals), subjects

(e.g., processes), etc.

- There should be primitives for marking these types of

entities with a given security level, and for passing

this marking to tools, processes, and other entities
which require the marking.

-There should be primitives for defining an object which

represents the desired security policy. In some models

this object is called an 'access matrix", and shows

allowable types of access of a subject to an object.

In other models, (e.g., Bell and LaPadula), the desired

security policy is represented by axioms, and thus

there is no need to explicitly embody all allowable

accesses. Nevertheless, such an object is necessary to

maintain passwords, audit trails, etc.

- There should be primitives for creating trusted

processes, which are allowed to violate a given secu-

rity policy to perform needed functions such as login,

change access level, etc. These trusted processes]

sh&'ld only be able to execute under controlled cir-

cumstances, and their privileges should not be disse- /
minable to other processes.
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-As mentioned briefly above, there should be primitives

* for maintaining an audit log, to be monitored on an

U ongoing basis, as well as analyzed subsequent to

security-related events.

-There should be primitives for creating type managers

for the various kinds of entities recognized by the

system. These managers would provide resource encapsu-

lation for the entities. There should also be primi-

tives by which the type managers can solve the object
migration problem, i.e., if a given object migrates to

an environment no longer under the control of the type

manager, and then returns to the original environment,

how can the type manager ascertain that the object is

in a legitimate state?

-Etc.

o The KAPSE should make available primitives that restrict all

operational aspects of system execution to allowable state

J changes with respect to a given security model.

DISCUSSION: These primitives deal with issues such as

system startup, shutdown, checkpoint, restart, down line

loading, exporting data base objects, color changes, runningI. in dedicated mode, running in multilevel mode, providing
appropriate markings on all hard copy output, managing pass-

words, login ids, dial-up phone lines, etc.

o The KAPSE should make available primitives to implement a

variety of desired discretionary security policies.

o The KAPSE should make available primitives to allow for con-

tinuous protection of all system objects, and provide for

accountability.

J DISCUSSION: It is imperative that system objects

embodying security policy information (e.g., accessV
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matrices, security markings) be protected from unwarranted

modification, and that all security checks are continually

enforced.

0 Tools and data base objects should be written in a modular

fashion, partitioned into security-relevant and security-

independent components.

DISCUSSION: This would allow the security-relevant

components to be stripped away in contexts where security is

not required, leading. to more efficient operations.

o Misc. Issues: The above issues deal with traditional types

of security concerns. In this miscellaneous category, we

note the following:

- Security models will have to cover networks, databases,

host/target envirornents, workstations, in addition to

operating systems.

- In addition to the software/modeling aspects of secu-

rity dealt with above, there are the following types of

security concerns: physical security, administrative

security, personnel security, communications security,

emanations security, and hardware/software security

i nte rface s.

- It may be a problem to provide the required security

primitives if a KAPSE encapsulates a host OS which was

designed without security issues in mind.

4. PRIORITY:

HIGH, with respect to the importance of this issue for KAPSEs

that begin to appear after the first iterations of the current

ALS and AIE efforts.
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I
5. RELATED CATEGORIES:

I a. 1A

I b. 1B

c. 1C

d. 2A

e. 2B

f. 3A

I
g. 3B

h. 3C

j i. 4A

I J. 4B

I k. 4D

1 6. APPROACHES:

I a. ALS

1 b. AIE

c. Existing standards

d. Other:

1. Rushby model (cf KITIA Working Group I Interim Tech

INote, "Program Invocation and Control").

2. Kernel models. 3F473F4
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3. Capability models.

4. MCFOS.

5. Ongoing research results as they become public, e.g.,

secure network protocol handlers.

7. RISK:

The current ALS and AIE efforts will not achieve these security

features, since security has not been part of the design from the

outset. Building on the experience of these current efforts,

coupled with ongoing research in security, there is only a

MODERATE risk that future KAPSE efforts will fail to achieve

required security features, provided that such features are part

of the effort from the beginning of the requirements phase.

8. Actions To Take: I
o Determine precisely a variety of sets of primitives to be

provided by KAPSEs to implement different security models.

This determination will require parallel research into secu-

rity models.

o Determine how well these primitives are provided in the

current ALS and AIE efforts. Answers may be of the follow-

ing types:

I
- Primitive is directly provided by the host OS and

percolated up by the KAPSE.

- Primitive is provided by the KAPSE in terms of lower

level host OS objects. I
- Primitive could be provided (with some difficulty) in

terms of existing KAPSE objects. (
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I
- Primitive is virtually impossible to provide; it is

too inefficient, or it conflicts with existing design.

o Perform cost/benefit analysis of existing security tech-

niques.

o Monitor the ongoing work of the Computer Security Evaluation

Center and relevant projects (e.g. MCFOS) and feed these

results into subsequent KITIA documents.
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Date: 19 Aug 82
KAPSE Interface Group: 4

KAPSE INTERFACE CATEGORY: 4D. Support for Targets

1. EXPLANATION:

Support for Targets is concerned with the interfaces involved in
providing means tools and capabilities specific to the operational
target computer. This includes loading and executing, debugging,
testing, evaluating, and maintaining host-target configurations
of varying modes, including (but not limited to) target simulators
(as APSE tool s), physical environment simulations (APSE tools
or connected microprocessors), coupled target emulations or
in-circuit emulations, and/or physical instances of the target
processors (at varying degrees of coupling) connected to the
APSE host.

2. RELEVANCE TO INTEROPER.ABILITY AND TRANSPORTABILITY:

This category does not address specific KAPSE interfaces. However,
there do exist numerous concerns associated with target support
which are relevant to other KAPSE Interface Categories, thereby
having direct relevance to IT. For each of the Standardization
Problems delineated in Section 3, a cross-reference is provided
to other appropriate categories. The purpose of this KIW is to
provide useful areas of concern to be considered by these related
categories.

3. STANDARDIZATION PROBLEMS:

*In order to pronote user transportability, uniformity of protocol
in the communication between users and tools should be considered,
not only for a single target system, but for different target
systems as well. [In a single target system the calling convention
for one tool should be consistent with the calling conventions
for all remaining tools. For example, user access to a linkerI
should be similar to user access to a debugger.] Likewise, user
access to a linker for target system "A" should be similar to
user access to a linker for target system "B".
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3 * Providing support tool 1/0 compatibility (i.e., uniform code
format among assemtblers, compilers, linkers, loaders, data
collectors, dynamic analyzers, etc.) is relevant to tool
transportability.

*The format (representation form) of the code being transferred
from the host machine to the target machine should be considered
for uniformity among various targets. For example, the transferred
code format could be designed to be target independent, host
independent, and/or communications hardware independent, thereby
promoting tool transportability.

*User and tool utilization of common conventions across various
target systems for load time functions would assist both user
and tool transportability. Load time functions to be addressed
should include: (1) down-line loading of programs to a target
system; (2) exporting of programs to a stand-alone target system
followed by direct loading of the programs; and (3) loading of
programs to a simulated/emulated target system.

*Target dependent portions of tools should be isolated to *allow
for commonality of tool design/utilization for different targets.
If target dependent portions are clearly delineated, modifications
to support tools would be modular, thereby extending the APSE
capability for additional targets in a straightforward manner.

*In addition to the run time support functions of scheduling,
storage management, I/0 handling and exception handling,
additional support must be provided to accommodate the
REAL TIME application requirements of embtedded computers as
target systems.
For example:

- physical memory size constraints
- time constraints (minimal run time overhead)
- interface with specialized peripheral equipment
- access to real time clock
- cyclic (periodic) execution of applications
- interrupt servicing

j- hardware monitoring
- conversion and display of large amounts of data
- error recovery[- processing of classified data

Such support may not be restricted solely to the run time system
and may require coordinated efforts of several support tools for

a particular target system.
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e Requirements may exist for the interface of "fo'reign code" with
Ada programs for execution on the target system. Such requirements
may be made on the assumption that utilization of some existinc code
in tandem with new Ada code will help transition software systems
into the Ada arena.

* In order to provide facilities for the dynamic analysis/testing
and postmortem analysis of software executing on a target system,
various issues must be addressed. For a target system directly
linked to the host, the communications software handler dependencies
(for the communications link) should be clearly and cleanly
separated from the functions performed by the dynamic analysis
tools. If the hardware communications link is modified, only
the software required for the communications handler should be
affected.

4. PRIORITY:

5. -RELATED CATEGORIES:

CategoryList

a. IA.

b. 1C.

c. 2A

d. 28.

e. 3A.

f. 3B.

g. 3C.

i. 4A.I

j. 4C.

K. 4E.
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6. APPROACHES:

a. ALS:

b. AIE:

c. Existing Standards:

d. Other:

7. RISK:

8. ACTIONS TO TAKE:

The above issues have been examined to determine those categories
in which the issues would be more appropriately addressed as
concerns when determining their relevance to KAPSE interface
implementation and/or APSE tool interface implementation.

I
I

I
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DRAFT REQUIREMENTS AND
CRITERIA DOCUMENT
Introduction

These requirements and criteria are very tentative.IThe KIT spent less than one full day reviewing and
discussing them, and the KITIA has not yet had a chance for
thorough review. Therefore, what appears here is very
preliminary, particularly section 6.4 which is so far mostly
a collection of ideas which occurred during other
discussions and which has not been reviewed by either team.
These requirements and criteria are included here not
because they represent any KIT and/or KITIA consensus, but
because the teams felt it was important to solicit early
feedback concerning the direction which these requirements
and criteria should take. M.ost of the issues involving
these requirements and criteria are yet to be resolved, so

feedback from the reader is strongly encouraged.
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1 1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Scope

I This document provides preliminary requirements and design
criteria for the future development of a standard interface
specification (S I S) for Kernel Ada Programming Support
Environments (KArSrs). This version of the document is NOT
APPROVED and is circulated for review and comment; it has
been partially reviewed by KIT and KITIA, but is currently
incomplete and has not received final approval. Please
address -all comments to "NOSC, Code 8322, San Diego, CA
92152u; also, comments via ARPANET to "POberndorf@ECLB" are
encouraged.

The S I S is for KAPSE developers who are serious about
confo-mTng to government standards derived from the DoD
economic objectives of interoperability (I) of APSE data

bases and transportability (T) of APSE tools. Section 2 of
this document provides numerous definitions of terms and
phrases used in this document; these definitions provide a
context for understanding the requirements and design
criteria in terms of the government's KIT/IT activities.
Hence, they should be read by serious reviewers before
reading the rest of the document.

The first objective of this document is to be complete in
requiring that the S I S contains all interfaces germane to
moving data bases and- tools (I & T, or simply "IT").
Preliminary analysis indicates that IT considerations impact
all potential KAPSE interfaces; therefore the KIT currently
assumes that this IT completeness objective means that a
conforming KAPSE will provide all the functionality needed by
any APSE tool.

If in fact a conforming KAPSE provides additional interfaces
beyond the S I S, it must be the case that strict adherence
to the S I S 5y-serious tools writers will be sufficient for
transporTa~ility of tools between conforming KAPSEs.

In addition to facilitating the transportability of
individual tools and the development of new tools which
interact with existing tools, the scope of the KIT/IT effort

includes facilitating the en suite transportability of highly
interdependent tool sets. [Note that a tool set may contain

one tool.]

The KIT currently operates under the presumption that

3G (
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conformance to the S I S in KAPSE development will not, by
itself, be sufficien -to guarantee the economic payoffs of
IT. Minimally, guidelines for the development of APSE tools,
standardizing aspects of tool set construction beyond the
issues of KAPSE interfaces, will be necessary for tools
writers who are serious about IT. While the development of
those guidelines is in the purview of the KIT, such
guidelines are beyond the scope of this S I S requirements
and design criteria document.

Additionally, economic trade-offs of tool transportability
versus future APSE adaptation to new technology are barely
understood. This document attempts to not bias or limit the
S I S and APSEs against the evolvement toward utilization of
futre technologies which may have life-cycle IT pay-offs.

This version of the document may present an inconsistent
distinction between requirements and design criteria.
Recommendations for clarifying the distinction and
restructuring the document (especially the current Section 6)
are welcome.

1.2 Background

[TBD - brief background on Ada, APSE/Stoneman, IT, & KIT.
Section 3 (also titled "Background") will be eliminated in
the next revision of this document. The current document
numbering structure is retained in this version to facilitate
comparison (especially of Section 6) with the previous
26-Sept-1982 version.]]

2.0 IT DEFINITIONS

For the purposes of this document and KIT/IT work in general,
the following terms and phrases should be interpreted according
to the narrow definitions listed below:

a. Category: The KIT has partitioned the totality of KAPSE
functionality into narrow categories of related services or
considerations. Each such category is described by a KAPSE
Interface Worksheet (KIW). In this document, the
requirements on the functionality (6.4) to be provided by
the S I S are organized according to the same partitioning
scheme-s are the KIWs.

b. Conforming KAPSE: A conforming KAPSE is a KAPSE which f
3G- -I
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provides and implements all components (or entities) of the
S I S.

c. Conentions: Conventions are sets of interfaces, serv'ces,
and/or practices whose use is recognized as contributing to
IT and is to be voluntarily agreed to. Conventions are
potential (or "proposed" or "preliminary") IT standards.
Conventions are not subject to enforcement; but, if they
prove effective and practical, they may be adopted as ITstandards.

d. Criteria: [see Design Criteria]

e. Design Criteria: In this document, design criteria are
desireable properties of the S I S. They are goals to be
achieved by those who develop The S I S. [See also the
definition of "Requirement."] 1T e7 are weaker than
requirements in than if full conformance to every design
criterion can not be achieved (perhaps due to conflicts or
contradictions), one or more criterion may be compromised

I based on a trade-off analysis of IT loss. Design criteria
should be identified in this version of the document by
usage of the verb "should", and they are almost exclusively
the contents of sections 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3. [Additionally,
the document contains some entries which are of the nature
of "The S I S is not required to ..." or "The S I S is not
constrained to ... "; these are techniciVTy only
clarifications, and are neither criteria nor requirements in
that to-y do not establish goals to be achieved by the
SIS.3

I f. Guidelines: Guidelines are recommendations that, if
followed, will aid in achieving IT; for example, they may
convey techniques for satisfying the standards or
conventions.

g. Host: [from IT Plan]

J h. Interface: An interface is a shared boundary, e.g., between
two separately developed, interacting pieces of software.
The methods for accessing all KAPSE services and objects
will be provided by an interface specification. "Interface"
and "interface specification" are used interchangeably in
this document; a KAPSE interface specification is expected
to be provided by an Ada package specification (providing
"syntax") and an accompanying description ("semantics,"
which may be embedded in comments in the Ada package

m specification) of each entity in the Ada package. The

3G-7
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implementation of the functions and objects provided by the
KAPSE interface is beyond the scope of this document (other
than feasibility-type requirements).

i. Interface Specification: [see Interface]

j. Interoperability: [from IT Plan]

k. Requirement: An IT requirement addresses a condition or
capability which is relevant to IT and which shall be
addressed by one or more conventions and/or standards. Thus
IT requirements document those functional capability aspects
which are determined to affect IT. [See also the definition
of "Design Criteria."] By implication, any condition or
capability which is NOT addressed by an IT requirement or
criterion has been determined NOT to affect IT. [However,
see comment in Scope (1.1) stating current KIT assumption
that IT impacts permeate all KAPSE interfaces.] In this
version of the document, requirements are goals which must
be met by the S I S, and they are largely confined to
section 6.4 ("Citegory-Specific Requirements"); they should
be identified by usage of the verb "shall".

1. Semantics: The "semantics" of the S I S refers to the
meaning or functionality of each entiTy- in an interface
specification.

m. SIS: [see Standard Interface Specification]

n. Specification: This document concerns itself with KAPSE
interface specifications. KAPSE interface specifications
are expected to provide tools writers all information needed
to use all facilities provided by a KAPSE. It is
antici;.ated that KAPSE interface specifications will be
provided by Ada package specifications (providing the
"syntax") and accompanying descriptions of the meaning
("semantics," which may be embedded in Ada comments in the
Ada package specification) of each entity in the packages.

o. Standard Interface Specification (S I S): The Standard
Interface Specification (S I S) for KAVSEs is the interface
specification [see definitTo of "Interface Specification"]
which is developed in accordance with these requirements and
design criteria, and which is approved by KIT and AJPO as
the government standard for KAPSE interface specifications.
Development of the S I S is a future activity of the KIT;
proposed candidates -f-r the S I S will have the status of
"Conventions" [see definition -aove] until a decision is j
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made to select one candidate for incorporation into a
government Standard.

p. Standards: A possible future Standards document may consist
of interfaces, services, and/or practices whose use has been
established for achieving APSE IT [see also definition of
Interface]. Tools and data bases which are to be ported
between conforming APSEs can depend on these
interfaces/services/practices only. It can be verified

whether or not a given APSE meets the IT standards.
Interfaces, services, and practices in the Standard are
formally documented and approved for use by the AJPO in the
construction of DoD-compatible tools, data bases, and
KAPSEs.

q. Syntax: The "syntax" of the S I S narrowly refers to the
allowable identifiers or values- for subprogram names,
parameters, types, data objects (global data), operators,
exceptions, etc. which are provided in the Ada packages
which are the interface specifications and which are usable
by APSE tools. Of course, for APSE tools, all references to
components of the S I S are implemented in accordance with
the syntax of the Ara-rogramming language.

r. Tool: A tool is any Ada program or conand language script
which runs in the context of a KAPSE and is dependent upon
it for normal support services. A routine resident in a
library which is linked into a program or script which runs
in an APSE is also a tool, in as much as it depends on KAPSE
services instead of the host operating system.

a. Transportability: [from IT Plan)

3.0 BACKGROUND

[Section 3 will be eliminated in the next revision of this
document; "Background" is now the new Section 1.2. The cqrrent
document numbering structure is retained in this version to
facilitate comparison (especially of Section 6) with the

I previous 26-Sept-1982 version.]

1 4.0 EXISTING SOURCES OF APSE INTERFACE SPECIFICATIONS

Listed below are documents which provide information about

I 3G-
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existing requirements, criteria, and specifications for (K)APSE
interfaces. These references are regarded as inputs for
consideration, but ot necessarily proposed candidates, in the
development of these requirements and criteria and in the
subsequent development of proposed standard interface
specifications which fulfill these requirements and criteria.

4.1 Stoneman

REQUIREMENTS FOR Ada PROGRAMMING SUPPORT ENVIRONMENTS
("STONEMAN"), Department of Defense, February 1980.

4.2 AIE

TBD

4.3 ALS

TBD

5.0 THE APPROACH TO REQUIREMENT/CRITERIA DEVELOPMENT

[Section 5 will be eliminated in the next revision of this
document; its previous contents have been subsumed by the new
Section 1.1 titled "Scope". The current document numbering
structure is retained in this version to facilitate comparison
(especially of Section 6) with the previous 26-Sept-1982
version.]
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6.0 REQUIREMENTS AND CRITERIA

6.1. The Standard Interface Specification (S I S) and theJ Outside World

6.1.1 Scope of the SIS

o The S I S should be the same everywhere and for
everyone.

o The S I S should be implementable on a single-processor
systeF,-a multi-processor system, and network systems.

o The S I S is not required to provide all general
operati-ng system or language system capabilities.

o The S I S is not required to provide execution
capabi'Tty for tools and programs not source-coded in
Ada.

6.1.2 Subsets

o A conforming KAPSE shall 4 '-ment all of the SI S
(i.e., no subsets).

o The S I S should be designed such that a user (e.g.,
tool WrTter) can employ a subset of the standard

I interfaces without being aware of the full SI_S.

6.1.3 Extensibility and Supersets

I The S I S should be designed to impose no constraints
(e.g.-, a maximum number of interface entry points) that
limit future extension of the S I S.

o The S I S should be des'gned to prohibit extending the
capabTITty of any specified S I S interface (or entryg point). --

6.1.4 Existing Operating Systems

o The S I S should allow flexibility in the
implemeintations of conforming KAPSEs.

o The S I S should allow implementation of a conforming
KAPSE-tIat coexists with (if not employs) any one of a
variety of file systems, including hierarchical ile
systems and non-hierarchical file systems.

I 3G-1 1
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o The S I S should allow implementation of a conforming
KAPSE-t at runs under any one of a variety of existing
operating systems. This should not be interpreted as
requiring S I S compatibility with existing operating
system inteFfces.

o The S I S should allow implementation of a conforming
KAP5E That coexists with (meaning "runs along side,"
not "runs under") and operates with the characteristics
of any one of a variety of existing operating systems.
This should not be interpreted as requiring S I S
compatibility with existing operating system
interfaces.

o Design of the S I S is not cinstrained to be compatible
with the functionility and interfaces of existing
systems.

o The S I S should be based on the functionality found in
many xTting hosts and the functionality found in the
Ada language reference manual.

o Design of the S I S is not constrained by a goal that
implementations-ned no modification to any existing
operating system.

o The S I S should control direct access to underlying
system services (i.e., no "by-passing" the KAPSE is
allowed; it is regarded as non-portable circumvention
if a KAPSE allows user access to underlying system
services). In particular, configuration management,
security, and integrity of data bases should be
protected.

6.1.5 Language and Technology Compatibility

o The nomenclature used in the S I S Thould be consistent
with the Ada programming langugF.

o The S I S should avoid requiring interface mechanisms
which-ha-ve not been tested in existing KAPSEs,
operating systems, kernels, or command processors.

6.1.6 System Dependencies

o The S I S should promote the isolation of operating
systeffmachine, and device-type dependencies; and
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thereby, the S I S should promote simple rules for
guaranteeing tooT transportability.

o The S I S should accomnodate device characteristics in
recogniYed standards, e.g,. ANSI, ISO, IEEE, and DoD
standards.

6.1.7 Efficiency

o The S I S should be implementable on or with or without
any one-of a wide variety of operating systems.

o The S I S should be implementable by conforming KAPSEs
that 'o-not significantly constrain resources available
to user programs (APSE and non-APSE).

o The S I S should be structured to allow its
implementation, as well as the functions it controls,
to be reasonably distributed over either locally or
remotely connected networks.

5 6.1.8 Security

o The S I S should allow implementations of conforming
KAPSEs hat coexist with (without compromising) and
operate within a variety of system security mechanisms,
including the lack of such a mechanism.

I 6.2. The S I S and the APSE Tool

6.2.1 General Criteria

o The S I S should allow expression of any reasonable
actio' Tn a straightforward and reasonable manner.

3 o The S I S should allow that simple actions be invoked
by siipTe commands or calls.

o The S I S should define standard defaults whenever an
appro-rTate default exists. This includes defaults
for, as a minimum, calling parameters, standard global
packages, assumed USE constructs, and other compilation
environment standards.

6.2.2 Versatility and Flexibility

o If a choice has to be made, the basic syntax and
semantics of the S I S should be targeted toward basic

3G-13
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services frequently needed by common tools; then
features can be added which support unique
special-purpose tool needs.

6.2.3 Consistency

o S I S interface components applicable to more than one
i-trface will be designed to be optimal and consistent
across the set of interface to which they apply, rather
than be optimized on a interface-by-interface basis.

o The S I S should avoid facilities used solely by the
systeF-perator, system administrator, or privileged
user when there are equivalent facilities defined for
non-privileged users.

o The aspects of the S I S that are applicable in a
network environment TnT the aspects that are applicable
in a local environment should be identical when they
overlap.

6.3. The Syntax and Semantics of the S I S

6.3.1 Criteria of Syntax

o The syntax for each SIS call shall be Ada.

o Aspects of syntax (e.g., limits on name lengths,
abbreviation styles, other naming conventions, relative
ordering of input and output parameters, etc.) should
be designed in uniform and integrated manner for the
whole S I S, not as independent issues. This goal
should n-ot be pursued so vigorously as to force an
excess of artificiality on the SIS syntax.

o The S I S should have no unnecessarily restrictive
rules,- onstraints, or anomalies.

o There will be no urreasonable restrictions on length of
names.

o The S I S will contain no specially coined words
(liteFaTs or identifiers), and will use no words in an
unconventional sense.

o Standard defined names should be natural language words
or industry accepted terms whenever possible.

3G-14
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o Standard defined names should not be trademarks or
derivatives of trademarks.

o No two standard defined names in the S I S shall be
only a transposition away from identity.-

6.3.2 Criteria for Semantics

o A complete, precise definition (meaning the precise
meaning of every interface) should be given for the
S I S, suitable for use as a KAPSE implementationg-iiie, as part of a tool implementation guide, and for
KAPSE validation criteria.

0 It must be possible in the definition of the S I S to
specify, in their entirety, the results of usiFg-each
interface in the SIS.

o The specification of semantics should be both precise
and understandable.

I o The semantic specification of each S I S call should
include precise statement of assumptTons and effects on
global data and packages.

o The S I S should preclude unnamed exception

propagation.

1 o The semantic specification of each S I S call should
include precise definition of Ada exi-eptions (if any)

i to be handled and raised by the implementation.

o Each standard defined SIS call shouid have only one
function.

o Use of a S I S call should require provision of only
relevant ald-necessary information and parameters. For
example, input and output are relevant and necessary
for a file copy but not for a suspension.

o Opportunity to produce side effects in SIS calls
should be minimized.

o Natural language synonyms or near synonyms will not be
given different meanings. Only one word, and not its
possible synonyms, will be used when the same generic
meaning is intended.

I
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6.3.3 Criteria for Responses, Return Values and Exceptions

o All standard defined responses to S I S calls should be
implementation independent.

o Each S I S call should have a unique, non-null response
(returW-alue or exception) for each case of
unsuccessful completion.

6.4. Category-Specific Requirements

WARNING/DISCLAIMER: The requirements listed in this section
6.4 are totally unreviewed by the KIT. Each is the
recommendation of one or a. few members of the KIT or
KITIA, and will be placed on the agenda for future
deliberations by the KIT. It is understood that many
subsections here in 6.4 are incomplete, and it should be
recognized that this section is NOT APPROVED by KIT.

6.4.1 User Services

6.4.IA Program Invocation and Control

6.4.1A.1 Program Invocation

o Facilities shall be provided for a program to
invoke another program. These facilities shall
not prevent a program from invoking itself as a
process.

o Program invocation and contrcl facilities shall
not be specially privileged or constrained.

o Facilities shall be provided for a user to direct
or redirect program input and output.

o Facilities shall be provided for simultaneous
execution of several programs for one user.

o Various wait options shall be available after a
.subprocess is invoked:

- Calling task of caller waits.

- Caller waits.

- No one waits.

.1
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I o Facilities shall be provided to allocate,

deallocate, or share resources among processes.

6.4.1A.2 Process Control

o Facilities for interprocess communication shall
Ibe available.

o Facilities shall be available to interrupt a
running program. Interrupts that can be
processed shall include both hardware and
software interrupts. Facilities shall be
available for processes to either respond to an
interrupt or to lpck out interrupts that they do
not desire to process. In particular, a user
shall be able to suspend, resume, or terminate

Iexecution.
o Facilities shall be provided for running a

program with a monitored context for debugging.

6.4.1A.3 Process Termination

o Facilities shall be provided for the return of

values or status by a process. It shall also be
possible to test these status values and make
decisions based on their values.

6.4.1A.4 Process Monitoring

o Facilities shall be provided for a user to
determine the hierarchy of program invocation and
control on a status display. It shall also be
possible for a running process to determine the
"name" of another running process.

o Facilities for the collection and display of
system- and program-generated error messages
shall be provided.

o Facilities shall be provided to determine the
status of a process.

o Facilities shall be provided for query of, or the3setting of, system environment and process
parameters (e.g., date, time).

I 6.4.1B Initiate/Maintain the User Environment

3G-(
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o The S I S shall include some aspects of controlling
a use?"! logical access to an APSE, such as "sign
on" and "sign off."

o The logon processor shall start the standard command
language interpreter (or command language
processor).

o Facilities shall be provided to maintain the user's
terminal environment after a line drop.

6.4.1C Device Interactions

6.4.1C.1 Terminal Type. Devices

o A virtual device interface shall be provided.

o All 256 8-bit character codes shall be able to be
transmitted between devices and processes. The
standard shall describe the disposition of
characters that cannot be transmitted in certain
implementations.

o Facilities shall be provided to deal with
accidental disconnection of devices. This
includes the interruption and resumption of data
flow between processes.

o A conforming KAPSE should be able to coexist with
and operate with a variety of system mechanisms
for immediate control operations (e.g., character
or word or line rub-out, or command completion)
on interactive entry, including the lack of such
a mechanism.

6.4.1D The Subset MAPSE

6.4.1D.1 Command Language

o The method for referencing parameters shall not
restrict the length of parameters or the number
of parameters that can be passed to a program.

o No special KAPSE facilities shall be required by
the command language interpreter.

o Command language restrictions on data flow
between tools must be minimized.

3G- 18
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o The command language shall not limit the number
of available variables.

o Facilities for creation and use of stored command
language scripts must be provided.

o Command language scripts shall be ASCII text
files.

6.4.1D.2 Editor

o The minimum set of commands in a useable editor
must be identified. Candidates for this set

m include: add, change, delete, and find.

o The editor shall reference both character strings

and line numbers.

6.4.1D.3 Linker

o The linker shall have a standard command
language.

6.4.1D.4 File System Issues

o The S I S shall provide the minimum file system
capabT)Tties required to build the ALS or AlE

I type data base system.

o Access control must be provided.

6.4.2 Data Interfaces

6.4.2A Basic I/O Interfaces

6.4.2B Database Management and Control

o The DBMS and the memory manager must be inside the
KAPSE (or SMAPSE?).

6.4.2C Inter-Tool Data Interfaces

o All KAPSE data interface calls and inter-tool data

interface calls shall be made to abstract data
I types.

o Both the KAPSE primitive operations (Stoneman

3G-19
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5.E.2.i) and the operations on the abstract data
types (Stoneman 5.E.2.ii) must be standardized.

o The KAPSE interfaces must be modifiable to allow for
the easy addition or modification of the abstract
data types.

6.4.3 KAPSE Services

6.4.3A Ada Program Run-Time System (RTS)

6.4.38 Bindings and Their Effect on Tools

6.4.3C Performance Measurement

6.4.4 Miscellaneous and Non-Categories

6.4.4A Recovery Mechanisms

o The KAPSE shall be immune from abortions/crashes due
to tool errors (e.g., checksum error, integrity
checks, invalid input/output, etc.).

o The KAPSE shall have a recovery procedure which
allows system programmers to terminate hung
terminals, programs, and tools.

o The S I S shall support "predefined escape
mecha-iTms" (planned errors) for abnormal exits
(e.g., Ada exceptions) from tools. But, no tool or
program shall be allowed to circumvent of bypass the
KAPSE.

o The S I S shall provide standardized ways to report
errorsT o users and/or log them to some I
audit/recovery information file.

o Standard recovery shall be provided from
deliberate/accidental attempts to destroy portions{
of the database.

o The S I S shall provide a standard way to determine
at whiat point the system must be recovered from
major system failures.

6.4.4B Distributed APSE

6.4.4C Security j

33G-2
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6.4.4D Support for Targets

6.4.4E Extensibility

[See 6.1.3.)

6.5. Interoperability Criteria

o The S I S should facilitate inter-APSE exchange of types
of daTa-structures such that the size of projects which
can be feasibly moved is maximized.

o The S I S should facilitate movement of types of data
strucTuFes such that the disruption of projects moving to
new hosts is minimized.

o The SIS should define standard file transfer protocols.

6.6. Transportability Considerations

o Each interface in the S I S is selected because it
significantly increases-t~e number of useful tools which
are easily portable.

o Each interface in the S I S is selected because it
significantly decreases-tKe size or complexity of tool
fragments which can be moved independently.

I
I
I
I
I
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7.0 FUTURE PLANS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

TBD

I

I
I.I

{

I

]
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i APPENDIX A -- Unresolved Requirements/Criteria Issues

I [This appendix serves as a visible repository for open issues
(concerning this document) which have been identified but not
resolved by the KIT.]

o The precise distinction between "requirements" and "criteria"
is not resolved. This version of the document largely
presumes that functional requirements i6.4) are requirements
and everything else (6.1, 6.2, 6.3) is criteria.

o The consistent use of "shall" versus "should" and their
relationship to requirements versus criteria is unresolved.
However, this version of the document presumes that "shall"
sentences give requirements and "should" sentences give
criteria.

o Whether any minimum access from tools, directly or even under
KAPSE control, to underlying system services is acceptable is
unresolved (see related criterion in 6.1.4). An instance of
concern is that the ALS specifies that the command language
processor (via the KAPSE) can invoke certain VAX VMS tools,
and this may lead to tool operation which does not preserve
the integrity of the configuration management system or a
data base.

o It is unresolved whether allowable S I S "extensibility"
should be constrained to only specifying new interfaces of
functions which can be simulated by combinations of existing
S I S interfaces, or whether a less restrictive paradigm is
ecnomically justified (outweighing possible tool.
transportability losses) to take advantage of unique
special-device interfaces and future technology advances.
KIT has deliberated this significantly and leans toward the
latter, freer notion currently; this version of the document
reflects that.

I
3G-23 .i
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APPENDIX B -- Deleted Requirements

[This appendix serves as a container for requirements and
criteria which have been deleted or substantially changed from
previous versions of this document. An attempt is made [IN
SQUARE BRACKETS] to identify the original section under which a
now-deleted entry was located and to provide some rationale for
the deletion.]

o A conforming KAPSE implements, a superset of the S I S only by
using extensibility features in the S I S which are
reproducible in any other conforming TA7SE, or by providing
interfaces that do not impact Interoperability or
Transportability. [FROM 6.1.3: THIS IS DEEMED TOO STRONG
AND PROBABLY INHIBITING USAGE OF SOME FUTURE TECHNOLOGY
ADVANCES.]

o Those aspects of the S I S which support a network
environment should be 5iised toward neither session-based nor
transaction-based inter-process communication. [FROM 6.1.5:
PRESUMED TO BE AN OVERLY DETAILED, NARROW STATEMENT, WHERE
THE LAST BULLET OF 6.1.7 IS MORE APPROPRIATE.]

o It should be easy to implement the S I S on a wide variety of
operating systems. [FROM 6.1.7: RE17L"NCED BY 1ST BULLET OF
6.1.7, REPLACING "easy" WITH "possible" AND EXPANDING

RELATIONSHIPS TO OSs.]

o No cute tricks are allowed; the S I S must say what it means
and mean what it says. [FROM 6.2717 THIS WAS HARD TO
INTERPRET CONCRETELY, AND IS COVERED BY OTHER ASPECTS OF 6.2
AND 6.3.]

o The syntax of the S I S must be unambiguous. [FROM 6.3.1:
UNNECESSARY -- ARTSCS FROM Ada's BEING THE SYNTAX.]

o S 1 5 literals and subprogram names should be as shr-t as
praEtical (e.g., minimize noise words and employ recognized
abbreviations) without forfeiting readability and
understandability. [FROM 6.3.1: THIS GOAL WAS DEEMED
UNDESIRABLE; IT MIGHT BE CONSTRUED TO DISCOURAGE NATURAL
NAMES.]

o The set of graphics used in the SIS, excluding system
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dependent character strings, should come from those
characters in the international use positions of ANSI
X3.4-1977, ASCII. [FROM 6.3.1: THIS IS COVERED IN THE Ada
LANGUAGE REFERENCE MANUAL, WHICH PROVIDES THE SYNTAX OF THE
SIs.)

o All standard defined text must be insensitive to case. [FROM
6.3.1: THIS TOPIC IS SPECIFIED BY THE Ada LANGUAGE REFERENCE
MANUAL.]

o The design of the S I S should include consideration of
potential user and Too-I calling errors, especially in those
cases where permanent (irreversible) actions are concerned.
[FROM 6.3.1: HANDLING USER ERRORS IS THE TOOL-WRITER'S
RESPONSIBILITY, NOT PRIMARILY THE KAPSE'S. TOOL CALLING
ERRORS SHOULD BE VIRTUALLY IMPOSSIBLE USING Ada, EVEN MORE SO
FOR TOOLS CHECKED OUT SUFFICIENTLY TO WARRANT INSTALLATION

I INTO AN APSE.)

o In calls and in responses, numbers in standard-defined uses
(if any) should be expressed as decimal numbers, not as
binary, octal, or hexadecimal numbers. [FROM 6.3.1: Ada's
SYNTAX ALREADY MAKES USAGE OF ANYTHING OTHER THAN DECIMALgNUMBERS VERY CUMBERSOME.]

o The function of each S I S call should be specified in a
manner independent of ln3 specific syntax used to invoke the
command. [FROM 6.3.2: UNCLEAR AND OF DUBIOUS MERIT.]

o The semantic specification of each S I S call should include
precise definitions of parameter def~uTts (if any). [FROM
6.3.2: THIS IS ALREADY REQUIRED BY Ada.]

o Each S I S call should have available a non-null response to
its sucssful completion. [FROM 6.3.3: DEEMED UNNECESSARY,
GIVEN Ada AND THE REQUIREMENT (STILL IN 6.3.3) FOR A NON-NULL
RESPONSES FOR ALL UNSUCCESSFUL CALLS.]

I The S I S should be designed such that users (e.g., tool
write-Fs-and tools) can be informed of the presence of errors
and anomalies as early as is practical. [FROM 6.3.3: THIS
IS HARDLY THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE S I S, BUT RATHER Ada
COMPILERS, TESTING METHODS, OTHER TOOtST ETC.]

I
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U Notes on Stoneman Refinement

Donn IMoo

COMPUTER SCIENCES CORPORATION

l.C "Tool" must be defined. There are two possibilities:

a) A tool is complete Ada program used to support

program development.
b) A tool is an Ada program, subprogram, package,

command language script, editor script, etc. used to

support program development.

The first definition has some problems for systems that support

dynamic linking. The second definition is a user view that is so
general that it becomes useless for describing APSE structure.

1.D There is no useful distinction that can be made between user

*programs and software tools. In light of the controversy on tool

definition and its relationship to portability, distinction should

be made, throughout Stoneman, between:

Ada programs

ScriptsI Data formats
(others?)

I since each of these places different requirements on portability.

1.E "Database" is a loaded word that is perhaps improperly used

in the description of level 1 (KAPSE). There is a serious
question as to whetner thle KAPSE database should be anything more

* than a flat file system.

The notion of "portability interface" requires careful

definition. It appears that this interface cannot be confined to.1 the KAPSE as suggested here.

The notion of MAPSE, as expanded later in the document, includes

the toolset as well as libraries.

3H- 1



1.3 The generality of Stoneman may be its undoing. We must

define the role that a refined Ston~eman is to play with respect to

standardization and portability.
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2.B.2 It should be explicit that a host is also a target.

I2.B.4 "Object" should be defined. There are too many different

ideas as to the granularity of an object.

g2.B.10 "Low level portability interface" is equated to the KAPSE

interface. This is probably correct, but there are clearly other

portability interfaces that must be examined.

2.B.12 it is not generally agreed that declarations of

intermediate language abstract data types should be provided by

the IMPSE.

3H-



4.A.4 Both versions and revisions should be required.

4.A.5 "Configuration" and "partition" need more definition.

There is no general agreement as to what these terms mean.

4.A.6 This requirement has severe implications on the

performance of the database. "Derived" and "basic" objects should

be distinguished, and reconstructability might be considered a

user (or project option).

4.A.7 See 4.A.5.

4.B.4 The relationship between object preservation and object

reconstructability is very unclear.

4.C.8 What about breaks or interrupts (or other control keys)?

4.D.4 It is apparent that the notion of "virtual interface" is
somewhat muddy. A clear distinction should be made between the

interface provided by the KAPSE and that provided by the command

language interpreter (look at 4.C.3, 4.C.4, 4.C.6, and 4.D.4 all

together).

The third paragraph of 4.D.4 should be deleted.

The possibility of APSEs that support dynamic linking clouds all

command language issues.

4.E.5 See notes on 4.D.4.

3I
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I 5.A This entire section is proposing a far more elaborate

database than it is generally agreed that a KAPSE must support.

I Proposals have been made that the KAPSE should provide only a
minimal file system, upon which MAPSE tools can build and support

a database in the sense of 5.A.

5.A.5 The relationship between *history and configuration

Icontrol needs better definition. "Configuration control" itself
needs to be defined with respect to the KAPSE.

5.A.6 The notion of "category" is closely related to that of
"1type". There is disagreement as to whether objects must or may

be typed.

5.A.7 Requirements for access rights need considerableI elaboration.

5.C.1 The sub-area of run-time support for Ada tasking has been

jassumed by many to be included in the KAPSE services. It is

likely, however, that it will be difficult to define a

machine- independent virtual interface for this support. Moreover,

tasking services are not callable from Ada programs directly, as
are other KAPSE services (there are some exceptions, e.g., a

jservice to provide status information about extant tasks). This

is an argument for relegating tasking support to level 0.

I5.C.4 Most designs severely cor.-strain the inter-program passing
of parameters. There seems to be no good way of generalizing the

j Ada subprogram call mechanism for program invocation.

5.D.2 (a) Does "function" mean "function within an Ada

program"? Also there may be more than one "current program".

5.E.2-9 There is considerable resistance to including these

I interface definitions as part of the KAPSE (with the possible
exception of 5.E.6, the abstract definition of an executing

p rogram). It may be more generally acceptable to include these in

a MAPSE library.

*/ 3H-5



5.F.1 This section should be deleted.

5.F.2 As discussed in 5.A.1 and related to 5.E, it is not clear

that library format is a KAPSE rather than a MAPSE issue.

3
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I
6.A.1 The notion of standard interfaces to a set of standard

MAPSE tools has not really been addressed. Nevertheless, this is

a critical issue for many kinds of portability, and it is a

non-KAPSE issue.

I 6.A.2 The requirement for a prettyprinter does not follow from

the definition of a MAPSE in 2.B.14.

I 6.A.5 Off-line and down-time loader requirements also do not

follow from 2.B.14. Since a host must be a target, a host loader

is required. But by analogy with m- t existing systems, a host

loader should be part of the KAPSE, not the MAPSE.

6.A.6-7 Same comment as for 6.A.2.

6.A.9 This is a strange area. with low-level I/O it is

probably possible for these routines to exist in the MAPSE, but is

that the best( approach? Moreover, this requirement can be
considered to conflict with the KAPSE definitions of l.E.

However, there may be no placement of these routines that does not

g conflict with I.E.

6.A.12 Requirements for a configuration manager need

considerable elaboration. Moreover, the 6.A.2 comment also

applies here.

6.C MAPSE libraries are another essential area for

standardization. However, is it appropriate to place any
* ltarget-specific support in the MAPSE?

6.D.1 See comment above.

7.A.5 How does this relate to 6.A.12?

3
I
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Interface Analysis of the
Ada Integrated Environment

and the
Ada Language System

I
Jack Foidl

TRW

I
I ABSTRACT

This paper presents a status report of the analysis of the functional
interfaces of the Ada Language System (ALS) and the Ada Integrated Environment

(AE) in accordance with documentation available at the time of this writing.

This analysis is the initial step in the definition of the Kernel Ada

Programming Support Environment (KAPSE) Standard InterfaceSpecification

1 (S_1_s) by the KAPSE Interface Team (KIT) under direction of the Ada Joint

Program Office (AJPO).!
j BACKGROUND

The goals of tool transportability as described in STONEMAN (1] are a

serious concern for the Department of Defense (DoD) in the development of the

Ada Prograning Support Environment (APSE) that will be utilized in

DoD-sponsored software development programs. In January of 1982 a Memorandum

of Agreement [2) was signed by Undesecretaries of the Air Force, Army, and

Navy, in which standardization of interfaces at the Kernel Ada Programming

Support Environment (KAPSE) level was the joint agreement. The KAPSE may be

viewed as the interface medium for tool-to-tool or tool-to-operating-system

data and services interfaces (Figure 1). This standardization is to be

I3-
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documented in a StandardInterface-Specification (S I S) which will be the

basis for KAPSE interfaces for all tools developed for DoD-sponsored

or-supplied APSEs. The standardizaiicat the KAPSE level is intended to allow

flexibility for tool implementation by various tool developers while

supporting transportability for tools across standardized KAPSEs. This is
intended to allow transportability of tools from APSE to APSE independent of
the systems operating software or hardware processor. Although the ATE and ALS
systems appear different, the definition of standard KAPSE interfaces would

provide a standard socket, so to speak, into which tools could "plug" (Figure

2). The responsibility for definition of the standard KAPSE interface was

assigned by the AJPO to the KIT.

The initial point of departure for the definition of this interface

standard was an analysis of the KAPSE interfaces in the current AIE and ALS

development efforts. The analysis was intended to identify the commonality, if
any, between these implementations and to provide the initial identification

of the Standard Interface Set (SIS) that would be included in the

specification. The analysis was also intended to provide a model for

evaluation that could be extended, as required, to a complete KAPSE interface
specification. The plan was to define an initial interface model and identify

the present interfaces of the ATE and ALS systems. This would be further
analyzed for the inclusion of additional interfaces not present in these
systems, followed by a review for internal consistency and completeness. The

result would be the distribution of a draft Standard Interface Specification

(S I S) for review and comment.
,I ' , 31-2.. .
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The analysis is not intended to redesign either the AIE or ALS; it

provides an identification of the commonality that currently exists in these

different implementations. This work could not have been performed without the

complete support of the U.S. Air Force and U.S. Army and the excellent

technical information provided by their implementation contractors,

Intermetrics and SofTech.

INTERFACE ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

The interface compariscn effort presented herein is a preliminary

analysis of the initial KAPSE implementations represented by the AIE and ALS

31-3



systems. The analysis was performed in an effort to determine the initial set

of interfaces that are candidates for standardization in the future Standard

Interface Set (SIS). A logical starting point for such an effort is the
determination of the present interfaces which are corrnon or similar in the

current AIE and ALS systems. This provides a point of departure for future

interface standardization. This analysis does not apply metric evaluation to

the present AIE or ALS systems nor is it intended to be construed as an

evaluation of the interface implementations. The mappings of the interfaces

between the AIE and ALS and to the SIS model provide a point of standard

comparison between these systems and do not suggest a "goodness of fit".

The analysis was intended to be performed by constructing a model

KAPSE consistent with the STONEMAN document. Cc.parative models were to be

constructed for the AIE and ALS systems.. An attempt would then be made to

formulate a SIS model that would be representative of the interfaces of the

other three models as depicted in Figure 3. The model definition was intended

to be a top-down functional decomposition and lateral partitioning to attempt

to map the corresponding AIE and ALS functions and interfaces into the

appropriate model location and to provide a logical reference point for

comparison. The model skeleton and the initial decompositions of the AIE and

ALS are shown in Figure 4. The hexagonal structures represent the interface

points of the various models.

ASAlE STONEMAN

AI

" ouc L ... i a

fI*4i 3. 1B. - 4)..J .. * I
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ALS AlE

FIGURE 5, EXPANDED MODEL FORMULATION

The models were then refined as later documentation was available

which resulted in the expansion of the models as depicted in Figure 5. The

perspective of the KAPSE as the pipeline through which tools/toolsets

interface resulted in an increased number of interface points. The differences

in the AIE and ALS implementations regarding the database also increased the

difficulty of defining a "standard" model. Since the models were constructed

from the available documentation, the functional decomposition was based at
times on the definition of the Computer Program Configuration Item description

defined in the respective development contracts rather than the actual

functionality of the system and the KAPSE interfaces. This was confirmed by a

meeting with the AIE and ALS developers who presented their perspective of

their respective systems as in Figure 6. Since the models were not

representing the actual implementations the basic methodology was reviewed and

evaluated as inappropriate. The point of the exercise was to determine the

commonality of the AIE and ALS systems to assist in the definition of a

Standard Interface Set. This would be attainable from a bottom-up approach [3]

31-6
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FIGURE 6. AIE/ALS DEVELOPERS PERSPECTIVE

since the models of the systems did have features in common as shown in Figure

7. The interfaces for database management, run-time support and I/O, call, and

interface support were the object of the analysis and not the graphical

I representation of theoretical functionalities.

The bottom-up approach was then designed to examine the existing AE

and ALS interface packages which were composed of specific interface

procedures. At this point, interface commonalities could be identified. The

different implementations would probably have varying degrees of commonality,

so a basis for comparison was established to reflect the degree of cornonality

I present. The basis for comparison fo, the interface procedures was defined as,

3 Ada Package Defined in standard Ada

Comrron Highly compatable

Minor Some minor differences

Analagous Similar capabilities but different implementations

I AIE/ALS Specific Specific to either the AIE or ALS systems

31-7
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ANALYSIS RESULTS

In preparation for the joint meeting with the KIT members, the AlE and ALS

developers prepared listings of the Ada packages and related procedures and

functions that compose their present implementations. This allowed the

analysis team to evaluate the conronality of the existing packages and

procedures in accordance with the above criteria. A representative list of the

copared KAPSE applicable packages is contained in Figure 8. There are two

packages for the MIE and two packages for the ALS presented for demonstration
purposes. C

This analysis methodology was continued for all the KAPSE related packages

except for the data base interfaces which are to be considered in a later
phase of the analysis effort. The overmmona e of this nalysis effort is

presented in Table 1.

31-8
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Package Criteria Present Commonality

Ada Package 30 %

Com;on Procedures 20 %

Minor Difficulty 20 %

TBD 25 %

Major Difficulty 5 %

TABLE I - AIE/ALS COMMDNALITY STATUS

The identification of the commonality status as presented above indicated

the present AlE and ALS systems would have approximately 70. of the analyzed pac

kaces in commion. This could be attained with only minor modifications to the

existing systems. The area designated as "TBD" in the preceeding table will be

the target of future analysis.

The at tainment of such a high degree of commonality allowed the analysis

team to advance one step further. This was the definition of a straw family of

interface relationships that would be commonto the AIE and ALS and applicable

to the SIS. The interface relationships are presented in Figure 9. These

functional categories provide a baseline for the future analysis of the AIE

and ALS interface points and compose the initial definition of a Standard

interface Set -,tich is expected to evolve to the S 1 S.
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FUTURE PLANS

The results presented herein are preliminary and subject to further review

and evaluation. They do provide the starting point for the definition of the

SIS and will be expanded in future work in this area. Additional meetings

will be held with the AiE and ALS developers to explore additional interfaces

which are germane to the S IS. The interfaces thus defined will be reviewed

for completeness and consistency and a draft Standard Interface Specification

produced for review. Additional reports such as this paper will be published

to reflect the present status of the interface analysis and definition status.

The next report in this series is planned to contain a cross-reference listing

of terms used in the AIE and ALS.

I
l
l
I
I
l
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KITIA Charter

I
• The KAPSE Interface Team from Industry and Academia, KITIA, is concerned

with issues affecting the portability of tools, programs, and databases
among Ada Programming Support Environments.

The Team's purpose is to identify critical issues for the effective imple-

mentation of Ada Programming Support Environments, to clarify these issues,
and to persue resolution of these issues. The team will communicate its
recommendations and the results of its activities to the Government KAPSE
Interface Team and the Ada Joint Program Office.

* The team's activities will include:

Definition and clarification of terminology;

Study of KAPSE requirements, further definition of "Stoneman";

Study of KAPSE interfaces and services;

I Development of concepts useful for generating requirements,

conventions, and standards for KAPSE interfaces;

Recommendation of approaches to design and implement KPASEs;

Review of major government-sponsored KAPSE programs (ALS and AIE);

Assistance and review for government agencies planning for and
formulating new APSE-related projects;

Recommendation of policy to the Ada Joint Program Office for
control of APSEs;

Examination of relationship between requirements for interoperability
and trasportability and the functionality of a KAPSE and its interfaces;

Initiation and development of interoperability and transportability
requirements, methodology, and verification and validation technology.

The team will provide the following products for October, 1982:

Draft documents describing results of selected activities; and

The plan for subsequent activity.

I
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GROUP I - CHARTER
DRAFT - "

23 April 1982

Introduction

This document contains the draft charter of Working Group 1 of the
"KAT".

I

I
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W., Charter Page 2
I DRAFT(6 April 19S2) 22 Apr 82

1.0 Policy Issues

Identify issues, raise questions, and formulate postures on
critical driving issues which must be addressed and resolved by3 either the KIT, "KAT", or individual working groups.

During the discussion of the Working Qroup's charter, many
questions affecting the WGs activities were raised. Many of these
can only be addressed by higher authorities, such as the entire
committee, the KIT, or the JPO. Many of these questions reflect
what we determined were policy issues requiring guidelines before
we can procede with other W9.1 charter areas.

Consequently, we feel that a major responsibilitU of each working
group, and of the committee as a whole, is to identify such issues,
and raise them at the organizational level at which thery are
appropriately addressed.

These issues fall into three major catogories:

I(Please note that examples are included in the discriptions of the
three major areas below for purposes of clarification. Any
specific recommendations will be made in separate documents.)

a. Issues fully in the scope of WO.l.

i Examples:

1. KAPSE support for LOGON/LOGOFF.I
b. Issues of vital interest to WG.l, but outside the scope of WQ.1

to resolve.

Examples:

I 1. Data Base:

Resolve whether a standard interface and standard storage
techniques, or an accomodation to permit introduction of3 developing technology, is the accepted approach.

2. Command Language:

Problems with interoperability of transported systems has

not be adequately addressed. Should a command language
"appoach" be defined by the "KAT".I

c. Issues totally outside the scope of WQ.1 areas.

3 Examples:

3
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WG.1 Charter Page 3
DRAFT(6 April 1982) 22 Apr 82

1. The "Hole"

The specification hole between the Stoneman and the KIWs
needs to be filled. What level of specificatibn, what
level of detail, and who will address this issue.

2. Levels of Standardization:

Identify what levels of standardization are appropriate in
which circumstances. This includes:

1. Standardization

Techniques include common Help Facilities, common
functional capability, identical interactions at a
terminal (Logon/Logoff).

2. Areas or Levels

Different approaches are appropriate for different
components of an Ada support system. It is necessary
to identify at what points what approach, if any, is
appropriate to meet the (as yet not clearly identified)
goals of transportability and interoperability.

I
33-4
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I W,1 Charter Page 4

DRAFT(6 April 1982) 22 Apr 82

2.0 Activities

The following activities constitute the current scope of work of

W O.1.

The committee intends to expand the description of these
activities, develop philosophies and approaches, and identify the{ aesults of the activites.

13
!

I
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I
I
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WC.1 Charter Page 5
DRAFT(6 April 1982) 22 Apr B2

2.1 Definitions

The definitions of transportability, interoperability, etc., need
clarification and refinement.

2.1.1 Coal

Provide "better" working definitions of goals of KAPSE/MAPSE/APSE
development.

2.1.2 Activity

Elaborate an the provided definitions for Transportability, etc.

2.1.3 References

1. Definitions
Distributed at the initial "KAT" meeting.

M-

1'
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iWG.1 Charter Page 6

DRAFT(6 April 1982) 22 Apr 82

2.2 Review

Review the current situation, considering ALS, AXE, and the
Stoneman requirements, to develop an understanding of our starting
point.

1 2.2.1 Qoal

Understand current givens, identify current conflicts.

1 2.2.2 Activity

Perform a comparative review of AXE and ALS in the WG.1 areas.
ldentify areas in which:

11. Conflict (actual or potential) exists.

2. Inconsistency between the Stoneman and either AXE or ALS
exists.

3. Areas in which the Stoneman provides insufficient guidance.I

I 2.2.3 References

I
l

I
I
I

I
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WC.1 Charter Page 7

DRAFT(6 April 1982) 22 Apr 82

2.3 Requirements Development

A clear understanding of the requirements is a prerequisite of any
activity developing proposed approaches.

2.3.1 Goal

Requirements, commonly understood, are a critical -irst step in any
development activity.

2.3.2 Activities

1. Host Taxonomy

2. Stoneman Review

3. Tool Requirements

4. Host "Constraints"

5. Target Requirements

2.3.3 References

I
!
I
I
I
!
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I WQ. 1Charter Page 8

DRAFIC6 April 19e2) 22 Apr 82

2.4 Develop KAPSE Design and Implementation Approaches

Approaches range from losely stated development goals to precisely
i stated restrictive standards which are deemed involatile.

Which are applicable in which circumstances must be determined,
some as issues resolved by the committee ("KAT") or higher, some
within the working group.

2.4.1 Qoals

Develop "approaches" to guide Ada Environment development in WG 1
areas.

This is a many part effort, including:

1. ldentify areas of consideration.

2. Identify appropriate approach.

3. Develop and define the approach in detail.

Some of the inputs to this activity come -from other areas of
endeavor, both within WO.1 and outside W4.1.

2.4.2 References

I
!
I

I
I
I
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WG.1 Charter Page 'r

DRAFT(6 April 1962) 22 Apr 82

3.0 Products

This section will identify the "products" of WG.1, which will be

produced for use by others.

1. Definitions Update

2. Stoneman::"Hole":IKIW - Detailed specifications (Stoneman
Appendices) in WG.1 areas.

3. Update KIWS for Group 1 - Organization and content

4. Interface Package Specifications and Interface Package
definitions for standard interfaces

5. Hit List - Propogate Identified Problems, mainly from Policy
Issues.

I

i
I,

I
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ADDENDUM

User Support morkino Group Charter 1962-O-07

Seven candidate goals for achievinoAPSE imt9Poperabilitv and
tnsport-b4--t*---h-v--been--Pfpoi..~ Fo! c" c ee-4on-by -~e - -

KIT/KITI .[10. These oal-.elaborste on iscussig ns that occurred
at the first KITI meeting, end ae sufficiently diverse that the

--cho 4co.-hV-----~nf4ont-p~ek-e. hle Of I W.t-t4 -o - --------
working grouw's activities. Therefoet a mandatory task ;or each
working GPOUp must be to refine tbe overall chapter so that

A ̂ 04-ie-c-t--4--- be weveiedwi4th a * m4*~ -
understanding of the KIT/KITZis objective [111. Preli-inarv
evaluation of the Oforosed ools has 4ndi;ated that only three

----- otiono--Oa-----Z---3r-6) -ret- a n--t-*----v-r4 -al---ret-onel-e- -fo -the -..
KIT/KIT1 teems. On this basis# the Prosaed user sUODOrt -orfimo

group charter has been -ormulated.assumi.no that none of the four

interoperability and transportability recuiremente ior use,

Support rely upon the infOmel Oeifinitions developed by the KIT.
------ ue1i-iaton-4---t e---d4ni tiOt--hot ---e--- * a -. --

necessary activity# since. the existino definitions are-subject to
various interpretations. A .pri.irnery aoproach, that in

means by which rigorous definitions can be derived [121.

The charter of this workinO grouo (WG.1) is tq Provide
technicel input on the reouirements that certain to the interface

---oo--e.i "d -*a -use-r (t -o-o -buieue .-- T-he-. -- otct-r-e'ent1
must be defined in order to achieve the preferred objective o;

soecifyino a single APSE-KAPSE -interface (1] that meets the

and future APSEs, In this contexzp user support is comprised of

J the acilities or services reaujred.by the tool builder, the Ad.
o rogram-4-v-l emeflt-r-~---and E htcss-.rot--PE---.c -tvoe-

of user may recuire, in addition to a suite o4 common services,
soecialized services that are unmiue, to the user's role or
interaction --with-the--ssvt--An----udepst-ennp-;--------user.-s-. .
interaction with the APSE is deemeel essential, because user
transoortability is an objective to be attained by rehosting of

I ....... the--APSE through -a -wel-lmdefined4PSE-KAPaE--mt-erfece.-- . - -
The initial erdeavours of the orouo should be confined to the

topic functionality Presented in th. KAPSE Interace Worksheets
. .-* -- KI&s), -so- that--consistecy-4-einte4ned-.4t eKh -'------other ..-

working grouos (IG,2 ,. wG.4), However, it is realizeo that

there exists a missing level of documtnt0tion between tht.seminal
-- Stonemen-Reoort -and -t he -K IW e Th4e--omi-s4-on-ev -be--rec t4f4ed-. v -

suitable appendices to- Stoneran, or by another. lineage of
documentation to which each working Grouo might contribute Ceecer

- -ude-.n---Pandmer-Lfeffefg,--OCeenmon .

The session objectives for the KIws indicate a recommended
metof immediate activities for .31 woirno groups, Therefore,

...... -e'4.t4on- 4f--conform4na--to--t-h4e--Pcommended--eoroec-soul--be- ...
avoided. Using this rationale, several areas become candidates
for early investioation to accuire s better sooneciation of the

KITI/WG.]-AO01 .2 1982-O-07
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User Suprort Working GrouO Charter

recqu4 4'ement--n--e-pfompt- mrv-ed--'d4Mi6.' -ad*r-l;zto
of the K1s. Five Candidgtr topics for imvest4oation are DPODOsed
and would Include an onely si of the erolicable sections. of the

----- A IL--an d--A L-S--des-4 or ,- ir-e*--a- *Mce--o-mr1ii? -t~
differences has been identified by the KIT, - -

k-___ ----A~-4-le - -4 hou-l-d-e-undef4cr- t 1 -t& fnt4-4-ty i---4
t.evond the scope of this workino orouce an understandino of APSE
tool reouirements is essential for dtvelopino the user support

aspects of tool functionalityl for examole, interaction with the
target environment. The intended use of the APSE to imlement ECS

-ool-4-c-a t 4-on.---e e4nfds.t-h -4s+11te-i *~ --- r-----ne---
consioeration. Additional insight into tool recuirements may be
acoulred from the tool taxonomy that is beino orevered by the

The services suoPlied by the. User Support interface may
influence the user-tool imtePface and APSE tool writino standards

~K been I eer-4----H
oosition rapers 12*31 with .reaect to the Comend Lanouage
Processor tool. A recommendation for the eventual standardization

--o tv-~ 4- -,vl om m-]--a u age -4 e ~ ~ lo ---a ., ... -,

is recoonized that this has 4implications outside of the tooca
esslcmeo to this working group, Consemuently, there needs to be

early late. In addition# Understedino tool reavlrements may
introcuce oradual and systematic revisions to the topic breakdown I

refined to a collection of PoPe emeral services that are remuired
by, but not limited.to, the tool that handles terminal start-ut. I
interface group (refer, KIW 1.81).

The toundaries of etch arouoino may overlap for sopme
considerable Period of time. An cmo tent ob~e~tive of each

.....ooue charter- 4-6 -t-ro #e e-the 4-o" u-aoo4 e-A.-4ee 4 - .
overlap. Ioentification pf reguirements by a orouc i-- ld Include
e rationale for which existing (or new) oroup Should be aeleosted
- -- fal--Pesoonslbi - -el-& -serve e

Intereface. One examole, of this has been discussed during the
recent KIT! meetings device imnterectios may be viewed as a cart... o tie -Cata-- as.--interfoce--and -uer jupoor -- e4-4.ce. alice -
sevicee for storape addressable date carriers (refer. KI , 1.CI)
are candidates for either grouoin . The miscellaneous group

----mG-4~-.nou~ges--thot- ea*- rouq@ --- c 4eror -----cons-o* P---oene r 4e---
reouirements that are lorthogonael .tomore then one grouc. This
was reaffirmed by WG.4Os report . the. KIT! meeting. or its

-.ee-ed -ol-.-tat-4-nc4 sdes -audit-4o -each--ooupe --eons4-be atlo .....
of these generic reouirements.

.... ... _ _ T_ 
__,., -,___ 
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User Support Oofkin Grouo Charter 1M82-0.-07

Th. ee to :oabi.litles of the KAPSE
The n~eed tounderstand thti' en

is of particular relevance to user supor The working group's
charter should address this asoect_. i. order to. ensure that

inclemeritation, The notion of capacity tranmsarent interfaces 63

has been advocated# and ohou)d be developed in ter"s.of interface

for sOecifyiig the sementi~e of tool.reouire-ents thqt can be
I implemented efficiently on differett, host syste- architectures

I~~~~~~~~~~ -- ---- E4~A.cvh.-~ dent-4+-d -esa --a -*e-- ceeiPn44-0 . - -T 'e -
development of a taxonomy of cotemoorery -host oysters 1b) maV be
considered as an imTlied responsibility of this activity, ano

-a " 44---bo inc luded. 1;- he wc.kl M. b-'re-erte',---&c-44-------
attention to distributed system architectures is recommended with
respect to program Control and device interactions.

The KAPSE has been described as similar to a virtual
ge-n o t.-e -Q--aye -S----,- 6. q.--- u9ep -O #or--.t-,---et-4-o-

have been proposed 17,819 This orgaitation not only impacts the
rehostability of the KAPSE[9) but Is seen to influence the- ebait - b-o S4-Ty K@OP t o [ a 9 -t t-e 44-he-ce

raised, theraforof this workinp grouP needs to develop
organizational reouirements that rflete to USer support that are

transparent interiaces.

The reouirwment for a KAPSE 6n target, environments is not
3 clearly understood. Currentlyp VAPSE services for the target are3 Of-- n-f- c4 0 n.d-, 4---o--t-'h,--ub ,l-ui.-t-ow -- 4-m-t-e--ave t-e- ---- e r- - -,r ...-..--

is evident from the K10a (viz., A.M)v that each workina group must
consider the functionality that might be encePoulated hy a target
.APSE.-ecause--user--suoPort -One-. dg*--eev.e---t-ht--is t -e
target systems* the charter should stjoulate a thorough study oi
target reauirements.that or& most a ororiMtely handled by the

-- X ,-AP-E.------4r -o -- ae.e--t-he-hoet-t.-mul-t4o- .-taroee--May be
configured in a distributed network of machines, thereby1hotivatino the need fopr target KAPSEs for Program control and

-COP.mulicat ion - to-I-'es~p--T~.-eu4eet- -euld --he --
formulated as a subset of the host KAPSE to maintain the relation
that the host is a target, Stuoy of this topic is closely allied
Sit h -- bare-,,ac h i-n--Peo-eau m re- -t,'I

I ,r .,io/.G. I , - 10012

I 
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USer Sulvort Aofkimo Group Charter I952-0'-o7

I1 M'orsof Hi Polition PaDOr 281 1982-02-16.

(2) Cox, F; PositIon Pacer 2 1982-02-17.

14l Conhill., DI Position Paper If 1982-02-17.
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Group II - Charter

The Data Interfaces Working Group is concerned with the study of database

services, inter-tool data interfaces, and inter-tool program representation

(intermediate languages). The purpose of the Group is to identify and define

the interfaces a KAPSE is to provide for programs. A KAPSE may contain host

operating system interfaces, machine-specific coding, and code to implement

support of the interfaces for programs which use it. A KAPSE provides the

software to support the interfaces between transportable tools, Ada programs

(systems, support, and applications), data, and the underlying host system.

The tasks proposed to accomplish this include the following:

- Fact gathering. Examine all major current efforts in KAPSE development

from the point of view of identifying how their differences affect trans-

portability (of tools) and interoperability (of data).

- Determine what control and functionality we would like to see in the data

interfaces of a standard KAPSE interface.

- High level design. Design the underlying conceptual model for use in

specifying the operations of the KAPSE and its database, and define the

data interfaces of the standard KAPSE interface.

- Examine possible implementation routes. Determine whether (a) the current

efforts contain within themselves the defined standard KAPSE interface

(i.e. the standard turns out to be common to the current efforts) or

(b) the current efforts can be added to or modified in some way to meet

the standard KAPSE interface.

- Check consequences. Determine whether the proposed method of the

implementation of the standard KAPSE interface (or indeed the establishment

of the standard in itself) would contravene the security, integrity and

design goals of the existing KAPSE designs and their intended method of

use.

- Other issues. Determine whether other areas of the KAPSE are affected by

the proposed data interfaces of the standard KAPSE interface. Consider the

inter-tool program representation (i.e., the intermediate language).

I

! (
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Group IV - Charter

Background

Ada is a hiah-order languaae for Droqramninn computers. The languaqe,
together with a group of programming tools and data bases collectively called

an environment, is currently Leaing iimoleriented in the Depart of Defense under
the guidance of the Ada Joint Program Office (AJPN). eveloDinq requirements
and evolving standards and conventions for tool and data base portability

a;mong current and future environments is the responsibility of the Kernal Ada
Programminq Support Environment (KAPSE) Interface Team (KTT). In suioort of

the KIT, and Industry/Academia Team (IAT) has been formed to pursue questions
and issues of specific relevance to tool portability and interoperability.
The !AT will reprot results and make recommendations both to the KIT and to

the AJPO, as the topic demands. The first meeting of the IAT was convenea in
San Diego, California on February 17-19, 1932. One result of that meeting was
the formation of four IAT workino groups corresDonding to the KAPSE interface

cateocries (see attachment) defined at an earlier KIT meetino. This document
is a revised draft of the charter for horking Sroun IV.

Charter

introduction. The topics allocaced to Grouo IV demand special attention
because their relevance extends across the boundaries of the otner croups. In
some cases croun IV will act mainly as caretaker, quarenteeinq visibility to a
topic until it is resolved by other orcuos. In other cases a tonic. thouch
oroadlv relevant. r"iqht be addressed nrir-a-ilv by 3roup IV, anc, results
communicated to other crouos in any event. inter-qrouD coordination is c-e
-ri-arv CCCrn of Group 'V.

C rrert ics. i ', nr.t o l will adriess six tocrics. all -rC
(Policv :ssues) crrr,'nt shown on the existiro list. The ad'1ed toFic ,ill be
jint y v n C rsI -- \ ' and everal ot, er interec ted ind ividual,.

ectw,. qrn p rirv coiect've Of tre !AT i 7s -o , ) e ' in

devnlo'' n a sot of ? C:ro''rt -,r s-cft,.re tool )Q itv ,nd
ttv a:rl. n r e - 1a - trO r r( r S'.: C onv'r ,.r , ; 'r

rls q1 1, *r xt -- t's wYh t;l ' es>e1n' y-
i l C + " f_, S r - i
'-'ir, * .... , " "c i .. c, n n, each cf iLs . 3r cS. I

ctiv~ti .. 7V G. :LD -1 -1 ,, '" ' ! ti o- s , 11 a d n rcs - Ctn~ a d. ',- -

aS'~i '  ,tncnrnic a,,Cct'l of each of ;ts tcpic "i e~pecth tnat
S- ; 7.';s a-(.-, I Yill crand an- contract a, other >yjps c-v~lr, I
il, cs t rpso] ye r~ st inq one . roijp IV [oer ,on-l w- 11a h

occasr c -",nd, i trra(c Vith and 'ake recommendations tr :t AT orouos.
tre !' I . ard the AJ '4. ,e vyork f ",roup IV will he structure." arrnun the 1,
followl s ,P-cific icti ties"
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1. Amplification of existing Group IV KAPSE interface categories, and

the preparation of issue papers on each topic.

2. Regular contact with other IAT subgroups, and with the KIT, to
identify topics to be added to, or deleted from Group IV's

responsibilities.

3. Examination of the states-of-the-arts associated with each topic.

4. For each topic, determination of the characteristics most

relevant to IAT objectives.

5. Development of portability and interoperability requirements

I for topics not explicitly treated by other groups.

6. Periodic review of this chapter.

II
{
I

I
I
I
I
l
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I TOWARDS A KAPSE INTERFACE STANDARD

A report on discussions during the meeting of the KITIA Oct.

4 and 5, 1982.

Introduction and Background

At the initial meeting of the KITIA in February, 1982, some

concern was expressed at the fact that there were going to

be more than two versions of the "KAPSE". There are, at

present, two U.S. Government contractors, SofTech and

Intermetrics, and in Europe three more, EEC, German, and

British. The philosophies of the interfaces of a KAPSE are I
apparently different among these developers, though all

proclaim to be consistent with the stated STONEMAN

requirements. (There are even more possible efforts,

commercially, in the U.S.)

The main problem of a set of inconsistent interfaces was

* seen as one of transportability of tools and data between

KAPSEs of inconsistent interfaces. In fact, it seemed that

this problem could have serious impact on the acceptance of

the Ada concept as a whole. Some of the concerns were

reported by a member of the KITIA in the paper that he gave

at the AdaTEC meeting immediately following the KITIA

meeting in October (see Wrege paper, 3S-1).

The secondary consequence of the inconsistent set of

interfaces was seen to be that industry would tend to delay

environment and tool investments until a standard settles

out. This appears to be a more serious consequence than the

inconsistency problem itself.

I 3K-1



At our first meeting, Tim Lyons suggested that there were

seven "actions" that could be taken by the KITIA to meet the

problems that might accrue from two or more KAPSEs with

incompatible interfaces. These are given in his paper that

is included in this report as 3K-16. This set of seven

alternatives spans a spectrum from "Do nothing, and expect

to have many different KAPSEs in a few years" to "propose

that the DoD cancels one contract so that there is only one

today, and then insist that all future DoD KAPSEs conform

with this one." In between these was the "marshmallow

fluff" alternative; this would put a new interface layer

over both current U.S. Government "KAPSEs" to hide the

differences. The "fluff" interfaces could then become the

standard interface for porting tools and data, etc.

The conclusion, at that time, was that we did not know

enough about the two U.S. contractors' system designs and

interfaces. As a result, a visit was made to each I
contractor (by the entire KITIA) with a view to determining

enough about the problems to make reasonable proposals to j
AJPO.

Throughout these discussions there was no doubt about the I
commitment of the KITIA to the entire Ada concept; indeed,

the general belief of the team was that there was a good

basis for Ada today: it had a well defined language

specification and the proposed standard was moving well

forward. The problem was in providing a stable platform (in

the sense of a consistent set of interfaces for a KAPSE).

And yet it seemed that "KAPSE" had become a term used i
indiscriminately to mean whatever a particular developer

wishes. The impact, as viewed by the computer industry I
representatives on the KITIA and those approached by KITIA

members, is that the two DoD KAPSEs should be used as models j
for non-DoD KAPSEs. However, the investment to provide a

commercial KAPSE, which could prove incompatible with a
future standard DoD KAPSE interface definition, is more than

most industries are willing to risk. Thus we see reluctance OP

to implement anything associated with a KAPSE (from I
3K-2
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commercial environments to Tool s-for-Sale).

We were therefore faced with some deep questions:

1. Could Ada be successful without a definition of

"standard KAPSE interfaces"?I
2. Is it possible to port tools without the basis that a

standard provides?

3. What are the hidden costs of a non standard KAPSE?

4. How about the costs of maintenance under non-standard

environments?

5. Why isn't STONEMAN enough?

6. Is it too early to standardize, even if the standard is

evol utionary?

7. Will AJPO have power to enforce the standard; will

services accept software developed using standard-but-non-

DoD-developed KAPSEs?

The answers to these questions are not all available yet,

but the consensus has been that ultimately a set of KAPSE

interface standards is essential for the future. However,

in some ways this begs the question, because many of these

problems are "today's issues" rather than ones that can be

addressed tomorrow.

Prior to the October 1982 meeting, a memorandum and proposal

were distributed to the KITIA (see Appendix 1).

In the ensuing discussion, many important points were made,

and it was decided that the KITIA should press forward

efforts to present a modified proposal to AJPO. The essence

of this is included in the next sections. However, a few

clarifying remarks are first in order.
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The major concerns, as expressed in the meeting, were of

three major categories:

1. If effort focuses only on the eventual future standard

(e.g., no near-term version), what do the (industrial

contractor) technical specialists recomm~end to their

management for current efforts?

The obvious risks of loss by implementing a KAPSE which

becomes incompatible, in the future, makes most management

reluctant to do anything now, and this may well adversely

affect the future acceptance and use of Ada Environments.

2. If we start to generate interface standards too soon, we

may stifle good ideas in their implementation, or stop some

potentially valuable experiments.

This concern is not just a restatement of the anti-standard

position. It represents a feeling of malaise, because there

have been very few "glorious experiments" in the realm of

environments and the last thing that anyone wants is a poor

(but standard) environment. It does seem that a standard

could be developed later, maybe in a few years time when

there has been some experience gained from the two

contracted efforts, as well as from the European and some

U.S. commercial ventures.

3. The effort of producing a standard specification is non-

trivial and may require substantial resources and time; this
suggests that the work will be difficult to staff and that a

consortium of contractors may be the only method available.

This raises a problem, because the firms would be asked to

conmmit to the use of some of their best technologists for a

considerable time, but without any promise of a "leveraged" *
return on this time.

The first two of these issues seem, at first, to be/

diametrically opposed, but the following proposal is

intended to aid in reaching some middle ground.

U -4- - - .'



Fortunately, AJPO has already initiated a program that will5 form a base for a future standard.

The realization that there were real concerns about theI differences between the two contracted system environments
led AJPO to start an effort aimed at finding some5 commonality of interfaces between the two. The first
meeting has already suggested that there is a basic set of5interfaces that will make it possible to write portable
tools, given some enhancements to the interfaces of -both

systems (to provide compatibility in certain interfaces that

are not compatible at present). However, this will not
necessarily help the external contractor who wishes toI develop a new version on their machine or preferred system.

The following set of proposed steps are partially intended

to aid these organizations.

I One final but crucial pair of issues must be raised:f

I Will AJPO have the power to enforce KAPSE standards
after they have been developed?

Will the services be able to cooperate in
j allowing/mandating the use of the standard?

Obviously, the answers to these questions are crucial to the

success of any future effort, and, though we know of the
inter-service agreements that say that this power has been

3 delegated, we know of many other efforts with similar
backing that have still failed.

I A Three Part Action Plan for an Interface Standard

1 The proposed effort to develop an interface standard is
merely outlined here it will be further discussed in a paper

scheduled to be delivered to AJPO in mid-November 1982.I ~ ~~~3K-5 ____ '



The work is Split into three major sections. These are to

be achieved in the short, medium, and long term.

Stage 1. Work on a "stable platform"

Starting from the work now underway by AJPO to provide a

homogeneous set of interfaces, the KITIA proposes the

following:

(a) That this be considered to be the start of a standards

effort that is evolving an early prototype standard. The

importance of this statement to the industrial community

cannot be overemphasized, as it will encourage them to

expand efforts once they see stability in the interface

definitions.

(b The commnon interfaces must not just appear as a set of
"1gentleman agreements" but be written down as a set of good

specifications so that others can use them as a requirement
statement for their architecture of a KAPSE.

(c) The specifications need a "validation suite" (i.e., a

set of procedures that may be used either by DoD in their

validation of a vendor offering, or by the vendor in

testing, or by "tool producers" in validating their design
or implementation).

(d) One of the problems that must be addressed in this

effort is the provision of a uniform resource naming

convention (or standard) for program and tool names, command

feature names, file names, user identifiers, etc.

(e) Software written for the initial standard KAPSE

interface must be guaranteed to be supported by the future

standard KAPSE interface.j

The essence of this effort is speed. It is evident that 1
many companies are awaiting developments, and therefore any

help in clarifying policy on KAPSE I nterfaces will help all

3K-6



interested parties. We feel that this stage should be
completed by mid-1983, (at least in the definitional stage),

though a validation suite will require time for its
implementation and testing (as well as a few instances of

KAPSEs on which to try it out).

Of course, the result of this stage will not be an ideal set
of interfaces, but it can be a prototype standard with

enough functionality to allow further system implementation

within the Ada scheme. Moreover the effort can be carefully
screened to ensure that any future standard specification is

upward compatible from this base.

Stage 2. Requirements for a KAPSE Interface Standard

Before a standard can be developed, a much better set of
requirements must be developed. This could be considered an
extension to STONEMAN, but the effort needs a substantially

higher level of effort and some interdisciplinary thinking

j that suggests a major effort with several kinds of "experts"
as well as some original thinking and decision making. As

an example, the role of database management in the KAPSE

must be argued and decided.

It is therefore necessary to both look back, to the stage 1
interface standards, and at the same time forward, to the
requirements for the final stage 3 product, since the*

specification of stage 3 requirements must allow the product
51of stage 1 to be a feasible "level 0" implementation. At

the same time some further consideration must be given to

the provision of a validation suite when the requirements

I are-implemented (in the next stage) by specifying a standard
interface -,et.

This stage is not at all easy and will probably be expensive

and time consuming, partly because there are many questions
that have only been slightly discussed and are still

undecided. The effort requires talent and consulting
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similar to the Ada effort, but different in kind.

The KITIA would act as a reviewing team during this stage.

Stage 3. Development of a KAPSE Interface Standard

Specification

Much of the work to be achieved in this stage is discussed

in the appendix.

I

i
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Appendix 1

!
THE NEED FOR A STANDARD KAPSE
WITH A MOTION FOR CONSIDERATION BY KITIA

jE~gar H. Sibley

Background

The KITIA was formed with several objectives that have been

discussed in full meetings, in single groups, and in rump

sessions over meals and in the evenings. These objectives were

all centered around the concept that there was a need for a

uniform environment in which an Ada processor could operate and

that would provide a stable platform from which tools written in

Ada could be "ported." In our discussions, I believe, none has

ever suggested that this basic idea is wrong.

There is some disagreement about what goes into a KAPSE; there is

also some discussion as to how "portability," of programs, data,

and commands can best be achieved. But I think we all agree that

these basic "-ilities" are extremely important for the future of

DoD systems, and consequently for contractors and all support

[i personnel.

My basic premise, upon which we must first agree, is:

1. A KAPSE interface standard is essential for the success of Ada.

My argument is as follows

If we wish to move programs or data f-om one hardware system to

another without any standardization, there are many problems that

3K-9
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must be solved, such as "generalized translation" from one system
to another. Such a general translator is probably impossible (I
believe that it could be shown that this is non-computable;

i.e.,it cannot be achieved on a Turing machine). We were all

worried, I think, when we saw how incompatible the design of the

Intermetrics interfaces were to the implementation of the SofTech

design. Of course, given some co-operation, these "differences"

can be ironed out (and I understand that the two companies are
making substantial progress in producing a "more uniform" set of
interfaces). However we are already faced with a proliferation
of comercial and world-wide environments, and the future is
unlikely to see a halt to this proliferation unless something

positive is done. If you need an example, I suggest you think

back to the two vendor presentations and ask whether you could

imagine the mess in trying to move a debugged Ada program that

made extensive use of files (with different naming techniques and
different accessing paths). This says nothing of the problems

that we would experience when moving the data files.

"But," I hear some of you saying, "Ada is for the HOST/TARGET

(HIT) environment, and we should not have to port either data or

substantial programs that use data files of the data from one H/T

system to another." I think that this argument is incorrect for

several reasons:

Mi The move towards distributed processing (even with H/T

systems) will mean that someone is bound to add a different

machine environment at some time (in fact, it is already

happening).

(ii) When several, possibly machine environment incompatible,

hosts need to commuunicate with the same target, there will

be problems.

(iii) In spite of the fact that Ada was developed for thej

process-control like H/T environment, I have it on' good

authority (and it only confirms my own feelings) that the

operational (logistics, etc.) part of DoD will be looking to I
the advantages of Ada for their future systems. Then we can
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expect to have to conmmunicate between many disparate systems
and there is no doubt that standard interfaces will beI important.

I Irest my case.

Next, I must ask: "What chance has the KITIA of defining a

standard KAPSE?" I have watched our meetings and realized that we

are no worse than most commnittees and maybe a little better, but

does that mean that we could produce a standard definition? I
doubt that we can collectively do so, even if we would like to.
Again, I ask: "Who do we think could produce a standard in a
'reasonably short' period of time?" I could not convince myself

I I knew the answer, even though I feel it is terribly important.
Thus I come to the second premise:

1 2. The production of a standard KAPSE is going to need
lots of talent, lots of support (bring money), and lots(

of time.

I This immediately spawns some important questions, such as:

(i) Why is it necessary to do this when we already haveI Stonem an?

II do not think that the KITIA is likely to ask this question, but

I am sure that there are many people, not only in DoD, that will
be surprised that Stoneman was useful in its time, but little

better than a "good basis from which to diverge." In fact, we[ have seen this when we look at the two current contractors and

realize that they cannot be faulted (at least not much) with a
charge of "violation of Ada" . None the less, we must provideI cogent arguments to show the uninitiated that Stoneman is simply
not enough.

The second question is likely to be:

I (ii) Why cannot this be done by a single (small) group of

relatively dedicated people?



My response to this is that the problem of defining a standard

KAPSE is probably twice as hard as defining a new language (like

the Ada effort) and may be an order of magnitude harder. Thus it

seems unlikely that a small group will have all the necessary

talent to make it possible: Control Systems, Configuration

Management Systems, etc. (You will notice that I put in some of

my own preferences, but I think the argument still holds if you

substitute your list). But much more to the point, even if I am

overstating the difficulty, there is little doubt that we would

need more that a small team of part timers or a large team of

hacks. I really believe that the effort needs the bringing

together of an essentially unique group -- such as we have seen

in the Ada specification.

Basis for a Proposal

I would like therefore to give my proposed solution, and ask you(

to discuss this with a view to making recommendations to AJPO
about the way to proceed towards a standard KAPSE:

1. DoD must realize that the work will be time consuming and need

full time expensive talent. This, therefore, needs a well

planned effort that has the committed resources.

2. A scenario like that which was successful for Ada should be

adopted.

3. The success in adoption of the future standard requires

proper planning for cut over of operational systems once the

standard has been implemented. This means that current

developments (the two contractors and any more that matter

to DoD) must be watched and guided with the future in mind.

Thus some very stringent guidelines on the "strategy of

using current Ada environments" should be developed before

it is too late.(

3K-1?
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I The scenario that I like would be as follows:I•
A. AJPO uses the KITIA recommendations to obtain funding

commitment of about $12M to be used for definition

of a standard KAPSE. (to be honest, I am not at all

sure that this is enough)...

B. An RFP is issued as soon as possible to start the process.

This would provide funds for one year's effort in the

definition of an SKAPSE (standard KAPSE). Four groups

would be funded, at a level of about $1M each. The

RFP could require that this be a multi-company effort,

with no one company taking more than 45% of the funds.

C. A run-off after one year would reduce the field to two

I groups.

D. A further year of definition would be let at a funding level

of $2M per group. Once again the same multi-company
restriction would apply.

l E. The final "winner" will be selected.

F. A final year of definition will then be funded at $4i.

*1
Finally, we must set some plausible schedules. And while I do

not believe in miracles, I feel that we collectively can act as

the right pressure group to help sell the need in a hurry; so

here is my best guess:

A. We give our report to AJPO (they know it is coming, of course)

I................... Spring 83

j B. AJPO, knowing our ideas, has started early and succeeds
................... Late Summer 83

C. RFP issued

3K-13 -



D. Four contracts let

................... March 84

E. First run off

................... March/May 85

F. Two contracts continued

................... June 85

G. Second run off

................... June/December 86

F. Presentation of Standard

................... January 87

Proposal

KITIA shall form a small group which will work to prepare a

formal statement to AJPO.

This statement shall be based on the memorandum titled "The need

for a standard Kapse" distributed by Edgar H. Sibley on Oct. 1,
1982. It will provide AJPO with both the proposed work and the

rationale that they will need to start the approval chain for an

effort that might be very expensive.

Action will be taken on this proposal at the next meeting of the

KITIA, and therefore the group must keep the membership informed

by using ARPANET at least every two weeks to give the current

status of the proposal.

J (
3K-14
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-- ressages from file: [uSC-ECL63<POPERDOqF>MhIL.TXT.1
-- Sunday, ApriL 11, 19,2 12:26:36 --

Date: 8 Mar 1982 1039-PSI
From: SYENNING at USC-ECLB
Subject: KITI OPTIONS OR END PRODUCTS
To: CORNSILL at HI-MULTICS, GARGARO at UTAH-ZO,
To: APSE-BALCH at ECLB, KRAMER at ECLB, POBERHDORF at ECLB,
To: TRWKIT at ECLS, STANDISH at ECLS, YELOWITZ at SRI-KL
cc: SUENNING

Colleagues

As promised, here is my explanation of the suggested options we
have

0 - INTRODUCTION

There seem to be a number of possible goats or end products towards
which the KIT/KITI teams might be working

Some of the discussion is based on the Stoneman aim of life cycle
support to contain maintenance costs. That is, the customer wants to be
sure that he will be able to use the Apse on which his application
system was developed, for his own staff to maintain the system.

The contracting scenarios are only included to assist in
explanation. They are not intended to imply that DoD could, wouLd or
should act in the way described. (They intentionally blur distinctions
(if any) between DoD and Army/Navy/Air force)

I - N STANDARD KAPSES

The teams accept that there are (and will be) a number of different
(incompatible) Kapses, and for some specify strict and comolete Kapse
interface standards for ttose Kapse, and for others specify some other
organisation which is responsible for similar strict standards for that
lapse. Tools would be fully transportable between different
implementations of any one standard, but would not be portable between-
different sta-'-rd Kapses.

Contact scenario - The DoD and/or rIT/KITr would satisfy
themselves t the various approved standards met the requirements of
providing the right maintenance information. The various standards
would be published widely so that any organization could build their own
environment to that standard, and be sure that they could use other
peoples tools for that standard and that the environment would be
acceptable for suply.to DoD.

2 .- NEV CAPSE DESIGN

Te teams develop an entirely new Kapse design essentially ignoring
the current Kapse desions- That is, the design is not based on any of
the current designs. aLthouah of course it will learn from the current
designs. The design would be forward Looking to be tonsidered as a good
design at the end of the four year team Life. The team would produce a
detailed design including detailed Kapse interface specifications If

Vhen we consider how this design micht be implemented, the design
might resemble one of the current Capse designs, and then that design

-K 1
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might be tweaked. However in cenerat, there is no particular reason why
the new desian should resefrble any of the existing ones. in this case,
the new design could be implemented on tcp of an existing Kaose, but it
is most likely that only the very Lowest Level of Fapse calls of the
existing design could be used (eg for the database just read a block and
write a block). Hence there would be a very thick layer of software
implementing all the Kapse facilities of the new Kaose design in terms
of a few simple primitives of the existing one. This thick layer Led to
this being called the "marshmallow fluff" approach. This approach to

implementation would be horribly inefficient, as well as making
abbolutety no use of the clever, carefully engineered features of the

existing Kapse designs

Contacting scenario - obviously DoD is delighted to get any Capse
which meets their own perfect design (shame we didnet get a chance to
try out the existing designs before we embarked on a new one)

3 - HIGHEST COMMON FACTOR

The teams develop a detailed Xapse interface standard which
consists only of those facilities which are exactly the same (or which
can fairly easily be made the same) on the existing Kapse designs

On the face of it, this would restrict the Kapse primitive
operations to reading and writing text files to standard input and

standard output. File open could not be used because the file name
parameter is implementation deoendent (and wildly different between ALS
and Intermetrics). Program invocation could probably not be used
because of the file name problem in specifying the file to be used for
standard input and outout; there might also be other incompatibilities.

Nevertheless, even in this worst case with a very restricted set of

operations, some very useful tools can be written and by means of the
standard be ouaranteed to be portable. The complexity of the tool can
be very great, only its interactions with the outside world need be
simple (eg theorum provers etc)

However, it is most important-to realise that such a standard would
not- include the sophisticated database access- mechanisms that are built
into the current Kaose designs (since they are so different). To some

extend the whole Stoneman rationale for a database to hold all the
information about a project would be lost - even the tools which were
standard and portable would be unable to use the database facilities to
record associations etc. In particular, it would not be possible to
build portable tools of the configuration control etc tyoe, since these
are precisely the tools which use the sophisticated database facilities.
If such a tool were to be build using just simple text files to hold all
its information, the whole point of the (K)Aose database design would be
lost, and you might just as well go back to a simple filing system

Contracting scenario - The DbD can procure and invest in tools
which use the standard interface, safe in the-knowtedge that they are
portable. However, there is no standard for the Kapse facilities above
the HCF level - and hence bob would need some other separate method of
assurance that they would be able to maintain systems using the Apse
(perhaps one of the other methods Listed here). Also Dob would not be
able to produce eg configuration control toots to this standard.

- DATA TO BE CAPTURED
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The tears develop a detoi led specification of the data which is to
be cijotured by the (K)Apse, and other reacired facilities, but do not

sp-ecify a detaileti means of meeting that reouirement (and do not produce
Ada rackage specs for the rapse interface). In effect this would be to
update, revise and tinhten up Stoneman, hut still to keep it at the

requirements level rather than implementation level.

Contracting scenario - Any organisation could design and build
their own (M)Apse which could approach the requirements in quite
different ways. The Dob would accept delivery of any (W)Apse which met
the requirement.

Determination of whether a (W)Apse met the requirements could

probably not be a mechanical process of checking the operation of
certain features, but would probably be more Like contract negotiation
where the supplier points out the features of his system which meet each
paragraph of the requirement. The rIT/KIxI teams could act as standards
bodies to ruLe on whether particular (W)Apses met the requirements

This option would not allow (much) transportability, but would give
the greatest freedom for innovation, and for experimentation while
allowing DoD to be sure that they could get the necessary
maintainability.

5 - DO NOHIN

The teams determine that in the face of existing divergent Kapses,
the Likely strong favoring of their own systems by sponsoring
authorities and further divergence by other organisations, it is not
appropriate to produce a standard Kapse interface. This allows freedom
for innovation and for experimentation with the existing designs, to
determine the requirements and options for the next generation of

[) Apses.
Contracting scenarios - the relevant sponsoring authorities have

their own Kapse designs which they will specify for supply

6 - ABANDON ONE

The teams produce a detailed kapse interface standard, including
Ada package specs, which is closely based on one existing Kaose design
(perhaps making some small changes or improvements to that design)

Contracting scenario - the Dod specify the standard Kaose design
for all procurements. Any organisation can develop and supply their own I
(K)Apse provided it meets the interface standard, ALL toots, including
configuration control etc would be transportable.

A possible variation on this option is to choose one current apse

design as the current standard, and to aim for or develou a different
standard in a Longer timescaLe (say 5 years) - perhaps based on another
current Kapse.

7 - OTHER POSSIBILITIES

At the meeting, a further possibiltity of meraing the ALS and AIE
designs - or forcing them tocether - was proposed. I have not included
this, as I do not see how it could work. The designs are so -
fundamentally different in the database areas that I don't see how
common ground could be reached except by moving almost totalLy towards
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- NEAT MESfAGE is:
Ms. = 252, 7670 CH^s)

MAIL-FPoM: RRPRMET SI.E USC-ECLk PCVD AT 29-AP-e2 (115-PDT
DATE: 29 RPM 198: 0115-PDI
FMom: HALHART AT USC-ECLB
:UPJECT: OPTIONS FOP KIT/KITI 6OALS
To: BALDWIh AT ECLB, CHS70R AT HVSAIL, CONVERSE Ar ECLB,
To: CSCKIT AT ECLB. DUDASI AT ECLB, HALHRRT AT ECLB,
To: HOUSE AT NUSC. 11KI7 AT ECLB. JHRPL AT ECLB,
To: JOHNSTON AT ECLB, KRAMER AT ECLB, LINDLEY AT ECLB,
To: LUBBES AT II LWEISSMkI AT ISIR MWDOLFE AT ISIR,
To: NELSON AT ECLB, NSWC-DL AT ECLB, NUSCKIT AT ECLB,
To: PEELE AT ECLB, POBERMDORF AT ECLB, PLIRRIER AT ECLB,
To: SOFTKIT AT ECLB, TIKIT AT ECLBP TRWKIT AT ECLB,
To: WALD mT ECLB, WHITE AT RRDC-MULTICS, WLOPER AT ECLBP
To: CLAUSEN.IABG AT MIT-MULICS, COPNHILL.APSE AT HI-MULTICSP
TO: FCOX AT ECLB, FELLOWS AT ECLB, FREEDMAN AT ECLB,
To: GAL OWsII.HDHIB AT M7-MULTICS, GARGARO AT ECLB,
To: GLRSEMJI AT ECLBP GRIESHEIMER AT ECLB, HFISCHER AT ECLB,
To: KERNER AT ECLB, KOTLER AT ECLB, KRAMER AT ECLBP LAMB AT ECLB,
To: LINDQUIST AT ECLB, LDVEMRN AT RADC-20, LYONS AT EC:LB,
To: MC60NAGLE AT ECLB, MOONEY AT ECLBP MORSE AT ECLB,
To: POBERMDORF AT ECLB, REEDY AT ECLB, RJOHNSOM AT ECLB.
To: RUBY AT ECLB9 SRIB AT ECLB, SIBLEY AT ECLB,
To: SRI4DISH AT ECLB, WESTERMHNr AT ECLB, WILLMAN AT ECLBP
To: WREGE AT ECLBP YELOWITZ AT SRl-KL
cc: AJPO AT USC-ECLBP STENNING AT USC-ECLB

TpzcIA, EreAP, KIT! mEMBEPS, KIT MEMBEPS, ETC.:

I kNOW THAT MANY Or YOU IN DC NOw rOa THE KITI (NAME SUBJECT TO CHANGE)
MEETINT JUST LIVE FOP YOUP CHANCES TO PUN TO A TEPr NA & CHECK YOUR

ARPAET MAIL. SO, HOPEFULLY SOMEONE WILL LIST THIS & INTERJECT IT AS
A CONTRIBUTION TO WHAT I AM SURE WILL BE A F^VOMITE TOPIC THIS WEEK --

WHEPE APE WE ALL GOING. MAYBE EVEN SOMEONE CAN HAND A PILE OF

COPIES OF THIS FOR HANDING OUT TO TpXzxA On EDen. MAYSE I WXLL EVEN

GET TO LIST & REPRO IT BEFORE I FLY IN FOp FPxDAY'S SEGMENT OF THE
KITI mEETING.

PEACE•

-- HAL HART

INTRODUCTION

AT THE KIT MEETING IN INDY APRIL 20 TpICA OaEpmNDOpF DISTPIBUrED COPIES
OF AN RRPRNET MESSA6 FPOM KIT! (NAME SUBJECT TO CHANGE) MENBEp TIM
LyoNS, PRESENTING MANY ALTERNATIVES OF *POSSIBLE GOALS OP END PRODUCTS
TOWARDS WHICH THE KITIKITI TERMS MIGHT PE WOWING.- TAICIA SOLxCITE . ,
ADVOCATES AND RATIONALE FPOM ANY KIT ATTENDEE FOP ANY OF THESE OPTIONS.
ALTHO I WAS THE MOST OUTSPOX.EN, IN FAVOR OF TiM'S OPTION 2 ('EW
KAPSE DESIGN")p OF THE FEW THAT SPOKE UP, I SLIFFEPED ONLY LIMITE-D

SUCCESS IN GAINING HATY ENDOPSEMENY. THE MAIN OBJECTION SEEMED TO BE

SOME UJNFOPTUNATE PPA~SEOLOSY IN THAT OPTION (E.G., "IGNO ING THE CLASENT

KRPSE DESIGNS"> WHICW IF INTEPPPETED LITERALLY OP 'UNGENEPU*SULY RPEN'T

PEALLY CONSISTENT WITH MY INTENTIONS. FOLLOWING DISCUSSION CLAPI:ED 1
POSSI)LE CONSISTENCIES OF OPTIONS 6 & 5 WITH OPTION 2. TmIcIA THEN
INVITED THAT FURTHEP THOUGHTS ON THIS BE SHAPED VIA THE RRPRHNET AFTER
THE MEETING.

TmEpEFOPE, THIS LITTLE TPEATISE INCLUDES "- OWN MINOR REWRITE OF 1
TIM's OPTION 2 (To MANtE IT HOPE GENEPALLY PALATAPLE, AN0D HOPEFULLY SELF-

DEFENDING)- MY VFPY BPIEF PE^CTIONS TO EACH OF TIM'S 6 CONCOETE

OPTIONS- AND MY BHE-STATEMENT THAT I PE4APD OPTION 2 AS THE GOAL,

OPTION 6 (ESPECIALLY THE MENTIONED VAPIATION, AS AN EVOLUTIONARY STEP

TOWAMD 2 (OP A FALL-AC.) AND OPTION 5 Af A FALL-SACN IF POEFEPOE!

OPTIONS APE LATER DETEPMINED INFEASIILE
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OPTION 2 - NEW KAPSE INTERFACE DESIGN

[FOLLOWING IS MT REWORDING OP THE FIRST PARAGRAPH 'WHICH IS THE

DEFINITION OF THE OPTION) OF 1IM S OPTION-E WORDS. CHANGED WORDS APE
CAPITALIZED. NOTE ALSO ADDITION OF WORD "IFITE;FACE- IN OPTION E'S NAME.)

"Tm KIT'KITZ TEAMS WILL PLAN FOR R NEW KAPSE INTERFACE DESIGN.
"7MAT ISP THE DESIGN IS NO0T NECESSARILY BASED ON ANNY OF THE CURRENT

DESIGNS. THE DESIGN WOULD BE FORWARD LOOKING TO BE CONSIDERED AS R

GOOD DESIGN AT THE END OF THE FOUR-YEAR TEAM LIFE. THE TERM WOULD

PRODUCE A DETAILED DESIGN INCLUDING DETAILED KAPSE INTERFACE

SPECIF ICATIONS.-

CRITIQUING THE OPTIONS FOR KIT'KITI GOALS

I N NPSES: TOLERATING THE IMPLIED SPREAD OF DIVERSITY WILL

LIkELY EXTRACT HIGH PENALITIES IN FAILURE TO ACHIEVE IT. IN FACT THIS

SITUATION MAY PREVENT MOST OF THE GROSSEST LIFE-CNCLE COST SA-INGS

POSTULATED FOR HDA FROM BEING ACCOMPLISHED.

2 - NEW KAPSE INTERFACE IESIGN: THIS IS CLEARLY MY VISION, AND I HAD

THOUGHT THIS WAS THE BASIC VIEW HELD BY EVERYONE INVOLVED WITH

rORMULATION OF THE IT EFFORT OVER THE PAST MANY MONTHS. I REGARD THE

lE DAND AL: s PROTOTYPES FROM WHICH KIT/K IT! WILL LEARN MUCH ABOUT
NEEDED IDEALIZED" KAPSE INTEACES AND ADJLNCT APPOA-HES (E.G.,

TOOL-WRITING STANDARDS) TO ACHIEVE PRACTICAL IT COST SAVINGS.

3 - HIGHEST COMMON FACTOR: I DOUBT THAT TOIS COMMON SUBSET OF FACILITIES

(ESP. IF APSE-LIE EFFORTS INDEPENDENT OF THE PIE & ALS ARE CONSIDERED)
WILL BE EITHER RICH ENOUGH OR USABLY STANDARDIZED (FROM TOOL-KAPSE

! INTERFACE POINTS OF VIEW) TO ACHIEVE A EAL APSE; IN FACT ANY IT
SAVINGS RESULTING (IF ANY) ARE LIWELY EXCEEDED BY PRODUCTIVITY LOSSES

IN THE FAILURE TO SUPPORT A REAL INTEGRATED ADA ENVIRONMENT.

4 - DATA TO BE CAPTURED: I & T SEEM IMPOSSIBLE IN THIS APPROACH. I
DO NOT EVEN UNDERSTAND THE LAST SENTENCE WHICH SAYS THIS ALLOWS DoD
TO GET NECESSARY MAINTAINABILITY (HOW, ON DIFFERING APSE's?).

- DO NOTHING: WE SHOULD STRIVE FOR MORE STANDARDIZATION THAN THIS
(BECAUSE OF OBVIOUS IMPEDIMENTS TO IT BETWEEN CURRENT RLS & AIE), BUT

ACKNOWLEDGE THE POSSIBILITY THAT OUR FONDEST DREAMS AND APPROACHES
MIGHT ONE DAY BE PROVEN INFEASIBLE kON A COST-BENEFITS BASIS). SOME

PARTS OF TO-BE-ADOPTED STRATEGIES FOR IT ADVANCEMENT MAY BE

INFLUENCED BY THIS CONTINGENCY! E.G.' PERHAPS A LOT OF EMH ASIS SHOULD

BE DIRECT D T INTER-TOOL DATA-FORMT-Typ INTERFACES (OF WHICH
DIANA MAY BE ONE EXAMPLE FOR SOME CLASSES O TOOLS) AND OTHER TOOL-
WRITING CONVENTIONS (NOT DEPENDENT ON KAPSE INTERFACES OR DESIGNS)

SINCE THOSE COULD YET RESULT IN PRACTICAL STANDARDIZATION FOR TOOLS

EXTENDING THE AIE & HLS KAPSE's; WHO wNOwS, COST-BENEFITS ANALYSES

MAY DEMONSTRATE THAT THESE TYPES OF PUPSUITS APE MORE FRUITFUL THAN

STANDARDIZING CONCRETE KAPZE INTERFACES.

6 - RAkNDON ONE: I DON'T WANT TO NECESS0RILY PLAN ON THIS OR

ANNOUNC:E THMI NOW (FOR SEVERAL NONITECHNICAL REASONS* HOWEVERp IF

OPTION C IS CLARIFIED AS OUR GOAL! OPTION t MA', BE A REASONABLE

INTERMEDIATE STEP TO EXPECT TO REACN IN ABOUT I'44-I9S5 AS PART OF

AN EVOLUTIONARY PROGRESS TOWARD THE END GOAL. IT MAY EVEN THEREAFTEM

BE DEEMED A LEAST UNACCEPTABLE FALL-ACM, END GOAL 2F THE EVOLUTION

CAN NOT FEASIBLY COMPLETE.

7 - OTHER PO: IBILITIESI -ETAI TUNED FOR FALLOUT FROM POSSIBLE
TECHNICAL E.CNANGES (COLLABORATIONSIf') BETWEEN AXE &ALS CONTRACTORS.)
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CONCLULSIONS ' RECOMMENDATIOtC

!JELL, I CONCLUDED MY INTPODUCTION WITH MY RECOMMENDATION: DPIVE FOp

OPTION 2P CONSIDEP OPTzON 6 AS A POSSIBLE INTERMEDIATE MILE-STONE IN

AN EVOLUTIONARY PROCESS. AND LET THE "THPETS" OF OPTIONS 6 & 5

BE REALIZED IN DEVELOPING & PEFINING KIT-KITI STRATEGIES FOR

ADVANCEMENT. I SEE LITTLE PROMISE OR COST JUSTIFICATIONS IN 1, 3,
AND 4.

HOPEFULLY THIS LITTLE (POORLY FORMATTED - SORRY. MY PREFERRED WORD

PROCESSOR IS DOWN TONITE) EXPOSITION WILL FOSTER FURTHER THOUGHTS

AND DISCUSSION FROM OTHER K.1' 1KITI PARTICIPANTS. I THINK A MATHER

CLEAR VIEW OF THIS GLOBAL OBJECTIVE NEEDS TO BE AGREED ''ON RATHER

IUICMLY SO WE CAN THEN PLAN AND IMPLEMENT A rETAILEr. TECHNICALLY
AND MANAGERIALLY SOUND9 COST-JUSTIFIED APPROACH FOP ACHIEVING THE

DESIRED GOALS.

TNANN YOu!

-- HAL HART, I10 / 98

I

l
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PROGRAM INVOCATION AND CONTROL

Antho y Gargars

COMPUTER SCIENCES CORPORATIONI

I Abstract

This interim technical note develops concepts previously presented in an

original position paper [11, and reflects ongoing working group (WG.1)

I participation in support of the following KITIA charter activities [2):

- further definition of Stoneman

- study of KAPSE interfaces and servicesI
- approaches to KAPSE design and implementation.

In particular, this note presents some preliminary observations on the program

invocation and control interface with respect to distributed processing and

software security. The note also reflects the author's initial response to

several Arpanet communications that have referenced APSE distribution and

l security, and the debugging interface.

9 IComments pertaining to this note are solicited in order to assist in the

preparation of a formal working paper suitable for wider visibility.

The program invocation and control interface defined in the KAPSE Interface

Worksheets (KIW 1.a) presents an abstraction of user functionality derived

from the informal requirements of Stoneman [3], and their materialization of

support documented in the ALS [4] and AIE [5] B5 specifications. A more

comprehensive view of this interface was presented in the referenced position

paper in the framework of code execution services. In this canonical

framework, program invocation and control is advocated as properly subsumed by
3L-



the granularity of the thread of control that is managed by the interface, and

several suggestions for further research were identified.

This perception of program invocation and control has become justified with

the recognition in the KIWs (4.b,c.f) [6] of distributed processing, security,

and extensibility considerations on the KAPSE interfaces. Requirements

pertaining to these considerations were not specifically included in the

Stoneman definition, and have therefore received little attention in the KAPSE

interfaces of the current designs. Also, the notion of Capacity Transparancy

introduced in the referenced position paper seem applicable to accomodate

program distribution and security, and is compatible with the flexibility

essential for potential interface extensions offered through portable run-time

support systems [7].

Recently, there has become an increasing awareness for both survivability and

security in target resident programs for tactical battlefield applications,

where survivability has become synonymous with program distribution. Since a

host may be isomorphic with the target, these requirements are legitimately

propagated to the host environment. A consequence of this propagation is the

realization that when the target is not a host, the target must be supported

with analogous functionality to that provided by the KAPSE; the Target Ada

Support Kernel (TASK). While this concern is strictly outside the scope of

the KITIA activities, it should not be ignored in the KAPSE, since it is

believed that reaching a standard KAPSE interface is optimally achieved

through a family interface approach that does not exclude TASK oriented

members. This approach deemphasizes a traditional layered KAPSE, in favor of

exploiting the generic units, library facilities, and package specifications

available in the Ada language. This is commensurate with the expected trend

that encourages the applications of programming language principles in the

design of software systems [8]. J
The facility for a KAPSE to be adaptable to totally distributed and secure

environments extends beyond proved software technology. In addition,

understanding the implications of such an adaptation are not readily foreseen.

However, the founding rationale for the KAPSE is to ensure that these ]
enviroments have a minimal impact on the transportability of the APSE tool

set. While the posed problems are being formally addressed, useful principles

obtained from existing and experimental designs can be factored into early

interface requirements and KAPSE design by understanding distribution and
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security issues as they relate to code execution services. To expedite the
following discussion, familiarity with some of the fundamental principles for

distributed and secure software is assumed.

Before the security policies and mechanisms relevant to an APSE are

investigated, the implications of an APSE that can execute on a distributed

I configuration must be delineated. It is interesting to note that recent study
[9] has presented substantial arguments for secure systems to be conceived as
distributed systems, where security is achieved partly by the physical

separation of the individual components (tools), and partly by the trusted
functions performed by some of the components. As a result, the various
security requirements of APSE components are recognized and enforced by the
individual component. The APSE becomes a network of cooperating, distributed,

and independent programs, where physical separation of each program provides
an alternative to the conventional security kernel. The specification andI verification of the properties of the trusted functions, and the functionality
to support the distribution of the components are seen as critical KAPSE
design considerations. This approach is to elaborated upon in subsequent

technical notes, but in the interim it will be used to influence and justifyI
decisions regarding distributed processing capabilities for the APSE that are

I motiviated from both a logical and physical perspective.

The Stoneman report does not directly address the requirements for a

distributed APSE. A general guideline is proposed that the APSE should be

designed to exploit the underlying hardware of the host system. Presumably, ifI the hardware comprises a network of interconnected machines, the KAPSE is

expected to provide sufficient functionality to utilize the network

efficiently. For example, a user may logon to a local node of the network,
and yet have session processing performed by any node in the network that

satisfies the processing resource requirements. Such a capability would be
characteristic of a KAPSE that provided capacity transparent interfaces that

guarantee consistent tool execution on any node selected. The attainment ofI this level of distribution is not anticipated in either of the current APSE
implementations. Each design has recognized that distributed processing3 requirements must not be obviated by an overly restrictive interface, but

there is little evidence of any serious commnitment to scope or service the

I requirements.

As a consequence, it is necessary to stipulate formal guidelines for studyingI 3X-3



the performance of an APSE on a physically distributed host system. For

convenience, distributed processing is used to denote any hardware environment

that supports either logical or physical separation of processing.

Justification for this definition has been suggested earlier, and will be
argued subsequently in terms of functional isolation for system security.

The need to consider one aspect for the physical separation of processing was

identified in the Stoneman report as a result of down-line testing
requirements [10]. This style of testing envisaged a target resident program
under the supervision of a host resident debug tool, thereby distributing the
APSE functionality between the host and target machines. Thus, the host and

target form a limited, but legitimate, distributed configuration, especially
when the target is another host that is used to provide the required resources

necessary for testing the application program.

The outcome of this observation has an impact on the program monitoring

interface that must now be perceived as a variant of the program invocation

and control interface. The debug tool communicates and controls the executing

application program through a debug implant that has been linked with
application object code. As a result, this variant motivates the need for a

consistent extension to the program invocation and control interface category

to include semantics for distributed processing. In addition, it established

the rationale for the APSE to be distributed on different machines since
multiple users may wish to test programs on distinct or heterogeneous targets.

The case of rehosting the APSE is an excellent paradigm for down-line testing.
The user employs the debug tool executing on the host to test a tool rehosted

on the target (the new APSE host). If the rehosted tool is the debug tool, it
may in turn be testing a program executing on the host which is then

considered a target. In this instance, the functionality of the APSE is not

only distributed, but a machine is configured in the role of both a host and aJ

target.

In the context of the code execution services elaborated in the referenced

position paper, distribution of processing may be considereJ at two levels of
user visible functionality, interprogram and intraprogram. Interprogram

functionality is representative of the program invocation and control
(including the program monitoring variant) services that are essential to11

support the Commiand Language Processor, and the requirements for tool
synergism. This is clearly demonstrated by the minimal facility for the
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I
Command Language Processor to enable a nonstandard command language to be made

available in the APSE by program invocation. Interprogram functionality is

representative of the services required to support Ada tasking that are

profitably implemented outside of the run-time support library. This suggests

that seven classes for logical and physical distribution may be postulated for

the code execution services within an APSE.!
Class-O formulates a basis for logical distribution where the code execution

l services are provided on a single machine (uniprocessor) with no facility for

physical down-line testing. The machine is multiplexed among separate threads

of control for interleaved execution of programs and tasks. This achieves the

minimum properties required by the APSE. From this basis additional levels

(1..6) are derived to introduce increased physical processing distribution for

interprogram and intraprogram functionality.

m Class-1 provides for physical down-line testing as described previously. The

code executions services of the KAPSE are upgraded to facilitate the

initiation and control of a program on the target machine. The debug implant

in the program uses a KAPSE compatible interface that must be supported on the

target machine. Through this interface the program is loaded, initiated, and

3 controlled via the implant. The functionality of this interface promotes the

concept of target software (i.e., The TASK) that is separate from the run-time

m support appendage to the application program. If this software was not

present a potential lack of capability would occur when the target machine

I must be shared among several users of the APSE debug tool.

Class-2 is derived to support separate threads of control on a multiprocessor

I configuration. Both interprogram and intraprogram functionality are revised

to exploit the opportunity for improved performance through parallel execution

of programs and tasks. It is expected that this upgrade would not change the

KAPSE interface specification, but would influence its design and

implementation. A suggested reorganization of the ALS KAPSE design for

multiprocessor support was outlined in the referenced position paper.

Class-3 is derived to support the physical distribution of APSE tools.

Interprogram code execution services are enhanced to facilitate communication

among APSE tools executing in a network of homogeneous noded (machines). Each
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node (in its role as a host), is required to execute a family member of the

same implementation of the KAPSE, and a program execution environment is

constrained to a single node: i.e., a program executes on the node on which

it was initiated. This does not preclude different executions of the same

tool on different nodes. For example, the Command Language Processor might

have multiple executions on every node, whereas the compiler may be restricted

to nodes with sufficient resources, e.g., the Ada library may be dedicated to

a specific node. In this instance, invocations of the compiler would attempt

initiation on the appropriate node. Extensions to the code execution services

would be accompanied by significant enhancements to the KAPSE to support

distributed processing supervision, network topology management, packet

handling, and protocol services.

Class-4 is derived from Class-3 to support the physical distribution of Ada

tasks on machines hosting the same KAPSE implementation. Intraprogram

functionality is upgraded to activate and control the execution of Ada tasks

on separate machines. Significant revisions to the KAPSE and run-time support

library must be implemented to compensate for the fragmentation of a shared - I
program environment. Popular implementation strategies based upon procedure

calls [11] would become obsolete, and many severe problems associated with its

feasibility are anticipated. These difficulties of distributed tasks warrant

elaboration in a future technical note. I
Class-5 and Class-6 dominate Class-3 and Class-4 respectively, and are derived

to facilitate APSE tools executing in a network of heterogeneous nodes.

Although different KAPSE implementations would exist in a netowrk, each KAPSE

would be required to supply an identical (or proper subset) APSE-KAPSE

interface. For example, one KAPSE, hosted on a multiprocessor, might provide

in addition to Class-5, a Class-2 interface, whereas another KAPSE would only

prcvide the 3tipulated Class-5. Class-1 can be viewed as a degenerate case of

Class-5, where the TASK supports a subset of the Class interface.
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I Specifying KAPSE Interface Semantics

I
Roy S. Freedman

I HAZELTIME CORPORATION

I 1. Introduction

IPart of the requirements for the design of standard

KAPSE interfaces is for an understandable formal semantics.

The importance of this is seen in sections 5.0, 6.3.1 and

6.3.2 in 5. We wish to discuss the issues involved in

developing a formal semantics for the standard KAPSE

interface. These issues include the nature of the formal

semantic model (operational vs. denotational), the problems

I with the "layered" KAPSE as opposed to the "distributed"

KAPSE, and the nature of side-effects in executing an

jinterface call. We also recommend an approach to specifying

the interface semantics and discuss a possible conversion

strategy between the two KAPSE Interface sets.

2.0 Semantic Models

2.1 Operational vs. Denotational

The operational approach to formal semantics involves

II specifying an abstract machine and the behavior of this

machine (i.e., how the machine is supposed to work). The

I semantics of a program is then defined in terms of the

actions of the machine. Operational s nantics corresponds

to a "black-box" approach. The NYU Ada/ED is an example of

an operational semantics. In order to develop an

operational semantics, it is necessary to understand exactly

I how an action is to be performed on an abstract machine

(with the ultimate goal of defining the meaning of a program

j in terms of the input-output relations of the machine).

3M-I I



The denotational approach involves specifying

mathematical meanings to objects and parts of programs

(abstract syntax categories) in such a way that the

semantics of a program is defined in terms of the semantics

of its parts. This approach is modular and in one sense

distributed, since the semantics of a program can be

described in terms of its (distributed) modules. The Ada

formal definition 2 is an example of a denotational

semantics. In order to develop a denotational semantics, it

is necessary to understand exactly what a program is doing

so that the semantics of its modules can be described.

We assess the differences between the two approaches.

An operational semantics is a bottom-up approach (since one

starts with the machine and eventually defines the program).

A denotational semantics is top-down (since one specifies a

module in terms of its constituent submodules). The

operational approach is strongly dependent on the

implementation (the abstract machine). The denotational

approach is independent of a particular implementation,

since these semantics emphasize what is being computed and

not how these computations are being done.

Implementations, however, are ultimately what designers

want. For pragmatic reasons, most languages are

traditionally defined operationally, and later a

denotational semantics is supplied to describe the language

in a "machine independent" way. Unfortunately, the

operational semantics also strongly influences the

implementation. This is an imoortant problem if one desires

guidelines for machine independent semantics. This is one

1
!
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I asoect of the problem associated with developing standard
KAPSE interfaces, if one considers the ALS (or AIE) as an
operational specification of an APSE.

It has been suggested that the traditional roles of
operational and denotational semantics be reversed 3. In
this respect, a denotational semantics can be first provided

to guarantee implementation independence, and an operational
semantics be later provided to implement the denotational
specifications. This approach has been followed (with

varying degrees of formalism) in the definition of the Ada
language (with the exception of tasks). It is too late to

apply this prescription to the design of KAPSE interfaces,
since operational semantics exist already. (Stoneman is too

weak to be regarded as anything but an informal
specification.) The problem of designing a standard set of

KAPSE interfaces corresponds to the problem of constructing
a machine-independent (denotational) semantics given that

different sets of operational semantics already exists (ALS
and AIE). Consequently, it is recognized that a good part
of the semantic specification of the interfaces will involve
"working backward" in order to "abstract" the details of the

existing operational models. (An alternative strategy is to

scrap both operational models and to start with a newer,
stronger operational version of Stoneman as the "single"
KAPSE. This has been rejected because of the lack of

experience and legacy in implementing APSE's.)

!
I
I

I I
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2.2 Recommended Approach

We formalize the semantics of "working backward" fr'om

an operational model. Wand has shown 10 that given a

denotational semantics of a language, an absctract machine

(operational semantics) can be derived by considering

reoresentations of the continuation domains. Wand's method

(initially applied to compiled languages) produces different

machine language implementations from a denotational

specification. The trick is to "encode" the results of the

semantic equations (continuations) into expressions that

look like machine language statements. An inverse function

(an "abstraction" function) is also demonstrated that

"decodes" the machine representation into its actual

denotational semantics. The method is important because a

particular implementation of a language can be derived

directly from the derotational semantics without explicit

use cf an operational approach. A pictorial representation !
of Wand's method is in figure 1.

We apply these concepts to specifying standard KAPSE

interfaces. We regard the K PSE of ALS and AIE as

recresentations of a standard KAPSE denctat oi. Their

interfaces are consequently recresenta-icns o' the standard

interfaces. The problem of "wcr-.ing backward" is then

formally ecuivalent to deriving a denotational sermantics of

a KASE, with continuation semantics represented by either

ALS or AIE. Figure 2 is a diagram that corresponds to this

approach.
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I At this point we discuss the actual nature of the

reDresentations of the continuation semantics of the

"standard" KAPSE interfaces. Preliminary guidelines

emphasize that these interfaces follow Ada syntax.

J Consequently, REP-ALS and REP-AIE (in figure 2) are

syntactically Ada programs. 1O MAP corresponds to the

description of these Ada programs following the standard Ada

semantics. Since the Ada semantics has been formally

defined, it may be useful (some time in the future) to

specify a standard KAPSE representation (figure 3). This

would correspond to the previously mentioned strong Stoneman

model of developing "a single KAPSE".

2.3 Formal Semantics and the 'Layered* KAPSE

We observed aoove that the design of implementation

independent KAPSE interfaces is best based on a denotational

approach. This approach is modular and corresponds closely

with the structures in the Ada language. In the existing

KAPSE implementations, interfaces are Ada procedures

embedded in Ada packages. These operational models have the

(denotational) characteristics of being modular and

I distributed. Consequently, a "distributed" KAPSE model

offers the best c a-ce of designing implementation

I independent interfaces.

A "layered" model of a KAPSE can be thought of as a

restricted special case of a distributed KAPSE, where

modularity is replaced by complicated nesting. The

5 semantics of the interfaces of a layered KAPSE must also be

symmetric: inter-layered KAPSE calls cannot violate the

3 order of the layers. This implies that the number of KAPSE

3
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calls increases linearly with the number of layers. The

semantics of layering also implies that the number of

possible interfaces to be specified increases exponentially

with the number of layers. This adds unnecessary

complication to the KAPSE in terms of KAPSE validation 6, as

well as substantial implementation overhead. It is possible

to construct a distributive KAPSE model in which the number

of KAPSE calls increase exponentially with the number of

nested modules, but this is not observed in the package

specifications for the ALS KAPSE. The more general

distributed KAPSE model corresponds both to the denotational

and existing operational models, and is rich enough to

permit a taxonomy of KAPSE architectures 4. it is

recommended that the distributed KAPSE model be followed in

designing standard KAPSE interfaces.

3.0 KAPSE Interface Semantics

3.1 Side Effects

KAPSE interfaces are represented in the ALS and AIE as

Ada procedures encapsulated in Ada packages. The semantics

of these interfaces follows the semantics of Ada. What is

not obvious is that many interfaces are characterized by

their side effects. These Ada procedure calls (as

interfaces) can change the state and environment of

co:. -utation in ways not associated with the vrogram unit

that contains them. In fact, most input-output semantics

!

:1
!!K
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are associated with side effects.8  For example, using

package DIRECTIO 1

I READ (F, X);

IAn element is read from the "current index" of the file

associated with F. This element is assigned to X and the

Iside effect is that this "index" is incremented by one.

These side effects occur whenever there is an implicit use

of the Ada input-output package. Side effects will be seen

in the Ada representations of the KAPSE interfaces. In the

ALS, these side effects are seen in many interfaces prefixed

by MAKE_, DELETE-, SET_, and GET_. They are necessary in

order to change the external environment of an Ada program.

These side effects should be specified in the (denotational)

KAPSE interface semantics when one works backwards from

j their representations.

3.2 Procedure Semantics

KAPSE interfaces are specified with the semantics of

Ada procedures. In order to derive a standard interface

specification, certain properties of these procedures should

be identified so as to "abstract" these features for a

denotational (machine independent) semantics. We follow the

guidelines proposed in 6.3.2 of 5 and also 9. We suvest:

(i) Interfaces must follow Ada syntax.

(ii) The number of parameters in the interface calls

should be explicit. Default parameters should be

eliminated. Defaults may be KAPSE implementationi I dependent.

3 -
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(iii) Interface parameters should be machine indepedent.

Since these KAPSE interfaces are specified in Ada

packages, it is important that these package

specifications do not contain machine dependent

programs, attributes, representation specifications,

or any other feature listed in Appendix F of I

4.0 Strategy for KAPSE Interface Conversion

We conclude by suggesting a conversion strategy for Ada

program portability that is modelled after 7 and 9. We show

how standard KAPSE interfaces on one APSE may be converted

to standard KAPSE interfaces on another APSE. The tool that

does this conversion will be called TRANSFORM. One

requirement will be that TRANSFORM run on both APSEs.

We assume a pathname in APSE 1 exists called

TOOL.APSE 1. Corresponding to this pathname is an Ada

program that makes use of a standard APSE interface:

with KAPSE_ 1;

procedure MYTOOL ( ... ) is

SOMEINTERFACE ( ...

end MY TOOL;

The procedure SOME INTERFACE is implemented in KAPSE 1.

This program can be compiled on APSE_1. We call TRANSFORM

(on APSE 1):

TRANSFOPM ("TOOL.APSEl", "TOOL.APSE_2";

3M-8
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I
where the arguments are strings that denote appropriate

pathnames. The pathname TOOL.APSE_2 corresponds to the

following Ada program that is constructed by TRANSFORM:

with KAPSE_2;

with KAPSE 1 X t APSE_2;

procedure MYTOOL ( ... ) is

I use KAPSE_ 1XKAPSE_2;

I _

FILTERINTERFACE ( ) ;

end MY-TOOL;

I TRANSFORM replaced the procedure call SOMEINTERFACE

(which is a representation of the standard interface

semantics on KAPSE_ 1) with FILTER INTERFACE.

FILTER INTERFACE is imDlemented in KAPSE 1 X KAPSE_2 and

reflects the semantics of the standard KAPSE interface as

represented on KAPSE_2.

I The procedure FILTER INTERFACE is not an interface but

a set of calls to the standard interfaces represented in

KAPSE_2. This program can now be compiled and executed on

APSE_2.I
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A Machine Architecture for Ada*

Pekka Lahtinen
OY SOFTPLAN AB

Introduction

The NOKIA MPS 10 is a new computer system developed by
NOKIA Electronics since 1978. The MPS 10 machine architecture
is strongly based upon the requirements of its programming
language - Ada. This paper presents an overview of the key
features of the MPS 10 architecture.

The most essential general features of the architecture
are:
- true stack machine, no 'visible' registers
- word length 32 bits + a tag bit
- virtual memory both segmented and paged
- hardware supported working set mechanism
- microprogrammed instruction set, over 300 instructions
- 32-bit integer and 64-bit floating point data types.

Memory Organization

The MPS 10 architecture implements a single level addressing
scheme. All the data in the virtual memory, whether located
in the main memory or on the disc, are accessed consistently
using virtual addresses (of 40 bits).

The memory is all-cated in segments. A virtual address
consists of a unique segment identifier and a word displacement
within the segment. Hence a virtual address is unique within
the whole system. In the memory a virtual address is
represented as a two word capability pointer. A capability
pointer is protected by means of a tag bit. The hardware

If permits two words to be used as a pointer only if the tag
bits on both words are set on. A capability may also contain
access control information (e.g. read only).

5 Segments are further divided into fixed length pages. The
hardware together with the run time support routines perform
the necessary page transfers between the main memory and

* the disc.

The working set of a task is the minimum set of pages required
in the main memory to run the task efficiently. In the MPS 10
the working set model is approximated by a set of pages
most recently used by the task concerned. The size of the
working set is kept within specified bounds by a firmware
routine activated at regular intervals by a hardware timer.
On the other hand, the working set may be dynamically
extended by the address calculation firmware when the task
refers to new pages. (It
* Ada is a trademark of the United States Department of Defense

(Ada Joint Program Office)
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Program Organization
The execution time representation of an Ada program consists
of a set of segments. Static program segments remain existent
thru the life time of a program. Dynamic program segments
are allocated as needed for dynamic data areas of a program.
Dynamic segments may vary in size during their life time.

All the code of a program is contained in a single code
segment. The data segments contain the global data areas
for the static packages of a program. (A package is said
to be static if it is a library unit or if it is declared
immediately within a static package.) The Capability List
records all the static segments accessible to a program.

Two dynamic segments are allocated for each task of a program:
a data stack for the local data and parameters and a task
status stack for the control flow information. Space for
large (dynamic) arrays and access type collections may also
be allocated as separate segments. The task status stacks
of a program are linked to each other to form a 'cactus
stack' (see also figure 2).

CODE CAPABILITY STACKS SEGMENT FOR
SEGMENT LIST A COLLECTION

DATA
S EGMENTS

Figure 1: Program Segments.

Addressing Data

A program can access the data stacks and the segments recorded
in its capability list. Indexing and indirection are available
for addressing, if both are used indirection has effect
first. Capabilities are used as indirect addresses.

Global variables on the data segments are generally accessed
thru the capability list. An instruction gives a local segment
number - i.e. an index to the capability list - and
a displacement. The actual virtual address is computed by
the micro program.

One of the data segments at a time can be referenced relatively
to the Primary Base register. To achieve the best possible
efficiency the register should point to the data segment1
most frequently referenced. Currently this segment is chosen
by the compiler to be the data segment of the enclosing
package, if any. The Primary Base can also be set explicitly
by means of a pragma.

3N -2



I Local variables and parameters on the current stack frame
of the data stack are accessed relatively to the Local Base
register. The Local Base register is maintained by the subprogram
and task control instructions, no explicit control is
required.

Dynamic variables, e.g. objects designated by access values,
are accessed by means of capabilities.

Variables of lexically enclosing tasks and subprograms are
stored in outer stack frames possibly in 'outer' stacks.
They are accessed by means of a lexical lev4l number. As
a part of the address calculation the firmware scans the
task control stacks up to the level referenced. Although
this implementation may be relatively inefficient for uplevel
references from deep recursion, the extra cost of chain
or display maintenance on every entry and exit point is
avoided.

pointer to 2 4Sthestc**- 2
f rame on3
the data 3h-- 4
stack 344

stack CURRENT: 4 5

I TASK1 TASK2 TASK3 TASK4

Figure 2: The cactu- tf task status stacks.
Referencing level 2 from level 4 of Task 2.

I The memory reference instructions of the MPS 10 generally
have two functionally equivalent formats: 32-bit long and
16-bit short format. The short format can be used for the
Local Base and the Primary Base relative references.

Addressing Code

Subprograms are referenced by their word displacement within
the code segment. Interprogram subroutine calls are thus
made possible ; they are implemented by means of special
capabilities in the Capability List.

Jumps are encoded as program counter relative. Both short
jumps with an 8-bit offset and long jumps with a 16-bit
offset are provided. Special jump instructions are provided
for case statements, for loops and blocks.

I Subprograms

The code for a subprogram body on the MPS 10 architecture
is illustrated below:

I 3N- 3



subproqram heaoer

-- elaboration code

for the declarations
PELAB
-- code for the sequence 1

of statements

-- exception handler
part (optional)

PXIT n

The subprogram header records the number of words occupied
by the parameters, the lexical level of the subprogram,

the Primary Data Segment and the address of the exception
handler part, if any.

The PELAB instruction informs the run time support system
that the coming exceptions must be handled by the local

handlers, no more by those of the caller.

The immediate operand of the subprogram exit instruction
(PXIT) tells the number of words of the stack frame to be
left on the stack for the caller (e.g. the function return
value) . Deallocation of the local dynamic segments (e.g.
access type collections) is implemented in the PXIT instruction.

A subprogram call consists of three steps. First the actual
parameters are evaluated (copy) or capabilities for them

are loaded (reference) onto the stack. The PCAL instruction
causes the actual execution of the subprogram. Finally the
out parameters are stored back to the memory.

Tasking

Ada tasking on the MPS 10 is implemented by the micro program
together with run time support routines of the operating
system.

The MPS 10 Ada compiler generates a Task Type Descriptor
for each task specification. A Task Type Descriptor records
the following properties of a task:
- the address of a parameterless subprogram representing

the task body
- the entries
- priority and (initial) storage size.

Each entry has a unique entry number within a task. For

each entry the index range and the interrupt address, if
any, are given. A unique task id is assigned for a task

object as a part of the execution time elaboration of the
task object.

An accept statement is implemented as follows:
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I PUSZI n -- reserve space for the entry para=eters
LDIQ E -- entry number

-- evaluate the entry index]
(or load zero)

ACCEPT body
BR next

body: -- subprogram representing
next: the accept body

next:

The corresponding entry call is implemented as follows:

-- evaluate entry parameter
onto the stack

LDIQ E -- entry number
-- evaluate the entry index

(or load zero)
LDCAP T -- task id~~ECAL -
-- store out parameters

The ACCEPT instruction copies the entry parameters from
the stack of the caller to the stack of the callee before
entering the accept body. The reverse copying is done upon

return.

The control flow information for subprograms and blocks
- stacked onto the task status stack - record among

other things the dependent tasks. The subprogram and block
exit instructions implement the waiting for the termination
of the dependent tasks.

In addition to those mentioned above the MPS 10 instruction
set includes instructions for task declaration, activation
and allocation. Select, delay and abort statements and the

task attributes are implemented in the instruction set,

too.

Exceptions

Unique identifiers are assigned at compilation time to all

the predefined and user defined exceptions.

The exception NUMERIC ERROR is generated by the hardware.

Access values are implemented as capability pointers, the

null value is detected by the hardware and the exception

CONSTRAINTERROR is raised as required.

The following classes of instructions are provided 
for constraint

checking; the exception CONSTRAINT ERROR is raised 
by these

instructions if the constraint is violated.
- check integer range
- check floating point range
- check and calculate index
- check discriminant.

The RAISE instruction is provided for explicit raising 
and

propagation of exceptions. When an exception 
is raised the
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firmware invokes a run time support routine to direct the
control to the proper exception handler.

Concluding Remarks

Ada is the f irst language for the MPS 10 , a subset - implemented
in SOFTPLAN - has been available since October 1981. We
believe on the efficiency and reliability of Ada on the
MPS 10 all the systems software -e.g. the operating
system, the data base system and the Ada compiler -are

written in Ada.
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I Abstract

To this date validation has been applied In only two areas. in the
validation of programs and the validation o*f compilers, and then not to
any degree which can truly be classified as more than "empirical'.
This study Ws established to Investigate the steps which would be
needed to extend those previous experiehces into the realm of

programming environments and In particular the environments being
proposed for use In the Ads program. A model of such environments
already exists [ I but is found to be lacking in essential detail
necessary for an Implementation to prescribe a model by which
validation can be specified. This report does not Itself provide any
details of specific validation procedures or mechanism. but rather
investigates the processes for Ada Programming Support Environment
(APSE) implementation in terms of the Ada Programming Language, and
uses those specifications to auggest a mechanism for validation suite
development.
Further In order to accomplish these goals it is suggested that the

conceptual model of the *STONEMAN" document be extended to express the
wider computing environments in which the APSE would reside. This
extended model would also provides a fundamental basis for the design
of Ada systems which respond to the need to provide networking,
distributed processing and security enclavqs.

C Ad is a registered Trademark of the Ada Joint Program Office cf the

U.S. Dept. of Defense.
90 This research Was supported by the Ada Joint Progra m Office. U.S.
Department 0of Def'ense. through the OfficLe of' Naval :Research under

contract number Nl0001-81-K-0143 and work unit number SRO-101. The
effort was supported by the Engineering Psychology Progrpms. Off-ce of
Naval Research under the Technical Direction of Dr. John J. --'tsare.
Reproduction in whole or In part is permitted for any purpose zf the
United States Government.
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Introduction

A fundamental objective of the Department of Defense (DoD) Initiate to

,evel op Ada Is to increase the portability and maintainability of

embedded software [XXXI. The Ads language will be the common high

order language for use in future DoD embedded systems, and a Ada

Validation Organization (AVO) has been established to ensure that Ada

compilers Implement the same common language. A major objective of the

Ada Joint Program Office (AJPO) is to ensure that Ada remains as

independent of computing systems and applications as possible, and has

undertaken a standardization process to accomplish this objective. The

Ada language im a Military Standards (MIL STD 1815) and has been

proposed as both an American National (ANSI1 and international (ISO)

Standard. Requirements for a common (standardized) Ada Programming i

Support Environment (APSE) have been defined but the details bave not

yet been settled; howvever there is a growing realization that some

form of the APSE or Its kernel computing system interface (lAPSE) may

eventually be standardized and conforming products be subjected to

validation.

Although validation has usually been an afterthought In language

design and implmentation, this is not the case for Ada. At least in

the case of the programming laruage the development of the validation

suit' of test programs has been accomplished hand-ir-hand with the

language standardization process and the ongoing inlementation

(XXXI Carlson. W.E., Druffel. L.E.. Fisher. D.A.. and Vhitsker. W.A..
*Introducing Ads'. Proc. 1980 ACM Ann. Conf., ACH, iw York NY. 1980.

539 pp.
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activities. This report surveys the problem of developing methods and

techniques for the validation of APSEs based on the preliminary design

requirements available at this time. To date. vali4ation activities

wihin the U.S. Federal Government have been. restricted to

Implementmtions of programming languages according to Federal

Procurement requirements and independent of the needs of the general

Industry. In some ways this has fulfilled this need and at the same

time bas bad the side-effect of providing a measure of 'quality

assurance* to the non-government consumers. The same effect may hold

true for Ada.

Initially the rationale for validation is the support of the goals of

the overall Ada program (which Is much larger than. Just a programming
a

language) and is $Ivan additional Impetus by the need to provide a

n mechanism for the protection of the Trademark which has been registered

for the name. Thus unless it is intended to make the conformance

requirements so lax that they can be enforced by "inspection', then a

validation mechanism will be required for each element of the Ada

J program including not only language implementations but also support

tools which are inherent to the program.

-I
The Programming Environment Model

When considering the validation of a programming environment one must

consider the underlying model which is used to conntr t.t such entitles

initially. While it is true that the model which is proposed here Is
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selected on the basis of its adequacy In a validation environment, this

same model can readily be the basis of the development of the

programming environments.

The model displayed b Buxton [ 3 indicates a core-plus-ring structure

which logically elucidates, from a functional point of view, the

relationships between KAPSE, MAPSE and APSE systems but does not

clearly delineate between functional and communications requirements.

For example, the diagram of Figure 1.

Figure 1. The STONEMAN MODEL

Infers the existence of interfaces between elements of the

environment(s) but lacks the depth to Indicate data flow requirements

which may be superimposed. That is. the model is two direnaional when

the problems to be solved are (at least) three dimensional.

An-.alternatIve model, though not one which was designed speclfically

for the design of programming environments & the Open Systems

Interconnection Reference Model (051) E I developed by the

International Organization for Standardization (Isb) Technical

Committee 97. Subcommittee 16. This model is primarily concerned with

30-41
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the modelling of networks and may contain facilities which are too

detailed for a direct one-to-one mapping onto a programming

environment. However. It Is a feature of the modaLto be able to

cobine liayersn order to implement an actual systeL.

I Tte working environments of Ads developed (and developing) systems may

well Include OS-like environments when one considers the complexity

that can be created by tasking, multi-processor and multi-targetable

systems. Thus the use of this network model will provide a basis for

ffurther considerations of extended environments other then those of

Osimple' program development in a single femtly of architectures. A

I salient feature of Ads program/system development must be the

portability of software (c.f. Steelman t ) and a -atural development

from that requirement will be the development of such software In a

network environment where both the development and target systems are

accessible to the on-line developer.

It has already been hinted C 3 that there may exist some variations In

KAPSE configurations due to the differences In hardware architectures

which underlie them; the unfortunate side effect of such developments

should not be that those same lAPSEs could not exist in a common (Open

i Systems) network. A start towards this goal would be the use of a

common (standardized) development model.

A third advantage of the OS Referenpe Model is the w.rld-wide

acceptance of this model for Open Systems Zntereonnectlor by network

developers. The American National Standards Committee 13 --

Information Processing -- has already accepted this mo;il as the basis

for all future standards development work and reqoires that all

proposals for both development projects and draft standares clearly

I



identffy how the work fits into this model. Several mainframe

manufacturers have announced their intention to build systems which

conform to this model and soe significantly sized users- eve expressed

the Aesire to purchase systems which utilize this architecture.

The OSI Reference Model

*In the concept of OSI. a system 1 a set of one or more computers.

associated software, peripherals, terminals, human operators, physical

processes, information transfer means. etc*. that forms an autonomous

whole capable of performing information processing and/or information j
transfer. An application-process is an element within a system which

performs the information processing for a particular application.

The Reference Model contains seven layers:

a) the Application Layer (layer 7); This Is the layer In which
*real work' of the system is accomplished; the remainder of the
layers provide the services by which this layer communicates
with other application layers in a network.. The application
layer interfaces with the outside world.

b) the Presentation Layer (layer 6): this layer provides for the
representation of Information that application-entities either
communicate or refer to in their dialog. The Presentation Layer
is concerned only with the syntactic view of the presentation
image and of transferred data and not with its semantics. i.e.
Its meaning to the Application Layer.

c) the Session Layer (layer 5); the management of (for example) a
termiial session is the res3rnribility of the session layer.
Such responsibilities Include -n necessary resource management

for the support of the applieptirr.

a Extracted ,rcm DP 7498. ISO. 3
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d) the Transport Layer (layer 4); the transfer of data between
session layers is the task of this layer. For example. if the
application needed access to a data base, then It would be the
responsibility of the transport layer to negotiate the data
exchange between the seasion layers which support the specific
application and the data base system (which lfirtseif treated
Sas an application-entity In the model).

e) the Network Layer (layer 3); the connection between two nodes
of the overall network must be managed by the third layer by
providing the services of relaying data between end systems
with network connections.

f) the Data Link Layer (layer 2); the essential element of any
network Is the data link between them in order to exchange
data-link-service-units whi'h Implement the network activities.

g) the Physical Layer (layer 1). the physical layer provides
mechanical, electrical, functional and procedural means to
activate, maintain end deactivate physical connections between
systems through the use of the physical media on which it Is
built.

These layers are illustrated in Figure 2! The highest layer is the

Application Layer and It consists of the ajplicatlon-entities that

cooperate in the OSI environment. The lower layers provide the services

IPeer-to-Peer Protocols
Application ------ 7 

Presentation ---- >1 6 ------ >

Session ---------- >; ------
+ ----------------------

Transport ---- : ------- >:
Network -------- - - ------- 

+ew r -- - - -- -- ----- ---- : - ------

Data Link -------- ,: 2 :->-

Physical --------- > 1 -------- >

I Physical Redia1- -- --------------------------

Figure 2. Seven Layer Reference Model

through which the application-entities cooperate. An essential element
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of the 031 model is the clear definition of protocols and interfaces

between layers of the model. The primary communication processes In

the model are those that communicate with processes whtrih exist in the

&an' level layer as they themselves reside. This ts peer-to-peer

communicatlon. That Is. appplication layer processes communicate with

other application layer processes in layer 7. networks communicate (in

layer A) with other networks and so forth. This manner of

communication is a logical transmission which requires the use of peer

to peer protocols to Implement the data exchange. The logical

communication process is physically accomplished through the

(vertically stacked) interfaces between consecutive layers, and each

layer provides services to the layer above It while receiving service

from its lower layer.

The Application of the OSI Reference Model to an APSE

The original intent of the OSI Reference Model was not to actually

represent an implmentation strategy but instead to model those elements

of a communications environment which need attention In the domain of

networks and distributed systems. However such a model is clearly

applicable to communications within both so-called *federated" systems

and stand-alone envirormens. Moreover the facilities provided in the

layers of the model have tffinities with the tasks to le undertaken by

other administrative aspeCts of networking and distrubuted processors.

Thus rather than proposing to add other layers of complexity to the OS! 1
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Reference Model it Is proposed here that addltional features be added

to the layers in order to represent the non-communication facilities of

these environments.

The 0S Reference Model can be Implemented in a variety of manners.

one of which would be to combine several layers into one. Thus the

model can be applied to the design and implementation of programming

support systems. Further It is Dot required that a layer be composed

of only a single process (or processor); In fact It Is clear that in

many situations a layer will have to be composed of a collection of

facilities which provide the support to the layer above, or receive

data from lower layers. In an Ads Programming Support Environment, the

majority of tools will- exist as application layer processes and the

facilities of the KAPSE will be contained In the session layer. The

presentation layer will contain the mechanisms which provide the'

communication between the application (an Ads program or .a tool) and

the KAPSE facilities. This can be viewed as the argument to parameter

mapping function and Is specified through the specification parts of

the packages which constitute the KAPSE facilities. This mapping of

the APSE models onto the OSI model is shown in Figure 3.

In a "stand-alonew environment, layers 1-4 may be composed into a

single module which represents the hardware system on which the Ada

system is implemented. One other visualization would provide a

subdivision Cf each layer either by the vertical stacking of sublayers

or the ci€_:ion of each layer into a set of elements each of which

interfaces w.th the lower layer. In this latter case.! the tools which

constitute the application layer are built individually on the

presentation layer and have no other means ot' communication with each

*1 30-9
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Peer-to-Peer Protocols
-----------------------------

Application ------->: --- >. '.(---ABE Tools
-------------------------- 

Preientatio ........ (<---Data transfer
--------------------------------

Session ->: ------- >:(---lAPSE Facilities
*---------- ...... ... -------------

Transport --- . .

Network ------ >-------
I)(--Hardware Level

Data Link - < ------- >;)
* I)

Physical ------- <-------
--- ---------------------------------- 4----------

Physical Media
------------------------------------

Figure 3. APSE Reference Model

other than through the KAPSE (session) layer. On the other hand. it is

more than likely that such systems will be required to communicate in

order to provide such cross-compilation, on-line debugging and similar

inter-system activities. Thus it is Imperitive that a networking model

such as the OS Reference Model be an integral part or the APSE

Impleiqentation system. This model also clearly indicates where the-t

needs to be validation systems installed.

Validation Methods and Problems

I
The problems of validating a Programmirn Support Environment are i-in

to those of validating an operating syste-. a task which Itself ss not J
been attempted previously. Not the least of the proble.s to be

I
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I resolved is the validation of the collection of tools and facilities

which make up the environment but also the communications between those

elements when they are composed into the support syztem. Let us

conasder these elements separately.I
I
I Validation Elements

I The 051 Reference hodel presented In the previous section contains

two basic elements. The first element is the set of objects each of

which performs a specific, well-defined function. The internal

Smechanism which implements this function is concealed from view and the

object may be readily Interchanged with any other object, differently

Iimplemented, which performs the same function.

In the ADA context, we may conveniently Identify two types of

objects: facilities, either KAPSE facilities or other predefined

library facilities (e.g., INPUT OUTPUT). and tools. This distinction

between facilities and tools is useful because they are designed with

aifferent goals in mind. Facilities are Intended to provide generic

jcspablities out of which a large number of tools could be constructed.

Corver~ely. the facilities are not concerned with any specific tool nor

with' needs or characteristics of any eventual end-aser. human or

ot:;)r.: se. By contrast, a tool is Intended to provide a specific type

of service to an end-user. The nature of this service Is derived from

the requirements of that user and from the operation of other tools

1 30-11
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with which the service may Interact. The distinction between

facilities and tools is also useful from a validation point of view

because, as will be seen later, the techniques ugld to validate

fcflitles are different from those used to validate too s.

The second basic element in the OS model Is the mechanism by which

objects interact. An interface is the means of Immediate Interaction

between a tool and a facility or between two different facilities.

Recall. also, that the model requires that the two object related via

an interface be located on strictly adjacent levels. As an example, an

interface may exist between an editor tool and a KAPSE facility. Al3o

an Interface may exist between a library facility and a KAPSE facility.

C

An Interaction between two objects on the same level is achieved via Ia protocol. A protocol Is the means by which an object assigns meaning

to tokens vhich it sends to, or receives from, another object. An

interaction between two tools, then, involves two protocols - one for

each tool. Proper interaction between these two tools is only

achieved, of course, when both tools use the same protocol. For

example, an editor tool and a compiler tool typically interact through

files which are passed between them. The editor creates a source text

file for subsequent compilation. The compiler produces an annotated

source listing, with possible diagnostic, Information, which may be

viewed by a user through the editcr. The two protocols ±rvcived In

this example are manifested in the assumptions which each t':'. makes I
about the structure of these files. The following example 1l,L i-rates

how these two tools may fail to om-.;ricoate properly because i .ey are

using different protocols. Suppose the editor tool assumes Lnat the

30-12 1
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first line of each file which it creates or edits contains the settings

for various editor options (line length, search modes, user defined

keys, terminal characteristics. etc.). On the other haid. suppose that

the compiler assumes that all lines In a file contain compilemble

aou"ce text. In this situation, an otherwise valid source program file

produced by the editor would, when presented to the compiler. result in

error messages because the first line in the file would not be valid

source text. Furthermore, these error messages could not be related to

the user view of the source test because the first line as seen by the

compiler is not visible to the user. In addition, the source listing

file created by the compiler might not even be readable by the editor

because the editor expects that the firstq line of text contains the

option settings which will not be the case for files produced by the

compiler. More subtle, but equally Important, forms of protocols Will

be described later.

The distinction made between objects and the communication paths

between objects provides natural points at which the validation effortI
may be directed. A complete validation may be structured Into two

phases. The first phase is the validation of the objects by

themselves. Attention In this phase is limited to a validation of the

functionality of each object, where the object Is treated as an

Isolated entity. The second phase validates the Interfaces and

protocols through which the objects interact with each other. In this

Iecoo phase, attention Is directed away from the funct~onality of the

:tJect being validated and becomes focussed on the assumptions which

the object makes In its interactions with other objects.

I
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This division of the validation process into two disjoint phases

appears to be both natural and technically feasible. Therf are,

however, certain questions which must be further studie4. For example:

Is -this division equally applicable to both APSE tools and KAPSE

faolItiea? Is It always useful to separate the validation into these

two phases? Is there a difference in the order in which the two phases

are performed? These questions are meant to suggest the further

Inquiry that must be made Into the question of validating tools and

facilities.

Validation of Facilities and Tools j

As Indicated above, the first phase of the validation effort

establishes to what degree an object, considered as an Isolated entity.

provides the function(s) expected of that object. This first phase of i

the validation process requires both a proper specification of the

object's function(s) and a conformance mechanism. The specification.

of course, must be a clear, complete, precise and unambiguous statement

of the object's desired function against which the actual behavior of

the-object may be evaluated. The conformance mechanism is a. hopefully

automated, process through which It is ascertained whether the obat.

in fact, diaplays all of the functions described 'In the object's

specification. The conformance mechanism is typically a functi're2

testing tool which is driven by a suite of test cases. These test 1
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cases. In turn. are derived from an analysis of the specification.

There is a large body of literature dealing with the techniques of

functional testing a 3 and test case selection I . It Is

crttical, however, to realize that these techniques cjnnot be applied

rigorously and effectively In the absence of a properly stated

specification.

It is more difficult to write a proper specification for Ada tools

than it Is for facilities. The difference lies in the fact that

facilities are always expressed as packages and typically contain only

a few functions with narrowly defined semantics. For example, common

facilities might be "read a single character from a stream' or 'create

a new process*
.  

The use of packages theselves gives a concrete form

to the specification of all syntax Information for the facility. In a

later section, the methods for specifying the semantics of LAPSE

facilities will be considered. A tool, however, will typically exist

as an Ads program (not a package) which is invoked through the command

language mechanism. The tool will typically provide a broad range of

individual, but interrelated, functions which ma involve extensive

user Interaction (e.g. an editor or debugger tool) or may have input

with complex syntax (e.g. a compiler tool or text formatting tool).

Unlike facilities whosc syntax of use Is captured by the package

3Fecification. the syntax of tool use is not embodied in any Ads

language construct.

The conformance mechriar is also more difficult to construct for

t:c13 than for facilities. Given a validation suite for a facility, a

V-eciellzed conformance tool can be built which exercises the facility

30-15
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as dictated by the validation suite and which compares the behavior

required by the validation suite with the result produced by the

facility. Discrepancies between the desired and actual function are

detected and reported. The conformance mechanism for a tool is more I
cosplicated when the tool involves significant user Interaction. As an

example. consider a full-screen editor tool which uses the cursor

position to determine a reference location for editing commands.

Presumably the editor tool uses standard KAPSE facilities for terminal

1/O. It may also be the case that the terminal facilities are distinct

from the facilities for file 1/O or interprocess communication. A part

of the validation suite for the editor tool would involve, perhaps

many, test Cases which exercise the various editing functions at
C

different cursor postions (e.g.. a deletion/insertion at the

beginning/end of tbe screen/line). one conformance mechanism is. of

course, to use a human operator to perform these test cases. This

approach Is both expensive and error-prone. To create an automated

process which could perform these tests would require not only a

conformance tool to drive the delivery of the test cases and check the

results of each test but, more significantly, would, require some means

of intercepting or simulating the terminal 1/O. This may either be

done by a seperate computer system which is attached to the system

under test through a terminal port or by toe creation Cf a new terminal

I/O facility which would allow the output produced by the editor and

destined for the terminal to be diverted to the conformance tool

itself. Similarly, the Input expected by the edltor tools would be

taken from the output steam of the conformance toe! mnd presented to

the editor tool as if It ware a terminal stream. Whether this new

30-16 l
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facility could be easily constructed from the existing KAPSE facilities

depends entirely on the way in which those facilities have been

implemented and, possibly. on the underlying operating 4ystem.

I
I

Validation of Interfaces and Protocols

The second basic element to the Ada environment model is the means

I by which objects interact through interfaces, providing communication

between objects at adjacent levels, * or protocols, providing

communication between objects at the saue level. The validation of the

Interfaces or protocols relating a given pair of objects assumes that a

I validation suite is available which exercises the full range of

possible communications. In the following paragraphs the validation

requirements for interfaces and protocols are discussed in more detail

and their relationship to the validation suite is described.

The critical interface to be validated in the Ads environment is the

interface between a tool and one or more facilities. While there may

be additional interfaces present within the tool Itself, these

interfaces are concealed from the view of the tool validator. which is

the validation .;iewpoint taken here. The relevant question then is:

j F"o'r a given tco' .ow can It be determined whether that tool uses only

standard KAPSE facilities and uses them only In a manner consistent

with the definition of these facilities?R. Dealing with this question

is important for two reasons. First, focussing the validation on the

30-17
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tool-facility Interface assures that the validation suite is

sufficiently robust to exercise the full range of t1,. r Interaction.

Without this focus It would not be difficult to constrict an otherwise

impressive validation suite which did not exercise some exceptional

ci;cumstances of the tool-facility Interface (e.g. a memory fault).

Second. even a thoroughly tested tool may have been developed and

tested on a non-standard KAPSE or on a system which incorrectly

simulated the KAPSE facilities. In this case the Interface validation

would reveal the level of conformance with standard lAPSE facilities.

The obvious process for validating the tool-facility Interface Is by

exercising the tool portability. That is. the tool and Its validation

suite are removed from the development tnviornment and transported to a

validated, standard lAPSE. The tool validation suite Is then applied

to the tool. If the tool operates successfully In thi7 standard

environment then the Interface Is considered to be validated.

Two implications follow from this validation approach. First, it

must be possible to know how extensively and in what ways the

validation suite exercised the Interface. This knowledge can only be

obtained by Instrumenting the KAPSE facilities themselves. This seems

to Imply that a specialized Ovalidation KAPSE" should be developed

which contains the required Instrumentation. This answer, however.

only reveals a further question: "W.at interpretation can be given to

the measuremente obtained by the Inzt-anentation?" or conversely What71
events should the instrumentation be rL:ording? The answer to this

Question Invclves the way in which tne tool Interface specifications

are themselves stated. That is. the specification of the tool must
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contain an explicit and complete description of exactly how the tool

will use the KAPS facilities. This specification should Include at

least the following Items:

(1) names of all KAP3E facilities used

(2) name of each procedure, type and data item used

In each facility

(3) ranges of parameter values for all, IN, IN-OUT,

and OUT parameters for each procedure

(4) important sequences of facility usage

(5) error exceptions anticipated

This list is only suggestive of the further thought that must be given

to this issue. Only an agreed upon specification form can lead to the

Idevelopment of an instrumented validation lAPSE which, In turn, is

necessary to perform the validation *at itself.

The second implication which follows from the approack of interface

validation by portability concerns the way in which the validation

suite is applied to the tool being validated. Presamably. an automated

driver was created In the development environment which performed this

task. The role of this automated driver (conformance mechanism) was

addressed above. However, to efficiently perform the validation, this

driver itself must be transported to the validation lAPSE. Thus. n-:

only must tools be portable, but their teat drivers must be portable at3 wl. It MAY woll be made a concrete validation requi-rement that suc

a portable, automated driver must be supplied along with the tool to b-.

validated and the validation suite. One difficult problem whic..

arises, and perhaps reflects on how the lAPSE itself ahould be definec.
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Is that. as noted above, the test driver may need to use modified KAPSE

facilities to simulate, or intercept, the tool's terminal I/O without

modifying the tool Itself. It is also unrealistic to achleve this goal

by:modifying the validation KAPSE. Perhaps, the original KAPSE design

should provide a mechanism which allows a driver to capture the

terminal I/O stream generated by a tool. In any event, some means must

be found for resolving this problem.

The validation of protocols between Ads tools is also an area where

additional work will be required. Many basic tool complexes possess

protocols in one form or another. Typical tool pairs which Interact

through protocols are: compiler-linker, linker-debugger. librarian-

configuration manager. text formatter-devile manager, etc. The ways in

which tools can be related through protocols are varied. Some of these

ways are:

(1) Intermediate files

(2) message stream communication

(3) timing synchronization

(4) resource contention

While there may be other ways In which the tool protocol Is manifested,

the Important point Is that the tool validation must take into

consideration the Interaction of the tool being validated with other

tools. This wider viewpolnt, which encompasses the validation of the

protocol. is necessary because the tool Is not an isolated entity which

functions In a vacuum. Rather tcn5 cooperating through protocols form

an lr icrated entity whose cemLired function must also fall within the

purview of the validation process.
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As with interfaces, the validation of protocols between Ads tools 1s

based on an accurate specification of the protocol itself. Two classes

of protocols may be distinguished In terms of thet difficulty of

apecification. Protocols In the first class are charicterlzed by the

uSaQ of 8 file to pass a complete body of information from one tool to

the next (e.g.. the file passed from the editor to the compiler). The

communication established by this protocol is uni-directional and the

tool which produces the file (the editor) completes before the tool

which consumes the file (the compiler) is initiated. The specification

of these protocols is no more difficult than detailing a file format

Sand Indicating the meaning of each part of the format. This can easily

beldone using some variation of a data structure diAgram E 2. The

validation of this protocol Is also straightforward.

The second class of protocols are those in which there is a bi-

directional communication between two simultaneously active tools

(e.g.. a debugger tool and an application tool). This protocol may

achleve either the exchange of information bearing messages or the

Sechange of synchronization signals. This second class of protocols is

more difficult to specify and to validate. There are at least four

possible methods for the specification of these types of protocols.

First. there are informal descriptions of the protocol with the usual

ambiguity and imprecision which that entails. Second. formal

representations, such as finite state machines or petri nets, can be

used:, In these representations each tool is considered io be in one of

several states. The transitions between states of a tool are trl&'ered

by the transmission or the receipt of a message or signal. Usinp tese

methods it is possible to analytically determine Important properties
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of the protocol (e.g. deadlock). This method of specification seems to

provide a more suitable basis from which the validation suite can be

derived. A third possible method for specifying the-.;rotocol Is by

appeal to a predefined inter-tool protocol. For example, a standard

debgger-application tool protocol may be defined in advance of the

construction of either tool. This predefined protocol may be

established as a package whose procedures implement the protocol. The

validation amounts to certifying the correct use of these procedures in

each tool. Fourth, a protocol *specification" language may be used

which contains high level constructs for defining synchronization

relationships. This language way be procedural (using. for example.

monitors or a CSP-style type of primitive operation)- or non-procedural4
(using techniques like path expressions to describe legitimate

sequtnces of concurrent procedure Invocations).

Regardless of the specification technique employed, the conformance

mechanism must ultimately apply the validation suite derived from the

specification to the tool(s) being validated. Given a tool, A, whose

protocol with another tool, B, is to be validated, the conformance

mechanism would replace tool B by a previously validated equivalent of

tool B or by a stub tool designed to respond appropriately to the

circumstances creatcd by the validation suite. Tool A is then

exercised as determ ,e! by the validation suite and its behavior is

compared to that definei as correct by the validation suite.

Since there Is a clear ,istinction between protocols and interfaces.

the validation of protoco2* can be done in the development environment

Itself. That Is, the protocols do not depend on their Implementation
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being achieved by the use of Standard KAPSE functions. If. in fact.

the protocols are implemented using non-standard facilities that fact

viii be revealed when the interface validation is att9Upted. . ReV-ll

that the interface validation requires that the tool -being validated

must be moved outside of the development environment. This separation

of validation betveen Interface validation and protocol validation is

one of the Important benefits which is derived from the use of the

reference model presented earlier.

I
Specilflation of KAPSE FacilitiesI

It was noted above that the validation process is based on a precise

and complete specification of the object being validated. In this

section possible methods for specifying KAPSE facilites will be

considered. One promising specification method, using an abstract

machine, will be Illustrated by esample.

I The Specification for each lAPSE facility must include the following

i details:

(1) syntas

I (2) semantlos

(3) limits

(4) hidden protocols

Accurate specifications of this information is accessar/ in order to
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design a robust validation suite for the facility. The meaning and

role of each of these Items in the validation process is explained

below.

The syntax information is easy to specify since each KAPSE facility

is defined as an ADA package. The package specification Itself.

containing operation names, type names. etc.. serves to define the

syntax of the KAPSE facility.

The semantic information is both the most difficult and the most

Important part of the specification because It defines the Intended

"mesningO or "functiona of the KAPSE facility. The semantic

Information can be providedin four different ways. . First, a natural
4

language specification of the semantics merely describes In English

prose the Intended operation of the facility. While natural language

specifications are common (see for example the ALS KAPSE package shown

in the example in the next section), it Is not possible to verify If !

the natural language specification Is complete. consistent or

unambiguous. Second, there are several formal methods for specifying I
semantic properties including axiomatic specifications, denotation

semantics, or validation assertions. These methods employ a i

mathematical formalism to define the semantic Information, which are

precise and subject to mathematical analysis but they are also

expensive to ccntruct and difficult for typical programmers and system

designers to underztand. However. since the lAPSE facilities will be

defined only once LJ implemented numerous times the precision of a

formal specifica ; ;: may be worth its cost. The value of a formal

specification car a":o be enhanced by Including an Informal. natural
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language commentary which Increases the understandability of the formal

specifications. it should be remembered, however, that the

specification Is ultimately the formal descriptiQa, and not the

aditional commentary since the validation suite would. be constructed

ln- agreement with the formal specifications. A third method for

specifying the KAPSE semantics Is through an abstract machine. This

abstract machine contains as primitive objects the elements appearing

In the lAPSE environment (e.g.. streams, flags, histories, processes,

etc.). The specification of a [APSE facility Is given by writing a

uprogramw for this abstract machine which, If executed, would perform

the function Intended for the KAPSE facility. That is. the semantics

of the program are the semantics of the KAPSE facili'ty. An example of

this approach is given In the next section. By comparison with the

other methods, the abstract machine approach Is more formal and concise

than the natural language specification, easier to comprehend than the

formal methods, but is less precise than the formal methods because the

semantics of the language used to write the "program" must now be

defined. This later problem can be minimized by using ADA itself as

the language in which to write the program for the abstract machine.

The fourth, and final, method of semantic specification is by example.

In this method the validation suite Is constructed first and, by

definition, anything which acts In accqrdance with that validation

suite implements the intended semantics. In this method the semantic

information Is described implicitly.

The importance of the KAPSE semantics to th: validation effort

j implies that several of the four specificasin wet- Ds described above

may be used in conjunction to specify the KAPSE sz-antics. By uaing
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several specification methods concurrently It is possible to satisfy

the conflicting demands of precision and understandability of the

specification. For example. a complete specificatio,. might contain

eiCher an abstract machine program or a formal mathematical description

sup plemented by a natural language commentary and Illustrated by a

validation suite. Disagreements among these three descriptions can be

avoided by arranging each part of the commentary aa an expansion of a

single, specific part of the formal description rather than creating

the natural language description seperate from and differently

organized than the formal specification. Similarly, each case in the

validation suite should be tied to a Specific part of the formal

specification and commentary. In this way, the -different levels of
6

description are reinforcing and provide both high precision and ease of

understanding.

The third part of the KAPSE specification must include details of

any limits which are applicable to the facility being specified. Such

limit information describes the sizes of objects (e.g. identifier

strings, maximum file size, maximum number of entries, maximum number

of processes. etc) and the number of times that operations may be

repeated. The importance of this limit information to the validation

process is illustrated by the following example. Suppose that an APSE

tool Is designed to create 10 subprocesses and to produce a file that

Is 10 megabytes in length. Without careful attention being paid to the

lim'It specifi-s:ions it is easily possible to implement this tool on a

KAPSE su~por:.d by a large machine which uses only the functions

provided by the KAPSE on that machine. However, when that tools Is

transported to a KAPSE supported by a much smaller- machine, the tool,
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may be unable to operate because of the more limited enviornment of the

second system. It is important to see in this example that the

impedient to portability is not the function of the IfrPSE facilities.

but:the limits which circumscribe the extent or repetition of that

facillty. Since the EAPSE may be implemented on machinea with widely

varying machine resources. it would not be unusual to consider

( valldating a tool relative to a defined set of limits. While this does

not make a tool any more or less portable, it does bring into clear

view the degree of portability of that tool. Such conscious statement

of the limit specifications may also serve to control the tool design

If a highly portable tool is the design goal.

The fourth, and last, part the RAPSE s#ecifiCation is a description

of the bidden protocolso. In a previous section the Issue of

validating the protocols between APSE tools was discussed. On the

jsurface there does not appear to be a similar validation requirement

for lAPSE facilities because each lAPSE facility appears an an

independent function. However, beneath the level of the lAPSE

interface many of the KAPSE facilities are, In fact', related through

data objects in the implementation of the facilities. These underlying

connections, or protocols. are "hidden* from the view of the validator

because they are implementation dependent ard cannot be directly

observed - they can only be validated indlrectly by observing the jo:,.t

behavior of those KAPSE facilities interrelated by a given "hidcr:

fproiocol".

For example, the procedure ANNOTATE in tt- L.S lAPSE contains the

I following specification:
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"This procedure adds annotation to the derivation record.
The text parameter contains the text to be added ...
When a file is closed and receives derivation information,
the annotation is placed in the tile's denty text
attribute.

in -his case the annotation which 1 supplied as a parameter to the

ANNOTATE procedure is retained in some implementation object until the

file being annotated Is closed. At that time the text is retrieved

from the implementation object and copied to the file'a 'deyrivtext

attrlbtute*. Notice that the existance of this implementation object

Is only implied by the specification. This implementation object

embodies a "hidden protocol' since it allows a lateral flow of

information between objects at the same level -- li this Case between
4

[APSE facilities.

Since the validation process must assess the behavior of facilities

related by such "hidden protocols', it is important that the [APSE

specifications make visible the relationships between [APSE facilities.

This visibility can be achieved by a simple mechanism. If there are N

KAPSE facilities, an [NxN) table can be constructed 'where each entry In

the table describes the protocol connecting a pair of [APSE facilities.

For example, using the ALS procedure described above, the corresponding

entry in the hidden protocol table, named HPT, might be:

..FT,;NNOTATECLOSE]

"annotation information supplied to the ANNOTATE
procedure is added by CLOSE to the derlytext
attribute.'

The v:lcaation suite would tben contain a set of test eases which

evaluates the correctness of the Interactions identified by the [APSE
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hidden protocol table.

I

I Example of KAPSE Speclflcatlon

The following example Is taken from the preliminary design

specification of the ALS RAPSE. The comments which follow are intended

to Illustrate a method of specification, using a program for an

abstract machine, which can be more precise and more comprehensible

than a natural language specification. This examplp, is not meant to
6

be critical of the design or specification developed by SOFTECH but

reveals, we believe, common and fundamental problems in KAPSE

specifications which all Implementors face. The brief example concerns3 two procedures defined in the FILE DERIV package: the procedure

ANNOTATE and the procdure CITE INPUT. The natural language

3 specifications for these two procedures are as follow:

ANNOTATE:

I procedure annotate

annot text : in stringutil.varstring rec;
result : out lo defs.lo result enu:

result string : in out striag util.v&r string rec

o This procedure adds annotation to the derivation record. The text
jarameter contains the text to be added. A null value for the
'.&.. parameter is a special case, causing all current annotation
to :e cleared. When a file Is closed and receives derivation
.r.-: rnation, the annotation is placed in the file's deriv text
Ltiribute. The result parameter indicates the success or failure

* of the request.
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CITE INPUT:

procedure CITE INPUT

stream In lodefs.stream Id_prv;-
cite_flag in boolean;
result out 1odefs.io results enu;
result string in out string util.var string rec

This procedure sets or clears a flag indicating if an input file
is to be cited in derivation histories. The stream parameter
Indicates the stream assocated with the input file. The stream
must be associated with an environment database file opened for in
or inout access. The cite flag parameter Indicates if the flag is
to be set or cleared. If It Is true. the input file will be cited
In subsequent derivations, If It is false the input file will not
be cited. The result parameter indicates the success or failure
of the request. The flag for any given input file may be set and
reset as often as necessary. the value of the flag at the time a
derivation is being written determines if the file is cited in
that particular-derivation or not. (Derivatians are written only
when output files are closed.) To * cited in a derivation means
that the file will be referenced in the output file's derived from
association, Input files that are not cited are referenced by the
output file's other Inputs assocation. In other words. if an input
file is *cited" 1il a derivation the derivation information is
"hard", I.&., the derivation count attribute of the input file Is
incremented when the derivation is written to the output file.
Input files that are not "cited" in the derivation are still
mentioned in a "soft" manner, i.e.. the derivation count of the
input file Is not Incremented.

Notice that In the above specifications, certain basic objects are

referred to: derivation records which may be added to or cleared.

Input/output streams which are of different types and have derivation

and record flags which may each be set or cleared, and string used for

returning result information. Since *reese objects are fundamental

entities In the universe being defined cy te KAPSE. these objects are

ezplicitly define! in the program of the ?:. ract machine. Thus, the

following abstrac. program contains the d.cc:ration of three objects:

derivation-record, string, and lo-stream. The bodies of the two

procedures ANNOTE77 and CITE INPUT are also given. Additional comments
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J on this abstract program specificatlon are liven after the abatract

program.

I7
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Abstract Machine Specifications for the ALS package FILE DERIV:

OBJECT derivation record HAS
clear, add : OPERATIONS;
capacity : ATTRIBUTE;

end derivation record;

OBJECT string HAS
ws*.Ol P : OPERATIONS;

length : ATTRIBUTE;
end string;

OBJECT code is ENNUHERATED TYPE;

procedure annotate(
annot teat: In string; . d
result : out code;
result-string: In out string );

begin
If annot teat a null

then clear (derivation record);
elself derivation reoordospecity < annot text'length

then begin-
result :a *feilure code';

result- string :a "Insufficient apsce
end

else begin
add(annot text.derivatlon record);
result :z'normal code';
result string :z "success::

end;
eudif;

end;

OBJECT 1o stream H;.5
occes",type, file type : ATTRIBUTES;
OBJECT derlvaticnflag'HAS

set. clear : OPERATIONS;
end derivation flog;
OBJECT record ag HAS

set, clear : OPERATIONS;
end record flaf:

end 10 stream;
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procedure CITE INPUT(
.troem : In to stream;
c1iteflag : In boolean;
result : out code;
result string: In out string);

" begin
It strean'fle type be ienvironment databases

then begin

result :a "failure codes;

result string :s. "not environment database file';I end;
elseIf streasuaccesstype Is in or

stream'sacesstype Is inout

then begin
result :s "failure codes;
result string :s *incorrect access types;

end;
else begin

result :s normal;
result string :s 'success;

it cltflog
then set(stream.derivatlon flag);
else clear(stream.derivatlion flag):I. end;

endf: e

end CITE INPUT:

Several points are of Interest to note in the above example. First,

In the specification of the ANNOTATE procedure, the fact that

Insufficient space Is one of the possible outcomes of a call on this

procedure can only be determined in the original specification by

examining the possible values of the ennumerstion type which defines

j the result parameter. However. in the abstract machine approach. this

fact is clearly visible. Second. by comparing the natural language

specification of the CITE-INPUT procedure with the sbstrs t machine

specification It appears that much of the specification g±.en In the

former case Is misplaced because It has little to do with the operation

of the CITE INPUT procedure but it has more to do with .:.e close

i operation and its effects. Third. the natural language 3PecifICstion
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only implies the nature of the basic objects in the environment whereas

the declaration in the abstract machine approach identify the

attributes and operations for each such object. .For example, to

4.termint the total characteristics of an Io stream, it is necessary to

fead several - -parts of the specification of CITEINPUT and other

procedures while there is sin1gl-e place in the abstract program which

provides thi l-formation. - -

The abstrect, machi4Ne approach Is certainly far from complete and

there are many unanswered questions regarding its use. %oever. it Is

put forvard In this report to indicate a possibly fruitful avenue of

research which would permit the KAPSE facilities to be specified in a

precise and comprehensible manner.

Validations of Run-Time Environments

The purpose of APSE's (and their subsets) Is to provide a standardized

(programmer portable) environment In which Ada programs can be

developed, compiled, debugged and tested. In the latter situations It

will be necessary to construct model run-time environments In which to

perform these tasks since it is uttikely that the actual environments

will be secure enough to permit on-line testing.

.Stoneman' suggests (section 2.B.* U hat uthe [APSE is a virtual

support *nvlr:nment for Ads programs'. LIt it our contention that this

should be sore correctly stated as "the KAPSE is a virtual support

environment fcr the development of Ads programs'. In the model, and as
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shown in Figure AA. the KAPSE is replaced by a run-time environment

which contains the support facilities defined by the Ads LRH and the

necessary pragmas. It is likely that there will be 'me overlap In the

tacilities provided In the run-time environments and-the lAPSE, but it

should not be overlokedthat these envi ddatts have disjoint members.

Thus there are two further validation activities which must be

I considered:

(1) The validation of run-time environments as a separate activityI from general compiler validation, end

(2) the validation that the model or test environments not only
conform to the general validation requirements (1) above, but
that they also correctly 'mirror w the run-time environments
tMghi -hy ire [ntended -to model. .................

This latter requirement Is necessary since It can easily be anticipated

that actual environments will contain facilities which, while they

themselves are conforming programs, are peculiar to and modify the

general run-time environments required by the Ads LRN. On the other

hand. this requirement for validation is not one which should be

Imposed on a general validation organization, but instead should be

part of the reluirements contained In contractual agreements with

[ .software vendors.

At run-time, the reference model contains not the support environment

elements but Instead the actual Ads program at the application level.

the necessary argument-parameter transfer facilities _n the

presentation layer, and the run-time support facilities In the !ession

layer as shown In Figure 4.

I
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Peer-to-Peer Protocols

Application ------ >1 :< ------- > <--:Ads Program

Presen---------------->1----*--------------*-
Presentation > <---Data transfer

-------------------------------------- ------
Session . -------- >: <---Run-Time Facilitiet

Transport -------- >+ - . -

Network ---------- ------- >:
1)(--Hardware Level

Data Link -------- > < - ->:

Physical ---------->: ---- >
S*--------------------*-------- ------ *--- ----------

Physical Media
----------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 4., Run-Time Support Model

Validation of KAPSEs and Their Facilities f
The validation of a programming support environment can primarily be

considered in two stages: the validation of the lAPSE and its

facilities and subsequently the validation of the tools which are

contained in either a MAPSE or a Ofull* APSE. On the basis of the

Reference model, the validation can he considered as the validation of

each layer. Within a layer it is necessary to show that the processes

contained therein fulfill the service rfquirements of the higher layer

.or In the case of t-e application layer (7). that the application

requirements are met. -tween layers it will be necessary to show that

the in.erfaca require-erl: are met and from any layer communication

wl*-h a peer layer is ir. ccnformance with the protocol-requirements of

tne system. This letter situation will occur when (for example) a
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I debuggIg tool elits at the application level and Is monitoring or

debugging an application elsewhere. This situation Is shown In Figure

Peer-to-Peer Protocols
--------------

iebugging Tool ---- >-- . I.-.-Ad Program

beta transfer ----- >: I< ------- ( <---Date transfer

KAPSE ------------ > --- Run-Time Facilities

1 C------ --I
I1(I Ic . . . I)

Hardware Level--->( I 1)(--Hrdware Level
I< -.---- > I)

Physical Nedis

t ------------------ *--------- ---------
Figure 5. The Debugging Model

S. In this model it Is assumed that the two systems are separate and

that communication takes plat through the physical media; in a cross-

compilation and debugging environment this model vould require

extensive facilities to make sense" of the debugging Information which

is e1changed between the two environments. Similar models, but all

exhibiting the same layered characteristics can be constructed for

cross-compilation, data-base access and iultipro :esor system$ Thus

It Is clearly apparent that a generalized validation schema uan be

developed by the use of this reference model.

I
KAPSE AS ADA PACKAGES

I



The STONEHAN requirements [ J specify that:

"5.E.1 The KAPSE shall Implement interface definitions which shall
be available to APSE tools. Such interface difinitions shall be
given in the form of package specifications in-the Ada Language.

- 5.E.2 Interface definitions provided by the KAPSE shall encompass

(I) the primitive operations that the KAPSE makes available to
APSE tools; these include any operations that may be necessary to
supplement the facilities of package INPUT OUPUT ... in order to-

allow an APSE tool access to all the functional capabilities of
the database,

(11) the abstract data types (type declarations plus operations)
that are required to interface the various stages of compilation;
these Include the data types that are produced by a compilation
stage for later use by analysis, testing, or debugging tools.*

This implies that the process of generating a support environment
C

(whether at the level of a MAPSE or an APSE, but definitely above the

level of a KAPSE) is to possess a "standard" library of KAPSE

facilities which exist as a collection of package specifications and

bodies which are used during the compilation of the tools. These tools

are then added to the library and new tools added subsequently building

on this foundation until the "whole" is tied together through some

command language or access system.

This will require that the KAPSE facilities exist in a form which is

accessible to the compilation system (which of course resides at the

level of tools' as a library. However, since the facilities have to

interact with t-.i hardware system and may be distinctly implementation

dependent, it - possible that the facility bodies will not be

Implementable in /;a ltselft Thus it will not be pbssible to simply

validate the facii'-ies as Ada programs primarily; they will only be

subject to functional validation. To accomplish both the accessibility
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of the facilities to the compilers, the tools and the validating

processors. it will be necessary to establish 
m
Internal standards* for

the representation of the bodies and their interfacps with their own

qpeclfications. Interfaces between the specifications and the tools

which use the KAPSE facilities must conform with the other standards

for the Ada language level of interaction. That is, whatever the

complier generates (or Is required to generate, depending on which Is

implemented first) to facilitate the Interaction between USE statements

and library packages will also be applied to the non-Ada generated

facilities bodies. Such standards could well be defined for each

Implementation but It would be advantageous to specify such Interfaces

at some common language level such as through the *ntermediste language
C

Diana, or at the very least through a PDL. and will be Implemented as

the specification part of the KAPSE packages.

One of the drawbacks to the current definition of the Ada language is

the inability to place assertive statements which depend on values

associated with parameters in package specifications. There Is a

modicum of this ability In the inclusion of constraints In type

declarations and an inkling of this ability appears in discrlmlnants in

record specifications. An extension of this ability to include

assertive statements connecting the input and -output parameters of

procedures and functions would provide En en-line validation rarltcty

I which would greatly enhance the verification of conformance :.A ?SE

specifications.

I t"

THE USE OF LIBRARIES AND THE USE FEATURE
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The concept of implementing a KAPSE as a library-of packages gives

rise to a facilities validation procedure which is the Initial test

.uite in a process which ultimately encompasses the Minimal APSE set

(MAPSE). That is, the specifications of the facilities (which actually

prescribe the interfaces with the tools) should be defined In a

standard KAPSE document In the programming language Ada. and the

functionality of the facilities can be specified In a PDL. However It

will not be possible to require that the specifications be validated In

a character by character comparison system since:

(1) there should be no requirement that tWe authors of a KAPSE
maintain the exact same naming conventions for declarations
except to maintain a homomorphic relationship between
entities, and

(2) the authors may need to add private parts to the specification
In order to accomodate other unique procedures (functions and
packages) which are not a part of the required facilities set.

On the other hand validation of the interfaces between a tool and the

facility should be capable of being conducted as an Integral part of

the validation of the facility Itself. particularly if the facility is

designed (specified) to be responsive to changes in Individual

parameters and these responses can be readily ascertained. Thus a

facility should be specified In conjunction with a test tool which

would exercise Its capabilities. Such a validation tool should be a

p rt of the KAPSE description, and be a valid Ada program which can be

simply comp ild and executed as a stand-alone test:of the facility.

Overall testir.g and validation which would validate the Interactions

between facilities and the lnterdependence of facilities wotld be
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I separate&.

Communicatability Versus Portability

The validation of tools requires that tools be regarded as separate,

Individually defined entities, each with Its own specifications

document. For ezample, the compiler is a tool which has Its own

Language Reference Manual and Its own validation suite. By comparison

therefore it will be necessary to write specifications for the editor.

debugger. etc. and each specification will have to Include the

necessary conformance statements by which a validation suite can be

constructed and be Judged relative to those conformance statements.

It would appear, from the Stoneman requirements, that It is necessary

that tools be written In the Ads language (see sections 2.3.10 re

portability. 2.B.11 which can be interpreted as saying that It refers

to tools Including those written In Ads. and 4.E.3 which asks that

tools be *written In Ada) but It Is not a requirement of current

contracts that the fundamental tool, the compiler, is written in Adm.

The only requirement should be that the tools have Interfaces (with the

IAPSE) which are "standardized'. Thus tools act and perfor. '- he

same manner as Ads programs but are not reqL-ired to be Ads corf -nlnc

1 If facilities are defined as Independent omplete entities, the :.c

Intricate Interdependence of facilities car be minimized. If aon-? t
other hand the implementer desires to le,tricate" common feature! of
facilities, this Interaction would not be 3pparent to a tool and tnus
not subject to validation.
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programs In their source form.

By the model which has been proposed here, tools may communicate with

other tools only through the KAPS9; this can be accomplished best

through the provision of a pass-throughO facility in the KAPSE.

lowever, indirect communication is possible through the data-base

facility (see wStoneman" section 2.1.A). This ability to communicate

also provides an alternative to portability in an open systems

environment. That is. while the "Stoneman" requirements specify the

portability of tools (2.3.11). this can only be achieved at the source

code level between differing architectures; however. the ability to

communicate with tools which exist at other nodes of a network will

effectively resolve this problem for non-Ads tOo-la. This concept of

tools which are Implementation restricted through their non-use of Ada I
can be characterized by distinguishing between Stoneman-conforming

tools which are Ads written and transportable, and APSE-conforming

tools which are non-portable but accessible through a communications

system. That Is. portability can be replaced by communicatability.

KAPSE Implementation Strategies -- Effect on Validation

.t1ithough programs In the Ada language msy be portable, tools that are

w .:n usin operating system facilities not directly Included in the

1prgv :e would be portable only if those facilitims are Identically

-c-.ented on each machine. Zn an APSE, KAPSE facility specifications

provide the Interface between the underlying operating system and the
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support environment tools. So as to gain the highest degree of

portability of APSE tools, of Ads programs, and of APSE databases, the

Department of-Defense has promulgated as a distinct goal the evolution

oC a single [APSE Interface-E I Despite the goal, two distinct [APSE

interfaces exist as part of APSE development efforts. The [APSE of the

Army supported Ada Language System (ALS) and of the Air Force supported

Ads Integrated Environment (AXE) both have elements in common, but are

not compatible for the purposes of transportability.

In [ I Lyons details seven likely evolutionary paths given that

different [APSE Interfaces currently exist and that some degree of

transportability will continue to be needed as evidenced by the

memorandum of agreement. Two of the most likely alternatives, the

standardization of more than one existing [APSE and the design andI!
standardizatlon of an entirely new lAPSE interface, are interesting

when examined from the point of view of validation for

transportability. Both alternatives have drawbacks and advantages over

the other, but from the pragmatic level, satisfying the memorandum of

agreement will require the design and standardization of a machine

Independent set of [APSE facilities. These two alternatives are now

discussed from the perspective of validating for transportability.

Although the desired goal is one [APSE interface, a third alternative.

a mixed approach, is also dtscussec as a practical implementation

strategy that allows for transportatilty.

U-Standard [APSES's

'(ref 1OA and Stoneman)*.

O(ref tim's optiona)a
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Momentum is already vel established along the path toward N-standard

[APSE Interfaces. The evolution of a small number, preS:Iably one for

each Armed Service. of accepted [APSE's characterizes ti.js path. Each

of 1he [APSE's is likely to undergo a defacto standaro-iz;3on process

as multiple Implementations are developed. To assure portability of

tools within one of the standard [APSE's, that is across

Implementations of the same LAPSE. the development of a validation

suite for [APSE services would be required. In light of the two

currently existing and distinct [APSE's. the next step In this path

will be the proliferation of these systems by multiple [APSE

implementations. This is certainly anticipated of both the ALS and ALIE

through rehasting of their KAPSE facilities.

Supposing that a standard for each of the [APSE's did evolve.

validating the transportability of tools across implementations could

proceed in one of two ways. The first approach parallels the big-bang

approach to testing by submitting the entire set of rehosted [APSE i

facilities to an extensive validation suite. Doing so would ascertain

that any tool developed on the rehosted [APSE could be transported to I

another APSE. and that any tool developed on another validated

Implementation of the KAPSE could be transported to the rehosted APSE.

This gives the appearance that one validation effort for all the

facilities provided by the KAPSE would apsure the transporability of I
toois. but in reality such would not be the case. In almost every

instance of a tool to be ported, there is another form of interface I
that must be validated In the new environment. Ve" faw tools do not

themselves communicate to other tools either directly through [APSE

facilities or through commonly accessible data bases. For example. j
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consider a text editor that is to be transported from one APSE to

another. As mentioned above. Intertool dependencies. or protocols,

must be validated whenever tools that depend upon or use other tools

ara ported In Isolation. That Is. aside from a direct interface with

KPSE services through procedure calls, the editor has indirect

interfaces, or protocols, with other tools acessing a text file

created by the editor. It may be the case that the APSE's compiler

expects that Ads source files to be in a special format somewhat

different then other text files. Although the big-bang approach allows

the functionality of all KAPSE services to be tested at ones, there

exists a need to validate the Interaction that ported tools have with

other tools.

The second approach is essentially divide-and-conquer. Each time that
* tool is to be ported to a system, the specific facilities used by the

tool and the intertool dependencies are validated. In most cases It

would not be necessary to validate the entire UAPSE to port a single

tool. but Instead. validation of only those facilities used by the tool

j would be required. Although a particular implementation's KAPSE

facilities may be validated several times, the advantage of divide-and-

a conquer is that :est cases originally used to validate the

functionality of the tool augment the validation of the specific lAPSE

facilities.

In general. portablity of tools across diffe-ent implementations of

one 0f the *-standard ,PSES poses no additionrl F-obleas to validation

than portability of toz.ls given that there e~i -s Just one standard

lAPSE. Although velidating the functionality of the EAPSE facilities

Is relatively atraightfcrward through validation suites, there is
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certainly the additional overhead of standardizing N different XAPSE's

and developing and maintaining N validation suites. The most damaging

drawback, however, is that nothing can be done to provide for the

portability of tools from one of the standard KAPSE'a to another.

Aeturbing to the concept of one standard [APSE for each Armed Service

and realizing that several contractors may work for more than one Armed

Service, they would be required to maintain and use different, possibly

radically different, Ads environments. Additionally, many programs are

identified with more than one Armed Service and the software produced

on these programs must Integrate into each Involved Armed Service. To

elucidate the options available for validating transportability across

standard [APSE13, suppose that a tool or group of tools are to be

transported from one APSE, with [APSE-A, to anothier with a different

[APSE, say [APSE-B. Since it is very likely that the underlying [APSE

facilities being used are radically different, one must either simulate

the original [APSE or alter the tool to achieve mobility.

Simulation of [APSE-A facilities using those provided by KAPSE-B would

provide a relatively simple porting mechanism that would not require

tool modification. The subset of [APSE-A facilities that are used by

the tool could be implemented using either the facilities of [APSE-B or

the host level operating system. Once the [APSE-A facilities had been

siulated they could be validated using-the relevant portion of the

suite for [APSE-A. This Is, however, a rather naive view of the

r; c.;irements for moving toola from one standard [APSE to another. In

tJC 7Cst common situation, major sections of the target [APSE (KAPSE-A

In in the above example) would have to be simulated for even the

simplest of tools. For example, suppose that the tool to be moved J
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performed file manipulation. Because of the strong dependence of one

file control primitive upon others, all file control services would

have to be simulated. This strong dependence filters up to the tool

level as well, and It is likely that just a single isolated tool could

not be ported from one APSE to another unless that tool did not

interact with any other tool on the system. A more obvious drawback of

this approach Is that it Is generally quite inefficient to simulate one

operating system's primitives in terms of those of another. It appears

that the technique of simulation of one set of KAPSE facilities in

terms of another set Is reasonable only for transporting very simple

tools without strict performance constraints, and the technique can

take little advantage of validation efforts already expended on the
C

involved kernels.

The other approach that can be used to move tools from one standArd

LAPSE to another is to alter the tool itself to accommodate the new set

of LAPSE facilities. Unfortunately. the only way that validation can

aid in the process is when a set of test cases has been established to

validate the functionality of the tool. Such a set of test cases can

be used. with minor modifications, to test the new version of the tool.

A distinct disadvantage to changing the tool to transport It is that

the effort required to effect the move is highly variable and dependent

upon the origi al design and lmplemenrsaion of the tool. Tools whose

L APSE service cals are few in nunter and isolated to a specific

setion of code have an obvious advan ,-. Even though well written

tools, lndepencent of all else. are eazier to transport, leaving such a

large portion -f the burdon for transprs.ability in the hands of the

tool Implement- is not advisable.

30-4 7
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If the current momentum is not altered, more than one defacto standard

lAPSE's may evolve. In this event, the relationship between the Ads

language and Ita supporting set of operating system fAcilities would be

little changed from the current relationship bqtween high level

renguages and already existing operating systems. A major software

engineering advancement of the Ada Program will be significantly

diluted, and only pure Ads language programs will be transportable.

Glaseman and Wrege have addressed this problem in a KITIA position

paper [ in which they identify the problems arising from the current

Department of Defense efforts and recommend a logistically sound path

leading toward a resolution. Although they do not analyze how multiple

-standard lAPSE's affect the cost of transportability, their paper

certainly supports our thesis that validating the KAPSE services to

assure transportability can be practically applied only to moving tools

between different implementations of the same lAPSE.

A Single Standard lAPSE

KAPSE validation for transportability between different

implementations of the same [APSE is no different for the scenario of

N-standard KAPSES than it is for a single lAPSE. Approaches to this

validation are now discussed in the context of a single standardized

set of lAPSE facilities. Several alternative paths may eventually leae

to one single lAPSE interface. One of the two existing lAPSE's coL-

be selected to be the standard, or parts from each could be selecte ;.

From the point of view of pure transportability, the desired rou-e

would be to design an entirely new set of KAPSE facilities based on t:.

Stoneman requirements, experience from the ALS and AIE implementation-.
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and forseeable tool requirements. Such a design could be performed

With ease of validation, machine independence, and rehostabillty on

various architectures as primary design criteria.

As mentioned above. tvo different strategies could bp used to validate

tat tools written using KAPSE facilities could be transported. Using

the big-bang approach. a suite to test the functionality of all

routines making up the KAPSE Interface are developed and used to test

new Implementations for compliance to the standard. This form of teat

is presumably large and quite time consuming to use. The advantage.

however, is that early In the re-implementation of a KAPSE several of

the subtle errors are encountered and corrected alleviating possible

data or program errors that might otherwise be promulgated through the

environment's tools. The test suite itself could take the form of an

Ada tool using KAPSE services. Thus. lAPSE facilities defined through

Ads package specifications along with their machine dependent

Iimplementation In the form of package bodies could be tested by

executing the validation tools. The other approach, divide-and-

conquer, validates the all that Is necessary when transporting. Each

time that a tool or group of related tools are to be transported four

different levels of validation must take place. The functionality of

the rehosted KAPSE facilities must be validated, each tool must be

jchecked tc assure that it uses only standard lAPSE facilities, and

shared prvtocols with different tools must be validated.

01) Validating the necessary KAr" facilities. All lAPSE facilities

used by the tool to be transporteJ m.z be considered". Assuming that a

validation suite exists to test te functionality and Interaotiona

among KAFSE facilities, that suite must be employed to validate the
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facilities used by a tool in the new environment. Certainly it is not

necessary to revalidate facilities that have already been shown to

conform. But, it is necessary to establish that the facilities used by

tbe tool in its home environment have the same meaning as those In the

1ew environment. To do so It may also be necessary to establish the

conformance of the facilities In the home environment of the tool.

Additionally, If a tool uses only a small number of a set of highly

related facilities then It may be necessary to validate the entire set

as they exist in the new environment. An example of this Is the set of

[APSE facilities that manipulate the intermediate form of an Ada

compilation unit. Included in the set are routines to build the

Intermediate form as well as those needed to access an already existing

Intermediate structure. If a tool to be transported uses only those

facilities for building the form It may be necessary to validate the

conformance of the entire set of facilities.

(2) Tool use of [APSE facilities. It may also be necessary to assure

that a tool uses only standard KAPSE facilities. Non-standard

facilities may be hidden within the tool in various forms. One such

form might be that a certain [APSE routine have an additional parameter

that is implementation specific. Although non-standard usage such as

additional parameters or new routine names may be easily detected with

static checks, a more difficult deviation would be the use of a ncn-

standard parameter value to a standard parameter. The uz :f

enumerated types for values of parameters to standard [APSE faci! ..ez

would ease this problem, but since some procedures have parsn 'ter

values for which type enumeration would not be possible the pr, e:

would still exist.
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(3) Tool to tool interactions (protocols). APSE tools that do not

communicate with other tools either directly or through common data

bases are rare. We call such communication Intertoo.l protocol, and

consider it an Important part of tool transportability. If a tool that

communicates with other tool& is moved in isolation, i.e., without

moving the related tools., then the tool validation must include tests

examining the tools communication In Its new environment. Tools such

a s compilers, linkers, and debuggers are so highly interrelated that

transportation of only a single tool of the group would not be

practical. This is one instance where the protocol between the tools

is so complex that the effort required to transport a single tool would

exceed the advantage gained. Tools such as a general text editor,a

however, have a protocol with other tools simple enough to allow for

isolated transportation of the tool.

In terms of the Open System's model of an APSE presented above, the

validation of the gAPSE facilities and the tools use of those

facilities is nothing more than validation that all levels below the

application are th, same, at least as seen by the tool, in the old and

new environments. Validation of protocol as described above checks at

mthe sae level as the tool to assure that interactions at that level

are the same in the new environment as In the old. From the standpoint

Of the cost required tO validate for transportability the alternative

lAPSE evo:L:tion leading to one standard gAPSE is most desirable

Independent of the means used to ar Ive at a single KAPSE. If the

criteria i:ludes, however, hosta!)l: y on various architectures the

most appro;--ate path to a standenu ..APSE is a new design based on

already existing systems and the needs of validation for
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transportability.

A Mixed Implementation Strategy

The final Implementation strategy discussed deviates slightly from

-tbose above by allowing the KAPSE supporting an individual APSE to

contain both standard and nonstandard features. Although the mixed

approach is not optimal from the standpoint of transportability, it

does provide an alternative in vhich transportability can be achieved.

and it permits flexibility within each Installation. The approach

centers around a minimal set of functionally complete [APSE services

which are machine Independent. As a standardized set of facilities

they would be Implemented and validated on each Installation of an

APSE, and tools would be written based upon these facilities. The term

minimal is used tc describe the KAPSE indicating that a truely machine

Independent set of facilities may not be efficiently implementable on

all systems upon which the KAPSE Is to be hosted. Consequently. the

mixed approach would attempt to define the smallest group of services

necessary to implement APSE tools. Although the standard set might not

allow tools to be developed requiring specialized facilities, through

controlled mutation, installations could enhance or extend the services

for the purposes of efficiency or added capability. Such enhancements

or extensions would have to be controlled not by the criteria of

'functionality, but rather by the criteria of how thev are Implemented.

The concern in using nonstandard facilities In the implementation of

tools Is that transportability i affected. But, by controlling the

enhancements so that their use may be detected as.tamatlcally by an

analysis of the tool. the cost of transportability of a tool could at J
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least be determined. If not minimized. An Installation's enhancements

to the sat of lAPSE facilities. in the form of new routines, would be

-elatively easy to discover. By automatically generating a list of all

services used by a tool. either directly or ixdirectly. and by

iomparing the list with the standard KAPSE specifications, the set of

nonstandard facilities could be isolated to specific sections of

program text. On the other hand, however, the use of nonstandard

facilities can be more difficult to detect. An example might be a tool

that provides a runtime generated nonstandard parameter to an

acceptable KAPSE service. Simple analysis of the procedure names

invokable by a tool would not reveal this type of extension. and

detection would instead require a runtime monitor of KAPSE services. A

further question is how the implementation of the extensions relate to

the implementation of the standard KAPSE facilities. Certainly the

meaning of a standard facility could not be changed by an extension,

although an extension could require that a standard service perform

actions in addition to those standardized. For example, If a service

called CREATE PROCESS were part of the standardized set then it may be

that an extension would require CREATE PROCESS to store information

about the process that augments what is required by the standard. The

additional information may later be used by a nonstandard feature.

jThe mixed approach would only be applicable in the case that a

stantardized set of efficiently implementable services cannot be

d'es;.gned as the KAPSE. Such -. approach admits that transportability

can be achieved only by sacrlfing either or bofh flexibility and

effic. ecy. The advantage tv this approach is that each tool may be

desifned and implemented according to its intended use. That is, if
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the tool is to be usable on several different APSE's then it would be

Implemented in terms of the standard facilities only. If the tool were

to resident only on one APSE then it could be Implemented taking full

Sadvantage of underlying host pecularities.

Of the alternative Implementation strategies presented In this

section, the evolution of a single set of standardized KAPSE

facilities, to which strict adherence required, is the most desirable

from the criteria of cost of validation and transportability.

Currently however, not enough is known about the specific architecture

of a machine Independent set of facilities to determine whether a

Single standard lAPSE can evolve. The important question is whether a

single set of services can be defined that- are economically

implementable on various existing systems and that are computationally

efficient in terms of time and space requirements. If such a set can

indeed be defined then the most desirable alternative is a single

standard RAPSE whose facilities and whose overlying tools are validated

using either the big-bang or divide-and-conquer approach. In the event

that a reasonable KAPSE cannot be defined then careful attention and

further work should be devoted to the mixed approach. Questions that

need to be addressed should this alternative be adopted Include: What

levity can be taken in developing extensions and enhancements to the

standard lAPSE? To what extent if any can the mearings of standard

facilities be augmented? Is there a specific synte. that should be

used In enbancements? What facilities should be included In the

minimal standard KAPSE? Should they only be sufficient to implement

the HAPSE level or should they also support projec'ed APSE tools?

Without careful guidance the mixed approach could easily lead to the
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current situation In which vastly different APSE structures are

supported.

Conclusions and Recommendations

AN APSE REFERENCE MODEL

This report has ralaed the issue of the need for a nore substantial

and extensible model for the definition of APSE. that was presented in

the Stoneman requirements [ 3. The model presented by Buxton was

intended as being merely illustrative and limited in scope to that

report and not intended to be followed closely 'in constructing or

Impleamenting actual support environments. It is the recommended that

the Open Systems Interconnection Model be accepted as the underlying

model of APSEs and that implementations be required to clearly

delineate the layers and restrict modules layers in which they are

specified to reside.

Extensions to Include Networking Environments
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It is clear to us that the Ada systems are likely to exist In

environments which are more extensive than considered in previous

reports. That is. the Ada systems, due to their relfance on multi-

proiessing environments and cross-system development will be Installed

in networks which will require a more detailed consideration of Inter-

system communications than has been previously presented. Such

environments will need to be developed specifically for the Ads systems

and should be Implemented so as to permit their plarity of

interconnection with Ada Programming Support Environments and, by

implication, with Ada run-time environments. It Is recommended that

there be developed a OStrawman' to extend Ads systems into a networking

environment, based on the OSI Reference Model.

The Need for Security Considerations (

It Is clear that Ada environments will be required to contain security

elements which will provide both access security and "physlcalu

security. Considering the OSI model, a security sublayer could be !

Introduced Into the presentation layer which would isnilate the Ada

programs or the APSE tools from the lAPSE layer. O:ter elements may f
need to be added at lower layers to provide sect:rity between the

software and hardware systems. By Insisting that tht only means of i

access to a system Is through an application layer. :ull security can

be ensured. It is recommended that the security a e._s of the design

of APSEs be investizated and that the results cr this study be
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incorporated into the Stoneman requirements.

The Need for A Single KAPSE Deflltion

In vieM of the potential for violating the general Ads program

requirements for consistency and portability a. at least Implied by

Steelman and Stoneman requirements. by the continued development of

separate IAPSEa by the Dept. of the Army and the Air Force. it Is

recommended that the policy that there shall be only one lAPSE

definition and that by (Ley) 1986 all interim KAPSEs be required to

conform to this single model.

Defining a Standard KAPSE Completely

Folloving the decision required above regarding the use of a single

KAPSE model, it is recommended that ork be initiated to define such a

iAPSE in a forn whioh Mould permit conformin implementation* and

ensure the sdsquec of a validation Zrocedure.

THE NEED TO DEFT':.; CONFOIANCE AND VALIDATION VITHIN APSE

SPECIFICATIONS
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The need to devexop procedures and test suites to validate APSEs

Itself requires that some guidance be given to those responsible for

the administration of those procedures. It is recommended that

guidelines be established to ensure that the specifications for APSEs

be accompanied 2y statements which specify the requirements for

conformance and the conditions to be met to astisfy the validation

requirements.

Continued Development of Forma Definition Techniques for Ads

Work is already under way. supported by AJPO, to develop a formal

definition of the programming language Ada; it is recommended that this

work be extended to consider the use of a semantic description method

Ln connection with APSEs and specifically for the definition of

conformance and validation requirements.
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I INTRODUCTION

The Data Interfaces Working Group of KITIA (W.-king Group 2) has

been spending most of its time on several key issues relating

to KAPSE data interfaces. Working papers are included here which

present some current thinking on a number of these topics. Ann Reedy

and Judy Kerner have put together a brief overview of several of these

topics, both in the context of short-term problems to be defined, and

longer term issues to be addressed. Herman Fischer has written a

time-line analysis of the KAPSE calls to the database that would be

made during compilation of a simple program in the ALS and the AIE

environments, pointing out discrepancies with the Stoneman KAPSE

definitions. Erhard Ploedereder has contributed a suggested

refinement of the Stoneman KAPSE concept based on definitions

discussed and favorably received as possible alternatives at the

Workshop on Intermediate Languages and Interfaces in APSEs held in

Bernried, Germany, on July 5-9, 1982.

Further work is being done in each of the areas discussed, both in

the United States and abroad, and we welcome comments on any of the
relevant issues.

I
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OVERVIEW OF CURRENT WORK
OF THE DATABASE INTERFACE WORKING GROUP

Judith S. Kerner

UNITED TECHNOLOGIES NORDEN SYSTEMS

Ann E. Reedy

PLANNING RESEARCH CORPORATION

Working Group 2 of the KITIA has been concerned primarily with inter-
faces to the KAPSE database and how they affect transportability of
programs and interoperability of data. There are a number of issues
particularly affecting tool transportability which have been raised
and are being considered by the group.

These issues are being looked at in several contexts. First, it is
desirable (or perhaps necessary) in the near term to achieve trans-
portability of at least some tools between the ALS and AiE APSEs now
being developed. Second, for the long term, requirements, and even-
tually specifications, should be developed for a set of standard
KAPSE interfaces. These should evolve if possible from the common
set between the current environment designs, as experience is gained
in the use of programming support environments.

A basic problem in transporting tools between the ALS and AIE is that
the ways in which database objects may be related can vary widely.
Thus, tools that depend heavily on the database structure may not be
portable. A sophisticated configuration manager might fall into this
category. Conversely, if a tool is restricted to using only simple
database objects, portability may reasonably be achievable.

A number of questions have been identified already that will need
addressing in future systems. One which seems very complex involves
the "level" at which KAPSE calls are made. Specifically, in both the
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ALS and AIE, a simple object is a file, and the internal structure
of its data cannot be described to the KAPSE. Therefore, to the KAPSE,
the contents of a file are treated identically whether they represent
source code, abstract syntax tree nodes, program data, or anything
else. Thus, in the current designs, to achieve any tool portability
one must also port the package -- outside the KAPSE -- which translates
the tool's structured view of the data to KAPSE calls and vice versa.
Moreover, dependencies between compilation units are not all controlled
within the KAPSE. This must be looked at for the future; perhaps more
powerful functionality is needed in a database manager.

This situation, that the tool's view of the data is determined outside
the KAPSE, raises another issue, that of data integrity. If a tool
can read data via a package outside the KAPSE, and then write it out
directly via the primitive KAPSE calls, the internal structure of the
data objects cannot be guaranteed. (In the AIE, access controls may
avoid this problem.) Similarly, many relationships between file
objects are controlled by packages outside the KAPSE. In a future
KAPSE, serious attention must be given to whether these data structur-
ing packages must reside within the KAPSE, thus providing abstract
data type KAPSE interfaces at the file level more completely than in
the current designs, and also at the level where the data within a
file is structured.

Thus, another concept to be considered for future KAPSE development is
the flexibility of the database structure. Both the ALS and the AIE
have a certain structure implicit in their databases. These structures
reflect a particular view of the management of program development
that may not be suitable for all applications or all organizations.
This area requires a great deal of further study since automated config-
uration management support is still relatively new.

Inter-tool data interfaces is another area for consideration. Defining
a set of requirements in this area is an issue that has barely been
addressed in Working Group 2. Work on intermediate languages is being
done in many places, and may lend some insight into the problems
involved. In the short term, a reasonable course of action might be
to simply port tools as a set (e.g. compiler, linker, loader, etc.).
This is an area which will require a great deal of work in interface
definition and standardization for a future development effort, if
tools are to be ported independently.

Many other issues have been addressed in Working Group sessions which
are not described here. As a clearer definition of each problem and
its place in KAPSE interface standardization concerns is reached,
further papers will be presented.

3
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I KITIA Data Base Group (#2)
Time Line Analysis of
KAPSE Interfaces During a Compilation

I
Herman Fischer

LITTON DATA SYSTEMS

Summary

A Time Line Analysis was performed to determine the nature of, and order of,
KAPSE interfaces to database services, by both the Softech (ALS) and

Intermetrics (AIE) Compilers and their respective enrironments. The analysis

was conducted by analyzing, at the respective companies, the compiling

process for a example program.

The results were somewhat startling. Neither company defined the KAPSE
database services interfaces to include either nanespace operations, on the
"program library", or abstract syntax operations, on the code. In both

cases, the compilers were linked with program library namespace access

tools, and with sophisticated abstract syntaw access routines, which make

simple "read/write" calls over their definition of the KAPSE interface. In

neither company's case was either the namespace operations (which would be
used by configuration management tools) or the abstract syntax access (which

would be used by code manipulative tools) available as a "Stoneman"-defined

KAPSE interface.

Example Program

I The example program was picked to be simple, so that it would allow the
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KITIA team to walk through the KAPSE interfaces in the order they are called
during a compilation. The program is:

with TEXT IO;

use TEXT_10, INTEGER_10;

procedure EXAMPLE is
A,B: INTEGER;

begin

GET (A);

B :- A;

PUT (B),

end EXAMPLE;

The example program is very simple; it gets an integer, reassigns it, and
prints it out.

This program has been compiled and successfully executed on TeleSoft Ada
(tm). (There is some debate as to whether "INTEGER_10" need appear in the
with statement. It runs as shown. It is, however, now illegal to name things
in the use clause which are not in the with clause. A solution with the
TeleSoft compiler would be to "use TEXT tO.INTEGER_10" since in their case

INTEGER_1O is part of TEXT 10.)

Figure I provides an abstract syntax tree for the program. Figure 2 provides
the Diana fragments for the program. Figures 1 and 2 are provided because
the Stoneman definition of the KAPSE interfaces for the database are as
quoted:

"5.E.2 Interface definitions provided by the KAPSE shall
encompass

(I) the primitive operations that the KAPSE makes available to
OF APSE tools; these include any operations that may be necessary to

supplement the facilities of package INPUTOUTPUT in order to
allow an APSE tool access to all the functional capabilities of
the database,

ii) the abstract data types (type declarations plus operations)
that are required to interface the various stages of compilation;

1(
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these inlcude the data types that are produced by a compilationg stage for later use by analysis, testing, or debugging tools."

Given these definitions, the team vainly expected to traverse the Diana code
of figure 2 in examining SofTech's and Internetrics' implementations.I

Time Line Analyses

The time line analyses were conducted at Intermetrics and Softech by
starting with the assumption that something called source code (as prepared
by a human user via a text editor) resides on disk, and that the compiler
has been "invoked" (whatever that means), by methods being studied by KITIA
group #1.

Using the definition of the "compiler" and the KAPSE, as provided by each

company, the time line analysis seeks to examine each activity, in sequence,I which occurs on the interface connecting the KAPSE to the compiler.

Interrnetrics Time Line Analysis

The Internetrics time line appears in figure 3.

When the compiler is "invoked" it is passed, in parameters, the name of the
library, the name of the source file to be compiled, and options. The
program library, named via this parameter is a composite object. Within the

library are separate objects for each of the compilation units that have

already been compiled in the library, and additional information that~represents the structure needed.

Rather than being a large simple object of which the KAPSE knows nothing
about, the program library is treated as a composite object so as to take

advantage of some of the KAPSE structuring services. The KAPSE provides an
ability to build composite objects, and the composite objects allow a KAPSE
interface to select their components by giving their names. The composite
object may consist of other composite objects and/or of a collection of not
necessarily similar simple objects.

Items in the library will include something for each compilation unit. A
package spec for STANDARD is an example, of something which is "already

there", but looks like a compilation unit. There will also be compilation
units for all the library units, "bodies, and subunits which have been
previously successfully compiled. There is one object per "subdomain", a

I3.
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simple object. That is to say, a program unit Is stored as a simple (single)
object rather than as (for example) a number of objects, such as one per
Diana fragment. (A "subdomain" is defined by Intermetrics to be a simple
object representing a single compilation unit.) The subdomain's simple
object is managed, within the compiler, by a Vertual Memory Manager, VIW.
The KAPSE has no access to the abstract syntax or Diana representation
within a subdomain, other than as passing it in the form of a bunch of bytes

to the compiler's 1W function.

There is another simple object for a compilation unit's abstract syntax
tree, but as with the simple object collecting Diana fragments, the tree is
not "pruned" into separately KAPSE-accessable leaves, but treated as a
compiler accessable (via VMM function) collection of bytes.

Figure 4 shows the representation of a program library containing simple
objects for EXA.KPLE, STANDARD, and TEXT 10. The simple objects containing
Diana for STANDARD and TEXT_10 are preexisting and accessed in a read-only
mode. There is a simple object created by the Compiler's internal VMM
function during the first phase. This object is created by processing the
source code object, to create an abstract syntax tree. The abstract syntax
tree becomes a read-only to the second pass of the compiler, which uses that
abstract syntax to create the resulting Diana simple object.

Once the compiler is started, it begins by opening up the program library.
This is performed by giving the library's name to the library manager
package (which is part of the compiler). (The name of the program library
was a parameter passed to the compiler.) (At this time the library contains
only the preexisting simple objects containing, respectively, Diana trees
for STANDARD and TEXT_10.)

A second parameter passed to the compiler, the name of the source text file.

The compiler, through Its preamble, uses the inteface to "get parameter", to
retrieve the parameters to the compiler. The two parameters of concern to
this discussion are the name of the source file (a database name) and the
name of the library composite object (also a database name). The KAPSE
services perform an open on the object. KAPSE composite object indexed I/O
services are later used to access the object.

The next action is to open the source text file. The package, TEXT_10, is
used to read the characters of the source file. The entire source file text
is parsed without worrying about any of the semantics of that source file.
The program library manager function of the compiler creates, within the
program library, a temporary object for each compilation unit encountered,
within which it creates the abstract syntax tree for those compilation units
encountered as the source file text is parsed. The V.M function of the
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compiler creates and manages the nodes of the abstract syntax tree. The

KAPSE is only aware of in dexed direct I/0 used to transfer the VINI-managed
segments of the abstract syntax tree between processor memory and disk
storage.

(The decision of whether to parse entirely all source text units into

abstract syntax before compiling the first, or to compile each as

encountered has not been made as of the time of this analysis.)

The compiler, upon finishing parsing the source text for one unit (or the
entire source file, to be determined), then is ready to process the

semantics of the program. The semantics phase creates a new simple object to

receive the Dian& fragments for the unit being semantically analyzed. The
temporary object containing abstract syntax is input to this phase and the
.,NN function performs reads and writes on the newly created Diana simple

object. Actually, the subdomain to receive the Diana starts as a complete

copy of the abstract syntax, to which the Diana nodes are added by the VVN.

The temporary abstract syntax tree object is not deleted at the end of

creating the Diana code, but is retained for ease of subsequent
recompilation.

The objects -n the library are not identified by the "name" of the unit

being compiled. The distinguishing attribute is a compiler managed number,
assigned to be unique among versions, etc. The unit name is retained as a

nondistinguishing attribute.

The syntax of the Ada program (EXAMPLE, in this case) was felt by the

Intermetrics designers to have little impact on the type of KAPSE calls

occuring as a result of V.M's adding nodes to the abstract syntax free (in

the process of creating the Diana fragments). Basically, \NN adds nodes to
existing tree segments by using pointers and access-like variables which

appear only as bytes of da's to the KAPSE interface.

A with statement, however, would cause the KAPSE interface to access the

library object containing the Diana for the "withed" object. The RMM allows

cross-object poinfers, so that references from the generated Diana can point

into nodes which are located in Diana trees of the previously existing

objects.

I The program library manager takes a program unit name, version number, and

its own tables, and produces the distinguishing attribute number used to
access Diana objects stored within the library composite object. For this

reason, knowledge of how to locate objects within the program library is not

available at the K .rSE interface, just as the ability to access nodes wit, .n

Diana code is not available at the KAPSE interface. It is not possible to

I
I
I
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create tools which operate on compilation unit name and version
identification, or which operate on Diana nodes, using the KAPSE interface.

(The program library manager Is expected to use the V)M!M to access the tables

of unit name, version number, and distinguishing object attribute number.

For this reason, the VRM will actually perforn opens and read/writes on the

table object prior to performing reads/writes on the Diana objects.)

(Package specs and package bodies, being separate compilation units, have

their own Diana simple objects.)

The history attribute of each (Diana) object created during the compilation
will refer back to the source text object that was read. The abstract syntax

tree contains sufficient Information to regenerate the source object, as

well as referring back to that source object. Because the KAPSE knows which

simple objects were read during the writing/update of a new simple object,

it can record this information in the history attribute of the new/updated

object. In addition, the program library's tables maintain sufficient

information to know the dependencies between the units involved (in the

program library's VRM-managed tables). Recompilation uses the program

library's tables, and not the KAPSE-maintained history attribute.

In order to access these data .n the program library's tables, a

configuration management tool would (hypothetically) need to incorporate the

same V]2M and program library management function routines as used by the

compiler A configuration manager could not operate strictly by using KAPSE

calls. j
A listing is produced by a separate phase of the compiler which kicks in at

the end, reads the abstract syntax tree or Diana (not known which yet), and

reads the (rewound) source text object again. Errors were recorded in %I

Diana nodes. I

Softech Time Line Analysis

The SofTech compiler time line appears in figure 5.

The compiler gets "invoked" using "call wait" or "call no wait". The first

thing that it does is to get the parameter list, using the parameter list

utility package (which is bound [linked] with the compiler, not a KAPSE

function). The parameter list utility breaks the list down into a set of

local strings which can then be obtained using the invoke strings. There are

two positional and a number of named parameters. The first is the source

text file name, and the second is the program library name. I

1- (
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Using the AUXIO facilities, the compiler reads the values of attributes for
the two files (source and library). The compiler internally checks the
contents of the variable length strings returned by AUXIO using its
Internal string utilities. (These checks use the RAPSE to assure that the
files exist, that they have the proper access, and the compiler uses the£ attribute strings to verify that the file is either source or a library.)

Next the individually named arguments following the source and library file
names in the compilers parameter list are processed by the

compiler.(Examples are "options-list", output, etc.) Each option's name is
verified and the value of the option is verified also, using the program
string. If there is a reformat specified, this is deferred until later.

At this time, the BASIC_10 facilities are used to open the source file. The
"stream id" of the source file is passed from the KAPSE back to the parser
hich passes it on to the lexer which then starts using DASIC_10 to read the

source file. (The Stream id is an internal identifier which identifies the
file control block to the KAPSE. It is the same as the "file handle" in the
Intermetrics design.)

As part of the initialization, the control of the compiler calls the Program

Library Manager to create a container. The Program Library Manager uses the
KAPSE to create the physical file to receive the container. The Container
Data Manager Initialize function is called by the compiler's control
function, with the just created file, to set up the data structures for the

Container Data Manager.

To process the source file, the lexer consists of a number of subroutines inthe parser. When the parser needs a token, it invokes the lexer. The parser

has a one-token look-ahead and the lexer has a two-character look-ahead.

Once the parser gets a reduction, it potentially creates a node which
defines that reduction. In the EXAMPLE program, when it sees "TEXT_ 10" it

realizes that this is an identifier and it asks the Container Data Manager
(CDM), a set of routines in the compiler, to create a node for that
identifier.

The parser creates as its output the abstract syntax tree, for one
compilation unit at a tine. The entire compilation process is completed forIthe first compilation unit before the source file is read to start the
compilation process for the second unit.

In the example program, when the parser sees the semicolon of the with
clause, it realizes that it has processed an entire with clause. The lexer
uses the Container Data Manager to create two kinds of nodes for the clause,

I
I
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a token node and id nodes. The id node is strung off the with node, in the
abstract syntax representation in the container.

The container contains Diana IDL; IDL has about 25 different nodes which
define the possible data structures which can be created by the Container
Data Manager. (A mode is an encapsulation of a set of IDL, like a record
definition.)

The particular implementation of containers in SofTech's present compiler is
processor memory based. The entire container is held in virtual memory,
managed by VMS, during the compilation process. As the parser goes from
semicolon to semicolon, no KAPSE 10 occurs for the container whose nodes are
being generated. (One can, however, expect a small to considerable amount of
'MS I/0 for swapping virtual pages among available real memory. Such I/O is
invisible to the KAPSE.)

The parser continues through the source file, creating the abstract syntax
tree in a container, via the services of the Container Data Manager. The
only KAPSE services called during this process (since the container is held
in virtual processor memory in entirety) is the BASIC_10 to access the
source text.

(In the near future, SofTech intends to go to a "paging" type system to
manage the container's use of virtual memory.)

At the end of parsing the source file, there is a single unit's complete
abstract syntax tree in a container, with the tokens representing it. (In !
SofTech's implementation of Diana, there is a lex source position node,

which is a reference to the token which starts the construct, which provides

source reproducability, as needed for the symbolic debugger.)

The next phase of the compilation is context processing. (Between the
parsing and context processing phases, maintenance options may cause the
status of the container to be written out, via the KAPSE.)

Context processing next walks the abstract syntax tree. It is only concerned
with the with and separate clauses. When it sees the example prograis "with
TEXT_10" it calls the Program Library Manager (again, linked with the
compiler) to translate that name into a program library name, which is an
ALS file name. It then calls the Container Data Manager to open the TEXT 10
program library file, which in turn calls BASIC_10 via the KAPSE to bring
the entire TEXT 10 file into virtual memory. (The entire abstract syntax
plus tokens for each of the previously compiled containers thus also occupy
virtual memory during compilation. Once read in, there is no further 1/0
activity during the compilation on thut given container.) (In theory, main
memory size under VAX VMS is limited to two gigabytes or disk swap memory,

3I
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whichever is smialler. Soflech is thus unconcerned about main memory

I requirements (virtual) during compilation.)

As part of the processing of the with-referenced containers, the compiler
creates a symbol table access tree (hash table) for all of the contextIcontainers, because Diana only has the symbol table definitions, and not
symbol table access. The symbol table access tree is created by calls to the
Container Data Manager to create nodes, initialize then, and hook them up
with the previously compiled container and also with the current compilation

- container.

Since the referenced previously compiled containers are accessed by theI Program Library Manager, that program is responsible to assure that only the
latest compiled container version is accessable. In order to utilize an
earlier version of a referenced container, the user must manually set up a
separate program library and use the "acquire" function to obtain his own

personal copy of the non-latest version of the container.

The implementation of "history attributes" is handled by file derivationsIembodied by the KAPSE package "file -deriy". If one w~ishes to have a
derivation, the user must set logging on from the command interpreter.
Assuming that logging is on, for every file which is modified and
subsequently closed by the compiler, there is a derivation associated with
it. The deriviation consists of two attributes and three associations. The
attributes are derivation count (a count of the number of other files which
have used this file in their derivation), and a derivation text (the name of
the program which created the file, all of the parameters invoked of the I
initiation, and anything else which the program tcompller) wishes to place

there, such as the name of the source file, withed objects, etc.) Extra

information is posted by the ANNOTA- TE entry point in the file deri'6ation
package. Any file opened by the compiler and read from is recorded in the
"used to derive" association. (Those files opened but which have nothing to
do with the derivation can be quashed, by using the "cite input" entry point

with the "cite flag" false. Quashed inputs are then recorded in the "other
inputs" association, and do not increment the derivation count.) The thirdg association is a list of backward pointers.

Context processing does not process the use clauses, its only purpose is to
extablish a visibility tree for past access.-

IName processing is the next phase. This performs most of the traditional
"declaration" processing. Name processing builds its own visibility tree for*each scope, and it hooks it on up with the scopes of things which have been
imported with with clauses. The tree is built through calls to the Container
Data Manager to create the nodes, to modify the attributes within the nodes,

* and so forth.
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Name processing starts setting the values of the semantic attributes by
putting the values of the appropriate attributes in nodes, again by making
calls to the Container Data Manager, with no KAPSE calls during this
process.

Errors encountered are recorded in the container with an error number, the
statement and token it occured on, for the post-compiling display tool to
print.

Unlike the Intermetrics approach, with one object for the abstract syntax
tree and another for Diana st'orage, the SofTech approach expands the nodes
of the abstract syntax tree to become, in the original container, the Diana.
Effectively, the abstract syntax tree is not preserved as a separate entity,
but the Diana tree is in the container when the compilation completes. The
Diana is preserved subsequently alse, even though the code generator late-
continues to modify and add information to the Diana, for separate
compilations and for the symbolic debugger.

(The compiler, in the VAX VMS environment, is one huge virtual storage
program. Rather than utilizing overlays to partition the compiler, the
swapping facilities of VMS accomplish this de facto.)

The compiler' s container Is named by the name resolution function of the
Program Library Manager.

Eventually, code generation produces object code. The object code is part of
the container. When the code generation is completed, the control function4
cones back and Container Data Manager is called to close the container. This
function writes the container, as a string c~f bytes, out to the file
associated with the container at the start of compilation. BASIC 10 is used
to write out the container. The container image file is then closed. (Only
permanent parts of the container are written out. Temporary parts are
discarded.)

The Program Library Manager is called to install the container. It takes the
temporary file (containing permanent parts of the container) and moves it
into the proper position in the Program Library, and at that point creates
the super structure in which the container sits. There are a large number of
BASIC 10s and AUX_ l 1s performed in this process. The container is moved into
the Program Library hierarchy relative to its name, rather than its
dependencies.

References between dependent containers are expressed two ways. They are
contained within the Diana, because its part of the context, and there are
associations, which are the with and referenced by, held as text strings in
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I the nodes for the container files. (These associations are KAPSE controlled,

but are independent of the Program Library Manager controlled associations.

Program Library Manager associations are access controlled to prevent

anything except the itself from accessing them.)

Subsequent to compiling, the display tool is invoked using program call. It

produces the listings. The source remains open in case there are more

compilation units in the source file.

The display tool opens STANDARDOUT and MESSAGEOUT, does Its thing,

terminates, and comes back to the compiler. The compiler, if it has end offile, quits. If not, compilation of the next unit proceeds.

The compiler control checks for voluntary termination before continuing with

subsequent compilation units, after the display function.

The disp!ay tool, since it can be invoked separately of the compiler, does

not use the container as was resident in virtual memory. Instead, it calls

the Program Library Manager to obtain its own virtual memory copy of the

program's container. The whole container is, as before, read into virtual
memory when opened, in a single operation.

IConclusions

I The purpose of performing the time line analyses %as to learn about the
KAPSE interfaces which night be used in the creation of interoperable and

transportable tools. The two classes of tools considered as candidates for
experinenting with interoperability and transportability between the
Internetrics and SofTech environments were: (1) configuration management

tools and (2) code manipulation (code analysis and debugging) tools.

I Configuration management tools require access to the "name space" describing

object and unit names, versions, and linkages. Code manipulation tools

require access to the code, basically in forns of Diana and/or abstract

Isyntax.
Neither of the two efforts reviewed above provide the necessary interfaces

for the above classes of tools, at the KAPSE level. In both cases, the

respective companies have buried the true interfaces needed in routines

bound or linked as part of the compiler, and used the KAPSE services to

transfer byte strings with structures recognizable only to those internal

compiler routines.

Thus, unless the KIT and KITIA can cause a reorganization of the two

I companies' i +ernal compiler/library manager/abstract syntax tree and Diana
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structure, the NOSC interoperability and transportability effort has little
chance of success with the two environments examined.

The time line analysis, since it found that the necessary interfaces were
not present in either effort's KAPSE, has thus failed to analyze the
interoperability and transportability Interfaces required by the above
tools. It has, on the other hand, succeeded in a limited way, because it
uncovered the discrepancy between compiler implementation and Stoneman
requirements.

1.
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ABSTRACT SYNTAX TREE

compilation

I ........

wihu 4 id (EXAPLE) procedure block

id (TEXT 41 -4 (TEXT 10) item 2 StM 5 alternative z

I var decl procedure "ll assign procedure call

id a integer void A4 (GET) pamzassoc a id (B) id (A) id UT) par aa_assoc-x

id (A) Id (BI id4 (A) id (R)
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I Figure 1. Abstract syntax tree for example program
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Figure 2. Diana fragments for example prolgram.
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THE NEED FOR A REVISION
I OF THE STONEMAN KAPSE .CONCEPT
I
I

I Erhad Ploedereder

IABG, DEPT. SZTSI

I Introduction

Stone-,an provided a framework for the construction of Ada Programnino
Support Environments (APSEs). One of the main objectives of this
framework was to minimize the effort both of rehosting entire APSEs
and of porting individual tools or toolsets from one APSE to another.
For this purpose, STONEMAN introduced the concept of an inner layer in
APSEs, the Kernel APSE (KAPSE). The KAPSE encapsulates all host
dependencies thus providing a host-independent interface to all APSE
tools. In addition, it incorporates the tool-to-tool interfaces.
Under the premise that the KAPSEs on two different host systems pro-
vide identical, or at least semantically isomorphic interfaces, all
toolis programmed host-independently in Ada could be ported with mini-
mal effort. Consequently, rehosting an entire APSE requires only
the implementation of such a conforminc KAPSE on the new host syster.

In order to fulfill this premise, it would be desirable to standardize
the VAPSE interfaces. This, however, is rt possible at the present
time, due to our insufficient undertandinc of the full scope of
required KAPSE interfaces, in particular in the area of tool-to-tool
interfaces. At best, we can attempt to standardize on subsets of the
KAPSE interfaces and extend this standardized subset gradually as our
understanding of the required interfaces increases and conventions can
be agreed upon.

This paper attempts to delineate an approach compromising between our
need for a standard KAPSE and our limited ability to foresee theI various interfaces required by the many APSE tools yet to be specified.

In the following, we consciously avoid using the word "KAPSE" to
avoid conflicts with preconceived notions of what a KAPSE should
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encompass. Much of the diversity in these notions has been ca-.ed
by applying the term KAPSE to that subset of the Kernel APSE whose
standardization appears to be, even remotely, feasible today.

Hosk Encapsulation Interface

Host dependencies need to be encapsulated and hidden from all APSE
tools by means of a host-independent interface. This interface pro-
vides services that are absolutely required for enabling the execution
of APSE tools, i.e., tool invocation, e;'ecution and control, basic
I/O, file and device handling, Ada run-time system, etc. This inter-
face must be the prime target for standardization since, without it
being standardized, the portability of tools would be severely re-
stricted and endangered.

This standardized interface should, in principle, be sufficient to
support model implementations of all APSE tools or toolsets that do
not require interfaces with other APSE tools. (Model implementations
provide the same functionality as production quality implementations
but are not necessarily targeted to satisfy quantitative performance-
requirements.)

The standardized interface should be modest in scope and general enough
to be implemented with reasonable effort on a variety of host machines.

Preliminary experiences with ALS and AIE show substantial commonality
of the two systems in this area. One can therefore expect that pre-
liminary standards at this elementary level could be established with
reasonable effort.

Porting of tools and toolsets independent of tool-to-tool interfaces
will be substantially facilitated among APHZs adhering tc these
conventions.

Tool-to-Tool Interfaces

Another important concept cf STONEMAN was the granular structure uf the
APSE in the sense that, if a particular functionality was rqquired in
realizing a variety of tools, it should be provided by a conmnmn
"subtool". As a consequence, an implementation of an APSE conforming
with STONEMAN principles incorporates many tool-to-tool interfaces. In
order to make tools dependent on such interfaces portable among APSEs,
conventions are needed for the nature of these interfaces.

Unfortunately our understanding of APSE tools and their interactions is
still very limited. With some notable exceptions, e.g. the intermediate I
representation of programs in DIANA after semantic analysis, the tool-
to-tool interfaces are not sufficiently explored, and in many cases not
even recognized, to allow us to establish conventions. At best, we can
monitor the evolvement of APSEs and attempt to reach agreements, as inter-
faces are recognized and practical experience has been gained with the approaches
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I taken. Th~s will be a slow and painful process as individual efforts
may have to backtrack since a divergence of interfaces among the
typical, most needed tools in an APSE (which constitute the MAPSE)
must be avoided, if the benefits of the STONEMAN model are to be
real ized.

I Tools will communicate with other tools mostly through storing data
in, and retrieving it from, an APSE database. While there is little
chance to reach early conventions on the syntax and semantics of these
data for the reasons given above, it will be of paramount importance
to establish conventions about the framework into which these data
are embedded in the database, since fundamentally diverging methods
of storing, relating and retrieving information will almost certainly
destroy all hopes for compatible interfaces of tools developed on
different APSEs. In other words, a "generic" framework of the database
must be established, flexible enough to satisfy the semantic requirements
of existing and future APSE tools, but nevertheless suitable for
efficient implementations of the database. To satisfy the latter
requirement, it can be envisaged that, as these semantic properties are
better understood and conventions are established, they migrate into
instantiated elements of the framework of the database. As an example,
the database mechanism will have to support arbitrary relations among,
and attributes of, database objects , whose semantics are dealt with
by individual tools. As these relations and attributes are better
understood and standardized, utilization of their semantics can migrate
into the data base administration as well, potentially yielding more
efficient implementations.

ALS and AIE appear to diverge substantially in their approach to pro-
viding the database capabilities (and neither one appears to be suffi-
ciently flexible for accommodating the need of future tools).

Apart from the host-encapsulation, the area of database capabilities
must be the most important short-range target for standardization, if
our chances for exchanging granular tools among APSEs shall be preserved.

1Conclusions for System Structure and Design Considerations

STONEM&N provided an idealized view of APSEs based on the premise of a
fully standardized KAPSE including all tool-to-tool interfaces. This
prerr'e is not achievable today; it may only be achieved by approximation
;.rough evolution. Correspondingly, the STONEMAN model needs to be re-
fined to account for such evolution.

Maintaining the principal purpose of the KAPSE as that part of an APSE
whose rehosting rehosts the entire APSE, we define the KAPSE interface to
be the interface which encapsulates all host-dependencies and provides the
"operating system" capabilities for enabling the execution of APSE tools.
Tre standardized KAPSE interface must support model-imjlementations of
all APSE-tools and toolsets that do not require interfaces provided by
other tools.
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We introduce the concept of a Common MAPSE (CMAPSE) which comprises:

a) the standardized KAPSE interfaces.
b) tool-to-tool interfaces for which conventions have been

established.
c) tools with functionality and tool-to-tool interfaces for

which such conventions have been established.

Hence the CMAPSE-interface can be regarded as the set of standardized
interfaces in the APSE. (Care must be taken in the design and imple-
mentation of these interfaces, so that the combined usage of standard
and non-standard KAPSE interfaces as well as CMAPSE interfaces cannot
create inconsistencies in the system.)

Porting APSE tools whose interfaces belong to the CMAPSE will be sub-
stantially facilitated among APSEs with conforming CMAPSEs. Since the
standardized KAPSE must support model implementations of the tools that
create the CMAPSE interface, the CMAPSE can be rehosted by rehosting
the standard KAPSE. It is, however, conceivable that the tools
creating the CMAPSE interface are reimplemented host-dependently in a
particular APSE installation, in order to gain efficiency. For the
purpose of rehosting this APSE, such CMAPSE interfaces must be con-
sidered as having migrated into the KAPSE and need to be reimplemented
on the new host system (unless, of course, their model implementation
is ported.)

The CMAPSE will be the major vehicle for expanding toward a fully
standardized set of tool-to-tool interfaces (i.e., the idealized
STONEMAN KAPSE). The standardized KAPSE, on the other hand, provides
a stable basis for a relatively inexpensive rehosting of APSE model
implementations, which can be tuned, exploiting the properties of the
new host system. t
It is unclear at present which database capabilities, if any, should be
incorporated in the standardized KAPSE. In the interest of a quick
stabilization of a KAPSE standard it appears desirable to include at
most V'ry primitive capabilities and leave more elaborate interfaces to
be defined in he CMAPSE.
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I KAPSE Semantics and the Layered KAPSE

D .E. eg
CONTROL DATA CORPORATION

Introduction

I The STONEMAN was motivated by the recognition that an integrated

approach was necessary for the entire software lifecycle. This was
not a revolutionary concept, yet military embedded systems had

historically lacked such support. Development contractors had neither
the resources, time or money, nor the motivation to consider more than

merely the development phase of a system. Further, from a competitive
standpoint, they could seldom afford to implement even those tools
necessary for the development phase of their project. When they did,
the tools tended to address a rather narrow problem and tended to beIof mediocre quality. Portability became a requirement of STONEMAN in
an attempt to provide availability of Ada Environments to solve these

I problems.
The services are currently developing and adopting particularfenvironments for many reasons. One is the desire to provide suppport

for the portions of the software life-cycle that they are intimately
jinvolved in, most notably post-deployment support. Another is to

clearly define the development cycle data that must be captured to
support the rest of the life-cycle. Clearly, the DoD desires that

software be developed using an Ada Programmning Support Environment
(APSE) that is to be used for the remainder of the software[life-cycle. Availability of these APSEs is the key to obtaining this
goal. The mere existance of an APSE will not satisfy the DoD's goals[unless it is both used and widely available. The desired cost savings
cannot be realized if the government must supply every contractor with
a host upon which to run the APSE, for example.
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But tools' are required to be portable! With portable tools all of

the above problems are solved! STONEMAN suggested a software

architecture that should guarantee portable tools: the familiar

KAPSE/MAPSE/APSE layered structure.

We must not delude ourselves into thinking that the KAPSE/MAPSE

architecture itself will solve the problem of availability of Ada
Environments. For example, if most of the MAPSE tools were to be

placed within the KAPSE, the implementation of the KAPSE would be so

difficult that re-hosting would be impossible even though tools would

be portable. In the following sections, the need for developing the

semantic definition of the KAPSE and an approach for obtaining this

definition through a layered KAPSE model will be discussed.

KAPSE Semantics

Portability of APSE tools is achieved through a fixed KAPSE

interface definition and by utilizing Ada as the tool implementation
language. Programs written in Ada, utilizing only machine independent

Ada features and relying only on the KAPSE for external support, I
should be portable. The issue being discussed here, however, is not

portability but availability of APSEs: i.e. rehostability. There must f
be someplace to port these portable tools. To rehost an environment

one must:

0 Implement the Ada language for the new host.

o Build a linker for the new host.

o Implement the KAPSE for the new host. I
0 Port the tools.

3I
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I With many languages prior to Ada, the first requirement has been
difficult to achieve. The reason was that the semantics of the

language ha,- been ill defined. Consequently, the compiler defined

the language rather than vice versa. Thus when a compiler is
implemented, it may have subtle differences between it and the

semantics of the language within which the "portable" tools were
written. Fortunately, Ada does not suffer from these problems as the

j Language Reference Manual and the Formal Definition serve as defining

documents. One does not have to emperically determine the

I characteristics of the language by "running some programs." Indeed,

since there are requirements for retargeting, the current design of

the compilers is allowing for a portable front end and semi-automated

techniques for code-generator implementation. In short, considerable

attention is being paid to this aspect of the problem.

Although some of the features of Ada complicate the Linking

process, notibly generics and the separate compilation model, linkers

are generally not as difficult to build as compilers or the routines

to implement 6e KAPSE interface. Therefore, the major problem is the

KAPSE interfa:e.

Difficulties in implementing the KAPSE for the new host is a

relative unknown and the primary subject of this discussion. Given

that MAPSE and APSE tools are developed properly (are target

independent), and that the other requirements for rehosting have been

j satisfied, tools should port easily. The remainder of this

development will focus on KAPSE rehostability.

I
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Consider the present situation. The Army is currently contracting

for the development of the Ada Language System and the Air Force

contracting for the Ada Integrated Environment. The fact that the two

KAPSEs are different Is being addressed by the KAPSE Interface Team

(KIT) and others. Putting aside the issue of portability between the

APSEs built on two different KAPSEs, there is still a potential

problem regarding rehostability of either of the environments.

Foremost among these difficulties is that the KAPSE interface is going

to be defined by an implementation. The KAPSEs are to be hosted on

particular machine operating systems with the resultant danger that

implementation details will show through the KAPSE semantics. Indeed

many characteristics exist for efficiency reasons but will likely be

regarded as required for a valid KAPSE interface. By KAPSE semantics

is meant "those things in the KAPSE interface which must be true to

insure the portability of APSE tools." It is crucial that the

semantics of the KAPSE interface be clearly defined, much like the

semantic definition of Ada itself.

The clean separation of the KAPSE semantics from particular

implementation characteristics will allow the understanding of (1) how

well defined KAPSE semantics can be implemented in different ways, (2)

where implementation details or dependencies can show through the

KAPSE (and isolate them), (3) how a standard semantics can be

implemented in less or more efficient ways, and (4) how the semantics

may determine what kinds of machines may host an APSE. Consider, for

example, the "program call" interface. Ada programs are required to

be able to call other Ada programs. Both the ALS and the AIE provide

such a KAPSE interface routine in two flavors: one suspends the

calling program until completion of the called program, and the other

allows the two programs to proceed in parallel. Yet information is

passed between the two programs only on call and return. Thus, it

seems that a valid implementation could treat both calls identically j
(no parallelism) with parallel execution a detail of the

implementation. There is no question that both types of call should

exist, since greater efficiency is desirable, but requiring

simultaneous execution could make implementation of the KAPSE on some

hosts prohibitive. If such parallel execution is to be made part of

the KAPSE semantics, the consequences must be made obvious.

3S-4
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I The Layered KAPSE Model

IRehostability of a KAPSE means the degree to which it is

portable. The idea of a portable KAPSE seems contrary to its
definition. Nevertheless, let us consider what this might mean.

First, separate out of the KAPSE the portion necessary to

implement the Ada Language. This portion is normally termed the Run
Time System, and we will dismiss this as part of the Ada Language
implementation problem. Some portions of the RTS will, of course,

call on other portions of the KAPSE, e.g. Input output will need to
access KAPSE I/O.

Increased portability is usually gained at the expense of

efficiency. This derives from the fact that highly portable software

makes the least demands on an underlying interface. There are methods

for obtaining both highly portable software yet maintaining the
capability of obtaining desired efficiencies. Such tools usually

define two (or more) interfaces and implement the higher level
interface with portable routines depending only on the more primitive

inner level. Once the software is ported, requiring implementation of
only the primitive level, additional effort ca be expended, recoding

I the intermediate routines, to gain desired efficiency of operation.

Let us apply this methodology to the KAPSE.

1
I

I
I
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A good way of approaching the problem of defining KAPSE semantfcs
is to define a low level interface upon which the remainder of the
KAPSE could be implemented in a portable manner (ignoring efficiency
issues). There are two additional benefits to be derived from this
approach. First, it will tend to give an operational definition of
the KAPSE semantics, but from a different point of view from that of
the Softech implementation, in that its orientation is toward making
the KAPSE available to many hosts rather than efficiently ona
particular host. Second, most of the KAPSE will be written in Ada
which has well defined semantics itself. Let us call the lowest level
interface that the KAPSE can be built upon the "minimum host

interface." We would like to define a sequence of interface layers at

successively higher levels until the KAPSE interface level is
reached. The requirement being that outer layers always be

implementable in "portable Ada" depending only on inner (or adjacent)
layers. In this way, the opportunity to take advantage of host

operating system features for efficiency reasons will exist.

As an example, It us sneak up on the minimum host interface by
looking at what would be needed to put the KAPSE on a base machine. A
first layer would contain physical device drivers. But, every host
operating system contains such drivers, so this layer need never be

build. Next, build the layer to implement a device independent
interface. The nature of this layer is not cormmon to all operating
systems since within this layer may be found the "filing system".
Filing systems are notoriously different on different operating

systems. Nevertheless, non file-structured devices, and the
allocation of such devices to users, are strikingly similar on all
hosts. Thus, as long as the file-structured devices are not included, .
the rest of the 1/0 system can be provided by the host operating
system. Every host should be able to provide a single file object
which appears externally as a logical disk. Let us use this as a
point of departure for building the KAPSE database/filing system in a
portable manner (using Ada).

3S-6-I
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It is suggested that attempting to define a minimum host interface

in conjunction with multiple layers of portable KAPSE routines
implementing higher and higher interface levels could be a valuable

I approach toward developing a KAPSE Semantic Definition.
Implementation of the KAPSE with portable routines outside of this
minimum host interface would provide both an operational definition of
these semantics and facilitate the rehosting of Ada Environments. In
addition, if the semantics of the KAPSE have been carefully defined,

some parts of the portable KAPSE that are (initially) in Ada could be

rewritten to take advantage of particular OS services to result in a

more efficient KAPSE.

I

I

I
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Introduction3 The KITIA Working Group on KAFSE services has established a pre-

liminary set of recommendations and some supporting papers for these

3 recommendations. In addition, the group has a number of papers on im-

portant issues regarding the KAPSE and an expanded outline for the final

report. These papers have been collected together in a working paper

which includes:

1. Recommendations

2. The Adaptation of VAX VMS Services to KAPSE to

Accommodate Transportability of Tools

by R. D. Johnson (Boeing)

3. KAPSE Model of VMS System Services

by R. D. Johnson (Boeing)

4. Outline for Ada Interoperability and Transportability

Guidelines by R. D. Johnson (Boeing)

5. Ada/APSE Portability, A Recommendation for Pragmatic

Limitations by Herb Willman (R vtheon)

6. An Executive Summary of the TOPS-20 Operating System

Calls by Thomas A. Standish (UC Irvine)

7. New Category--Extensibility

by Thomas A. Standish (US Irvine)

8. KAYSE Interface Category: G.1 Debugger Support

by Douglas E. Wrege (Control Data)

9. The Consequences of Multiple DoD KAPSE Efforts

by Douglas E. Wrege (Control Data)

io. KAPSE Services--Expanded Outline

by Hert Willman (Raytheon)
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Recommendations

1. That AJPO shall produce a Guideline for the development of Trans-

portable and Interoperable software.

The outline of such a guideline is presented in the "Outline for

Ada Interoperability and Transportability Guidelines"

by Ron Johnson.

2. That AJPO shall define a single, standard set of "system services"

(i.e., tool-callable KAPSE functions and procedures) that are

necessary and sufficient for a KAPSE/tool (or application program)

interface.

To assist AJPO in selection of the standard services, descriptions

of similar capabilities of existing operating systems are included

in the following sections. These are:

VAX VMS - Ron Johnson

TOPS 20 - Thomas A. Standish

3T -2
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Recommendation

The KIT/KITIA should draft, or cause to be drafted, a set of

Ada Package Specifications (together with a clear, unambiguous des-

I cription of the associated semantics) for a set of operating system

services that could serve as a basis for promoting the interoperability

and transportability of Ada programs. Such a draft should be circulated

to the community *for tuning, upgrade, and general reactions.

End Recommendation

Discussion

In STONEMAN, a promise is given for a set of appendices providing

provisional examples of an Ada package spec. giving operating system

services. If such a set of provisional services could be drafted and

circulated, we might have a basis for moving toward standardized opera-

ting system service calls, which, if used, could greatly improve the

chances that the Ada programs we write would be transportable. We

should carry out the STONEMAN recommendation and fulfill its promise

to supply these appendices.

I End Discussion

The paper, "An Executive Summary of the TOPS-20 Operating System

Calls," by Thomas A. Standish, supports this recommendation.

I ~3T-3 -



Recommendation

"That an INTERPACEMAN document be prepared presenting policies,

procedures, and means of technical support, for adding user-interfaces

to new APSE tools to an APSE so as to preserve the simplicity and uni-

formity of the user interface."

End Recommendation

This extends and completes the work of STONEMAN and addresses the

means of implementing STONEMAN requirement 3.C as it pertains to APSE

tool user-interfaces.

The paper, "New Category -- Extensibility" by Thomas A. Standish,

supports this recommendation.

3T- 4
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I Recommendations

0 There will be a well defined boundary between a minimal

set of system services called the KAPSE and user oriented

ser-vices called the MAPSE.

0 There will be a well defined set of system services which

support all target computers.

3
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I THE ADAPTATION OF
VAX VMS SYSTEM SERVICESI TO KAPSE TO ACCOMODATE

I TRANSPORTABILITY OF TOOLS

R. D. Johnson

1 BOEING AEROSPACE MO.

I Macro Outline

I Paragraph
Number Title

II Introduction

2 VAX VMS System Services

2.1 Event Flag Services
2.2 Asynchronous System Trap ServicesI2.3 Logical Name Services
2.4 Input/Output Services

2.5 Process Control Services

2.6 Timer and Time Conversion Services

2.7 Condition Handling Services

2.8 -Memory Management Services
2.9 Change Mode Services

3 KAPSE System Services for Transportability53. 1 Event Flag Services
3.2 Asynchronous System Trap Services33.3 Logical Name Services
3.4 Input/Output Services

3.5 Process Control ServicesI3.6 Timer and Time Conversion Services
3.7 Condition Handling Services

3.8 Memory Management Services

3.9 Change Mode Services (

I 3U- 1



I
7 :: I

-- FILLSTR(MSG,"Is Mission Exercise Tape available?"
& "Answer 'yes' or 'no');

SENDMSGTOOP(MSG, REPLY);

-- if IS EQUALSTR(REPLY, "yes") then

-- end if;

.... NOTE: The following are part of

.... package VARIABLE STRING:

- (1) abstract data type VARIABLE-STRING

-- (2) procedure FILL STR

....- (3) function ISEQUALSTR I

-- (e) Example of Application: TBD 1

3.1 Event Flag Services I
3.2 Asynchronous System Trap Services

3.3 Logical Name Services

3.4 Input/Output Services

3.5 Process Control Services

3.6 Timer and Time Conversion Services I
- This section will also note use of a standard system

-- base date. VMS uses 17 November 1858, the Smith-

-- sonian base date and time for the Astronomical

-- Calendar.

3.7 Condition Handling Services

3.8 Memory Management Services

3.9 Change Mode Services j

I3
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Detailed Outline

1. Introduction
1.1 Purpose of the Report

1.2 Scope of the Report

1.3 Structure of the Report

1.4 ReferencesI
2. VAX VMS System Services

- There will be an introductory paragraph in which the following are

-- discussed.

-- General description of VMS system services
S- .Language interfaces

Privileged usage

I - .Form of Section 2: Each of the sub-sections

- 2.1 thru 2.9 will contain a general description

j - of the category and identification of the VMS

- services within the category. For each service

- there will be a terse explanation of its functionS-- and an appraisal of its portability aspects.

-- Appropriate privileges will also be noted.1
2.1 Event Flag Services

2.1.1 $ASCEFC -- Associate Common Event Flag Cluster
2.1.2 IDACEFC Disassociate Common Event Flag Cluster
2.1.3 $DLCEFC - Delete Common Event Flag Cluster

2.1.4 SSETEF -- Set Event Flag

2.1.5 $CLREF - Clear Event Flag5 2.1.6 $READEF -- Read Event Flag

I
I (
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2.1.7 $WAITFR - Wait for Single Event Flag

2.1.8 $WFLOR -- Wait for Logical OR of Event Flags

2.1.9 $WFLAND - Wait for Logical AND of Event Flags

2.2 Asynchronous System Trap (AST) Services

2.2.1 $SETAST - Set AST Enable

2.2.2 $DCLAST -- Declare AST

2.2.3 $SETPRA - Set Power Recovery AST

2.3 Logical Name Services

2.3.1 $CRELOG - Create Logical Name

2.3.2 $DELLOG - Delete Logical Name

2.3.3 $TRNLOG - Translate Logical Name

2.4 Input/Output Services

2.4.1 SASSIGN - Assign I/O Channel

2.4.2 $DASSGN - Deassign I/O Channel

2.4.3 $QIO - Queue I/O Request

2.4.4 $QIOW - Queue I/O Request and Wait for Event Flag

2.4.5 $INPUT - Queue Input Request and Wait for Event Flag

2.4.6 $OUTPUT - Queue Output Request and Wait for Event Flag

2.4.7 $FAO - Formatted ASCII Output

2.4.8 $FAOL - Formatted ASCII Output with List Parameter

2.4.9 SALLOC - Allocate Device

2.4.10 SDALLOC -= Deallocate Device

2.4.11 $GETCHN - Get I/O Channel Information

2.4.12 $GETDEV - Get I/O Device Information *1
2.4.13 $CANCEL - Cancel I/O on Channel

2.4.14 $CREMBX -- Create Mailbox and Assign Channel

2.4.15 $DELMBX -- Delete Mailbox

2.4.16 $BRDCST -- Broadcast

2.4.17 $SNDACC - Send Message to Accounting Manager I
2.4.18 $SNDSM5 -- Send Message to Symbiont Manager

3-(
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I
2.4-.19 $SNDOPR - Send Message to Operator
2.4.20 $SNDERR - Send Message to Error Logger
2.4.21 $GETMSG - Get Message

2.4.22 $PUTMSG - Put Message

2.5 Process Control Services

2.5.1 $CREPRC - Create Process
2.5.2 $DELPRC - Delete ProcessJ 2.5.3 $HIBER - Hibernate

2.5.4 $WAKE - Wake

2.5.5 $SCHDWK - Schedule Wakeup

2.5.6 $SUSPND - Suspend
2.5.7 $RESUME - Resume Process

2.5.8 SCANWAK - Cancel Wakeup
2.5.9 $EXIT - Exit1 2.5.10 $FORCEX - Force Exit
2.5.11 $DCLEXH - Declare Exit Handler
2.5.12 $CANEXH - Cancel Exit Handler
2.5.13 $SETPRN - Set Process Name
2.5.14 $SETPRI - Set Priority

2.5.15 $SETRWM - Set Resource Wait Mode
2.5.16 $GETJPI - Get Job/Process Information

I 2.5.i7 $SETPRV -- Set Privileges

2.6 Timer and Time Conversion Services
J1 2.6.1 $GETTIM -- Get Time

1 2.6.2 $NUMTIM -- Convert Binary Number to Numeric Time
. 2.6.3 $ASCTIM - Convert Binary Time to ASCII String
2.6.4 SBINTIM -- Convert ASCII String to Binary Time5 2.6.5 $SETIMR -- Set Timer
2.6.6 SCANTIM - Cancel Timer Request
2.6.7 SSCHDWK - Schedule Wakeup

2.6.8 SCANWAK - Cancel Wakeup1 2.6.9 SSETIME - Set System Time

3U-5
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2.7 Condition Handling Services

2.7.1 $SETEXV - Set Exception Vector

2.7.2 $SETSFM - Set System Service Failure Exception Mode

2.7.3 SLINWIND -- Unwind Call Stack

2.7.4 $DCLCMH - Declare Change Mode or Compatibility Mode

Handler

2.8 Memory Management Services

2.8.1 SEXPREG - Expand Program/Control Region

2.8.2 $CNTREG - Contract Program/Control Region

2.8.3 $CRETVA - Create Virtual Address Space

2.8.4 $DELTVA - Delete Virtual Address Space

2.8.5 $CRMPSC - Create and Map Section

2.8.6 $MGBLSC - Map Global Section

2.8.7 $UPDSEC - Update Section File on Disk

2.8.8 $DGBLSC - Delete Global Section

2.8.9 $LKWSET - Lock Pages in Working Set

2.8.10 $ULKWSET - Unlock Pages from Working Set

2.8.11 $PURGWS - Purge Working Set

2.8.12 $LCKPAG -- Lock Pages in Memory

2.8.13 $UNLPAG -- Unlock Pages from Memory

2.8.14 $ADJWSL -- Adjust Working Set Limit

2.8.15 $SETPRT -- Set Protection on Pages

2.8.16 $SETSWM - Set Process Swap Mode

2.9 Change Mode Services

2.9.1 $CMEXEC - Change to Executive

2.9.2 $CMKRNL - Change to Kernel Mode

2.9.3 $ADJSTK -- Adjust Outer Mode Stack Pointer !

3
I
.1
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3. KAPSE System Services for Transportability

- In this section we'll identify services listed in section

- 2 which should also appear in KAPSE.

- There will be an introductory paragraph in which the

S-- following are discussed:

-- .General description of KAPSE services

-- .Language interfaces

-- . Motivation

-- .Role of KAPSE vs. that of MAPSE

-- .Privileged usage

-- .Form of Section 3: Each of the sub-sections

-- 3.1 thru 3.9 wi][correspond in title and func-

-- tion to corresponding sub-sections 2.1 thru

-- 2.9. For each service included in these sub-

-- sections the following information will be

-- provided

-- (a) Reference to an associated VMS system service, by

-- paragraph number

-- (b) Rationale for including this service in KAPSE

-- (c) Tool/KAPSE interface description (i.e., Ada

-- <subprogramdeclaration>)

I -- (d) Example of usage

-- (e) Example of an application

Th-- following example illustrates a KAPSE system service

-- description:

-- 3.4.5 Send Message to Operator

-- This system service allows a program to send a message

-- to an operator's terminal and optionally to receive a

S-- reply. The operator's terminal may be specified, or the

-- default master terminal may be implied.

I 7
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-- (a) Associated VMS System Service: $SNDOPR (2.4.19)

-- (b) Rationale: Tools and application programs need

-- an easily-used operator interface.

- (c) Interface: The <subprograrrdeclaration> 's for the
-- overloaded procedure are:

-- procedure SENDMSGTOOP - no reply, master terminal

(A: in VARIABLESTRING);
-- procedure SENDMSGTOOP - no reply, specified terminal
-- (A: in VARIABLESTRING;

-- B: in OP ID);
-- procedure SENDMSGTOOP - reply, specified terminal
-- (A: in VARIABLE STRING;
-- B: in OPID ;
-- C: out VARIABLE STRING);

-- procedure SENDMSGTOOP - reply, master termina4
-- (A: in VARIABLESTRING;

-- C: out VARIABLE-STRING);

-- (d) Example of Usage:

-- MSG : VARIABLESTRING(50);

-- REPLY : VARIABLESTRING(1O);

-- begin

3
!
1... (
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4 uctober 192;
1I: TRICIA OBERNDORF

, ubject: KAPSE Model of VM5 iystem Services

0 "--om RCN JDHNSON

In Appendix C of the 9 June 1982 Corrected KITIA Minutes
I was tasked with producing a VAX/VM5 model couched in Ada.
':,, I f ir.t ( 1b~iL i,, uma -e-t- --i - of this model is in the

, Poilowing pages, presented as an Ada package.

I iecause of our (i. e., Group 3) interest in run-time services,

.ne model is defined as a set of system services which would

be useful to a tool builder. I've discarded a number of VMS
,a, services that did not seem too useful in this context.

.A nother large group of VM5 services were omitted because
nf their obvious dependence on VAX.

! AS I've already stated, this is a first cut; you'll probably
. note that some services have been intentionally omitted, for
I. later examination. 3ut Lctober has come, so I'd better

s rubmit this to you as is. I'm also wondering if this is a

w71 Worthwhile effort anyway. IF it is, or if you'd like to
s see a change in this direction, then let me know. I'll
suspend this activity until I hear from you.

t ~RON

3
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package KAPSESERVICESMODELFROMVMS is

-- VMS System Services are described in Chapter 11 of ne
... AX Software Handbook", 1982, by Digital Equipmenr CorD-ration.

-- The Services "... are procedures incorporated into and ijsec -
-- the operatiig system to control resources available to cocesses

(NOTE: process = executingprogram + context), to provide ior

-- communication among processes, and to perform basic opePainr
-- system functions, such as the coordination of input/ourv.

-- Functions." Services are grouped into ten functional
-- categories:

-- Event Flag Services
Asynchronous System Trap (AST) Services

-- Logical Name Services
-- Input/Output Services

-- Process Control Services
-- Timer and Time Conversion Services

Condition Handling Services
Memory Management Services

-- .Change Mode Services

These Lock Management Services

These categories are associated with the (sub) package
-- specifications which follow. Services that I do not ccnsider

appropriate to the general KAPSE case have not been inclo_,ed
(Even so, the subset may be too large. ) *In the main, , :

-- services presented here form a true subset of VMS, tho,;'nI -- there are a few exceptions.

-- The following, quoted functional descriptions of service
-- categories are from the VAX Software Handbook.

type PROGRAM_ID is private;

I type CLUSTERNAME is new STRING(1..15);

S~,b typ e FLAG-NUMBER is INTEGER range 0. , -- -L,'?LM, _.-

-. iNEEXIST : constant PROGRAMIDi

SELF : constant PROGRAMID;

I ALLPROGRAMS : constant PROGRAMIDi

------------------------------------------------ ---

I
-------------------------------------------------------
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-IEvent 1 a Serv rp:
-- cooperating processes to read, wait for, ano manlpu'a.e

event flags. A process can use event flags to
-- synchronize sequences of operations in a program."

-- All VM'IS services are represented in the model.

type CLUSTERTYPE is (LOCAL_PERM, LOCALTEMP,

GLOBALPERM, GLOBAL TEMP);

type FLAG_.MASK is array(O.. FLAGNUMBER'LAST-l) of BOOLE.-''

subtype FLAWCGLUbIlt-. Is LK..Aw 5A i

subtype SETABLE.FLAG is FLAGNUMBER range 0.. FLAG NUMBER'LAST - 1;

procedure ASSOC IATE_COMMON EVENTFLAGCLUSTER

B : CLUSTERTYPE);
Create a cluster (if it doesn't already

-- exist) and associate the cailer wlzn it.
-- Creation of a permanent cluster requires
-- privilege.

proc edure DISASSOCIATECOMMON.EVENTFLAGCLUSTER
(A : CLUSTER NAME);
-- lmplicitly happens at termination anywau.
-- If no programs are still associated, the
-- cluster is removed.

proc edure DELETE_COMMONEVENT FLAGCLUSTER
(A : CLUSTERNAME);

C- Causes cluster to become temporary..
-- Privilege is required.

procedure SETVENT F-LAQ
(A CLUSTERNAME;

B SETABLEFLAG);

procedure CLEAREiEVENTFLAG
(A CLUSTER NAME;

B :FLA NUMrIt.).

function READ.EVENTFLAGS j
kA:CLU5ILH NAME.) return t-A-.;UPe

procedure WAITFOR_SINGLEEVENTFLAG
(A CLU ([1MNAr1-;
B SETABLE-FLAG);

procedreWIT FDR" LU.1CAL UN. _Vt.NT
(A CLUSTERNA E;

B FLAGMASK). "! (

3V-4
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I Procedure WAIT FORLOGICALAND-OFEVENTFLAGS
(A CLUSTERNAME;

i3 FLAG~_MfAtK);

vrei EVENTFLAG SERVICES;

I package ASYNCHRONOUSSYSTEMTRAPSERVICES is

". Various system services allow a process to request rnst in e
-- interrupted when a particular event (such as I/0 compietion;

occurs. Since the interrupt occurs asynchronously with
-- respect to the process execution, the interrupt mecnanism iz

-- called an asynchronous system trap (AST). The trap provies
-- a transfer of control to a user-specified routine that hand:es

-- the event." In the model are procedures which enable traps.
- AST procedures are specified elsewhere. (See, for example,
- procedure SET-TIMER in package TIMERAND_TIMECONVERSION_

-- SERVICES. )

-- The service SetPowerRecoveryAST is not represente-.
-n the model.

type ENABLEMODE is (ENABLE, DISABLE);.

type ACCESSMODE is (SUPERVISOR, USER);

type ASTBLOCK is - described like VMS'
record

ASTPARAMETER INTEGER;
R 0 : INTEGER;
R-1 INTEGER;
P C INTEGER;
P S L INTEGER;

end record;

-- orocedure SETTIMER is described in package
-- TmERAND TIMECONVERSION_SERVICES, even though-- AST's mau be involved, so it is not included here

procedure SET_ASTENABLE
(A : ENA.LE.MUDE),

procedure DECLAREAST
(A :ACLE5_MUOE_;B : ASTBLOCK);

-------------------------------------------------I -- $$ --
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package LOGICALNAMESERVICES is

-- These services are very VMS-dependent and are

-- not general. They have been omitted from the
-- moel, buz are ioentileo tin VM1 as:

-- Create Logical Name
-- L elete Logical Name
-- Translate Logical Name

-- Inese ma be roevieweo in Cnaper 1I or Tne

-- VAX Software Handbook.

eno LLA~i1.ALj4Ar1t_ tCViL;

-- s$$$s5Rss sss-sssss s$ss-s-ssssss.ssssssssssssss-----__

package INPUT OUTPUTSERVICES is

". The I/O system services permit the uter to utilize the
I/O resources of the operating system directly in a

-- device-dependent manner. Ihe i/u sujstem services cin
-- perform the following functions:

-- Assign and deassign channels
Queue I/O requests

-- .Synchronize I/O completion
-- . Allocate and deallocate devices
-- Create mailboxes
-- .Perform network operations"

-- The following VMS services are presently not represer:red
-- in the model. Their status is TBD.

-- Assign_IO_Channel
-- DeassianIOChannel
-- GueueliDRequest
-- GueueI0_Request_and Waitfor.Event Flag

QueueInputRequest _and Wait _for__EventFlag
-- ueue_Outputyequest_and_Waiz_forven-igs
-- Formatted-ASCII_Outut.twithList.Parameters
-- Allocate _Device
-- Uealiocate_Device
-- MountVolume
-- DismountVolume
-- ,et_10_ChannleiInormation
-- ~et 10_DeviceInformation
-- GetDevice Volumeinformation
-- ance1i10 on_hannel
-- Send Message toAccountingjlanaqer
-- Send Message toSymbintManager

3V-6
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- SendMessage_toErrorLog ger
Get Message
PutMessage

NBR OF OP.CONSOLES constant :- 2; -- 2 operator consoles

INBR_OFTERMINALS constant : 50; -- 50 terminals

subtype BROAD-STRING is STRING (1..56);

type CONTINUATION INDICATOR is (MORE_TO COME, TERMI NATEMESSAGE)

type FILETYPE is private;

subtype MAILBOX NAME is STRING (1.. 15),

subtype OPERATORID is INTEGER range 0. .NBROF_OP_CONSOLES;
-- 0 => "all"

type PERMANENCE INDICATOR is (PERMANENT, TEMPORARY);

subtype TERMINAL_ID is INTEGDE-R- range 0.. NDROFTERMINALS;
-- 0 => "ell"'

procedure FORMATASCII_ro0 i TBD

procedure CREATEMAILBOX
(A MAILBOXNAME;
B PERMANENCE INDICATOR;
C out FILE TYPE).

-- PERMANENT requires privilege.

procedure DELETEMAILBOX
(A : FILETYPE);
-- Deletion of a permanent mailbox requires o4vilese.

-- Receiving and sending mail are done by using GET and PUT.
-- See package TEXT_10 in Ada LRM.

procedure BRUADCAST -- to terminal
(A TERMINALID;
B BROAD STRING;

SC CUNIINUAIUNINICA WK);

procedure OPERATORMESSAGE -- note overload

B BROAD SrRING;
C out BROADSTRING); -- response requirec

procedure OPERATORMESSAGE -- note overload
(A "OPERATOR ID;
a i UALbrIr1NW)i -- no respo~se

private - is really implementation-dependent

4t p e FILE TYPE is new INTEGER ranqe 1. 1000;
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-- 55$ sss$$ss$SS$SSSSS%$SS$SSSs$$ss$$$$sss$ --

package PROCESSCONTROLSERVICES is

.,Process control services allow the user to create,

-- delete, and control the excution of processes."

-- The following VMS services are presently not in
-- the model. Their status is TBD.

-- Exit
Force Exit

-- UeclareLxitHandler
-- Cancel_ExitHandler
-- SetProcessName

subtype PRIORITY is INTEGER range 1.-100;

subtype PROGRAMNAME is STRING(1.. 15) -- Size really impl. dependent

type PROGRAMINFORMAILUN is
record

P_NAME : PROGRAMNAME;
-- TBD Accounting information
-- TBD Status

end record;

type RESOURCEWAITMODE is (ON, OFF);

procedure CREATtPHRCE55-
(A PROG14AMNAME;
R out PROGRAMID);

-- Spawn an independent program.

procedure DELETEPROCESS
tA " _.);
-- A program can delete itself or another
-- program that it has spawned.

-- it can also delete some other program
-- in the system, provided it has proper-- privileges.

procedure HIDERNATE; I
-- A program goes into hibernation, awaitin;
-- awakening From an ouTs1de event.

I
orocedure WAKE

(A " PRUGHAMID) ;

-- A hibernating program is .rmmediatel'

-- awakened.

-- rocedure SCHEDULEWAKEUP
-- See vackage TIMER AND_TIME_CONVERSICN_SERV'I S

3V- 8
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procedure SUSPEND-PROCESS
-- (A : PROGRAMID := SELF);
(A PROGRAMID); -- NYUwont allow defauit by de erec cons

-- Suspend SELF or another program. Special
-- privileges are required to suspend anuS-- but self or one created by this program.

procedure RESUMEPROCESS
(A PRO AM ID);

-- Resume execution of a program previously

-- suspended. If suspension was not by the

-- caller, then special privilege is requirea.

procedure SET-PRIORITY
-- (A : PROGRAM_ " SELF;
(A PROCRAM-ID; -- NYU won't allow default

F. "RIOHITY);

-- A program can change SELF or another's
-- priority. Special privilege is needed to

-- change another's or one's own to exceed
-- one's initial base priority.

orocedure SETRESOURCEWAITJMODE
(A : RESOURCEAITMODE ON);

procedure GET PROGRAMINFORMATION
-- (A : FROGRAM ID "=U Fi
(A PROGRAMID, -- NYU won't allow default
P "out PROGRAM_INFORMATION);

-- Special privilege is needed to inquire
-- after other programs. One can inquire

-- after SELF.

procedure SET-PRIVILEGES; -- T B D

function GET _PROGRAM iD - not in VM5

(A : PROGRAMNAME) return PROGRAM-ID;

-- NONE EXIST could be returned.

i vr,d PROCESSCONTROL SERVICES;

I
---------------------------------------

I -- $$$S 5%$SSSSSSSSS$$SSS55SSSSS$S$$SSSS$$$$$$ --

-------- ------------ - ------------

I
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pchkage !Ir-li.< NL)_ Il LUNVNtbIUN (VI 2s

-- "Timer services can:

-- Schedule setting an event flag or queing an AS7
-- for the current process, or cancel a pendinp
-- request that has not yet been honored
-- Schedule a wakeup request for a hibernating
-- process, and cancel a pending request that has

-- not yet been Sonoro.
Set the system time"

-- The Smithsonian base 0ate and time For tne Astr'onomical
-- Calendar is used by VMS. This is 00:00 on 11/17/1858.

All vM5 services Iplus otners; are represented in rne moael.

type AB5ULUIEIND is (AbtiULUI , IJLLI.Uh-tl )i

subtype ASCIITIME is STRING(1..23);
-- do-mmm-yyyy nn:mm: ss. cc

subtype DELTA_TIME is STRING(1.. 15);
-- ddd hfh:mm:ss.CC

type NUMERICTIME is
record

YEAR INTEGER;
MONTH - INTEGER range 1.. 12;
DAY : INILh1. range 1.. .51;
HOUR : INTEGER range 0.. 23;
MINUTE : INTEGER range 0. 59;
Shv-UN) 11NIhVW range Q. . -t
HUNDRTS: INTEGER range 0.. 99;

end record;

type SMITHSONIANTIME is private;
-- 100-nanosecond units offset from
---- U:O0:00.00D hours on 11///285

type WAKEjYPE is (ABSOLUTE, DELTA OFFSET, INTERVAL);

function GET-TIME return SMITHSONIANTIME;

function SMI1rHUN1AN IDUNMJrLJ1t;
(A ABSOLUTE IND;

B : SMITHSONIANTIME) return NUMERICTIME;

function NUMERIC TO-SMITHSONIAN -- not in VMS
(A : AiSOLUTEIND;
a :NUMLMICIIME) return 5tI I HLJNIAN. Ti±,.;

function SMITHSONIANTO ASCII
(A 3V-11HbUN1AN I1M) return AlII_'T11111 (

3V-10



;'jnction ASCII TO SMITHSONIAN
(A : ASCI1IT1M) return 5MFIfH UNIAN_ IJ'

Current values will be substituted ;or blarv.s in's.

iunction ASCI I DELTA_TU 51THSUNIANU-I TA

(A : DELTA-TIME) return SMITHSONIANTME.

procedure EI _V1MFtK -- note overload
(A PROGRAMID; -- AST identification

B SMITHSCNIANTIM E
C AL3SULU I 1,W : = :NIJULU {i.-

procedure SETTIMER -- note overload

• FLAGNUMBER;
C SMITHSONIAN TIME;
D ABSOYLUTE IND := ABSOLUTE);

procedure CANCELTIMER_REQUEST -- note overload

(A : PROGRAM ID); -- AST identifier
-- A can be ALLPROGRAMS

procedure CANCEL_TIMERREQUEST -- note overload

(A : CLUSTER _NAME : "ALL ;
B : FLAG NUMBER FLAG NUMBER'LAST)i

. ..... ---- De-faults both mean "all".

procedure SCHEDULEWAKEUP
(A : PROGRAM-ID;

B : WAKETYPE,
C : SMITHSONIANTIME);

procedure CANCELW1AKEUP
(A : PROGRAMID);

All scheduled wakeup requests (made by

-- call to SCHEDULEWAKEUP by this and other
-- programs) are cancelled.

procedure SETSYSTEMTIME
(A ABSOLUTEIND;
B SMITHSONIAN TIME);
For operator use.

pT.ivate

type SMITHSONIAN_TIME is array(l. .4) of INTEGER;

end TIMERANDTIMECONVERSION_SERVICES;

%$s$S$$$$S$S$$ISSSS$$$$S$IS$$SS$$$$$ --

----------------------------------
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p*a.cge CuND1iI NHANDLING_ SERV1CE iS

-- These VMS services are not required, as they're
- accomodated by Ada's exception and interrupt
- processing features. Thus, they are not included
-- here, even though they may be required for other

languages. The procedures are identiFied in -ne
-- VAX Software Handbook as:

--- ST XCPTJ1UN_VLCIUK
SETSYSTEM_SERVICE_FAILUREECEPTION MODE

-- UNWINDCALLSTACK

I-Td CONDITrON._HANDLINGSERVICES

p.ckage MEMORYMANAGEMENTSERVICES is

-- VM! contains a number of system services with
-- which one can manage his real and virtual memory
- spaces, swapping and mapping. Because KAPSE will
-- not tin general) be hosted on a virtual system,
-- these services will not be included in the model.

-- Exceptions are procedures by which the program I
-- region can be expanded and contracted.

-- Omitted VMS services are many, and they are not listed hers. j
-- 5ee Lhapter 11 of VAX 5oftware Handbook.

type MMUKYUNIT is new NATURAL;

procedure EXPANDREgION
(A : MmuRY-UNI1);
-- A units will be added to the region.
-- Program elements may be re-located.

procedure CONTRACTREGION
(A : MEMORYUNIT)
-- A units will be removed from the region.
-- Program elements may be re-located.

end MEMU Y- _MANAG -ENT.RVIC5;

• • • I " I3---I2
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I - S$S.$$SS.$SS$$$S$S$$$S$$$$SSSS$$$$S$$$$$S$ ---

I

I package CHANGEMODESERVICES is

" The Change Mode Services allow a process to change

-- to either executive mode or kernal mode to execute
-- a specified routine. Use of these services requires- privilege."

-- The model supports only executive mode.

-- The service AdjustOuterModeStackPoi-nter is not
r-- epresented in the mo3eI.

I
2eneric

with procedure CALLED-PROGRAM;jprocedure CALLINEXECUTIVEMODE;
-- This genetic procedure allows one to:
-- (1) change to executive mode

-- (2) enter a procedure
-- (3) return to normal mode

Use of the generic procedure insuresj -- that normal mode is re-instated.

-- To instantiate the above for two procedures:

-- procedure CALLXYZ is new CALL-INEXECUTIVE MODE(XYZ),
-- procedure EX GRS is new CALL IN EXECUTIVE_MODE(GRE).

-- And to use the instantiated programs, we say:

-- CALL_XYZ;
The EXQRS;

-- The program body may appear thus:

-- procedure CALLIN EXECUTIVEMODE is
-- begin

- SETEXECMODEi -- defined elsewhere

- CALLEDPROGRAM; -- generic parameter

-- SETNORMAL_MODE; -- defined elsewhere

-- end;

end CHANQEjMDE_5ERVICES

1
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package LOCKMANAGEMENTSERVICES is

-- ,hese services "are a tool to help users develop '
-- resource-sharing applications; for example, dal'aoase
-- systems. It (sic) provides a resource nametable f,:-
-- defining a resource with a variety of lock modes for

-- controlling access to it, and the means for processe
-- to queue lock requests. "

-- All VMS services are represented in the model.

subtype EVENT_FLAG is INTEGER range -1000.. 0;

qpe LUK~_ ,IUE~ :5~ (NjuLCLW L;-INI r,, -

.ROTECTEDREAD, PROTECTED _R.TE, E.:_:...

sbrupe RESCUR.CE NAME is STR'NG(1..1),

procedure ENGUELOCKREQUEST -- note overload

B LOCKMODE;
C out LOCK.STATUS);

pocedure ENGUELOCKREQUEST -- note overload

C PROGRAM_ID); -- AST Identification

procedure CNkiUt. LUUA_LUUtbZ - note overloao
(A RESOURCE NAME
B: LOCKMODE;

D SETABLE_FLAQ);

procedure ENZ1UF_LUCK_ -UT.AN. WAI _Ux_Q-.VLNT
(A RESOURCENAME;

B : LOCKMODE);

procedure DEQUEL-OCK REQUESTS -- note overload
(A : RESOURCE NAME); (

procedure DEQUE LOCK REGUESTS - note overload
(A RESOURCE NAME;

B : LOCK_MODE);

rnd LOCK MANAGEMENT SERVICES;

II
- - ---------------------------------- - ------------------ --
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private

- The following declarations do not necessarily bear
-- any resemblance to VMS, but are supplied so that

I can compile the package. I guess I could also
-- make similar statements in other places.

type PROGRAMID is new INTEGER range 0.. 1000

NONE_EXIST : constant PROGRAM_1D := 1;

SELF : constant PROGRAMID := 0;

ALL_PROGRAMS : constant PROGRAMID 2,

A (,1,G KAPS._ ERViVESMODEL FRUMVMS;

3 1
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

Purpose of document

Scope of document.

Definition of terms

Statement of problem

Solution of problem

Bibliography

Structure and contents of docoument
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Chapter 2 ADA LANGUAGE ISSUES

2.1 Character Sets

IStandard and extended sets
Writing with protability in mind

Set transformation (mechanical and otherwise)

2.2, Representation Specifications

How they assist transportability

How they hinder transportability

Locating them in pragmas

Effects on efficiency

Alternatives

2.3 Pragmas

Language-defined pragmas f
Implementation-defined pragmas

Locating pragmas in programs

Alternatives

2.4 Use of Standard Types

Implementation defined

Possible problems

Locating usage in programs
IAl ternati ves

2.5 Efficiency ConsiderationsI
Differences in computers and APSEs

Differences in optimization

Measuring efficiency

Program modification
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2.6 Attributes

Usefulness in developing portable programs

Relationship to Package System

2.7 Unchecked Programming

Dangers

Locating unchecked progralmming in programs

2.8 Package Standard

Care with type descriptors

Locating use of particular types

Package SYSTEM

2.9 Appendix F of ADA LRM -Discussion
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Chapter 3 APSE ISSUES

3.1 Use of Other Languages

What one might expect

Porting a multi-language program

3.2 Libraries

The "Standard Library"

Other needs

Installing other Libraries

3.3 KAPSE System Servi :es

"Standard KAPSE Services"

Extensions to the standard set

3.4 KAPSE EXTENSIBILITY

3.5 Data Base Considerations

3.6 Debugging Considerations

3.7 1/0 Considerations

Normal

Handlers for unique hardware

3.8 Downloading to Target Systems

3.9 Efficiency MeasurementsI
3.10 Fine-Tuning a Ported System

3.11 Command Language
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Chapter 4 HARDWARE ISSUES

4.1 Word Size Implications

Accuracyr

Magnitude

Efficiency

4.2 Internal Data Formats

4.3 I/0 Data Formats

4.4 Virtual Systems

KAPSE Services for control

Porting between virtual and non-virtual systems

4.5 Memory Sizef

Efficiency considerations

Different program structures

Restructuring during porting

Tools which assist

4.6 Unique External Devices

4.7 Architectural Implications

MicrosI
Pipe line

Array processor

Ochers
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Chapter 5 THE TRANSPORT PROCESS

5.1 Media

Tape

Disc

Data link

5.2 Data Transfer

Files

Data Base

Catalogues

5.3 Program Transfer

Source representation

DIANA

5.4 Manual Procedures

5.5 Automated Procedures
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Chapter 6 AUTOMATED TRANSPORT AIDS

-- This chapter will contain summaries of

-- tools to assist IT. The description

-- of each will address the following (as

-- appropriate).

-- Function

-- Implementation Language

-- Host system

-- Target system

-- Method of acquistion

-- Reference material

I ,-I

1,
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Chapter 7 CASE STUDIES

-Several case studies will be documented.

-Each will be realistic and representative

-and will be described in terms of:

-- Scope of effort to port

-- What was ported

-- Problems encountered

-- Solutions

-- Automated tools used

-- Manual processes
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Chapter 8 APPENDIXES SYSTEM-UNIQUE GUIDELINES

-- Appropriate sections reflecting chapters 2-7

-- will be included in each appendix. How the

-- issues are (or are not) resolved will be

-- explained.

-- Each APSE developer will provide the full

-- book with an appendix addressing his

-- particular implementation.
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Herb Willman
Raytheon Company, Missile Systems Division

The general problem of transporting a program from one system to
another can be stated as follows:

A program, P, which has compiled correctly on a host, A, and eyi-
cutes correctly on a target, X, is transported to a target, Y, by
recompilation on a host, B.

Several possible outcomes of this rehosting/retargeting exist:

j (a) P compiles correctly on B and
executes correctly on Y, producing results
exactly equal to those from execution on X

(b) P compiles correctly on B and
executes correctly on Y, Producing different results,
but less correct, than those from execution on Y

(c) P compiles correctly on B and
executes correctly on Y, producing different results,
but more correct, than those from execution on

(d) P compiles correctly on B and
executes incorrectly on Y

(e) P compiles incorrectly on B

Outcome (a) is the usually desired result: no portability problem
exists.

Outcomes (b) and (c) may result when a program is retaroeted to a
machine which has a different representation for real variables. This
might occur when a program is retargeted from a 16 bit word length
machine to a 32 bit word length machine, or vice versa. These out-
comes may also result from different execution times on Y yielding

Ada is a registered tracemark of the US Department of
Defense (AJPO)

I
September 29, 1982
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differing control signal or message transmission timing.

outcome (d) may occur when the run time environments differ
between X and Y. This may result in unacceptably different numerical
results, message transmission timing, or control signal timing. The
differing numerical results may occur because of different mathemati-
cal libraries being used or because of different representations, or
both. The different control signal timing may result from different
run time control programs having different priority structures or
from execution time differences. Limitations on the features of the
language supported by the run-time environment, such as the number of
simultaneously active tasks allowed, may also cause differences. more
on this later.

outcome (e) may result from different compilers having different
built in limitations on the source code which is acceptable to the
compilers. Both compilers may be verified compilers. One compiler may
compile a program correctly and another may not be able to do so.
This may happen as a result of different pragmatic limitations for
each compiler and is the focus for the remainder of this paper.

2. Rzgatr LiialD~ - anbakgablt zu

With the formalization of Ada syntax and the eventual formal iza-
tion *of Ada semantics, one potentia.Liy troublesome area that remains
is the Ada pragmatics.

The pragmatics of a mechanical language usually refers to its
applicability to a user 'problem domain. It addresses the languages
utility for a particular application. In part, this utility may be
limited by the compiler system designers. Because of the finiteness
of the implementation environment or because of a concern for compiler
system operating efficiency, features of the language may be further
restricted by design or implementation. These limitations arise due
to the real need by implementors to place a bound on certain language
features not otherwise limited by specification or standardization.
These restrictions are derived from the finite sizes of records,
arrays, lists, stacks, strings, etc. within the compiler system itself
and within the run time environment. Other limitations are explicitly
identified by the Ada Language Re~erence Manual as "implem~entation j
dependent".

Therefore portability problems may arise because the pragmiatics
of different compilers may be different. When a program is tran-
sported fror. one computer type to another by recompilation, there may
be areas of that program that have to be rewritten due to these
differences.j

September 29, 1982
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Examples of these differences are:

o Maximum identifier length
o Maximum number of identifiers in a compilation unit
o Maximum number of operators in an expression
oMaximum number of enumr~aton values in a declaration

o Maximum depth of recursion

These differences may not be limited to the compilers. The prag-
matics of the APSES themselves, especially in the KAPSE/MAPSE inter-
face, may impose similar constraints. For example, the maximum number
of compilation units allowed or the maxrimum number of external refer-
ences that the link editors can process may be different.

Appendix A contains a list of items from the Ada Reference Manual
(July 1980) which are subject to pragmatic limitation by compiler sys-
tem implementors, and which therefore may present obstacles to porta-
bility. However, it may not be simple to identify the values for each
of these items for a particular implementation. Many of these items
may share storage area during compilation and the pragmatic limita-
tions may occur with combinations of items. For example, a string
containing all of the identifiers in a compilation unit may also con-
tain all of the labels. The maximum number of identifiers then
depends on the number of labels, and vice versa.

Depth of recursion is also a pragmatic consideration which isI difficult to measure. Here the run time environment plays the criti-
cal role. We believe that the best that can be done here is to "plumb

r the depths" by using a standard benchmark for dynamically measuring
the depth. The benchmark should be written to provide a measure of
the depth at the point that the exception for stack overflow occurs.
This data could then be published for the users information.

These difficuitfies aside, it is still important to know the
pragmatic limitations of the relevant compilers when faced with tran-
sporting programs from one system to another.

Consider the following hypothetical situation of rehostina a pro-
gram from target X compiled on host A to target Y compiled on host B.
The pragmatic limitations of both compilers for a small set of items

is listed in the table below:

September 29, 1982
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Items Host A/Target X Host B/Target Y

max identifier length 20 31
max length of strings 256 4096
max dimension of ARRAYs 9 3
max # enumeration values 32 65536
max # PACKAGEs in WITH clause 48 32.
max # explicit exceptions 16 128
max # compilation units 512 400
max # statements in comp unit 4095 512
max # active tasks 256 8

It can be readily seen from the comparison above that unless
these limitations are known to the user, it is highly likely that
transporting a program from X to Y or from Y to X will be a major
problem requiring significant redesign, rewriting, and recoding of the
rehosted program.

This type of problem is a commonly occurring one during the
rehosting of programs which are components of large DoD systems. At
Raytheon, we have encountered..it often when rehosting JOVIAL/J3 tools
from one system to another. The overflowing of internal tables is the
common symptom for such a problem and, if you are lucky, the compiler
usually detects the overflow and degrades softly with explanation.
Occasionally they just crash.

Since portability is a major reason for the development of Ada,
we recommend that compiler pragmatics and also APSE/MAPSE/KAPSE prag-
matics be recognized as a potential obstacle to portability and we
make several recommendations in this regard.

First, since portability is one of the principle reasons for the
existence of Ada and we have illustrated that one of the possible obs- J
tacles to portability is the lack of standardization of Ada pragmat-
ics, we recommend that the KIT and/or the AJPO establish a standard
for a "least common capability" for Ada compilers which provide for a I
minimum capability for use in the development of portable software.

Appendix A of this paper contains a recommended lis of "least
common capabilities" for Ada Compiler Systems. This iL a initial
effort establishing such a specification and should be viewed as a
strawman. (Or since "strawman" has an Ada history, perhaps we should
view such a specification of "pragmatically applicable capability" as I
a pacman?) !

September 29, 1982
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Criteria for the establishing of such constraints are threefold:

a) Compatibility with existing DoD standard languages

b) Use of modern programming practices

c) Use of automatic generation tools

We believe that compatibility with existing DoD standard
languages is important from the standpoint of conversion of existing
systems to Ada. Any existing DoD code is a candidate for translation
to Ada via manual or automatic means. An Ada compiler system should
have the capability of handling software so translated. This cer-
tainly has implications for pragmatic limitations.

The trend of modern programming is toward small, functionally
simple modules and this implies that a compiler's capability also may
be small. However, working against this is the trend toward higher
level tools which do some amount of automatic generation of software.
And since these are not typically limited to small modules, large com-
piler capability may be required. Also the technique of modularity
via insertion of code segments may require large capacities in a com-
piler. So there are no simpli guidelines in this area.

Therefore, we recommend that the KIT and AJPO review the recom-
mendations contained in Appendix A and set up a mechanism for arriving
at a standard or at least a set of guidelines.

Second, we recommend that the Ada Compiler Validation Suite
(ACVS) be extended to measure the compliance with these "least common
capabilities". The AJPO has a choice of just measuring the capabili-
ties of compilers submitted for validation and publishing the results,
thus making the portability considerations a matter of the procuring
agency and the users concern, or the AJPO may require compliance with
a standard as a necessary requirement for ccmpiler acceptance.

Third, we recommend that a similar standard be established for
the A7SE/MAPSE/KAPSE's being developed. The portability of software
tools may depend on similar pragmatic limitations of the Ada program-
ming environment. Since this is also an area where portability may
reap large benefits for cost reduction, standards for a "least common
capability" should also be established here.

1
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L.ANGTAGE ELEMENT LEAST COMMON CAPABILITY

General:

Length of Identifiers (Unqualified) 31
Length of Qualified Identifiers 72
Length of Attributes 72
Length of Expanded Names 72
Length of Labels 31
Length of Strings 4096
Dimensionality (Rank) of Arrays 9
Number of Compilation Units 1000
Number of Library Units 5000
Number of PACKAGE names in a WITH clause 50
Number of PACKAGE names in a USE clause 50
Number of Simultaneously Active TASKs 100
Number of PRIORITYs 100

By Compilation Unit:

Number of Identifiers 1000
Number of TYPE Declarations 200
Number of SUBTYPEs of a TYPE 200
Number of Enumeration Values (per Declaration) 255
Number of elements in an ARRAY 4096
Number of Record Components 100
Numbe of Variant Parts 50
Number of Declarations 200
Number of Attributes 50
Number of Literals 200
Depth of Nesting of IF statements 50
Number of ELSIF Alternatives 50
Depth of Nesting of CASE Statements 100
Number of CASE Alternatives 255
Depth of Nesting of LOOP Statements 100 I
Number of Declarations in a Block 100
Number of Statements in sequenceof.statements 100
Depth of Nesting of Blocks 50
Number of Statements 1000
Number of Explicit EXCEPTIONS 100
Depth of Recursion (measured by standard benchmark) --- I

!
September 29, 1982
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LANGUAGE ELEMENT LEAST COMMON CAPABILITY

By Expression:

Number of Operators 100
Number of Objects 100
Number of Functions 100
Depth of Parenthesis Nesting 50

By Subprogram:

Number of Declarations in a Subprogram I00
Number of Formal Parameters 100

By PACKAGE:

Number of Declarations (visible) in a PACKAGE 500
Number of Declarations (private) in a PACKAGE 500

By TASK:

Number of ACCEPTs 100
Number of ENTRYs IC1
Number of SELECT Alternatives i00
Number of DELAYs 100

i
I
I
I
I
I

I September 29, 1982
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I
I NEW CATEGORY --- EXTENSIBILITY

i Thomas A. Standish

I
The purpose of this memorandum is to raise the issue of

I whether or not the KITIA should consider 'Extensibility as a new category.

Part of the KITIA's responsibility is to determine the nature of

the KAPSE services required to support future APSE toolsets. In the

STONEMAN's "strategy for advancement," it is envisaged that environment

tools, written in Ada, can be compiled in the MAPSE and can thus be added

to an APSE toolset. The KAPSE must naturally provide the underlying

operating system support services and database services to support the

orderly growth of such APSE toolsets of the future. So the question arises

Tof how the KAPSE can be structured to support extension of APSE toolsets.

The issue of extensibility is therefore concerned with the nature of support

services required to support tool extensions in APSEs and with any policies

or standards that would govern the growth of such toolsets to ensure that

they possess desirable properties.

One such issue that arises is whether or not we can devise policies

of orderly, controlled growth of toolsets in APSEs that promote simplicity

and uniformity of the user interface. Let us develop this issue a bit further

in this memorandum to enable the KITIA better to decide whether it wishes

*to pursue the matter further.
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One of the most important requirements in STONEMAN is

requirement (3. C) for simplicity, quoted here:

3. C SIMPLICITY The structure of an APSE shall be based on
simple overall concepts which are straightforward to understand
and use and few in number. Wherever possible, the concepts of
the Ada language will be used in an APSE.

Suppose it is our desire to produce APSE toolsets with user

interfaces obeying this requirement, and suppose further, that when

we extend the APSE toolset by adding new tools, we should like to have

the new tools 'blend" with the old in such a fashion as to maintain the

simplicity of the original interface.

A model that seems not to provide for this property is the model

of adding tools to current operating system toolsets. When tools in a normal

operating system accumulate by ordinary evolution, they tend to exhibit a

bewildering variety of different, often inconsistent,user -interface conventions.

The same control characters mean different things in differen~t tools, and

there are a jumble of different methods for exiting subsystems, jumping to

a system's top level, obtaining help, specifying commands, and so forth.

This tends to impose a high cognitive load on the user as there is a considerableI

and probably needless learning burden imposed on him as he attempts to

deal with the thicket of inconsistent interface methods which the tools require

him to use.
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If it were possible to devise some method or policy for

controlling the growth of APSE toolsets, so that new tools added to

an APSE would be required to obey one of a small, bounded number

of "standard" user interface methods, the STONEMAN requirement

for simplicity could be better met. But this must be done in such a

fashion as not to inhibit the addition of new interface methods of

substantial effectiveness and novelty that are discovered in the future.

What is needed is a proper balance between reaping the benefits of

future exploration (by Incorporating new interface methods) and keeping

the interface simple and easily useable (by enforcement of standards).

How might this be accomplished? Here is a suggestion.

We know that there are certain popular interface methods

for accessing tools in use at the moment. These include,

(a) the normal conversational interface in which the system
prompts-the user to give a commandW (usually issuing a "prompt"
character explicitly), and in which the user types a commandI in response. This type of interface may have various control
characters for exiting to the top system level, suspending
execution, obtaining help, and so forth.

(M the form-filling intei~face in which the user is presented with
a form (usually on a CT)wth holes in it to fill in, and he advancesI from hole to hole entering suitable data. Here, there may be
conventions for advancing to the next hole, returning to the top of
the form, aborting, and so forth.

(c) the tree of menus interface in which a top-level menu gives a
set of choices and when one chice is made, a new level of choices

is exhibited as a sub-menu. (Example: the UCSD Pascal interface).

(d) a graphic interface with windows and iconics, as in the Xerox Star.
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Some interfaces may make use of mixtures of the capabilities

given in (a) through (d), as in a graphics interface which uses iconics

to pop up a menu, which in turn selects a tool, which tool, in turn,

asks the user to fill out a form or to conduct a conversation consisting

of commands and responses.

One might be able to prescribe a handful (say seven to ten) of

standard interface methods, designed to cooperate consistently on the

use of universal, pervasive signals, such as a "suspend execution signal"

or a signal to obtain help. One could furnish a library of reusable software

parts (written in Ada), which parts could be used to create a tool interface

according to one of the standard methods. For example, in creating a

form-filling interface, one might have parts to "get a date from the user"

or'ket an inte-er from the user." One might have "application generators"

that, for example, conduct a conversation with the user to extract, say, the

contents of menus in a tree-of-menus, or the visual appearance of a form

with holes to be filled In. The "names" of the holes in the form or the items

in the tree of menus rnight be tied to certain tables of actions: actions giving

error messages, actions giving help, and data validating actions. The

application generator would "interview" the programmer tc. extract all the

information needed to generate a "complete" interface, and would generate

an Ada program to act as a complete instance of one of the standard tool

interfaces (forms, menues, conversations, iconics, or whatever). ]
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If one could make the addition of a new tool interface very

easy technically, through the use of libraries of reusable interface

components and application generators, then it might be reasonable

to put the growth of APSE toolset interfaces under configuration

management using a policy somewhat like the following.

'We,the APSE tool interface configuration management

authority,will accept a new tool to be put into the standard APSE tool

library provided its interface obeys one of the given standard interface

methods to the letter. If this is not suitable and you believe you

have a new interface method to contribute along with your proposed

I tool, we will make you go through the procedure for adding a new

I standard interface method. Only when you have succeeded in adding your

new method to the list of approved standard methods, would we permit

I you to use your method, and in that case, everybody else can use your

I method, too. But there are some restrictions. A new method mrust be

judged sufficiently riew and beneficial, in comparison to the existing methods,

I that the authority believes it will bring in more benefits from its use than

3 it costs in the diversification of methods and the imposition of new learning

burdens on the APSE user community. It must be brought into consistency

I and harmony with the existing methods, insofar as practicable. And reusable

I parts and application generators must be supplied to make it easy for others

to add tools using the new interface method."
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Were it feasible to provide such a policy and its required

technical support, it might be possible substantially to meet the letter

and spirit of the STONEMAN simplicity requirement, regarding

controlled extension of APSE toolsets. In the absence of some means

for controlling the growth of APSE toolsets and enforcing some consistency

in tool interfaces, we are likely to witness a recapitulation of the current

state of affairs with the growth of operating system toolsets --- namely,

random, haphazard, inconsistent growth, with its detrimental effects.

A step that we could take to investigate extensibility further,

should the KITIA decide it is worthwhile to pursue it further, would be to !
draft an INTERFACEMAN document, giving requirements for APSE toolset

interfaces. This is, in a sense, a Continuation of the STONEMAN exercise,

and amounts to our attempting responsibly to carry out the intent of

STONEMAN in this area.

If, after circulation and tuning, INTERFACEMAN were to be judged

a worthwhile pursuit, it might be possible to put together draft configuration

management plans and a prototype reusable software component library to

support APSE toolset extensibility. After further evaluation, trial use, and

tuning, this could eventually lead to a widely adopted shared agreement about

a beneficial way of doing business with respect to the use of APSE tools.

3 -
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Date: 10 mar 82

KAPSE INTERFACE CATEGORY: C.1 Deouqger Support (RTS)

CKAPSE INTERFACE GROUP: 3. KAPSE Services)

!.I. EXPLANATION:

An Ada symoolic debugger will place certain requirements on the Ada
run-time system, and consequently the KAPSE, not otherwise reauired within
the APSE. Certain information, normally hidden within the RTS and
'implementation dependent', must be accessable to a debugger. Such infor-
mation may include, out is not limited to, information in scheduler tables.
Implementation details of the stack model, access methods to data, and me-

chanisms for 'breakpointing' control to the debugger. Debuqoers will also

need to 'Influence scheduling' itself. For example when a breakpoint is
reached, execution of the Ada program may need to be totally or partially

suspended.

2.1. KEY ISSUES:

o 0hat partitioning between the Debugger tool and the RTS will allow its
use for varying targets.

o what partitioning between the Debugger tool and the RTS will allow its
use for varying host-taroet architectures (e.g. simulated target, con-I nected target, simulated environment, etc.).

o what requirements must be placed on the RTS to allow deougoer function-
ality.

" Do prooosed approaches allow for advanced concepts in detucoers which
address tasking? what additional PTS requirements would these impose.

"o mat requirements must be olaced on the linker to Provide bindinq in-
formation necessary for dehuqina? What RTS requiremerts must t satis-
tied for cases of execution-time binding (for detugger access to

- oojects/code)?

o Debuqer/Compiler Interaction

- Is it reasonable to req ire that debuaqers worK in the oresence of
optimization?

- Should certain PRAGmAs be required of compilers?

- what effects do the above considerations have on run-time efficiency
In the absence of the debugger (i.e. operational proqrAms).

- - What impact would such oraomas nave on recomoilation cmeckinQ stra-
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PAGE 2

tegies In support of Ada's seoarate comoilatlon model.

r3.3. RELEVANCE:

14.1. PRIORITY:

r5.1. RELATED CATEGORIES:

G6.1. PROPOSED APPROACHES:

6a. ALS:

6b. ArE:

6C. Existinq Standards:

6d. Other:

r,7.1. RISK:

18.1. ACTIONS TO TAKE:

(Preliminary formulation of long-term KIT aporoach:f

3
I
I
I
I
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THE CONSEQUENCES OF
MULTIPLE DOD KAPSE EFFORTS

Douglas E. Wrege
CONTROL DATA CORPORATIONf
Introduction

The KAPSE Interface Team (KIT) was organized by the AJPO to
i denti fy and document requirements for transportability and
interoperability of tools and data bases between Ada Programing
Support Environments (APSEs). In conjunction with the KIT, a team of
industry and academic representatives (KITIA) was established whose
purpose is to present questions and issues, alternatives and
recorimendations concerning this interface effort, as well as to serve
as a technical resource to the KIT. As we of the Industry Academia
Team undertake our charge, we would like to make a point about the
current direction taken by the Ada Program. The existence of multiple
DoD- sponsored APSEs may be deleterious to the Ada effort.

I Background Information

The major goals of the DoD common high-order language effort are
to address the problem of software life-cycle costs, and to improve
the quality and reliability of software for embedded computer
applications. The DoD recognized that in order to address the goal of
developing cost-effective, hign quality software, one must also
promote the development of portable software -- especially portable
software tools. In short, the concept of portability is seen as
crucial for improved software development [STONEMAN 2.B.10].

Portability requires the definition of some framework within which
tools will execute. Accordingly, STONEMAN defined three distinct
layers in the environment: The Kernal Ada Programing Support
Environment (KAPSE), the Minimal APSE (MAPSE), and the APSE. The
KAPSE is viewed as central to portability [STONEMAN B.ll]. The intent
is that any program, using only standard Ada constructs and making
external reference only to the KAPSE, be portable to any host. This
can be achieved provided that KAPSE interfaces are identical across
environments. Thus a standardized KAPSE interface is critical to the
development of portable tools. STONEMAN indeed anticipated a standard
KAPSE interface, and, moreover, expected a single standard to emerge
(STONEMAN 2.B.13; 2.C.91.

However, the DoD is currently funding the development of two
APSEs: The Army Ada Language System (ALS) and the Air Force Ada
Integrated Environment (AIE). As presently envisioned, these
environments will have different KAPSE interface definitions.
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Multiple APSEs

The existence of several APSEs is an expected consequence of
progress. It is envisioned that users will debug, update, extena and
otherwise manipulate the tools supported by an interim standard APSE.
Indeed, its success depends on such activities to uncover latent
problems, to test tool portability and interoperability, and to
discover new and more effective applications for software tools -- in
this way driving the concept of a programming support environment
forward towards the next APSE implementation. Thus, more than one
APSE may be in use for a short time, as users shift their attention
from one standard APSE to its newly released successor -- much as the
large operating systems of the 1960's and 1970's evolved.

What is unexpected, and almost surely counterproductive, is the
concurrent promulgation of two or more formally sanctioned APSEs, each
of which is viewed as a standard by its developing community, and each
of which is fundamentally incompatible with the other. The fact is
that there will be at least two such APSEs -- the Army's ALS, and the
Air Force's AIE -- undergoing simultaneous testing. There will be, as
a result, some positive, but probably more negative consequences for
the Ada experiment as a whole. The following discussion articulates
some of the issues and potential problems injected into the Ada
initiative by the existence of both the ALS and the AIE.

Is a Single Environment Crucial?

By the phrase "single environment" we mean APSE. Given that there
is a single environment, there would necessarily be a single MAPSE and I
a single KAPSE.

PRO: With a single environment there would be optimal portability of I
both tools and programmers. As non-DoD sponsored APSEs are
developed there will be maximum pressure to conform to the
government APSE, thus promoting a common way of developing and
supporting software.

CON: Forcing the use of a single APSE will tend to cause the
evolution of environments to stagnate. Certainly the use of I
environments is immature enough that there is no clear

agreement as to the components of a full APSE. Even STONEMAN
expected a wide variety of different APSEs to exist,
exhibiting, for example, different programming design
methodologies. What is crucial to the Ada Initiative is
portability of tools (thus affording avai I abi lI ty of
sophisticated environments), which can be achieved through theI
porting of the Command Language Interpreter (CLI) or
standardizing on that tool as a part of the MAPSE. Advocates
of a single APSE are really asking for a preliminary MAPSE and
a full MAPSE or don't understand the term APSE.

Recommendations
The arguments for multiple APSEs are decisive. Portability of
tools and programmers can be achieved without difficulty.
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Is A Single MAPSE Crucial?

STONEMAN defines the MAPSE as the APSE which provides a minimal
but useful Ada programming environment and supports its own extension
with new tools written in Ada. Unfortunately, the question of whether
a single MAPSE is crucial is somewhat clouded by different assumptions
about what should be included in the MAPSE and which tools should be
considered as part of the APSE. In this discussion the set of tools
which must exist in every APSE will be used to define the MAPSE, viz.
Ada Compiler, Linker, CLI, Library Manager (configuration manager),
and Debugger. If a single MAPSE is crucial, we will assume that the
KAPSE upon which it is built is also crucial.

PRO: STONEMAN expected that one MAPSE, and its kernal (KAPSE), would
become a de facto convention. Although STONEMAN expected that
eventually the KAPSE specifications would be considered for
standardization within DoD, it did not indicate that the MAPSE
would be a candidate for standardization also. Proponents of a
standard MAPSE view the STONEMAN as not going far enough since
it did not foresee the proliferation of invironments via
multiple-DoD developments. A single MAPSE will facilitate tool
portability and interoperability since the basic tools will be
standard and there will be a single KAPSE. There will tend to
be a basic set of data structures produced by these fundamental
tools providing de facto standards for inter-tool
comimunications. Programmer portability will be provided for
through a common CLI, i.e. the user interface being part of the
MAPSE will be standard.

CON: STONEMAN expected that a KAPSE specification would be
considered for standardization within the DoD through the
emergence of a de facto standard MAPSE. This was the only
reason for mentioning the MAPSE in a paragraph discussing
standardization. The MAPSE was intentionally not considered
for standardization. As long as sufficient KAPSE commonality
exists to satisfy the goal of tool portability, there is no
need to standardize on a MAPSE. Indeed, standardizing on a
MAPSE is counter-productive as the MAPSE needs to be fluid,
allowing incorporation of continually improved MAPSE tools. It
is true that some standards regarding inter-tool comunication
data structures need to be established so that individual tools
can be effectively ported to an APSE, but this can be achieved
without standardizing on a particular MAPSE. Programner
portability can still be provided by porting the CLI tool
between APSEs, and maintaining multiple CLI tools within a
single envirornment.

Recommendations
Do not standardize at the MAPSE level, however, encourage the
emergence of a de facto standard MAPSE through DoD wide
adoption of a preferred set of basic tools. The intent is to
maintain flexibility in the makeup of the MAPSE tools yet
maintain uniformity between individual services.

I 3AA-3
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Is a Single KAPSE Crucial?

PRO: All evidence supports some form of standardization at the KAPSE
level. STONEMAN clearly states that "it is intended that
conventions and, eventually, standards be developed at the
KAPSE interface level." The Memorandum of Agreement (MOA)
establishing the KAPSE Interface Team (KIT) sets the goal of
"establish[ing] the necessary interface conventions so that
multiple [APSE] efforts may converge to a single set of
interface standards in the 1985 time frame." Initial KIT and
KITIA requirements for interoperability and transportability of
tools revolve around establishing a Standard Interface Set
(SIS) which will become a kernal for all KAPSEs, i.e. a
conforming KAPSE will implement all of the SIS but may
implement a superset of the SIS. A requirement will be that
the "SIS should be the same everywhere and fnr everyone."

CON: Nil.

Controversy centers on the questions of: when is "eventually", how
strong should the standards be, and does the DoO have a viable plan
which will allow such commonality to be achieved. The remainder of
this discussion centers around the last question.

The Stoneman Plan

STONEMAN set forth requirements for an Ada Programming Support
Environment and suggested the MAPSE/KAPSE approach as a mechanism for I
achieving those requirements. It was never intended to set forth a

specific plan for the acquisition of an APSE, however, the STONEMAN
was influenced by an "expected" strategy. STONEMAN's 'Strategy for
Advancement' [2.C.7) states "Progress towards the long-term goal of a
wide measure of portability is expected to be achieved by a process of
competitive design and evaluation of APSEs and their associated
KAPSEs."

The plan was for the Air Force to act as the lead service in the
development of an integrated software environment for Ada. The Army
was to develop a few critical tools to enable the use of Ada in the
context of existing software environments, i.e. to provide an interim
solution [STONEMAN, Preface).

The Situation Today: The Stoneman Plan O.B.E.

The current situation is that the Army is about to introduce the
ALS, a complete APSE based on the MAPSE/KAPSE approach. The Air
Force, meanwhile, has contracted for the AIE following a conpetitive
design of three candidate APSEs with public evaluation and selection
of a winner. Thus, it appears that there will be the concurrent
promulgation of two formally sanctioned APSEs, each of which is viewed
as standard by its developers.

.1 
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There are a number of important problems with the "two-standards"
approach. There is a high risk factor associated with STONEMAN's
expectation that one MAPSE and its basic kernal or KAPSE would achieve
a sufficiently wide measure of acceptance for it to become a de facto
standard [STONEMAN 2.C.9]. Certainly, there is no precedence for the
emergence of de facto standards from the private sector without
incentives imposed from outside (i.e. the Government). Thus the
existence of two DoD APSEs will diffuse any tendancies toward
comnonality of KAPSEs or MAPSEs outside of DoD. The lack of a uniform
position within DoD regarding APSE use is probably a sure way to
guarantee that no de facto standards emerge. The government's posture
tends to be magnified in the private sector; uniformity within DoD may
lead to commonality in the private sector, but a two-APSE approach
will surely lead to a total lack of commonality in industry. Let usj examine issues bearing on the two-standards situation.

1. Are the ALS and AIE research prototypes or production-quality
final systems?

If they are prototypes, it is advantageous to have both developed
- since we will gain valuable experience in practicalities regarding

the makeup of an APSE as well as in the features necessary to
support them (the KAPSE). We will certainly be better able to
build an APSE "right" later, given the opportunity. If they are
production systems, it is probably counterproductive to have both
as gained experience will come too late.

It appears that both the Army and Softech view the ALS as a
production system. Army embedded system developments are to begin
using Ada in 1983. All indications are that the Air Force views
the AIE as a production system.

2. Will the Army and the Air Force adhere to and pronoti their
systems to the exclusion of all others?

If they do, there is always a natural tendency to adopt one's own,
if only to make good on initial investment. Initially, factors
such as the particular host machine upon which the environment is
implemented and which code generators exist will dictate the
environment to us. At first, the ALS will be adopted in the Army
if only as a result of VAXs being available. The Air Force with
Inventories of IBM and PE 8/32s will use the AIE. As an
environment is used there will be an increasing functional
dependency on that environment, as problems are solved, and as
users develop work habits that include the new capabilities.
Economic dependencies on the given environment will increase as
start-up and recurrent costs (debugging, reimpl ementati on,
retargeting, etc.) accrue, and as return on investment becomes a
critical factor. As user groups, unique support facilities,
special products, etc., grow, based on the particular features of
the ALS or AIE, incentives will decrease to ever move to a future
standard environment. Past experience indicates that once
entrenched in a way of doing business, there is always a tendency
to resist change.

3AA-5
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On the other hand, Wright-Patterson AFB has a contract to build a
1750A code generator for the ALS, thus the Air Force will
experience at least some use of the ALS. The Navy is planning to
use the ALS as a baseline for their APSE, thus the ALS may become
a de facto standard if only because two out of three of the major I
Services are using it.

Thus, the indications are that if the Air Force initially adopts
the AIE to any uniform extent then the two-standard situation will
result. The Army will almost certainly adopt the ALS to the
exclusion of the AIE, given the current situation.

Current Efforts To Remedy The Situation

A Memorandum V Agreement was signed by the Assistant Secretaries
of the Army, Navy, and Air Force recognizing the multiple KAPSE
problem and defining the long term goal of establishing a single set
of interface standards for the KAPSE. The MOA resulted in the
formation of the KIT and KITIA to evolve these standards.

The developers of the AIE, Intermetrics, have been tasked to
examine the ALS and endeavor to incorporate commonality, wherever
possible, as part of their development effort. The current feeling
among KITIA members is that the data base structures of the ALS and
AIE are sufficiently different that the KAPSEs will necessarily be
incompatible. For the AIE to adopt the ALS database would be
tantamount to ignoring the very features that were the determining
factors in the competitive selection of Intermetrics as the AIE
contractor. If the AIE were to adopt the ALS database, AIE
development would result in "re-inventing the wheel" and largely be a
waste of scarce resources.

It is the author's feeling that these efforts are not sufficient
to achieve the benefits expected from the Ada Initiative. Assume that
the KIT and KITIA do establish a generally agreed upon set of
requirements for transportability and interoperability of APSE tools.
Both the ALS and AIE will probably satisfy these criteria, with the
exception of requirements like:

The Standard Interface Set shall be the same everywhere and for
everyone.

This requirement could not be satisfied just because there are two
KAPSE definitions, one for the ALS and one for the AIE. Either an
arbitrary choice must be made, or somehow the "better" environment
must be determined. The latter case will most assuredly result in a -
largely political battle, introducing delays sufficient to cause the
two environments to become entrenched, i.e. no resolution will be
possible. The services are sufficiently autonomous that it is I
difficult to imagine who could or would be willing to make the
arbitrary choice. I

3AA (
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The statement has been made in the KITIA that "We would be better
off with the worse of the two environments than with both." The point
here is not to pick the poorer of the two, but that the undesirable
consequences are so great that an arbitrary decision is preferable to
the two-standards approach even if the chosen environment is
inferior. We must not allow the situation to proceed to the point
where two accepted environments exist within DoD.

I There is a slim chance that "everything wilUturn_ot ._Ia right."
The ALS or AIE may prove to be so superior to the other that one
becomes a de facto standard. One may exhibit sufficient superiority
in adaptability that it evolves into a clearly preferable
environment. The ALS may become so widespread due to its earlier
release (and the fact that the Navy is adopting it as a baseline) that
the AIE never has a chance. Intermetrics may figure out how to make
the AIE a strict superset of the ALS in which case it will be both
superior and could easily supplant the ALS. But we cannot afford thefrisk, considering the consequences.

Recommendations

The DoD must develop a clear plan resulting in a single KAPSE
definition for common use within the government. This policy must be
approved at an extremely high level and must have the necessary power
of enforcement. The following are some of the possible plans:

1. Designate the ALS as the baseline APSE to be used by all
Services. View the AIE as a research prototype to investigate
evolutionary directions for the ALS.

2. Designate the ALS as the baseline APSE to be used by all
Services. Change the AIE contract so that a new APSE is developed
based on the ALS, for mandated replacement of the ALS.

3. Designate the ALS as an interim APSE with mandated replacement by
the AIE when available, but do not constrain the AIE design to be
compatible with the ALS.

4. Evolve the Navy APSE from the ALS, to be the designated APSE.
View the AIE as a research prototype. This is similar to 1 above.

S. Have a competition between the ALS and AIE to pick one. Mandate
use of the selected environment. This may not be viable due to
the difference in development schedules.

6. View both as prototypes. Establish a requirement that a new APSE
will be developed based on knowledge gained from the ALS and AIE,
and mandate the adoption of the new APSE. This approach will tend
to slow the widespread availability of Ada outside of the DoD and
hence, delay its introduction and widespread use.

I3 7
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There are surely many other alternatives. All of the above should
benefit from the standards/conventions/requirements developed by the
KIT effort. The point to be gleaned from the above alternatives is to
adopt a plan to establish a standard KAPSE definition with sufficient
strength to do so. We cannot allow the opportunities possible within
the A-a Inltlative to be Overcome By Events.

I

I
I
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KAPSE SERVICES - EXPANDED OUTLINE

Herb Wilimafl
RAYTHEON COMPANY

This paper is an expanded outline for the KAPSE Services Sections
of the FAPSE Interface Report for the KAPSE Interface Team of the Ada
Joint Program Office. It contains the outline for Sections C (Ada Pro-
gram Run-time System), H (Bindings and Their Effect on Tools), and I
(Performance Measurement).

1. ADA Program Run Time System (RTS) - Section G

The Ada RTS provides the basic run-time support facilities that are
recuired by Ada programs that execute within the APSE and the non-host
target environment. Ada programs operate (execute) in two potentially
different environments. The first is the self-hosted target environment
in which the RTS is part of the APSE environment itself (i.e. the host
and object machines are the same). The second is the "remote" target
environment in which the target system is different than the host and
recuires cross-compilation. In the second case the RTS is not a part ofan APSE and must be "stand-alone".

f These facilities may include, but are not limited to, closed rou-
tine provisions for:

r'ultitasking Support
Exception Mandling
Arithmetic Operations
Type Conversions
String Operations
Structure Operations
Program Initiation
Program Termination
Standard Input/Output
Resource Allocation
Debugging Support
Performance N!easurement Support

Ada is a trademark of the US Department of Defense
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Task ACCEPT
Task execution initiation
Task execution suspension
Task eceeution tcrminati m-
Task DELAY
Task scheduling (PRIORITY)
Task STORAGE_SIZE
Task entry'COUNT
Task ABORT
Task Exceptions

TASKINGERROR
Attempt to call a terminated task

CO17STRAINTERROR
Out of range index for family identification

Task termination by exception
Incomplete rendezvous termtrrt-ion
ron-locally handled exceptions in ACCEPT

SELECT_ERROR
All alternatives closed and no ELSE part

FAILURE
Raised by another Task

Pragmatics f
1.1.PT. HAN2 DLTY

CO!!STRAINTERROR
NUMERICERROR
STORACEERPOR
TASKUIIG_ERROR
SELECT_ERROR
FAILURE

Pracmatics

1
t
I
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~ARTETTfl OPEP.ATTO~IS

Necessary Operations (may include VUMEPICERPOR checks)

I All included in Package STANDARD

Desirable Operations (may include COWSTRAIFhT_ERROR checks)

sqr (integer)
sqr (real)
sort (real)

I sin (real) Units?
cos (real)
tan (real)
asin (real)
acos (real)
atan (real)

Pragmatics

Typ.! CTor? TO1

fumeric Conversions I
integer to/from fixed
integer to/from realfixed to/from real

2.4~..S2B.U7G OPEPRATI

I'ove Strings
Byte Aligned
Not Byte Alioned

Catenate Strings
Byte Aligned
Tct Byte Aligned

Compare Strings
Byte Aligned

Vot Byte Aligned

Pragmatics

I
I
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j.j.U. CTURE ORTION

!ove Record/Array
Compare Record/Array

j.j-2. PROGRAM ITITIATION

Initiate Program
Initialize, as necessary
Support Debugging
Support Performance Measurement

l.ROCRAU TERMITNATIO

Terminate Program
Report Status, as necessary
Report Exceptions, as necessary
Support Debugging
Support Performance Measurement

lSA.MA. INPUT/UTPT

Generic Package INPUTOUTPUT
Package TEXT_IO
Package LOW.LEVEL_IO

l .1S.UPCE ALLOATTON

Resource Allocaticn at the RTS level - T'hat is recqired?

1. 3
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1.1.11.TN S UPPORT

Non-symbolic Basic Debugging
Memory Dump
Registers Dump
Trace

All
Control Path Only

ISnapshot
Breakpoint Insert
Breakpoint
Breakpoint Remove

Symbolic Debugging
Trace

All
Control Path Only

Snapshot
Breakpoint Insert
Breakpoint
Breakpoint Remove

Pragmatics f
1.1.2. PERFORMANC MIEASUREMENT SUPPORT

There are three types of interfaces which support performance meas-
urenent in computer systems:

Hardware only

Hardware/software
Software only

For the purposes of the KAPSE Specification, it seens practical to
concern ourselves with only the last type, viz. a software only inter-
face. Performance r1easurement through the use of software may be accom-
plished by the use of:

Predefined Hooks
Implanted Hooks
Dummy Loads, periodically sampled
Other technicrues?

I3BB-(
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1-2.1. Specification

Level of the Specification

A Level (Stoneman)?
Interface Specification?
B5 Level?

1.2.2. ccess Control And Uasag Restrictions

Command Language Level
Tool Level

,1.2... ET/Ct..erKAPSE Itrae

How does RTS interface with other KAPSE elements? What are the
interfaces? Any standardization? Any similarity between tool and com-
mand level interfaces?

-. - DistributedStems Considerations

How do we specify in such a way as to allow the interfaces to RTS
support uniprocessor, multiprocessor, and distributed approaches?

1. 2.. S Considerations

How do we specify in such a way as to not impact the future addi-
tion of security requirements on the RTS?

J.,i. L1. Rlvac

High. This area alone could significantly inpact the portability
of Ada programs in the DoD application environment.

f.. -4. Priority

Kich.
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I A. Program Invocation and Control.
C. Device Interactions.
E. Inter-tool Data Interfaces.
ff. Bindings and Their Effect on Tools.
I. Performance Measurement.
J. Recovery V!echanisms.
K. Distributed APSE's.
L. Security.
M. Support for Targets.
N. Pragma & Other Tool Controls.

f&*~ . Prpoe A~oahes

1.5.2. A

None.
i.I.A. oil=

1 1.7. 7. Risk

Probably High. To early to assess.
I i. c8.Actions toQ Take

Establish a suitable recuirements document and fnterface specifica-
tion.

3
I
I
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2. H. Bindings and Their Effect on Tools

Binding is the assigning of a value or referent to an identifier.
We are concerned with link- or execution-time assignment of concrete
subprograms, devices, and database objects to identifiers in Ada pro-
grams. In military applications, Ada must be capable of supporting the
full range of binding possibilities. Ada programs must be capable of
being bound completely, partially, or loosely. Complete binding means
that the link-edit-load process must be capable of supporting a prede-
fined resource allocation (static binding) for an application, which
typically uses the complete target machine. Partial binding means that
the link-edit-load process makes decisions about resource allocation
during the link-edit process. Loose binding means that only the loader
and target operating system or executive are concerned with the resource
allocation (dynamic binding).

2.2. E2. - suz e

2.2.i. Specification ofl Binding

Level of the Specification
A Level (Stoneman)?
Interface Specification?
B5 Level Specification?

What operations must be supported by the KAPSE regarding diagnostic
(debugging), interpretive, and full speed execution of programs incor-
porating static and dynamir' binding to subprograms and data?

Static binding?

Dynamic bindina?

Tradeoffs in binding?

2.2.2. S steM R

row do we specify in such a way as to not impact system recovery?
i

Fow do we specify in such a way as to support uniprocesscor, mul- i
tiprocessor, and distributed approaches?

I
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I How do we specify in such a way as to not impact the future addi-
tion of security requirements?

How do we specify in such a way as to not limit the capabilities
for target dependent functionality?

Poderate.

1.riority

Voderate.

.. .Related Ctgre

A. Program Invocation and Control.
C. Device Interaction.
E. Inter-tool Data Interfaces.
G. Ada Program Run-Time System (RTS).
I. Performance Measurement.
J. Recovery tfechanisms.
K. Distributed APSE's.
L. Security.
t. Support for Targets.
. Pragmas & Other Tool Controls.

I ... E a v~

1 .i Z.AA Languae Sge
Intgrte Environment

2.2. 1 . .i k

t.oderate.I
I
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Establish suitable requirements and interface specifications.

I-I
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3. I. Performance Measurement

1.1. 3E.r,:lanation

I Performance Measurement is the selection, collection, and recording
of dynamic information on APSE activity and resource use as a function
of tire. Frcm this follows performance evaluation, which is the techni-
cal assessment of a system (APSE) or system component (APSE tool or
IKAPSE component) to determine how effectively operating objectives have
been achieved.

I 2.2. IZ. £~ sse

2.2.1. Specification!
Level of the Specification

A Level (Stoneman Update)?
Interface Specification?
B5 Level?!

What mechanisms should exist for the selection, collection, and
recording of dynamic information on resource use as a function of timel

.hat mechanisms should exist for tuning KAPSE characteristics based
on such information?

I IThat access should exist to KAPSE software, host operating systems,
and host hardware to support performance measurement anc tuning?

What mechanisms should exist to support event reccrding? Exanples
of such events are:

Logon/Logoff
Program initiation/termination
Tool invocation
Scheduling information
Input/output activity
Pesource allocation/activity
Iultitasking activity
Exception processing
Command level activity

3I
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foderate to Low. This area is important, but not critical. Per-
formance measurement and fine tuning may be possible via the underlying
operatinq system for those APSE's that have one.

j. I. Priority

Low.

i..1.Related Ca-are

A. Precram Invocation and Control.
B. Logon/Logoff Services.
C. Device Interactions.
D. Database Services.
E. Inter-tool Data Interfaces.
G. Ada Program Run-Time System (PTS).
H. Bindings and Their Effect on Tools.
J. Pecovery Mechanisms.
K. Distributed APSE's.
L. Security.
V. Support for Targets.
N. Pragma and Other Tool Controls.

1.1.1. A.da Lnage ytem

.2....2. A~ Tnta rteid Environmentji. Exstin Standrdsmmm

L1! !. Risk

Low.

i. n T -a ke

Establish suitable requirements and interface specifications.

''- (
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I AN EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF

I THE TOPS - 20 OPERATING SYSTEM CALLS

Thomas A. StandIsh
COMPUTER SCIENCE DEPARTMENT

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIAI
I

Abstract

This brief document gives a high-level, executive summary
of the principal features, and organization of the TOPS-20 system
of operating system services.

Introduction

ITops-20 provides its users with a system of operating system

service calls. These calls are expressed in machine language using

J JSYS (or Jump to SYStem) commands. JSYS commands consist of

a DEC-20 special instruction code whose address field is set to

contain the numerical code for the particular service being requested.

Arguments are passed to the service routines in accumulators or

using pointers in accumulators. Results are returned in the same

fashion. There are error return conventions, which specify, for

irexample, that erroneous returns occur at the instruction location

immediately after the call, and successful returns occur at the second

location after the location of the call.

Underlying the set of operating system services is a set of

models for: (a) Processes, (b)Files, (c) Interrupt Handling,

(d) Interprocess Communication, and (e) Contention for Resources.

These models are machine-independent, in the sense that they could

be implemented, in principle, on non-DEC equipment. But if one did so

I



it is not at all clear that one could escape the bias toward a

particular manufacturer's operating system that we seek.

The value, then, in reading briefly about TOPS-20 services in

relation to our effort may lie in the fact that it suggests that

a system of KAPSE Virtual Operating System Services (VOSSes)

might have to have an underlying model specifying the details of

processes, communication, files (together with directories, protection,

versions, etc.), a software interrupt handling system, and a means

for inter-process communication.

Let's proceed, then, to give t~umbnail sketches of each of -

the five components of the overall TOPS -20 model:

The Process ModelI

A process in TOPS-20 is an executable entity that is associated1

with its own (virtual) address space for programs and data. A process

may spawn children (called inferior processes, or sometimes, "forks").

A given process may have more than one inferior process, and these

children may execute in a concurrent (or interleaved) fashion. Children

may, in turn, spawn their own children processes, giving, as it were, a

family tree of processes with one superior process at the top. In general, I
processes can control their descendants and themselves, but cannot control

their ancestors.j

Processes can communicate by a variety of methods: (a) they

can share pages of memory so each can see what the others are reading

and writing, (b) they can pass messages (or information packets) using

inter-process communication services furnished by the monitor,i

Wc they can raise interrupts which are serviced by interrupt service

routines in the others, and (d) they can read and write files in the file

system.
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For example, when a user logs on to the system and

Iis assigned a job, he is put in contact with a process that

executes EXEC-level commands (Q. e., operating system commands).

( If the user runs a tool or runs one of his own programs, an inferior

prcs, running under the EXEC, is established with its own

f fresh address space. If the inferior process reaches an error

condition, an interrupt is generated which is serviced by the superior

f EXEC-level process, allowing the user to kill. re-enter, or

continue the job.-AJ.8o, user-generated interrupts (such as hitting

I Control-C) are serviced by the suspended EXEC, and can generate

the action of suspending the execution of the inferior process.

The File Model

IFiles for a given user are stored in that user's directory

with associated protection codes, account numbers, version codes,

creation dates, etc. A TOPS-20 file name is of the form:

<USER> NAME. EXTENSION. VERSIONNUMBER; Protection; Account

A process that needs to read or write a file has to call an operating

system service that accepts a string giving the file name and returns

a Job File Number (JFN). This JFN acts as a "handle" on the file.

The process then opens the file, reads or writes it, and closes the

'I file. Files on disk have byte pointers that give random access to bytes

in the file. Modes of transacting with files are: (a) sequential byte-by-byte,

Wb in a multiple byte or string manner, (c) in a random byte-by-byte
manner, and (d) in a page-mapping manner.

There are many details of the protection system and simultaneous

file usage convention system not covered in this brief summary.

(Nonetheless, these issues must be dealt with in a mature set of

conventions for a set of Standard KAPSE Operating System Services).
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Interrupt Handling

TOPS-20 provides a system of software interrupts. There

are thirty-six software interrupt channels. Each process can set

up its own interrupt handling table. To each of the thirty-six channels

can be associated: (a) a type of interrupt, such as the machine-generated

floating point overflow interrupt, or the user-generated Control-C

signal, (b) an interrupt service routine (called when an interrupt is

handled), (c) a priority code (either 1, 2, or 3 with 1 the highest

priority), and (d) an enabling bit to sa, whether interrupts on the

given channel will be handled or ignored. The TOPS-20 operating

system queues up interrupts waiting service on the channels for a

given job that are enabled to service interrupts.

Interprocess Communication

Processes can obtain PINs (Process Identification Numbers)

of other processes, and using those PINs (which are furnished by

ca.lin8 the operating system), they can call services which send each

other buffered messages (or information packets). This is, so to speak,

a mail system implemented by the operating system service model.

Contention For Resources !

Finally, TOPS-20 provides an ENQueuing/DEQueuing model

for processes to use that must share and contend for resources (such J
as line printers). A process can queue up a request to use a device,

and when its request is granted, it seizes the device, uses it, then j
releases it. A process waiting to use a device can query the status of

the usage queue to see whether it is available. J
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If we are going to furnish a machine-independent,

non-manufacturer-biased set of KAPSE VOSSes (Virtual

Operating System Services), we probably have to have a crisp,

clean, precise, well-thought-out model that coveris processes,

interrupt handling, interprocess communication, resource

contention, and the file system.

i3
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j 1.0 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

1.1 Objectives of This Document

This document represents the first formal

output from Group IV of the KAPSE Interface Team - Industry and Academia

(KITIA). Group IV is concerned with a variety of issues, each of which

embodies questions that cut across the boundaries of the other KITIA

I subgroups. Group IV's issue areas currently include:

o APSE Support for Targets

I o APSE Recovery Mechanisms

o APSE Extensibility

o Ada/APSE Program Policy Issues

I o Distributed APSEs

o APSE Security

o Pragmas and other APSE Tool Controls
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One objective of this document is to present, for each of these areas,

what has been learned thus far that is of relevance to APSE interoper-

ability and transportability. This objective is met by a position paper

for each area. Each paper takes a firm stand on the area in question,

and sets forth its arguments as though the issues were being laid to rest

instead of barely opened. The purpose is to clearly display the status

of our analyses, and to provide hard targets for discussion and criticism.

A second objective is to develop, in each area, a set of recommendations

in the form of guidelines, requirements, and activities needed for

moving closer to interoperable and transportable APSE tools and data

bases . Each position paper is followed by a set of applicable recommen-

dations. As before, these are stated with unwarranted assurance in order

to inspire focused debate.

1.2 Sources of Information

In the interest of providing a complete record

of the information available to our analyses, each section of the docu-

ment will contain a list of references. Common to all sections are theI

following documents:i

o Requirements for Ada Programming Support Environments: "STONEMAN".,

Department of Defense, February 1980.1

0 Reference Manual for the Ada Programming Language, U.S. Depart-

ment of Defense, July 1980.1

0 KITI Working Session: KAPSE Interface Worksheets, KAPSE Inter-

face Team, February 1982. '

o Charter: KAPSE Interface Team - Industry and Academia, March 1982.(
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I 1.3 Document Overview

I Sections II through VIII contain position papers on

each of the Suhgroup IV issue areas listed earl'er. Each paper will

I adhere to the same format: a topic statement defining the issue in

question; a discussion of the issue from the perspective of interoper-

ability and transportability; a summary of recommendations that were

explicitly or implicitly referenced in the discussion; and a list of

pertinent references.

I Section IX then presents the currently envisioned future activities of

Subgroup IV as an aid to better inter-group coordination on the KITIA

during 1983.

i
1.4 Summary of Results.

The papers contained herein present, in explicit

I or implicit form, a number of recommendations aimed at both furthering

Iur grasp of currently known issues pertinent to APSE interoperability

and transportability, and exploring new issues as these emerge from our

I efforts. These recommendations, in the form of suggested activities,

guidelines, and requirements, are summarized below.

1 1.4.1 APSE Support for Targets. Two general guidelines emerge, thus far,

from Group IVs work in this area.

1 1. Consider, as part of a target support system, a three part, target

5 Iresident monitor. The three parts would comprise a kernel, a

resource manager, and a MAPSE-like tool set.

I 2. The session layer of the OSI model (see reference in text) should

be considered in designing the host-target communications inter-

face that would be part of the target monitor's kernel.
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1.4.2 APSE Recovery Mechanisms. We have identifed five guidelines in this area.

1. Failure of any part of the database should not compromise the

utility of the remaining structure.

2. The system's resolution of all recovery actions, complete or partial,

should be communicated to all relevant users. Recovery processing

should include feedback to users as to the nature of the failure

and of the resources known to be presumed to be, and potentially

impacted.

3. Recovery from any failure involving user-resource connections should

include recertification. At a minimum, recovery from a dropped

remote line should 'equire password recertification.

4. Wherever possible, recovery processing should be localized to

maintain transparency for the unaffected user population.

5. Equivalent failures on different APSEs should result in equivalent

recovery processing and post-processing status.

1.4.3 APSE Extensibility. Thus far Group IV has identified one recommended

activity and one guideline in the a-rea *of Extenstbility.

1. Recommended action: Re-interpret STONEMAN intentions as regards

a fixed KAPSE interface - especially in light of a rapidly expanding

tool environment. Can a fixed interface be expected to provide

services for the range of tools that can reasonably be postulated?I

2. Guideline: An APSE must support the front-end activities of the

software life-cycle as well as the later software development and

test activities that are now the focus of APSE tool efforts.

3DD-4



1 1.4.4 Ada/APSE Program Policy Issues. This is an area having to do primarily

I with questions of implementation and management of the Ada experiment.

The issues involved are thought to bear importantly on the long range

I benefits, both technical and economic, that Ada could bring to the

software engineering community. Four recommended activities and one

guideline of overriding importance are summarized below.

Recommended activities:

1. The position paper identifies a set of 16 questions for which answers

I should be sought.

2. Explore the notion of an Ada Consortium whose purpose would be

to organize and coordinate the efforts of Ada communities around

f the world, and to gather, analyze, and disseminate information

among them.

13. Develop a long range plan to using the emergent results of Ada/APSE

implementations as a catalyst for progress in software engineering

practice.

j4. Devise an approach for improving the data security characteristics

of near and mid-range Ada/APSE implementations.

Guideline: Any APSE should provide, independently from its host,

near state-of-the-art data securi ~y for all data under APSE control.
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1 2.0 APSE SUPPORT FOR TARGETS
JOHN R. BEANE, HONEYWELL SYSTEMS & RESEARCH CENTERI-

2.1 Topic Statement

I Target support is that set of services (tools) needed to load, execute,

i debug, test, evaluate, and otherwise maintain Ada objects on the target

computer. Of necessity, part of these services (tools) are resident

on the host and part are on the target. The target-resident portion

will be referred to as the target monitor, or monitor for short. It

is the position of this paper that the target monitor may be divided

into three parts--a set of basic services called the monitor kernel,

Ia resource manager, and a tool set analogous to the MAPSE tool set.

IThe interface between the monitor kernel and the rest of the monitor

is an extension to the KAPSE interface and deals primarily with host-

j target communication and realtime organization. The main topic of the

paper concentrates on the former, while deferring discussion of the

I latter to the KITIA group looking at the Ada program runtime system

(KAPSE Interface Category 3A). We recommend that the monitor interfacei
for host-target communication conform to the requirements for the

Session Layer of the Open System Interconnection (OSI) Basic Reference

Model (ISO/DP Draft Proposal TC 97/SC 16 N 719).

2.2 Discussion

f FTarget support consists of the target monitor, the monitor kernel,

KAPSE (host) services and MAPSE tools. Each will be described in

turn. The exact functions of the target monitor will vary with the

nature and services of the testing environment it supports. Each

testing service, such as frequency analysis or source debugging, will

have a corresponding monitor module tool which knows about and per-

forms that service.
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Below the tools is a monitor level (referred to as resource manage-

ment) which deals with the resources of the target environment whether

real or simulated. This level schedules actual resources among the

virtual machines running a single user program. Also, in a multiple-

user environment this monitor level simulates missing target peri-

pherals, and actual devices which cannot be multiplexed among more than

one user. In a single-user environment where accuracy is important

and a complete set of target hardware is available, this monitor level

may not be present (i.e., the user program interfaces with the real

resources directly).

The monitor kernel is a set of basic services which are needed in all

testing environments using some form of monitor. The monitor kernel

provides input/output facilities to the host-target communication sub-

system. The kernel also contains access and control mechanisms for

Ada objects executing on the target. These mechanisms know the target

runtime organization and the host-resident portion of target support

closely parallels that found on the target. KAPSE services (relevant

to target support) include input/output using the host-target communica-

tion subsystem, and data base facilities to access and manipulate Ada

objects of various forms. Each testing capability has a corresponding

MAPSE tool to interact with~ the user, access the host-resident data-I

base, and translate user requests into commands for the monitor.

Which parts of the target monitor -- tools, resources management, and I
kernel -- belong in the KAPSE and which belong outside? This choice1

can be made by examining the definition of the KAPSE. The role of the
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KAPSE is to isolate the MAPSE tool set from dependencies on the host

machine or its operating system. The kernel hides the nature of the

m host-target communication subsystem and the target runtime organization

from the rest of the monitor, and hence belongs inside the KAPSE.

The tools on the other hand are target-independent, so they belong

foutside the KAPSE.
Resource management is the tough question. Services like memory

management, processor scheduling, and device drivers are a part of

the target environment which the KAPSE is meant to hide. But simu-

lators for missing peripherals are more tool-like. In the interest

of keeping the KAPSE interface small, resource management shall be

considered like an environment simulator, which belongs outside the

I KAPSE, rather than an operating system (at least with regard to the

target).

Is any part of the target monitor transportable between APSEs --

probably not, at least not in all cases. Most monitor tools will rely

on the target runtime organization, or make assumptions about the allow-

able range of transmission rates for the host-target communication

r subsystem, or both. The kernel mechanisms to access/control an execut-

-K ing Ada object are dependent on the target runtime organization which

is a basic facet (assumption) of each Ada compiler and its support

tools. At this point, we have no standards to hope that two different

I compilers would make the same assumptions about runtime organization.

n
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A similar sort of argument applies to host-target input-output. Each

monitor tool makes some assumptions al3ut the interaction with its

host-resident counterpart. For practical reasons this level of inter-

action implies a minimal transmission rate required from the host-

target communication subsystem. Hence, if some new host-target con-

figuration cannot meet this minimal communication requirement, the

tool cannot be transported. Such a situation can be imagined when

moving from a tightly coupled configuration to one which relies on

communication using tapes.

The minimal services of the kernel (host-target) input-output facility

are:

o Create a virtual link between a program on the host and another

on the target.

o Destroy the virtual link,

o Send a message over the link,

0 Receive a message,

o Inhibit message traffic on the link,

o Enable message traffic.

These services are defined in the Session Layer of the OSI Basic

Reference Model. (Rather than define a new standard an existing

protocol , the OS! Model , was chosen because it has attracted a large

amount of interest as a potential communications standard). Lower

layers of the model deal with splitting and reforming variable-length
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mechanisms. Without standardization, a portable tool would

I recover only if the KAPSE did it on the tool's behalf, as

in the paternalistic model. This implies that the tool

might behave significantly differently from one APSE to

I another. It also raises worries that the KAPSE recovery

might be inappropriate to the more specific needs of a tool,

I and the recovery might be incorrect.

Recovery mechanisms can be difficult to add onto a system

already in operation. Since one of the goals of the KIT

effort is to introduce Ada in an acceptable environment, it

is important that users not be frustrated by their inability

to recover from the errors which will certainly occur in

early versions of any system.

3.2.5 Where does recovery happen?

The command language processor must be able to do something

about unhandled exceptions in the programs it activates.

I This is a form of exception propogation which has been avail-

able in many systems for some time.

The logon process must be particularly sensitive to problems.

It is reasonable that a state of the KAPSE is sufficiently

i dangerous to prevent further logins without being so bad as

to require termination of current jobs.
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If the KAPSE input-output facility had a package to read or write an

executing Ada object, the debugger tool (on the host) could issue

a read request to the KAPSE with the stack frame offset and receive

back the variable value directly. If not, the script continues.

3. The KAPSE (host) sends the message to the monitor kernel.

4. The monitor kernel passes the message to the monitor debug tool.

5. The monitor debug tool:

a. Interprets the request in the message;

b. Acces,,,s the executing Ada object via the kernel runtime

organization interface to retrieve the variable value at

the absolute offset of the appropriate stack frame;

c. Builds a message to satisfy the request;

d. Passes the message to the kernel input-output facility for

host-target communication.

And a response is delivered to the user via the KAPSE and host debugger

tool.

A few observations are appropriate. First, the session layer input-

output facility is adequate to get the job done. Second, this simpler

facility requires a server on the other machine which contains the

smarts of the more complicated facility or knows where to find thisj

information. Third, the powerful input-output facility (to read and

write executing Ada objects) could probably be built on top of the I
simpler service.
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Therefore, being conservative at heart, our recommendation is to define

the kernel input-output facility for host-target communication in

terms of the Session Layer of the OSI Model.

As mentioned earlier, standards proposed by the Ada Program Run-Time

System KITIA group will have an impact on the monitor kernel inter-

face for target runtime organization. Similarly, the needs of target

support should be addressed when defining such standards.

2.3 Summary of Recommendations

This paper has defined a way of looking at target support that lays out a

cymmetric structure on the host and target. The monitor portion may be

divided into three parts -- kernel, resource management, and tool set -

of which the kernel belongs inside the KAPSE. The monitor kernel supplies

input-output facilities to the host-target communications subsystem and an

access/control mechanism for the target runtime organization.

rthese two areas, kernel input-output facilities and standards for the same

were the focus of this discussion. Our conclusion was to define a kernel

input-output interface using the OSI Session Layer. More complicated input-

[ output packages could be built on top of this, and if successful, considered

for standardization. As explained, this standard will not result irn

portable monitor software above the KAPSE level due to a lack of standards

for the runtime organization and the nature of host-target communication

dev ices .
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Continuing study by both the KIT and KITIA is recommended to verify

the adequacy of using the Session Layer input-output in a variety

of test monitor situations.

2.4 References
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i 3.0 APSE RECOVERY MECHANISMS
ERIC GRIESHEIMER, MCDONNELL DOUGLAS ASTRONAUTICSI

3.1 Topic Statement

I It is a Stoneman guideline that an APSE be a highly robust

system that can protect itself from user and system errors,
that can recover from unforeseen situations, and that can

I provide meaningful diagnostic information to its users. In

order for this to happen, it is necessary for the tools in

the APSE to recover from these situations. This can be done

on their behalf by the KAPSE (inflexible), or the KAPSE can

provide a mechanism for recovery. In order to support porta-

ble tools, all KAPSEs should provide the same mechanisms.

3.2 DiscussionI
3.2.1 What does recovery look like?

I1 When an event occurs which does not permit normal continua-

tion, it generally occurs in one of two places; the tool or

I the KAPSE. If it occurs in the KAPSE and recovery is possible,

it is likely that the tool will see nothing but its own demise,

and the summoning process will receive some sort of exception

(in the simplest form, the summoning process is the command

language processor). When a recoverable event occurs in the

tool's execution (or outside of the tool, e.g. a crash), some

actions may occur before an exception is raised in the tool.

Ordinary Ada exceptions have some serious disadvantages when
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they deal with external events, as will be discussed in 3.2.3.

There is a simple model of recovery, which we can call pater-

nalistic recovery. Any event is either critical or inconse-

quential. Either the KAPSE takes care of everything so that

the tool (or user program) doesn't need to worry, or the KAPSE

terminates the tool. In either case, the tool is powerless.

This solution is inadequate to a robust APSE, since tools

cannot recover by their own understanding. A comprehensive

database tool should, for example, be able to recover from a

parity error in the database without losing the entire base,

or even the current transaction if there is some reasonable

way to cover the problem.

3.2.2 From what does one recover?

An APSE must be able to recover from a large number of events

(exceptions). .ecovery from many of these will not require any

KAPSE action (e.g. recovery from syntax errors during compila-

tion). Many of these exceptions, however, will occur at the

KAPSE level, either in that they occur during KAPSE calls or

that they occur at a level invisible to an Ada program. Some

of the exceptions requiring such KAPSE awareness are: j
- System failure (crash)

- Errors in KAPSE components (e.g. "unhandled"

exceptions in I/O packages I
- Unhandled exceptions in executing programs
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-Release of faulty versions of operational

programs. Although this is not an exception

J at the KAPSE level, it is recovered based on

the structure of the database and file struc-

ture, which is at least partly in the KAPSE.

- Partial loss of data (e.g. disk failure)

I - Parity errors

- Communication line disconnect

- Attempted penetration (as perceived by the

KAPSE)

3.2.3 How should recovery be undertaken?

For each of the exceptions in 3.2.2, some action must be taken.

That actions should cause the least disruption compatible with

I maintaining the securj ,.y and integrity of the APSE and its

programs. There are certain characteristics one would like a

recovery mechanism to have.

I A user program or tool should be able to identify the failure

I which has interfered with its execution. It should be able

to get enough information about the failure to do something

about it, rather than just estimating the severity of the

problem and terminating gracefully.I
Where an exception has no consequence (e.g. a parity error

which goes away on a retry), an ordinary tool or program
pa
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should see nothing of the exception.

Where an exception cannot be hidden (e.g. the parity error

persists), some reasonable action should be taken, and the

program should be able to predict that action, independent

of the KAPSE installation.

Exceptions occurring in user programs or single-user tools

should not terminate the entire system. There are probably

situations in which this is unavoidable.

When an exception requires termination of a task, user, or

data object, some effort must be made to assure that all

interlocked entities be closed, excepted, or terminated as

completely as remaining data permits.

Exceptions propagating to the command language (e.g. unhandled

exceptions in user tasks) should not overinform the user un-

less he asks for details or is operating in a batch mode.

An octal dump should not be considered a reasonable recovery. I
3.2.4 What happens if recovery is not standardized?

Any tool using a KAPSE service is in a position to receive a

KAPSE exception due to a failure. In order to rehost a tool,

it is necessary to use only standard or common recovery
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I
mechanisms. Without standardization, a portable tool would

recover only if the KAPSE did it on the tool's behalf, as

in the paternalistic model. This implies that the tool

might behave significantly differently from one APSE to

another. It also raises worries that the KAPSE recovery

might be inappropriate to the more specific needs of a tool,

and the recovery might be incorrect.

Recovery mechanisms can be difficult to add onto a system

already in operation. Since one of the goals of the KIT

effort is to introduce Ada in an acceptable environment, it

is important that users not be frustrated by their inability
4

to recover from the errors which will certainly occur in

early versions of any system.

3.2.5 Where does recovery happen?

The command language processor must be able to do something

about unhandled exceptions in the programs it activates.

This is a form of exception propogation which has been avail-

able in many systems for some time.

[i The logon process must be particularly sensitive to problems.

It is reasonable that a state of the KAPSE is sufficiently

dangerous to prevent further logins without being so bad as

to require termination of current jobs.
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Under certain conditions, a part of recovery will include

forced logout of some or all jobs.

All device interactions can raise errors. It is important

to distinguish the loss of the user's contact, which should

be recovered without visibility to the program executing

(e.g. re-dial and reattach after a telephone line drops),

and the loss of a device selected by the program, which

should be corrected by the program. The first error does

not require an exception, although in a sense it propogates

control above the executing program.

Loss of a part of a database should not result in a total

loss of the system's data. It is possible, however, that

one bad bit in a directory could compromise the security of

the entire APSE. Redundancy and compartmentalization must

be built into a KAPSE database design in order to assure

that recovery is possible. When recovery is complete, the

calling program need not usually be informed. When recovery

is incomplete, an exception is appropriate, since errors in

KAPSE database access functions are expectable.

The interface between tools must be capable of propogating

failures from one tool to another. I
The run-time system will encounter exceptions which should]
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be reported to its monitor if there is one. Standardization

I of this reporting will simplify the portability of debugging

I tools.

Distribution of a KAPSE raises many questions about what

happens to one part of a network when another part fails.

There are situations in which ignoring a failed member is

unsafe, since the failed component can no longer be con-

sidered free of malicious intent. on the other hand, it is

not desirable that the whole network should come down, and

it is often necessary to rely on a partially compromised

component to forward information or controls.

Security violations must be recovered, and some compromise

must be reached between incessant repetitions of "wrong

password, guess again" and terminating users with poor typ-

j ing skills.

It is also necessary to invoke security checks during recovery.,

since this is perhaps the most dangerous point in a system.

If a system is sufficiently compromised, recovery may bring

back a significantly different system, about which all of the

security postulates may be false. It is certainly necessary

3 to recertify all users after a system crash or a telephone

line drop. A failed database must be tested for harmfulness

I in some sense if it contains windows on data which might be
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protected.

3.3 Summary of Recommendations

It is apparent from the structure of 3.2.5 that recovery is a

highly diffuse problem. It must be invoked at the correct

times by other modules, and usually by modules which do not

have as one of their principal objectives the solution of

exceptional events. Because of this, recovery must be built

into the entire system.

There are several guidelines which can be extracted from the

above, and should be applied to the entire design of a KAPSE.

- The basic database should be so compartmentalized

and/or redundant that failure of a part of it

does not compromise the whole.

- Recovery can be partial. The fact that execu-

tion can continue does not imply that the user

task should not be told that something happended.

Great caution should be taken in asserting that

a recovery mechanism is complete.

-Any failure which creates doubt as to the identity

of any user, data object, or task, should be fol-

lowed by a recertification of all dubious users,

data objects, and tasks. As .very minimum, a

dropped dial-in line should require a password]

for recovery.
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I - Information should not be withheld from users

an ol unless it would compromise the system,

f or the user had an opportunity to request the

information and did not. It is probably de-

I sirable that, when a system goes down, all

users should be able to find out why it is pre-

sumned to have failed when they log back on (or

reattach).

-Recovery should be localized to avoid destroying

anything which is not related to the failure.

This entails a compromise with the need to verify

the validity of things which might have been tied

to the failure.

-Recovery should extend to all objects which are

I tied to anything being terminated. When a user

of a file is terminated, it may be necessary to

check the file for damage.

j -The occurrence of an event which is equivalent

between two KAPSEs should not cause different

I recovery on those two KAPSEs. This requires a

I standardized list of error conditions, actions

to be taken, Ada exceptions to be raised, and

I information to be made available. Such a list

is a significant undertaking, and subject to

I much debate.
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14.0 APSE EXTENSIBILITY
JIM RUBY. HUGHES AIRCRAFT CO.

4.1 Topic Statement

I There are at least two possible interpretations of APSE extensibility

relevant to the adoption of future guidelines, conventions, and standards

I for KAPSE interfaces. The first one defines extensibility as a property

of the KAPSE itself, as follows:

Definition 1.

Extensibility is the ability of a KAPSE to incorporate new functions

and interfaces without impacting existing APSE tools. Extensibility

is measured in the degree to which a KAPSE can be extended without

reprogramming existing tools.

This view is somewhat of a departure from the classic STONEMAN concept of

a fixed KAPSE, whose service are adequate to enable APSE extension through

new tools that rely on those (and only those) services.

I The second interpretation deals with extensibility in the more classic

STONEMAN sense, and is adapted from a paper by Standish:

Definition 2.

Extensibility is concerned with the nature of support services re-

quired to support tool extensions in APSEs, and with any policies or

I standards that would govern the growth of such tool sets to ensure

that they possess desirable properties.

This view leads to a stronger focus on the APSE tool/user interface as

3it is affected by tool extensions within the APSE.
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4.2 Discussion

This section explores the problem of APSE extensibility both in terms of

KAPSE interfaces and APSE tool/user interfaces. Since this is a new

category whose definition and surrounding issues have neither been widely

discussed nor agreed upon, a fair amount of attention will be paid to

identifying such issues within the context of spe~cific STONEMAN requirements.

Section 4.2.1 highlights a number of critical issues related to the point

of view expressed in Definition 1, while the point of view expressed in

Definition 2 is expanded in section 4.2.2 (again, taken directly from (2)).

4.2.1 Extensibility of the KAPSE Interface.

The first view of extensibility, that the KAPSE itself should be easily

extensible, must be taken in the context of STONEMAN requirements. The

following quotes highlight the essence of the STONEMAN concept of a

KAPSE.f

2.B.12 The declarations which are made visible by the KAPSE are

given in one or more Ada package specifications. These specifica-

tions will include declarations of the primitive operations that are

available to any tool in an APSE. They will also include declarations

of abstract data types which will be common to all APSEs, including

the data types which feature in the interface specifications for the

various stages of compilation and execution of a program.

2.B.13 While the external specifications for the KAPSE will beJ

fixed, the associated bodies may vary from one implementation to another.

in general all software above the level of the KAPSE will be writtenJ

in Ada, but the KAPSE itself will be implemented in Ada or by other

techniques, making use of local operating systems filing systems or

database systems as appropriate(
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The above statements focus on the basic object-oriented approach that

is assumed to be taken in designing a KAPSE, making full use of the power

of the Ada package specification construct to define abstract data type

interfaces that hide implementation details. Two key points are (1)

that such specifications are fixed over some unstated period of time,

while the underlying implementation is allowed to vary; and (2) that

the implementation may be based on existing software that was not

necessarily designed in an object-oriented fashion.

There are some serious problems with this concept that are becoming

increasingly evident as more is learned about the evolving ALS and AIE

IKAPSEs, both of which are being implemented on top of existing operating

systems. After review of current documentation and face-to-face dis-

cussions with the ALS and AIE contractors, there is no really cogent

definition of the KAPSE interfaces in either system. Indeed, one of i

the key functional ingredients of a KAPSE (according to STONEMAN) is a

I database manager; yet in the ALS, this function is largely relegated

to a MAPSE tool which merely relies on KAPSE services. Moreover, te

I concept of KAPSE as a well-defined, integrated collection of abstract

I data types is far from being a demonstrable reality in the foreseeable

future.

I Let us suppose, however, that such a KAPSE has been designed and imple-

mented on some existing hardware/software base. This hypothetical KAPSE

would present APSE tool builders with a number of package interfaces,

I each having a (hopefully) comprehensive set of procedural operators

defined to minipulate objects of a particular type. Such a scenario
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supports a limited concept of KAPSE extensibility, in that the object-

oriented nature of the overall KAPSE design should permit the addition

of new packages. Such additions, possibly made via new instantiations

of generic packages, should not corrupt any existing function; and,

further, they should have no impact on existing APSE tools which rely

totally on existing KAPSE interfaces that are supported by unmodified

and unaffected existing Ada packages). The motivation for providing such

extensions would presumably be the need to support some new APSE tool

for which existing KAPSE services are inadequate or excessively inefficient

(more about this later); or to provide a basis for extending an existing

tool to perform new functions. In some cases however, creating an entire

new package would not necessarily be a desirable or cost-effective solution-J

it may tend to complicate the overall KAPSE interface by duplicating,

in another form, some services already provided. A better aooroach may be

to add a new operator to an existing package; this however, implies a

much more direct perturbation of the existing KAPSE interface and may

lead to unsuspected impact on existing tools.I

The main point to be made here is that KAPSE extensions are feasible in

principle, but that the mechanics of providing them in a practical(

context are not necessarily straightforward. The STONEMAN notion of

a fixed KAPSE interface needs to be re-examined, particularly in light

of the expressed need to support an ever expanding suite of tools.

Another quote from STONEMAN:
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1.J It is possible to take a broader and more general view of pro-

I gramming environments as embodying and supporting the complete inte-

grated process of program design and evolution. This generality is

I regarded as beyond the present scope of the STONEMAN; however, the

* aim is that the present document should not exclude a more general

view being developed and so it is intended to be "upwards compatible"

in all critical areas.

2.B.3 An APSE offers a coordinated and complete set of tools which

I is applicable at all stages of the system life cycle, from initial

1 requirements specification to long-term maintenance and adaptation to

changing requirements.

I3.D Life Cycle Support: Support shall be provided to projects

throughout the software life cycle from requirements and design through

implementation to long term maintenance and modification.

The above statement reflects a clear intent to provide the basis, in the

KAPSE, for a far broader range of tools than either DOD-sponsored APSE

'I currently includes. The current efforts support primarily the latter

half of the traditional software development life cycle (detailed design,

code, test). It must be possible to extend the APSE to cover the full

I spectrum of software life cycle activities, including requirements speci-

fication and analysis, top level design, design verification, and rapid

prototyping. It is not at all clear that a KAPSE whose major orientation

is towards late life cycle support tools provides adequate services for

I effective and efficient support of tools that deal with earlier phases.

For example, many of the tools gaining favor today for requirements
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analysis and structural design provide an interactive graphics interface.

To support such tools, a KAPSE should provide services directly related

to manipulation of graphics data base objects and graphics device inter-

actions (e.g., draw object x on device y).

There are other existing tools whose peculiar needs have not been examined

(e.g., program synthesis tools (3)); and there are surely totally unfore-

seen classes of tools for which no notion of appropriate services can be

established at present. All of this suggests strongly that a KAPSE,

if it is to stand the test of time and meet the expressed intent of

STONEMAN in terms of life cycle support, must be extensible in a

controlled fashion.

There is yet another STONEMAN thrust that suggests a need for KAPSE

extensibility: II
2.B.8 Extension of an APSE tool set requires knowledge only of the

particular APSE and of the Ada language. A new tool -- for example,

an environment simulator -- is written within the APSE. This tool

can then be installed as part of the APSE and subsequently invoked.

4.E.2 Tools in an APSE shall be designed to meet clear functional

needs and shall be composable with other tools in order to carry out

more complex functions where appropriate.I

4.E.4 The set of tools in an APSE shall remain open-ended; it shall

always be possible to add new tools.
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I

In contrast with the orientation towards increased life cycle support

characterizing the previous quotes, the above requirements call for a more

general kind of "open-endedness". One could plausibly extrapolate to

1 consideration of environments that are far more dynamic than anything

explicitly envisioned by STONEMAN. As noted above, a limiting property

Iof the STONEMAN approach is the heavy reliance on Ada itself, a language

designed for programming embedded, real-time military computer systems.

Many features of Ada (e.g., strong/static typing) are more concerned with

reliability than with open-endedness and dynanism. Indeed there exist

programming environments today (e.g., interlisp (4), ECL(5)) where

extensibility is "built-in", in the sense that the underlying language

(LISP or EL-I, respectively) provide truly dynamic data types and/or

procedures. This allows for construction of "packages" that, for example,

i can adapt to new type constructs (defined by evaluation of user expressions)

at run time. This deqree of extensibility is not achievable in a KAPSE

written in Ada without going outside Ada's "nominal system of type" (1)

(as is often done in languages like FORTRAN to implement lists through

I coordinatea usage of arrays). While the need for a truly dynamic-environ-

ment is not clearly established, it is worthy of some attention. The

kind of organic evolution of services and tools made possible by such an

underlying language system is clearly not achievable within the current

KAPSE philosophy.

I
l
1 4
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4.2.2 Extensibility of the Tool/User Interface (taken from (2))

The second view of extensibility, that APSE extensions need to be con-

trolled to ensure that the extended tool set possesses desirable

properties, raises several additional issues. One such issue is whether

or not we can devise policies of orderly, controlled growth of tool

sets in APSEs that promote simplicity and uniformity in the user

interface.

One of the most important requirements in STONEMAN is requirement (3.C)

for simplicity, quoted here:

3.C SIMPLICITY - The structure of an APSE shall be based on simple

overall concepts which are straightforward to understand and

use and few in number. Wherever possible, the concepts of

the Ada language will be used in an APSE.(

Suppose it is our desire to produce APSE tool sets with user interfaces

obeying this requirement, and suppose further, that when we extend the

APSE tool set by adding new tools, we should like to have the new tools

"blend" with the old in such a fashion as to maintain the simplicity of

the original interface.

A model that seems not to provide for this property is the model of

adding tools to current operating system tool sets. When tools in a1

normal operating system accumulate by ordinary evolution, they tend to

exhibit a bewildering variety of different, often inconsistent, user-interface

conventions. The same control characters mean different things in

different tools, and there are a jumble of different methods for existing
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subsystems, jumping to a system's top level, obtaining help, specifying

I commands, and so forth. This tends to impose a high cognitive load on

the user as there is a considerable and probably needless learning
burden imposed on him as he attempts to deal with the thicket of incon-

sistent interface methods which the tools require him to use.

If it were possible to devise some method or policy for controlling the

I growth of APSE tool sets, so that new tools added to an APSE would be

required to obey one of a small, bounded number of "standard" user

interface methods, the STONEMAN requirement for simplicity could be

better met. But this must be done in such a fashion as not to inhibit

the addition of new interface methods of substantial effectiveness and

novelty that are discovered in the future. What is needed is a proper

balance between reaping the benefits of future exploration (by incor-

I porating new interface methods) and keeping the interface simple and

easily useable (by enforcement of standards). How might this be

accomplished? Here is a suggestion.

I We know that there are certain popular interface methods for accessing

tools in use at the moment. These include:

I(a) the normal conversational interface in which the system prompts

the user to give a command (usually issuing a "prompt" character

explicitly), and in which the user types a command in response.

* This type of interface may have various control characters for

exiting to the top system level, suspending execution, obtaining

U help, and so forth.
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(b) the form-filling interface in which the user is presented with a

form (usually on a CRT) with holes in it to fill in, and he

advances from hole to hole entering suitable data. Here, there

may be conventions for advancing to the next hole, returning to the

top of the form, aborting, and so forth.

(c) the tree of menus interface in which a top-level menu gives a

set of choices and when one choice is made, a new level of choices

is exhibited as a sub-menu. (Example: the UCSD Pascal interface).

(d) a graphic interface with windows and iconics, as in the Xerox

Star.

Some interfaces may make use of mixtures of the capabilities given in

(a) through (d), as in a graphics interface which uses iconics to pop

up a menu, which in turn selects a tool, which, in turn, asks the user

to fill out a form or to conduct a conversation consisting of coimmands

and responses.

One might be able to prescribe a handful (say seven to ten) of standard

interface methods, designed to cooperate consistently on the use of

universal, pervasive signals, such as a "suspend execution signal"

or a signal to obtain help. one could furnish a library of reusable

software parts (written in Ada), which parts could be used to create

a tool interface according to one of the standard methods. For example,

in creating a form-filling interface, one might have parts to "get a

date from the user" or "get an integer from the user." One might haveJ

".application generators" that, for example, conduct a conversation with
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the user to extract, say, the contents of menus in a tree-of-menus, or

I the visual appearance of a form with holes to be filled in. The "names"

of the holes in the form or the items in the tree of menus might be

1 tied to certain tables of actions: actions giving error messages,

actions giving help, and data validating actions. The application

generator would "interview" the programmier to extract all the informa-

tion needed to generate a "complete" interface, and would generate an

Ada program to act as a complete instance of one of the standard tool

I interfaces (forms, menus, conversations, iconics, or whatever).

j If one could make the addition of a new tool interface very easy tech-

nically, through the use of libraries of reusable interface components

and application generators, then it might be reasonable to put the

growth of APSE tool set interfaces under configuration management using

I a policy somewhat like the following.

j "We, the APSE tool interface configuration management authority, will

accept a new tool to be put into the standard APSE tool library provided

its interface obeys one of the given standard interface methods to the

letter. If this is not suitable and you believe you have a new inter-

Iface method to contribute along with your proposed tool, we will make

j you go through the procedure for adding a new standard interface method.

Only when you have succeeded in adding your new method to the list of

7 approved standard methods, would we permit you to use your method, and

in that case, everybody else can use your method, too. But there are

I some restrictions. A new method must be judged sufficiently new and

beneficial, in comparison to the existing methods that the authority
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believes it will bring in more benefits from its use than it costs in

the diversification of methods and the imposition of new learning

burdens on the APSE user community. It must be brought into consistency

and harmony with the existing methods, insofar as practicable. And

reusable parts and application generators must be supplied to make it

easy for others to add tools using the new interface method".

Were it feasible to provide such a policy and its required technical

support, it might be possible substantially to meet the letter and

spirit of the STONEMAN simplicity requirement, regarding controlled

extension of APSE tool sets. In the absence of some means for con-

trolling the growth of APSE tool sets and enforcing some consistency

in tool interfaces, we are likely to witness a recapitulation of the

current state of affa~irs with the growth of operating system tool sets -

namely, random, haphazard, inconsistent growth, with its detrimental

effects.

A step that we could take to investigate extensibility further, should

the KITIA decide it is worthwhile to pursue it further, would be to

draft an INTERFACEMAN document, giving requirements for APSE tool set

interfaces. This is, in a sense, a continuation of the STONEMAN exercise,

and amounts to our attempting responsibility to carry out the intent of

STONEMAN in this area.

If, after circulation and tuning, INTERFACEMAN were to be judged a worth-

while pursuit, it might be possible to put together draft configuration

management plans and a prototype reusable software component library to

support APSE tool set extensibility. After further evaluation, trial use,I

and tuning, this could eventually lead to a widely adopted shared agreement

about a beneficial way of doing business with respect to the use of APSE tools.(
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I 4.3 Summary of Recommendations

I. Recommended action: Re-interpret STONEMAN intentions as regards

a fixed KAPSE interface - especially in light of a rapidly expanding

tool environment. Can a fixed interface be expected to provide

services for the range of tools that can reasonable be postulated?

2. Guideline: An APSE must support the front-end activities of the

. software life-cycle as well as the later software development and

test activities that are now the focus of APSE tool efforts.
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3 5.0 ADAIAPSE PROGRAM POLICY ISSUES
STEVE GLASEMAM, TELEDYNE SYSTEMS COMPANY

5.1 Topic Statement

I In this paper I have taken a position of devil's advocate with respect to

certain policies, both stated and implicit, that currently guide the Ada

community. Criticisms are stated in exaggerated fashion to highlight the

f issues involved, and to surface embedded assumptions. Some points dis-

cussed here are thought to be settled issues. I open them to re-examina-

9 tion because I question their resolution.

I make no claim to have identified all, or even the most important, of

the relevant policy variables. But continual re-examination of policies

9 and their implementations is a vital component of a program as large and

complex as the Ada experiment.

I Stated and implicit policies have been extracted from a number of docu--

g ments. For each a discussion and critique is provided, to which I have

added material based on the reactions of others to this paper.

15.2 Discussion

5.2.1 PEBBLEMAN (revised) (l)

5.2.1.7 "It is the expectation that this language will be universally used

I for DoD embedded computer systems" (1, 1.1). Universality is undefined.

I if all 1985 and beyond ECS projects use Ada for 15% of their software
requirements and 85% is assembly language, that could be seen as

I universality - but little will change in the software world. Do we

expect all ECS software: operational flight programs, electronic war-

fare algorithms, automated test software, trainee software, etc., to

be coded in Ada? Do we know if that's a reasonable objective for
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for even current approaches to these areas? If it is not, then how

can we define the application areas for which Ada is or is not

suited?

5.2.1.2 "It is to the DoD's advantage that the language be widely used...

both in -ihe U.S. and abroad" (1, 1.1). This is a policy that is

deceptivEly simple to implement -- one simply does nothing. However,

the implicit assumption is that whatever good comes of other efforts

will somehow find its way to the DoD. It would be better to have

active cooperation and data sharing. Overall, this implies regular

contact, coordinated efforts, and structured cooperation. Specifi-

cally, and, for example, are similar metrics, coordinated data collec-

tion and analysis efforts, and cooperative analyses. These character-

istics are less likely without careful and continual planning by

explicitly assigned individuals representing the different countries.j

For example, the notion of an Ada Consortium may have benefits in

terms of consistent and cross fertilized data collection and analyses,

providing, overall , a more valuable experiment. With careful planning

costs need not be high.

5.2.1.3 "In order to suppress variance, all implementations ... will be .. .

certified as satisfying the language standard ... " (I1, 1.1). 'Defense

systems shall require revalidation of translators at the beginning of

each project" (1, 1.5). "Commercial offerings will be encouraged to

regularly maintain the status of their validation" (1, 1.5).
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I This policy, while related to the one in 5.2.1.6, is different enough

to warrant separate mention. The idea that any Ada compiler must

f adhere to an established standard is basic tQ the notion of

standardization. To the extent, however, that the standard can be

expected to evolve as more is learned about program validation and as

the language itself changes over time, certain policy issues emerge.

Will all compilers validated to a given standard be subject to re-

validation in the event of a change to the standard? If so, does

this imply a sort of second-class citizenship to programs-- APSE

tools as well as application suites and re-useable building blocks --

developed under the superceded standard? Does this approach ease or

hinder an already strong tendency for proliferation of functionally

j similar programs?

If older programs are not to be re-validated when the standard changes,f

does this lock us into a relatively shallow pool of truly standard

I modules - i.e., only those whose validity has been established under

the current standard? If the approach is to re-validate some, but not

all tools, how is the choice to be made? This issue gains importance

in view of the potential requirement for validating certain MAPSE

level tools if experience suggests the value of this.

15.2.1.4 "An elementary set of tools for the Ada programming environment will

Ibe procured by the DoD..." (1, 1.1).

This is a good idea, as far as it goes, and easy to implement using well-

known contracting procedures. It also continues the process, started

by the Ada initiative, of getting the customer actively involved in
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solutions to major problems in which he has a stake. There are, however,

no indications that this policy is based on more than short-term

expediency. The major issues involved here are how to evolve the soft-

ware development environment and what, if any, continuing role can

be forseen for the Dod. In the short run, direct involvement with

individual system acquisitions will grow tools, procedures and, possibly,

the beginnings of a set of reusable software building blocks applicable

to somewhat more general environments. But while this is happening

other sectors of the community (non-DoD agencies; commercial, industrial,

and educational) as well as foreign efforts, will also progress. It

is obvious that while some early attention must be focused on specific

projects, failure to develop a long-range, high-level planning posture

could negatively impact the results expected from the Ada program.

Specifically, without explicit plans for examining, evaluating, and incor- -
porating the most valuable contributions from these other sectors -

and this within a context influenced by the general thrusts in the

relevant technologies, threat environments, political realities, etc., -

the DoD will find itself in a reactive rather than a controlling posture.

The point is that Ada must be managed according to its long range -

not its short term -- potentials.

5.2.1.5 "Industry is encouraged to produce and market in the normal fashion..

(1, 1.1).

This policy seems to serve notice that the Ada community understands

its lack of control over most of the world. It also indicates an

appreciation that much of the progress in software technology comes
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I from the marketplace itself, and not from the original motivating

initiatives. To maintain a measure of control over the Ada effort,

I the DoD must develop a more formal window on the marketplace. There

J are precedents for doing such a thing; most notably the VHSIC effort,

and the new emphasis given to applied research in communications and

other technologies. What needs recognition is that it is now possible

to see the early outlines of a real engineering approach to the soft-

I ware life cycle, and to encourage such work with as much energy as has

traditionally been applied to hardware-oriented activities.

5.2.1.6 "The existence of subsets, supersets, or dialects of a language negate

benefits ,which could otherwise accrue" (1, 1.3).

1 This policy, aimed at configuration control and a host of other

objectives, is right-hearted but wrong-headed. It appears enforce-

able, and there is thus the danger that enforcement will be attempted

until circumstances show it to be shortsighted. Whatever they are

now named, subsets and supersets of Ada already exist and probably

will continue to be produced. There seems no reason to require an all

I or nothing environment. The benefits of Ada as a programming language

3 are substantial, and are available in subset or superset Ada, as well as

in full Ada. In addition, there is little reason to believe that an

early 198X standard will be relevant for very long. What is important

now is to attend to standardization in terms of knowledge emerging

I from early experience -- leading to a program of incrementally improv-

able standards. What is perhaps more important as far as cost benefit

goes (the choice of language per se impacts less than 20% of software

life cycle costs; see ((2) and (3)) is the potential for more effective
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software engineering. Holding to a no variance policy with respect

to the language, and implementing that policy by requiring all compilers

to pass muster at the ACVF, has little to do with this aspect of the

Ada experiment. Perhaps a better policy would be to require whatever

compiler a contractor employs to pass the ACVF tests that apply.

Or, is that feasible? The problem with the policy is not that it

is already overcome by events, or that it will probably not be cost

effective, or that it discourages innovation;--but, rather, that it is

inadequate to the task. What is wanted are the economic benefits

associated with reuseable software and better engineering practices.

Thus, besides controlling the language itself, we should control its

environment (a potentially more difficult task), and its underlying

data structure; in short, the entire software development armament.

A more direct approach would be to require demonstrated reusabilityf

of all tools used to develop DoD software, and to somehow define and

enforce desirable software engineering practices.

5.2.1.7 "The ASF will collect and disseminate information ... will maintain

statistics ... (and) will publish periodic reports ... " (1, 1.6).

The collection and analysis of data related to Ada is crucial to its

political, if not technical, survival. In the near term, as I have

elsewhere argued (4), political survival could be of considerable

importance. There are several reasons to think so; two are presented

here. First, it is likely that in the first year or two of its use

the benefits of Ada will be more evident in contractual boilerplate
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than in measured fact. It will take some time for experience to build

up a picture of Ada as just another programmning language, or as a real

contributor to a better software engineering environment. While this

experience should accrue largely unaided, a completely hands-off approach

might be unwise. A visible and active data collection program could

have benefits beyond the data it uncovers. Such a program could lend

emphasis to the fact that more is expected from Ada than was expected

from e.g., Jovial. With such a constant reminder, contractors might

be err'ouraged to stay with a marginal APSE for longer than might

ordinarily be the case - especially if the results of data analysis

were to be costless to contractors, and shared among them. It is

interesting to note in this regard that the notion of an ASF seems

not to have survived the transition from PEBBLEMAN to STONEMAN.

Secondly, there is no reason to believe that the data related to

Ada projects will be any better defined or easier to collect than that

related to pre-Ada projects. This is a venerable problem area of some

twenty years standing; we are perhaps slightly better off today in

terms of some understanding of what to measure. But, in terms of

collection, analysis, and employment of results we are, as before,

uninvolved. This fact stems largely from a poor and uneven grasp of which

variables should be measured. Moreover, there has long been consider-

able resistance in the contractor community to collecting data on

internal operations and, even if collected, to making it available

outside the organization (5). But the Ada experiment may present an

effective argument in favor of modifying these ingrained policies.

Theoretically, everyone would benefit if Ada attains even a part of
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its economic objectives; thus there may be a clearer motivation to

bear the costs of data collection. The political issue is to con-

vince decisionmakers of a favorable return on that investment and that

means, at the least, coming to grips with the technical problems

associated with collecting data of this type. I have elsewhere

presented the outlines of how this may be accomplished (5).

5.2.2 STONEMAN (6)

5.2.2.1 "In order to achieve the long term goal of portability of software

tools and application systems dependent on them .. ." (7, 2.C.5).

I have discussed the implementation of this policy, in an earlier

paper (4), from the point of view of user acceptance. Two key para-

graphs from that discussion are reproduced below.

With a careful introduction to its tools, the user might ease into ar

APSE, be receptive to its benefits, and wish to promote them, e.g.,

by suggesting enhancements and by developing new tools with an eye

toward minimal disruption of a recognizable superior software develop-

ment environment. In such a scenario, the development of installation-

specific tools that cannot be fit to an APSE might be minimized-

occuring only in special cases where real project pecularities exist.

Under these conditions, the APSE could have the support of its targeted

user group, and the experiment as to whether or not a standard HOL

and an associated support environment is the key to improved soft-

ware outcomes will be under way. Ttc verdict should then be based on

the merits of the system itself, unclouded by issues of poor imple-

mentation, management, and the like.
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If, on the other hand, users encounter an initial APSE package with

little or no effort to guide implementation, to emphasize its benefits

in particular contexts, to anticipate and help to resolve problems,

or to provide resources for communicating valuable experiences through-

out the user community then, no matter how technically capable, smoothly

interfaced, well documented, and configuration controlled, users will

resist what can be resisted. In the extreme, as mentioned earlier,

they will use the language because they must, but waiver applications

will remain common. The environment will languish because other tools

are already available - no matter that they do not fit into what is

perceived as an unachieved ideal. Portability will go down the drain

as tools and environments diverge, and the Ada experiment could fail

without ever gathering data. In the end, the language will be just

I another language, and a major hoped-for benefit -- that of encourag-

ing a software engineering approach to problem solution, with code

I development a result of that approach instead of an input to the

problem -- will not be achieved.

5.2.2.2 "Progress towards ... portability is ... achieved by ... competitive

design and evaluation of APSEs and their associated KAPSEs." (8, 2.C.7)

one such MAPSE, and ... its KAPSE, will .. . become a de facto

I contention and ... be considered for standardization ..." (8, 2.C.9).
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The policy of pursuing standardization through competitive develop-

ment of APSEs has been addressed in (4). There, however, criticism

was based on the additional and unnecessary problems introduced by

simultaneous and fundamentally uncooperative initial products. The

idea of benefitting from competitive environments is basic to both

technical and economic development. However, the realities of a

given situation need to be accounted for in such decisions. It can

be argued that this has not been done in the case of Ada. For one

thing, the usual objective of competitive designs is, after evaluation,

to pick one for development and deployment, not to pick two as was

done in the case of the ALS and the AIE. Moreover, the military

reality -- within which the Ada effort currently has its strongest

representation -- is one of strong and multidimensional competition.

Because they compete for budget allocations, the service components

have vested interests not in cooperation, but in distinguishing them-

selves from one another as clearly as it is possible to do so. one

result of this is to become both operationally and economically dependent

upon one's own implementation of any given system. Thus, we can expect

the Army to employ the ALS to the exclusion of the probably simultaneously

available AlE. And we'd expect the Air Force to use its AIE, and not

the ALS, or anything else for that matter. This may not be the best

environment for the emergence of one APSE/KAPSE as a widely accepted

de-facto standard and as the basis, therefore, of an eventual single

DoD standard. What has not been explored as yet that seems basic to

progress in this area is the evolutionary relationships between the
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ALS, the MIE, and whatever the Navy develops for its own use. Evidence

for this -- although it may be a cheap shot, in hindsight -- is the

complete incompatibility of ALS and AIE data structures; that fact

dooming significant portability of tools and procedures between the

two systems.

5.2.3 APSE Interoperability and Transportability Plan (8)

5.2.3.1 The current policy that 1 and T objectives be pursued with respect to

the ALS and AIE -- systems that are fundamentally incompatible --

seems questionable. I have no quarrel with the idea that the ALS

and AlE provide an opportunity to explore I and T requirements in an

empirical rather than in a theoretical way. But, such opportunities

abound, and there is nothing particularly attractive about these two

systems as compared, for example, to exploring I and T between UNIX

and VAX/VMS. If, on the other hand, the policy represents tacit accept-

ance of dual APSE standards for the visible future, then I am more

concerned.

That concern does not focus on the inconsistency of dual standards.

If we can achieve two, and limit it to two, then we are ahead of the

I game and on the right track despite any semantic inconsistency. (There

are now, for example, seven "standard" DoD higher order languages.)

i Instead, it seems to me that, given dual standards, we would serve

j ourselves better by embracing the differences between the ALS and AIE,

and focusing on how to ease the achievement of I and T separately

1 within each environment. This approach deserves consideration, it
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seems to me, because it is more in tune with the near-term reality

of a two-APSF world, and because, while improving the benefits achiev-

able from each environment, we could learn as'much or more about I and T

requirements as under the current policy -- without spinning our wheels

working towards a questionable objective.

5.2.4 Data security as an APSE requirement.

Any Ada programming support environment, whether ALS, AlE or other, that

is employed to produce defense system software must, at least, not degrade

existing data security provisions. It is to be hoped that such an environ-

ment, being designed, as it is, from the ground up, would rather enhance

the security picture for the data under its control. In view of the

potential for doing so, the current policy regarding APSE data security

seems an especidlly vacuous one. Having stated that data security mustj

be provided (7), the implementation is left to the APSE contractors with

essentially no guidance as to what, explicitly, is required. As a result,

the issue has been passed on to the manufacturers of the host computer

systems: DEC, in the case of the ALS, and IBM for the AIE. The problem

here is that neither of these vendors has anything to offer in the area

of data security that goes beyond the current state-of-the-art. But,

more than that, neither vendor, as regards hosting an APSE, even

approaches what is currently available -- let alone goes beyond it. This

would be of somewhat less concern if it were not for the fact that

standardized APSEs and a standard development language makes the poten-

tial penetrator's job much easier, and increases his return on investment

as well -- thus adding motivation to enhanced opportunity (see (7) for
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I further elaboration of this). The point here is that, for all intents

and purposes, the issue has been largely ignored. The potential for

significant improvement in data security, especially as resulting from

the Ada effort, is not great. Thus there is an understandable tendency

to let others worry about a difficult and seemingly marginal concern.

On the other hand, the potential damage that is possible -- both

to the national interest and to the Ada program itself -- argues strongly

against any but the most rigorous application of what is currently possible

in this area.

5.2.5 Interim Summary

The preceding paragraphs raise certain general questions with respect

to the policy decisions that seem to guide the Ada commiunity.

(1) Is there a clear idea of the concept of universality with respect

to the application of Ada? What are the implications of anyI

answer other than 100%?

1(2) Has there been adequate planning for international cooperation in

specific areas of Ada and APSE development?

(3) How will the community deal with the problem of re-evaluating soft-

j ware developed with tools whose certification has, in effect, expired

as a result of evolving compiler standards or techniques for validation?

(4) Is there an adequate planning structure for managing APSE evolution?

3(5) What specific procedures and organizations are now planned or in

* place for tracking the technologies most relevant to Ada and APSE

implementations.
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(6) Is the no subset/superset policy necessary, and do its short term

benefits outweigh possible long term disadvantages?

(7) Is the current emphasis on achieving Ada's objectives premature?

Should there be more emphasis on using first products to better

understand the software problem?

(8) Are existing plans for Ada/APSE implementation incorrectly skewed

to favor technique over outcome?

(9) Are adequate plans and organizations now in place for data coltec-

tion, analysis, and the dissemination of results?

(10) Exactly how will contractors be motivated, under existing conditions,

to conform to APSE conventions?

(11) Has there been adequate planning for managing the introduction of

the Ada environment? I
(12) Is assuming a natural trend toward a de-facto APSE standard a viable

long range posture?

(13) What consideration has been given to the details of standardizing

on one APSE from a starting point of two, and probably three,

separate products?

(14) Why is data security being ignored in view of the comparative ease

of improving the situation?

(15) Should we pursue interoperability and transportability between the

ALS and AIE, or should those objectives be sought within each

product separately?

3I
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S(16) What has been the fate of the Ada Support Facility (ASF) intro-

duced in PEBBLEMAN (1, 1.6), but absent from STONEMAN (6)?

5 5.3 Summary of Recommendations

5.3.1 Recommended Activities: KIT/KITIA Tasks

5.3.1.1 Find answers to questions 1 through 16 in section 5.2.5.

5.3.1.2 Explore the idea of an Ada Consortium organized to coordinate the efforts

of Ada groups around the world, and to gather, analyze, and disseminate

information among those groups.

5.3.1.3 Begin to develop a long range plan for using the Ada experiment as a

catalyst for improving software engineering practice.

5.3.1.4 Devise an approach for improving the data security characteristics of

i future APSEs.

5.3.2 Recommended Guidelines

5.3.2.1 Any APSE should provide, independent from it host environment, state-of-

the-art data security for all data under APSE control.
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1 09.0 GROUP WV FUTURE PLANS

A major objective is to establish a more productive working relationship

with the KIT. Now that some sort of products are available, a better sense

I of the possibilities for joint action may be forthcoming. KITIA Group IV

has, as has our KIT counterpart, been working independently to scope our

various interest areas. Now that that is well underway, we can more fruit-

fully explore the potentials for mutually supporting and cooperative

activities.

I Similarly, Group IV may now be in a better position to support and be

j supported by the other KITIA groups. It might be well, for example, for

us to schedule periodic meetings of group chairpersons. An improved sense

of inter-group coordination, cooperative goal setting, information transfer,

and problem solving are some benefits that, somewhat lacking in the recent

I past, come immediately to mind.

j Group IV has identified a number of recommended activities (see Paragraph

1.4), and we expect to contribute to many of them ourselves. This work

j should, in fact, provide a firm base for increased cooperation among

ourselves, other KITIA groups, and the KIT.

One obvious objective is to complete this document, and to evolve its con-

( tents based on further examination of existing topics, and those that may

be added over time.
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Finally, we need to address certain group organizational issues. For

example, we have one member we haven't seen or heard from in some time.

His status will be reviewed with an eye toward our'need for productive

individuals.
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Computer Simulation
and the Ada Environment

Eric Grieshelmer

MCDONNELL DOUGLAS ASTRONAUTICS

A major step in the debugging of software writting in Ada is testing through
monitored execution. In the absence of supportive or accessible hardware, it

is often necessary or desirable to employ interpretive simulation (instruction

level simulation or HOL interpretation). There are a number of problems

relating to KAPSE interfaces which can arise in this area.

It is possible to simulate the program under test at either the Ada level

or at the target instruction level (even occasionally at the target
microinstruction level). In the first case, the simulator would probably

interpret a form of DIANA. It would have to be sensitive enough to

the target architecture to reproduce exact timing for all Ada statements,
exact results for all arithmetic operations on approximate numeric types,
Drecise memory management limitations, representation specification

consequences, unsafe conversion effects, execution of machine language

insertions, and exactly the same overflow conditions as the target processor.

Such a simulation presents two disadvantages. First, it does not fully

verify the compiler, since it does not even see the object code. Second,

the confidence it provides if no errors are detected is provisional on

confidence in the simulator itself, and the simulator is a sophisticated

program.

j The second, classical type of target simulator simulates at the level of

target machine operations. Although this requires more execution time to

simulate long algorithms, the simulator is a subset of the high level

simulator and thus cheaper to build, easier to verify, and generally a smaller

program when executing. In fact, the analysis performed on DIANA by the other

simulator might take as long as the interpretation of the more numerous, but

simpler target operations. This sort of simulator would be written in Ada,U but would probably employ "cheating". Certain variables, representing
registers and memory locations, would need to be considered alternately



as bit strings and as integers in Ada. This entails UNSAFE-CONVERSION, and

could inhibit portability, particularly since the Ada host compiler would

not check for dependence on one's/two's complement differences and word size.

In a growing percentage of applications, the program under test does not

operate on a single processor. This implies that the simulator simulates

multiple processors. This effect could be achieved through the KAPSE by

communication among separate tasks, and when some of the processors in the

simulation are not real (not simulated), this form of communication (at least

at the message level) would be required.

Regardless of the type of simulator used, there are several useful

capabilities which require support from an operating system, and present

portability problems.

Plotting is a common form of program analysis, for data values and program

coverage information. Although it may not belong at the KAPSE level, a simple
core of plotting functions, adapted to a standard set of plotting devices,

would permit portable plotting software to be written. Transportation of plot

programs often involves more than just character-command transliteration,

since timing and permissable sequences can carry.

Since the user of a computer simulator is operating a process, he needs a way

to suspend the process without losing the simulator. This entails either
program recovery and re-entry to the executive, or intermittent polling of

the terminal without wait. The provision of the latter function in a

system- independent form would provide great power to the writer of any
portable interactive program.

One of the prime causes of simulator slowness is the simulations of large

memories and complicated application environments. Efficient random access

file primitives (fixed-length records by number) can go a long way toward

alleviating system overloads.
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KIT NAME LIST

BALDWIN, Rich U. S. Amy (CECOM)

CASTOR, Jinny U.S. Air Force (AFWAL/AAAF-2)

CONVERSE, Bob Naval Sea Systems Command

FERGUSON, Jay National Security Agency

FOIDL, Jack TRW

FOREMAN, John Texas Instruments, Inc.

HART, Hal TRW

HOUSE, Ron Naval Underwater Systems Center

CONRAD, Tom

(Alt)

JOHNSTON, Larry Naval Air Development Center I
KRAMER, Jack Ada Joint Program Office j
LINDLEY, Larry Naval Avionics Center I
LOPER, Warren Naval Ocean Systems CenterI Il
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I
LUBBES, H. 0. Naval Electronic Systems Command

MILLER, Jo Naval Weapons Center

MILTON, Donn Computer Sciences Corp

J NELSON, Eldred TRW

OBERNDORF, Tricia Naval Ocean Systems Center

PEELE, Shirley Fleet Combat Direction Systems Support Activity -Dam Neck

TAYLOR, Guy (Alt)

PURRIER, Lee Fleet Combat Direction Systems Support Activity -San Diego

ROBERTSON, George (Alt)

SANTANELLI, Barbara U. S. Army (CECOM)

I STEIN, Mo Naval Surface Weapons Center

DUDASH, Ed (Alt)i
TAFT, Tucker Intermetrics

jMOLONEY, Jim (Alt)

THALL, Rich SofTech

WALD, Elizabeth Naval Research Laboratory

EGAN, Jack (Alt)

WALTRIP, Chuck John Hopkins University

WHITE, Doug U.S. Air Force (RADC/COES)

KEAN, Elizabeth (Alt)
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J KITIA NAME LIST

NAME AFFILIATION

CORNHILL, Dennis Honeywell

BEANE, John (Alt)

COX, Fred Georgia Institute of Technology

DRAKE, Dick IBM

FELLOWS, Jon System Development Corp

FISCHER, Herman Litton Data Sytsems

FREEDMAN, Roy Hazeltine Corp.

GARGARO, Anthony Computer Sciences Corp.

GLASEMAN, Steve Teledyne Systems Co.

I GRIESHEIMER, Eric McDonnell Douglas Astronautics

I JOHNSON, Ron Boeing Aerospace Co.

KERNER, Judy Norden Systems

KOTLER, Reed Lockheed Missiles & Space

LAHTINEN, Pekka Oy Softplan AB (Finland)
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LAMB, J. Eli Bell Labs

LINDQUIST, Tim Virginia Institute of Technology

LOVEMAN, Dave Massachusetts Computer Association Inc.

LYONS, Tim Software Sciences Ltd. (UK)

McGONAGLE, Dave General Electric

MOONEY, Charles Grumman Aerospace

MORSE, H. R. Frey Federal Systems

PLOEDEREDER, Erhard IABG (West Germany)

REEDY, Ann Planning Research Corporation

RUBY, Jim Hughes Aircraft Co.

SAIB, Sabina General Research Corp.

SIBLEY, Edgar Alpha Omega Group, Inc.

STANDISH, Thomas University of California at Irvine

WESTERMANN, Rob TNO-IBBC (The Netherlands) I
WILLMAN, Herb Raytheon Company I

WREGE, Doug Control Data Corp. I

YELOWITZ, Larry Ford Aerospace & Communications Corp. ]
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